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RIVER STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY

DEnEnnnnrs;

1898

AND

CHOUTMULI1

AND OrHEns

.

.

.

..

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT
Indian Carriers Act

(III.

of 1865),

ss. 6, 8,

.

PLAINTIFFS.

IN BENGAL.

9—Liability for

Negligen0e—

Onus Probandi.

Where jute properly put on board one of the appellants’

vessels took ﬁre

and was consumed :—

Held, that under the Indian Carriers Act the appellants would have
from liability if they had proved (the onus being on them)
that there was no negligence on their part, but that on the evidence
been exempt

they had failed to exonerate themselves.

APPEAL from
reversing

a

of the High Court (Jan. 29, 1897)
Sale J. (Feb. 26, 1896) which had

a decree

decree of

dismissed the respondents’ suit with costs.

The decree appealed from ordered

the

Rs.3324, the amount of damages sustained

appellants

to pay

by the respondents

in consequence of the non-delivery of 432 drums of jute.
The question decided was whether the appellants were liable
as common carriers for the loss of the said goods, which had
*

Present: Lonn ASHBOURNE, LORD Honnonsn, Loan MAonaenrnu
Mourns, and SIB. RICHARD Coocn.
Von.

XXVI.

J. C.‘

B

7

Lonn

wvw
Nov. 17.

INDIAN APPEALS.

2

J.

been occasioned, as stated in the judgment of their Lordships,

C.

by ﬁre on board the appellants’

1898
\I'Y\-'

RIVER STEAM
NAVIGATION
COMPANY
0.

Cnouruunn.

[L. R.

.

ship.

III. of 1865 (India), it is provided :—
“
Sect. 6.
The liability of any common carrier for the loss of
or damage to any property delivered to him to be carried not
”
being of the description contained in the schedule to this Act
By the Carriers Act, No.

“
shall not be deemed to be
(which does not include jute)
limited or affected by any public notice; but any such carrier
not being the owner of a railroad or tramroad, constructed

under the provisions of Act XXII. of 1863 may by special con
tract, signed by the owner of such property so delivered as last

or some person duly authorized in that behalf by
such owner, limit his liability in respect of the same.”
aforesaid

Sect. 8.

“Notwithstanding anything hereinbefore

contained
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every common carrier shall be liable to the owner for loss of or
damage to any property delivered to such carrier to be carried

when such loss or damage shall have arisen from the negligence
or criminal act of the carrier or any of his agents or servants.”
Sect. 9.

“

In

any suit brought against a common

carrier for

the loss, damage, or non-delivery of goods entrusted to him for

it shall not

for the plaintiff to prove that
such loss or damage, or non-delivery was owing to the negligence
or criminal act of the carrier, his servants, or agents.”
carriage,

Sale

J.

be necessary

held that upon the true construction of the forward

ing note the defendants were relieved from liability for loss not
occasioned by their negligence or misconduct, and, on the issue
of fact, he held that the defendants

had discharged

the onus

upon them by the Carriers Act of proving, and had
that
the loss was not so occasioned. Upon the evidence
proved,
he cameto the conclusion that the ﬁre did not originate on their
ship the Khyber, and that such precautions had been taken by

imposed

the defendants as might reasonably be supposed to be sufﬁcient
to prevent the communication of ﬁre to the cargo from outside.

He also thought that the appliances on board for the extin
guishing of ﬁre were reasonably sufﬁcient, and that the inability
of the crew to put the ﬁre’ out was due, not to the insufﬁciency
of the pumps, but to the rapidity with which the ﬁre spread.
The High Court in appeal held that the defendants had not

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVI.]

3

discharged the onus cast upon them of shewing that the loss
was not due to their negligence.

J.

C.

L833
RIVER STEAM

Joseph Walton, Q.C., and Clerk, for the appellants.
Néggiilg"
-11
Cohen, Q.C., and Phillips, for the respondents, were not
Cncgirunn.

hearrdl

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

Their Lordships do not require to hear
counsel in support of the decision of the High Court, as they
LORD Moanrs.

of opinion that there has been no case s.hewn to alter the
"
judgment that was pronounced by that Court.
It appears that the jute in question was put on board the
appellants’ vessel, and put on board, so far as can be ascer
are
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tained, in

a proper manner,

in

a proper

ﬂat, properly arranged,

and under proper circumstances.
It appears that upon the
night in question, about half-past twelve, from some rather
incomprehensible cause or other, the jute caught ﬁre, and the
whole cargo was burnt.
The plaintiﬂs do not rely upon any special construction of
the forwarding note other than that which is relied upon by
the defendants, who contend that they have brought themselves

within the protection of the Carriers Act; that is, that they
are exempt if they satisfy the onus which is imposed upon them
of shewing that there was no negligence on their part.

The plaintiffs have also given up any question
the defendants
the

agreement,

holding
liable on the ground of having deviated from
and,

therefore,

the

question

as to

comes

to the

simple and—in form, at all events—narrow one: whether the
have exonerated themselves by shewing that there
'
was no negligence on their part.
defendants

A

ﬁre took place, and

it is the common case that it did not

arise from spontaneous combustion. It, therefore, must have
arisen from some cause either external to the ﬂat or internal in
the ﬂat. If it occurred from a ﬁre within, it would appear that
the onus is not discharged by the defendants, because they had
the control of the ﬁat. If the ﬁre took place inside, they must
have done something or other, or something must have happened
B

2

[L. R

INDIAN APPEALS.

4

J.

C.

1898

\2!§l
RIVER STEAM
NAVIGATION

Commnr
1:. -

Cuonrmunn.

on the vessel inside of the ﬁat, which led to the ﬁre.

They
driven to suggest causes for its occurring from
something external to the ﬂat; and it certainly is a very remote,
and rather a fanciful, suggestion that it arose from some spark
coming from certain dinghies or smaller boats that were in the
are, therefore,

neighbourhood.
In the ﬁrst place, on the evidence of the captain and of the
serang, the ﬁres were put out in those small boats about 9 P.M.

It

was suggested that a man throwing the end of a cigar

or

might have caused the ﬁre. But that seems
most improbable, because the ﬂat was guarded by the corru
lighting

a pipe

gated iron at the top and bottom, and by a purdah or thick
canvas all round about it, and it would have taken the ﬁre a
very

considerable

jute if it had arisen
that the ﬁre must have

time to reach

the

Therefore, it appears
originated from some cause inside. If the cause was inside, as
has been said, the onus is not discharged, because the whole of
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externally.

the ﬁat was under the control and management

and care of the

defendants.

Again, they were bound to watch: that is their own case;
and accordingly they allege that they did watch, and that
about twelve o’clock, just shortly before the ﬁre, two persons
named Tamiz-ud-din

Tamiz-ud-din
Omed

and Omed

Ali were the watchmen; that

was to watch on the starboard

Ali was to watch upon the port side.

not watch on the starboard side.
ﬁre had arisen from any external

If

side, and that

Tamiz-ud-din

did

he had watched. and the

cause, he would have per

it almost at once, and if he had not been for

very
curious sort of investiga
tion (he appears, namely, to have been watching an accumu
lation of jungle upon an anchor that was hung up, and no way
concerned in the anchoring of the vessel, or in directing its
course, or in keeping it where it was) he would have seen the
ceived

considerable

time engaged in rather

ﬁre arise, and he could

a

a

have given outcry at the time, and

notice that would have led in all probability to its being extin

The ﬁre, however, had taken such hold of the jute
that it had gone too far by the time he noticed it—a notice
which really arosenot from his looking at the matter at all,
guished.

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVI.]

5

but by the ﬁre’s being reﬂected by the water, which he appears

J.

to have been watching, instead of watching that which he was

1898

C.

.

shewn that Tamiz was much longer absent than seven or eight

when

their attention was not directed to investigating

it

of

a

if

minutes—a most peculiar time for him to select, as
anybody
could distinguish between seven or eight minutes and
quarter
an hour, or seventeen, or eighteen, or four, or ﬁve minutes,
at

time.
At all events, the observation

the

practically speaking, by reason of his not watching. If he had
been walking up and down on the starboard side, as he ought
to have been, he would have observed this ﬁre coming against
the purdah; or.he would have observed the ﬁrefrom within,
it

from the glare in the water.
not have waited to observe
not at all exonerated them
the
defendants
have
that
appears

and

It

from the onus cast upon them of shewing that the ﬁre
originated from causes over which they had no control, and
could not have been expected to have had any control; and
selves

would really go to shew that the ﬁre must have
place for
originated from within the ﬁat, and, therefore, from
which they were liable for its being in
proper position, and
a

.2.

the evidence

from any inﬂammatory article that would have set the jute
could not have got on ﬁre of itself.
on ﬁre when
also appears that when the ﬁre did
In addition to that,
take place there was an utter absence of any power of extin
guishing

it,

it

it

free

except by the primitive mode of the crew throwing

There were two pumps, and they
pump in the fore part of the vessel

buckets of water upon it.
were
was

both useless—the
useless because

the

captain

was

alone

there,

and

he

could not work the pump by himself, and the men could not
you have nobody to work

?

pump

What
it

the use of having

if

Why had he not the men at his disposal?
a

get there.
is
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a

it

of Tamiz-ud-din was for such
substantial time withdrawn from the matter which
was
his proper business to watch, that all the misfortune occurred,

_.
v

it,

put there to watch, namely, the ﬁat.
R,,I,,:'§T,,,,,
Then the absence of the other witness, as described by the
NG‘0v£:§§’“
Chief Justice of the High Court, is, to say the least of
Onourmunn.
.
unfortunate. It 1s very unfortunate, because he might have

‘

INDIAN APPEALS.

6

J.

[L. R.

‘

RIVEETEAM

pump aft; and that pump could not be
worked because it appears that the jute was piled up close to
the bulkhead, and that the hose was too short; so both the

N6;$‘ATNI§N

pumps

Then there was

C.

1898

CHOU1;-MU“.

__.

a

become utterly useless, and the conﬁagration goes

on

until, not alone is the jute destroyed, but the vessel sinks.
Their Lordships are clearly of opinion that there is no reason
for disturbing the conclusion come to by the High Court upon
both grounds.
Their Lordships will therefore humbly advise Her Majesty
The
that the judgment of the High Court should be afﬁrmed.
appellants

will pay the costs.
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PLAINTIFF;
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Am,
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211

Nov. 26.

WILSON
1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT ALLAHABAD.

Contract

to

buy Shares

of a Director—False

Balance-sheets—Evt'0lence

as to

Inducement.

Where there was a concurrent ﬁnding of fact that a. balance—sheet issued
by a bank was false to the knowledge of the respondent, a director, but
that the respondent had never made any oral misrepresentations
to the
bought from him bank shares both before and after the
appellant,
who
issue of the balance-sheet

and consequent declaration of dividend :—
Held, with regard to the later purchases, about which alone any serious
could arise, that as the appellant failed to shew that they
controversy
were induced by the false balance-sheet, the respondent was not liable to
him in damages.

APPEAL from
reversing

a

decree of the

a decree of

the

High Court (Aug.

Subordinate

1,

1895)

Judge of Dehra-Dun

(July

31, 1893), which was in favour of the appellant.
The question decided in the appeal was as to the resp0ndent’s
liability for alleged fraud or false representations made in his
.

*

Present: Loan WATsoN, Loan Hosnousn, Lonn DAVEY, and SIR RICHARD

Coucn.

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVL]

7

capacity of a bank director and a private individual and said to

J.

have induced the appellant to purchase shares in the bank.

1898

The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
The plaint set out the purchase of shares, and alleged, ﬁrst,

“that the defendant strongly advised the plaintiff to buy the
shares as a good investment,

and said the bank had a large

reserve fund, was on a thoroughly sound footing, and that they
and paid the usual dividend of
cent.”
per
Secondly, that since 1887 the defendant, who was a director
of the bank, had knowingly issued false half-yearly reports and
balance-sheets, which purported to shew yearly additions to a
the

directors had declared

10

fund which did not exist; that the bank was
prosperous when it was insolvent; and that it was making a
proﬁt of 19 per cent. when it was making no such proﬁt; and
in particular, that in July, 1890, the defendant issued abalance
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large reserve

sheet, and subsequently
be false, and

sheet

a directors’

that on October

report, which he knew to

31, 1890,

the said false balance

and report were laid before the shareholders,

and

an

interim dividend of 10 per cent. advertised in July and paid on
August 1 was conﬁrmed.
The plaintiff asserted that he was induced to make his
several purchases on the faith of the false statements made by
both. in his capacity as a director and as a
private individual.
The defendant in his written statement denied the repre
sentations alleged to have been made by him personally to the
the defendant,

plaintiff. He did not deny the allegations as to the falsity of
the half-yearly reports and balance-sheets issued by the direc
tors, and as to his own personal knowledge that they were
but said that they were argumentative and based on
gratuitous assumptions of the plaintiff, and that they could not
He asserted that the plaintiff made the
be raised in this suit.
false,

voluntarily and at his own risk, and after making
inquiries and with a knowledge that there were rumours about
as to the solvency of the bank, and said that it was not true

purchases

that the plaintiff was induced to purchase
of the false statements of the defendant.

shares on the faith

C.

sly‘:
MAOAULIFFE
17.

WILSON.

INDIAN APPEALS.

8

J.

[L. R,

He further pleaded “that defendant

did not induce” the
1898
plaintiff to make the said purchase, and did not make any false
W'Y\l
Macauurrn statement or misrepresentation of any kind, with a view to
U.
getting his said shares sold.
W1LsoN.
.

C.

The Subordinate Judge found as a fact that all the balance
sheets were false since 1886, but that there was nothing to
that the defendant did anything to make himself a
principal in the misrepresentation used by Moss (the manager
As regards the
of the bank) in the earliest balance-sheets.
shew

balance-sheet

of

July, 1890, he says,

“I

have no doubt that

this balance-sheet was false, and that the defendant knew it to
As regards the forty-seven shares which were pur
chased after this came to the plaintiff’s knowledge, he says
be false.”

“he undoubtedly was inﬂuenced

and,

if unconsciously, none
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the less materially, by the absence and concealment

of those

facts which would have shewn the real state of the bank.”

The judge then discussed the defendant’s knowledge as to
the condition of the bank, and sums up as follows :—
“ It is idle for the defendant to deny that he knew that these
debts, or the greater portion of them, were bad, and that the

condition of the bank was practically hopeless. With regard
to the defendant’s statement that he did not know the debts
were unsecured, it is shewn that in the bank’s books each
account was headed by a speciﬁcation
connection

with it.

It

of the securities held in

is worse than idle for him to say that

he did know that there were large loans out, but not that they
were unsecured.”

The judge did not believe
speciﬁc representations

that the defendant made the

as to the soundness of the bank

were alleged by the plaintiff.

'

which

that the “ defendant
did use fraud in order to induce the plaintiff to purchase from
him the shares in question.” He accordingly gave a decree

He ended by stating

as

his conclusion

for principal and interest amounting to Rs.18.,055.
The High Court (Knox and Aikman JJ.) found

as to the

that they were in fact
false and delusive.
They thought it difﬁcult to believe a
director who says that they were not false to his knowledge,
balance-sheets

and half-yearly reports

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVI.]

9

but were certain that the defendant never tried to ascertain
whether they were true or false, and that he was entirely
indifferent as to whether the statements issued by Moss upon
which the directors acted in turn were or were not accurate.
As regards the balance-sheets before July, 1890, they thought
the defendant was only guilty of gross negligence not amount
ing to fraud. As to the last-named
“It is impossible to believe, and

I

balance-sheet

they said,

do not believe, that the

appellant did not know the balance-sheet to be false.” They
went on, however, to consider whether this balance-sheet
operated

as

an inducement to the purchase

and came to the conclusion that

by the plaintiff,

it did not, because the balance

sheet issued on October 31, 1890, did not come to the plaintiffs

knowledge till he had completed the purchase of the
'
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and agreed to purchase the forty-seven.

As to the announcement
that

it

100 shares

of the dividend in August, they held

was probably one of the inducements

which led the

plaintiff to buy, but that the defendant was not responsible,
because it was not intended to facilitate the sale of the
defendant’s

shares.

Finally they say, “My difﬁculty is in believing that the
issuing of the balance-sheets, reports, and advertisement, or
any of them, did induce the respondent to purchase the shares.
In fact, my ﬁnding is that it did not. After fully considering
am satisﬁed that the respondent purchased
all the evidence,

I

the

shares

probably be

as
a

being in his eyes

a speculation

which would

proﬁtable one.”

Mayne, for the appellant, contended that the High Court
was wrong in its view of the evidence.
The admitted state
ments
support

by the respondent
the charge

to the appellant were sufﬁcient

to

With
High
conduct in

of fraud and intention to deceive.

regard to the balance-sheets

previous to

July,

1890, the

Court, on its own ﬁnding as to the respondent’s
adopting them, ought to have held that in putting them for
ward as true he was guilty

in law of fraudulent misrepresenta

The mere fact that the fraudulent dividend announced
in July, 1890, was not announced for the purpose of facilitating
tion.

J.

C.

1898

wow

Mncmnmrs
‘U.

WILSON.

INDIAN APPEALS.
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1898
VNQ‘

Macaunrrrn
1:.

W1LsoN.

[L. R.

the sale of his shares did not relieve the respondent of responsi
bility. The sale was brought about by the combined false
representations

contained in oral statements by the respondent,

and by false balance-sheets

and false declarations

of dividend

for which he was responsible.
The following cases were relied
on as shewing that the respondent was responsible for these
misrepresentations,
between

them

it: Peek

vitiate

and that there was

connection

sufﬁcient

and the transaction complained

of

in order to

v. Gurney (1) ; Scott v. Dixon (2) ; Bedford v.
BaMy v. Crosskey. (4)
Upon the question

Bagshaw (3);
whether the appellant should be held to have been likely to be
deceived by those misrepresentations,
and thereby induced to
become

purchaser,

a
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Chadwick.

see

Clarke v. Dickson

(5);

Smith v.

(6)

Asquith, Q.G., Upjohn, Q.C., and Roskill, for the respondent,
contended that the case of fraudulent misrepresentation by him
was not sustained by the evidence.

The balance-sheets

of the

bank no doubt were false, but, except with regard to that
issued in October, 1890, for the half-year ending the previous
June 30, the Subordinate Judge rightly found on the evidence
The report issued in
that the respondent was not responsible.

It

October, 1890, could not affect a purchase made in August.
was

also rightly found by the

had not proved

First Court that the appellant

that he relied

on these

in making his purchases.

reports
them

and

There was no evidence that

they were issued to the shareholders
to become purchasers

balance-sheets

with any view of inducing

of shares.

In

reference

to the

transactions in question there was no evidence that they were
used or intended to induce the appellant to enter into them.
The

same

essential

considerations

that, where

applied

to

the

misrepresentations

It

is

upon,

it

dividends.
are relied

that they were made with the intention of
their being relied on, and, further, that the contract said to
See
have been fraudulently obtained was induced by them.
should

be shewn

(1) (1873) L. R.6H. L. 377.
(2) (1859) 29 L. J. (Ex.) 52, n.
(3) (1859) 29 L. J. (Ex.) 59.
(4) (1861) 2 J. & H. 23.

(5) (1859)
S.C. 28 L. J.

5

C. B. (N.S.)

453;

(C.1>.) 225, 221.
(0) (1882) 20 Ch. 1). 44; S.C. in
appeal (1884) 9 App. Cos. 187, 197.

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVI.]
Peek v. Gurney (1); per
laid down

11

Lord Cairns, who approves the doctrine

in Barry v. Crosskey

(2) to the effect

that

a man is

for false representations on which another to whom
made
acts, provided that they are made with intent
they are
that they should be acted on by him. The injury must be the
immediate and not the remote consequence of the representa
responsible

tion, which in the case of

J.

C.

1898

\'v~’

Maoaumrm
v.

WILSON.

third person acting on it must
have been made with the direct intention that he should do so
a

in the manner that occasions the injury.
Mayne, replied.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
i
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SIR RICHARD COUCH. The appellant in this case became a
shareholder in the Himalaya Bank in 1886, several years before
the transactions which are the subject of this appeal. The
respondent had become a director of the bank in 1885, and
until it stopped payment on July 8, 1891,
On May 16, 1898, the appellant
and went into liquidation.
brought a suit against the respondent, alleging in his plaint
that the respondent strongly advised him to buy shares in the
bank as a good investment, and said the bank had a large
continued to

be one

reserve fund, was on a thoroughly sound footing, and that the

directors had declared and paid the usual dividend of 10 per
cent. ; that the respondent had been for years a director of the
bank, and for years, certainly since 1887, had issued or per
mitted the issue of false half-yearly reports, and had issued
false balance-sheets that alleged the existence of a reserve fund
of Rs.70,000

in 1885, and that every half-year the sum of

Rs.5000 had been added to the reserve fund, whereas no reserve
fund ever existed; that the balance-sheets purported to shew
that each half-year a proﬁt of about 19 per cent. on the capital
had been made, whereas no proﬁt had been made ; that in July,
1890, the respondent

issued a balance-sheet,

and subsequently

issued a directors’ report, both of which he knew to be false;

that on August 28, 1890, the appellant, on the faith of the false
statements of the respondent, made both as a director and as a
(1) L. R.

6

H. L.

412.

.

(2)

2

J.

& H. 23.

-

1898

Nov. 26.

INDIAN APPEALS.
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J.

C.

1898

‘f'Y\l

Macanmrrn
‘U.

WILSON.

[L. R.

private individual, was induced to purchase 100 shares, for
which he paid Rs.11,000 on September 10, 1890; that on
October 31, 1890, the false report and balance-sheet for the
half-year ending u.ne 30, 1890, was laid before the shareholders,

J

and the ad interim dividend of 10 per cent. declared and paid
on August 1, 1890, was on that day conﬁrmed,

the respondent

using the appellant’s proxy for that purpose; that, about the
end of November, 1890, by reason of the false representations
made by the respondent, the appellant was induced to purchase

forty-seven more shares, for which he paid Rs.5170 on or about
November 27, 1890. The respondent pleaded that he did not
induce the appellant to make the purchases, and did not make
any false statement or misrepresentation.

Judge

by the Subordinate

of Dehra-Dun,

The suit was heard
who, on July 31,
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1893, made a decree in favour of the appellant.

On appeal to
the High Court for the North Western Provinces this decree
was reversed and the suit was dismissed.
Although the Courts
differed in the result, they were agreed as to some of the facts

in the case, and

as

their Lordships will treat concurrent ﬁndings

binding upon the parties, it is unnecessary to consider
the evidence which is only applicable to them. Both Courts
have found that the balance-sheets issued since 1887 were false.
of fact

as

But they agree that the respondent is not responsible for them.
The High Court says there is not sufﬁcient evidence to shew
that the balance-sheets

issued previous

to that of 1890 were

false to his knowledge.

The Subordinate Judge found expressly
that he was not responsible for those balance-sheets.
They
Moss,
the manager of the bank, who was
were prepared by
in
Australia
when
that for the half-year ending on
absent

June

30, 1890, was

prepared.

It

was

indeed

admitted

by

Mr. Mayne, who appeared for the appellant, that previous to
April, 1890, the directors were acting upon representations
The important part of the case is the
issuing the balance-sheet and report for the last half-year, and
declaring and paying the dividend on August 1. Both Courts

made to them by Moss.

have found that the verbal representations
made by the respondent

were

alleged to have been

not proved.

the appellant of these representations

The evidence of

has not been believed by

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVL]
either of the Courts.

The

April, 1890.

appears in the minutes of a meeting

the bank on

July

must, therefore,

case of the appellant

rest upon what was done after

It

13

10, 1890, of

In

the minutes

of the directors

which the respondent

of a meeting

of

on the 16th of the same

notice be inserted in the newspapers.”
And both Courts have
found that the respondent knew that balance-sheet to be false.
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bought on September 10,
1890, the material question is whether the appellant in buying
them was acting upon a representation contained in the balance
sheet ending on June 30, 1890, or made by the declaration of
regard

to

the 100 shares

the ad interim dividend, and was thereby induced to buy those
The appel
shares : Barry v. Crosskey (1) ; Peek v. Gurney. (2)
lant was examined as a witness in support of his case, and, in
considering the value of his evidence, it should be ‘observed
that, as regards the verbal representations said to have been
neither of the

made by the respondent,
believed his evidence.

Courts below has

I bought

He said: “ On 10th September

I produce

100 shares at Rs.110 each.

I subsequently

the scrip.

bought more scrip in the end of November—47 shares at the
same price from the defendant.
The scrip is in the possession
of the Mussoorie Bank.
by the

considerations

In purchasing
ymentioned

report for the half-year ending
dated 31st October, 1890.”

these

before,

30th

I was

by the

inﬂuenced
half-yearly

June, 1890, Exhibit B,

In cross-examination,

being ques

letter of his to the respondent’ of September 17,
1891, in which he said, “You signed the directors’ report for
the half-year ending 30th June, 1890, declaring a dividend at
the rate of 10 per cent. per annum, and stating that the net
tioned

as to a

proﬁts were Rs.19§ per cent. and a fraction. By this report
the public were deceived as to the state of the banks, and

I

’

(1)

2

J.

& H. 23.

(2) L. R.

6

H. L.

412.

‘fv‘§‘
MAcAuL1Frs
0.

was chair

month, the respondent being the chairman, it is stated that
“the half-yearly balance-sheet ending June 30, 1890, having
been duly approved of, it was decided to declare the usual ad
interim dividend of 10 per cent. per annum, and that the usual

With

C.

1898

man, that the directors had gone through the accounts of the
bank, and that the state of its affairs had become known to
them.

J.

WILSON.

INDIAN APPEALS.
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MACAULIFFE
11.

WrLsoN.

[L. R.

myself was led to buy 147 more shares from you.” And asked
why he was led by the balance-sheet of June 30, 1890, to pur
chase 147 shares, he answered, “ The No. 147 was a mistake
for 47, and the mistake of writing 147 was a clerical error. . . . .
The balance-sheet of 30th June, 1890, did not inﬂuence me in

In

Lord
ships there is between the words “the” and “shares” the
buying the shares.”

the printed record before their

words (paper torn). It is not necessary to quote the whole of
his evidence on this matter. In their Lordships’ opinion the
effect of it is that he was not induced to purchase the 100 shares
by the balance—sheet

of June

30, 1890,

or the declaration of the

ad interim dividend.
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As to the forty-seven shares the case is different.
The
evidence relating to that purchase is mainly documentary.
It
in
the appellant’s deposition that before September 8,
appears
had been a negotiation for the purchase

1890, there

of the

100 shares, and on that day the appellant wrote to the respond
ent: “ have sold those 100 shares to Wright & Co., and they

I

pay transfer charges, and

friend at Sialkot,

so

I have

also sold 200 other shares to our

if Moss” (the manager of the bank) “ will

On October 3
he wrote another letter to the respondent in which, after
“
speaking about the payment for the 100 shares, he said,
suppose Mr. Moss has returned by this. Have you asked him
lend me 'Rs.10,000 we can do a large business.”

I

at what rate

he can lend me money—say Rs.5000?

I

If

he

cent.
will buy 46 more shares in the
from
you at the same price.” On Novem
Himalaya Bank
do not understand
ber'..20 he wrote to the respondent,
that
only receive dividends on the 47 shares from the
lend

it at

8

per

“I

I

1st of January, 1891.

It

is onlyltwo months since

I

bought

the 100 shares from you without any such understanding, and

for the current half-year will not be paid till
March or April
cannot consent to any such condition of
the purchase of the 47 shares as you now propose, nor
as the dividends

should

I

I

have gone to so much trouble in raising a loan for

I

their purchase if you had said that was what you meant.
could only buy Himalaya shares on
explained to you that
The bank has now a very bad name, as
favourable terms.

I

INDIAN APPEALS.
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evidenced by the large extra security required by the Mussorie

Bank and by other indications also.”
He does not notice the half-yearly balance-sheet, which he
said in his deposition he received in October, or the ad interim
having induced him to buy the shares. And on
November 27 he wrote, “ You state that am to draw dividends
for the current half-year, so the matter is settled between us.”
dividend,

A

as

I

more important letter is one which the appellant wrote to

It

the respondent on March 11, 1891.

“ Dear Wilson,—What

are the

is as follows :—

strange

rumours which

I

I heard things
the Himalaya Bank?
it
denied
last year, but they were
against
by you and the other
directors, and so I myself was led not to believe them.
At the

hear again respecting

time you sold me a large number of shares at less than
the market price.
am told, a very damaging
Capital has,
paragraph against the Himalaya Bank, in which it is stated
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same

I

that its paper is being hawked about

I

in the streets of Calcutta.

not know what all this means.
“ Of course
knew very well last year that the bank had
become exceedingly unpopular, and had lost numerous con
stituents under Mr. Greenway’s management, but was hoping
do

I

I

it would come round after Mr. Moss’ return.
“ Banks
generally go to grief and indeed can only go to grief
either by speculation or by large bad debts.
do not
Now

that

I

think that there is anybody robbing the Himalaya Bank, and
its operations being necessarily on a small scale
have not
heard nor can
conceive that it has had any serious losses, and

I

I

I

do

not understand the rumours

I

hear except in so far as that

the bank’s business is not good at present.
“
would request the favour of your enlightening me and

I

giving me your advice as to whether

I ought

to sell out, and
if so at what rate? You were quite right in selling, and
cannot blame you if the worst comes to the worst ; but
think
you ought to give me your candid advice now that matters

I

I

appear to have become serious.”

This letter is not consistent with the appellant having been
induced to buy either the 100 or the forty-seven
half-yearly

balance-sheet

of

shares by the

June, 1890, or the publication of

J.

C.

1898

\IYQ
MAOAULIFFE
v.
. WILSON.

iq
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Their Lordships think that if he had

the ad interim dividend.
been so induced

there

[L. R

would have been some allusion in it

to them.

It

has been seen that his evidence about the verbal repre

sentation

not believed

Courts below, and their
cannot consider his evidence where he says that in

was

Lordships

by the

it

it,

purchasing the forty-seven shares he was inﬂuenced by the
half-yearly report dated October 31, 1890, as sufﬁcient proof
of
or infer
from his knowledge of the reports.
In their
opinion he has failed to prove that in buying the shares he
acted upon or was induced by any false representation
for

will humbly advise
Her Majesty to afﬁrm the decree of the High Court and dismiss
the appeal.
The costs of
will be paid by the appellant.
and they

liable,

<£~

.

.

.

PLAINTIFF;

.

.

DEFENDANT;

PLAINTIFFS.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

FISCHER

.

DEFENDANT

.

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA IN
.
.
.
COUNCIL . .

.

.

AND

\f‘,f\!

ANOTHER

AND
ON

.

.

.

APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT MADRAS.

Separate Registration and Sub-assessment—Powers

of

C'ollect0r——Madras Regu

of

I.

1876- Order
lation XXV. of 1802, s. 8—Madras Act
Ultra Vires-—Decla/ratory Sut't—Spec'@ﬁc Relief Act, s. 42.

Q/'

ORR

.

AND
'.

Government

The Collector, with the subsequent sanction of the Board of Revenue,
zemindary, that
on notice to the proprietor and lessees of
separate registration and sub-assessment of the appellant’s village situate
of 1876.
and Act
therein be made under Regulation XXV. of 1802, s.
*

Present:

MACNAGHTEN,

Lonn

or
Cnancnmon
Couch.

and Sm RICHARD

IRmLAND,

Loan

I.

a

ordered,

8,

Nov. 16 ;'
Dec. 10.

.

.

.

1898

.

FISCHER

.

J. C.*

.

:

at

:

Solicitors for appellant Pyke
Parrott.
Solicitors for respondent
Rooke
Sons.

.
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it

is

which the respondent

Honnousn,

Lom)
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‘I7

Thereafter the Government, on the application of one of the lessees,
J. C.
without notice either to the appellant or the Collector, ordered the latter
1898
to cancel the registration.
‘PR1
FISCHER
In a suit by the appellant praying for a declaration that this order was
ultra vires and illegal :—
SECRETARY
Held, that (1.) the Collector’s order could only be questioned in a Civil or STATE FOR
INDIA us
Court, and that separate registration, as distinct from the amount of sub
Councm.
assessment, was a matter of private right with which the Government had
no power to interfere.
Frsosns
(2.) The suit, whether or not within the purview of the Speciﬁc Relief
ORR.
It in effect sought relief in terms of the
Act, s. 42, was not demurrable.
cancelled order.
(3.) The zemindar and lessees were not necessary parties.
Where, under the grant of a village by the zemindar, the grantee was to
pay a ﬁxed annual peishcush, but the deed provided that after separate
should pay the amount of peishcush ﬁxed by the
registration the grantor
‘
Collector
Held,
burdens
them by

:—

that the grantee after separate registration was only liable for
properly incident to a separate holding, and should discharge
direct payment to the Collector.

THE ﬁrst appeal was from

a

decree of

the

High Court

Subordinate Judge
suit

(April 30,

1896)

afﬁrming

of Madras

(July

23, 1894) which dismissed the appellant’s

a decree of the

with costs.

The question decided in this appeal was

as to the respective

powers of the Collector, the Civil Courts, and the Governor in

Council, in reference to registration and separate assessment of
a portion of a zemindary which had been alienated by sale.
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
Regulation XXV. of 1802, s. 8, after giving to proprietors of
land free liberty to transfer by sale, gift, or otherwise their pro
prietary right in the whole or part of their zemindaries, enacts
that

“ unless such sale, gift, or transfer shall have been regu

larly registered

at the ofﬁce of the Collector, and unless the

public assessments shall have been previously determined and
ﬁxed on such separated portions of land by the Collector, such
sale, gift, or transfer shall be of no legal force or effect, nor
shall such transactions exempt a zemindar from the payment
of any part of the public land tax assessed on the entire
zemindari previously to such transfer, but the whole zemindari
for the total land tax in the
if no such transaction had occurred.”

shall continue to be answerable
same
Von.

manner
XXVI.

as

C

"

INDIAN APPEALS.

18

J.

Act I. of 1876 made better provision for the separate

C.

[.'L.

R.

assess

It directed (s. 2) the
portions.
FEE, Collector, on application by either alienor or alienee, to hold
an inquiry in manner directed, and, either in the absence of
SECRZTARY
or on disallowing objections of parties interested, “ to register
°FI2';*:*i:°R
the alienated portion in the name of the alienee, and to appor
CouNc1I..
1898

Frscnna

0'2“

-—

ment

of

these

alienated

tion the assessment of such alienated portion in the manner
provided in s. 45 of Madras Act II. of 1864, subject to the
sanction laid down in s. 46 of that Act.” Any person aggrieved
“
by either the grant or refusal of separate registration
may sue

in

a Civil Court” for redress ; aggrieved by the apportionment
of assessment, he “ may appeal to the Board of Revenue.”
Sect. 8 says: “The Governor in Council may at any time,

if it

appears that there has been fraud or material error in
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the apportionment of such assessment, cause the same to be
readjusted.”

The Collector having ordered separate registration and assess
ment of the village in suit, the Board of Revenue resolved that

it had no power to interfere
revised his assessment,

as regards

separate registration,

and conﬁrmed’ his order.

Thereupon
the lessee appealed to the Governor in Council, who, on
“ there is
October 12, 1891, expressed his opinion that
nothing
in the papers before Government to shew that the Collector
followed the procedure prescribed by s. 2 of Act I. of 1876 by
publication of notice and hearing objections before proceeding
A report was
to separately assess and register the village.”
This was furnished on
called for from the Revenue Board.
October 26, and on November 14 the Governor in Council
passed the order, which is set out

in their Lordships’ judgment.

The appellant, as purchaser, sued for a declaration that this
Order was ultra vires and illegal.
The Subordinate Judge held :—
“ 1st. That the
lessee, was
being only a
appellant,

perpetual

not an alienee within the meaning of the Act, nor entitled to
apply for a separate assessment.
“2ndly. That as all the persons who were parties to the
alienation had not concurred in applying for separate assessment,
the Collector had no jurisdiction to make a separate assessment.

1

3rdly.

That

the Government

19

Collector had acted without jurisdiction,
was entitled to call upon him to cancel his

as the

I

order.

(Act I. of 1877), because the appellant could have asked for
substantial relief following upon the declaration he prayed for,
but had failed to do so."

The High Court held :—— .
“ 1. That the appellant had by his plaint sought only for a
declaration that the order made by the Madras Government,
the 14th November, 1891, was

a bad order, and

that he

not asked for any consequential relief, unless such request
could be said to be contained in the prayer for further and
other relief.
“ 2. That

I

if the prayer for further and other relief really was
relief, then the said suit must
defective for want of parties, as no such relief

good prayer for consequential

be dismissed as

could be granted, seeing that the other persons

interested

in

the said estate had not been made parties to the said suit.
“ 3. That if the
prayer for further and other relief was not a
prayer for consequential

relief, then the suit could not be main

tained by reason of the provisions of s. 42 of the Speciﬁc Relief

Act.”
Mayne, for the appellant, contended that the concurrence of
the parties to the alienation in applying for separate assessment
was not, on the true construction of s. 2 of Act I. of 1876, a
condition precedent to the jurisdiction of the Collector.
The
Collector had jurisdiction to consider whether the alienors
had in substance concurred in the separate assessment.
With
regard to the zemindar and lessees, they were not the alienors.

They were merely persons who had assented to acts which they
could not have disputed, and the Collector was authorized to
disallow their objections,
of persons interested

their locus standi being simply that
in the estate. The Collector clearly had

2

jurisdiction to make the order, and, after sanction by the Board
of Revenue, the only remedy for an aggrieved party under the
C
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“4thly. That the suit was one which could not be main
tained under the provisions of s. 42 of the Speciﬁc Relief Act

dated

J.
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or STATE FOR
INDIA IN
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Frscnna
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,

1:.

Act was by civil suit. The only powers granted to the Governor
in Council by Act I. of 1876 were in regard to apportioning
The Act itself does not apply to registration, as
assessment.
jurisdiction, and which is
matter of private right not affecting the Government. Besides,
the Governor did not direct cancellation on the ground of the
Collector’s want of jurisdiction, but upon alleged error of pro
to which the Collector has complete

cedure~—failure to serve notices and hear objections which the

As regards the objection
under s. 42 of the Speciﬁc Relief Act, the necessary effect of
the declaratory order would be to replace all parties in their
evidence

shewed to be unfounded.

original position. The Collector. in cancelling his previous
order had acted without jurisdiction in obedience to vis major.

His act is

nullity.

a

suits and

Lord K ensington (1) ; K athama
N atchiar v.D0ras1Inga Tevar. (2) With regard to the remedy
of an aggrieved person under the Act being restricted by strict
relief, see Rooke v.

consequential
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Upon the subject of declaratory

construction thereof, see Barraclough v. Brown (3); Pa.smore
V. Oswaldtwistle Urban District Council. (4)
Cohen, Q.C., and Branson, for the respondent, admitted that
the action of the Governor in Council in directing cancellation
of the Collector’s order duly sanctioned by the Board of Revenue
But the High Court was right in
was not to be supported.
holding that under s. 42 (Act I. of 1877) the Court could not
make the declaration prayed for, inasmuch as the plaintiff was
able to seek for further relief than a mere declaration,

to do

omitted

the cancelled

and had

What ought to have been asked was that
In regard to that prayer, if it

so.

order be restored.

had been made, there were other parties interested

besides the

immediate alienor and alienee; the Court could have ascertained

all the circumstances
parties

and adjudicated

By bringing

interested.

completely

a declaratory

conﬁned to the validity of an isolated order

if

decided

at all,

between the

suit, the issue is

in the case, which,

will be decided in the absence of parties

interested, and whose absence renders the suit defective.

L.

(1) (1856)

J. (ca)

2

795.

K.

&

J.

:53; S.C.

It

was

(1875) L. R. 2 Ind. Ap. 169.
(3) [1897] A. C. 615.
(4) [1s9s] A. C. 387.
25

<2)

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVI.]

contended that the circumstances

of the

21
case were

not such

as

to authorize the Collector to make the order for separate regis
tration and assessment in the ﬁrst instance ; and, taken together

with the errors in procedure in this suit, did not entitle the
appellant to the declaratory order prayed for.
Mayne was not heard in reply.

The second appeal was from
(April

30, 1896)

Madura

(Dec.

reversing

19,

a decree of the

the District

a decree of

1894), which

had

High Court

reversed

a

Judge of

decree dis
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missing the respondents’ suit, made by the Subordinate Judge
of Madura (July 25, 1894).
The suit was brought by the lessees of the Shivagunga
zemindary against the appellant for rent of the village of
Kondagai held byhim. The question decided in the appeal
was whether upon the true construction of the documents
under which he holds the village, and which are sufﬁciently set
out in their Lordships’ judgment, he was bound to pay a
deﬁnite annual sum of Rs.3500 to the holder of the zemindary,
or whether his liability under the documents was satisﬁed by
paying direct to the Government the sum due to them from
time to time as the revenue demandable by them in respect of
the village from its owner.

The Subordinate Judge dismissed

the suit mainly on the

ground that the order for separate assessment of the village,
which was the basis of the respondents’ suit, was invalid.
The District Judge, on the other hand, went with great
minuteness into the question raised in the case of Fischer v.

of State for India, as to which at that time there
had been no decision by the High Court, and held on the point
a view directly opposite to that of the Subordinate Judge.
He
Secretary

concluded his judgment as follows :—

“

In

the result

I am

i

of opinion that, as the Collector’s order

of 1890 for separate registration has never been set aside by a
Court of competent jurisdiction, it has full force and effect. No
fraud or material error in the apportionment of separate assess
ment has been suggested, and the order of the Board of Revenue
on the point

is ﬁnal.

I

have

already

alluded

to the fact,

J.

C.

H'
1898

Frscmcn
‘I7.

Sscnnmnr
or Scrurn res
INDIA 121
Connors,
Frsounu
v.

One.

'
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C.

1898
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Frsonnn
17.

admitted by the plaintiffs in appeal, that it is immaterial
whether the separate assessment on the village of Kondagai is
paid directly to the zemindary treasury, or being paid into the
Government treasury is deducted from the peishcush payable on

Sncnnmar
or STATE ron the
INDIA IN

COUNCIL.
Frs01'1ER
r7.

ORR.

[L. R.

I

have found that the defendant is not
zemindary, and
under any obligation to pay more than the assessment appor
tioned

by the

Revenue.
assessment

Collector with the sanction of the Board of

The question whether he has paid only the original
or the revised assessment does not arise in this

suit, and is one which does not affect the plaintiffs, as the
separate registration and assessment relieve the zemindar and
his representatives of all liability in respect of the portion
alienated.”
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The High Court, in its judgment delivered in both of these
appeals, held that on the true construction of the documents
referred to, the appellant was bound to pay the lessees Rs.3500

with magamai (contribution to charities) and road

cess,

“ whether

his village is separately assessed or not.”
Mayne, for the appellants, submitted that the High Court
He contended that the result
was wrong in this construction.
of the documents was that the appellant

undertook to satisfy

all the claims of Government in respect of Kondagai, such
claims being until separate assessment calculated at Rs.3500.
There was no liability to pay Rs.3500 if a lower sum was ﬁxed
A lower sum was ﬁxed;
by the Government at assessment.
liability

Government is that lower sum
accrued from the date of separate assessment, and his liability
to the respondents ceased altogether from that date, who in

the

appellant’s

to

turn were relieved of all liability to the Government in respect
of the alienated village.
Cohen, Q.C., and Branson, for the respondents, contended
that the High

Court

rightly

construed

the

documents

as

imposing on the appellant liability to pay the amount sued for.
The intention disclosed by them was that the Rs.3500, &c.,
were payable at least until and unless a separate assessment

in respect of the village had been deﬁnitely and validly made.
No such deﬁnite

and valid assessment

had been made,

and

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVL]
consequently

the liability of the appellant

23
to the respondents

continuing one up to date of suit.
Mayne replied.

was a

J.

C.

1898

1%?
FISCHER
‘U.

1898. Dec. 10.

The judgment of their Lordships was de

livered by

Loan

These two appeals were heard together

MACNAGHTEN.

and argued on the materials contained
.

in one record.

The ﬁrst appeal, in which alone the Secretary of State is
has reference

interested,

to an

order

of the Government of

Madras by which the Collector of Madura was directed to
cancel the separate registration of a certain village belonging
to the appellant known as Kondagai, and formerly part of the
In the Court of First Instance the
zemindary of Shivaganga.

in question was upheld by the Subordinate Judge. With
his judgment before them the learned judges of the High Court
said nothing in approval or condemnation.
They passed the
matter by as one of “the many difﬁcult questions dealt with
“ neces
by the Courts below,” which in their view it was not
" in order to determine the
to decide or to discuss
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order

rights

sary

of the parties.

But the rights of the parties depended on the

validity of the Government order and on nothing else. It was
the beginning and the end of the controversy.
Mr. Cohen very
and
admitted
that
he
could
not justify the
very wisely
properly
action of the Government. This frank admission relieves their
Lordships from the duty of commenting upon what took place
At the
in terms which otherwise the occasion would require.
same time their Lordships cannot help observing that it would
have been better

if the Government had been wise in time and

their order without suit instead of trying to shelter
themselves on technical grounds and under a dilatory plea.

recalled

There was no room for
fore

the

And there
counsel for the

a defence on the merits.

whole argument of

the

learned

respondent was directed to shew (1.) that the suit was demur
rable in consequence of the provisions of the Speciﬁc Relief

I.

of 1877, and (2.) that even if the suit were not
demurrable it would be defective for want of parties.
The question raised in the second appeal is one of more

Act, No.

Snomznnr
or STATE FOR
Imam IN
COUNCIL.
FISCHER
1!.
.ORR.

INDIAN APPEALS.
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the grant under which the appellant’s

vvsl

Fr5CHER
U

SECRETARY

[L. R.

depends on the true construction and effect of

title is derived.

Following the course of the argument, their Lordships pro
pose in the ﬁrst instance to deal with the appeal to which the

or STATE 1-on Secretary
Inma IN
COUNCIL.
FISCHER
‘U.

Oim.

of State is a party.
On March 13, 1890, the appellant, as proprietor of Kondagai,
Notice of
applied for separate assessment and registration.

the application was duly sent by the Collector to the zemindar
and to certain persons who had obtained a lease of the zemin
dary,

who are the

and

respondents

in the second

appeal;

Separate objections were lodged on behalf of the zemindarand

The Collector disallowed both sets of objections,
“
and decided that
separate registration and sub-assessment of
the village be ordered under s. 8 of Regulation XXV. of 1802,

the lessees.
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Act I. of 1876.”

Taking the average income of the zemin
dary and of the village for the past three years, he ﬁxed the
The Collector
peishcush for Kondagai at Rs.2757 4a. 1p.
and

then submitted the case with the records connected with it to
By resolution dated December 5, 1890,
.the Board of Revenue.
the Board conﬁrmed the separate assessment as proposed by
i
the Collector.
In March, 1891, the lessees addressed a petition by way of
appeal to the Board of Revenue,

“
been
unlawfully

sub-divided

They objected

reduced.”

alleging that the village had

and the

improperly
to sub-division altogether.
They
peishcush

of the assessment as inadequate and inequitable,
“ based
upon ﬁgures which did not fairly
being in their view
complained

represent the average revenue of the village.”

The Board of Revenue replied to this petition through the
Collector by a resolution of April 21, 1891, declaring that the

Board “ had no power to interfere with the Collector’s orders
”
as to the separate registration of the village which
could
“only be set aside by a suit in a Civil Court (vide s. 5 of
Madras Act
Collector

“

I. of

1876)."

At the same time they requested the

to report the result of taking a longer period, say of

seven or ten years instead of the three—year period on which the
"
calculation has now been made.”

The Acting Collector of Madura reported that, taking the

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVL]
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income of the village on an average for ten years, the peishcush
would be Rs.3027. 2a. 8p. Thereupon the Board of Revenue,
under s. 7 of the Act, revised their original order, and by reso

lution dated August 17, 1891, substituted

that ﬁgure for the

former assessment.
So far the proceedings appear to have been perfectly regular.

And it was open to the

lessees

under the express provisions

of

s. 5 of the Act of 1876 if they were “ aggrieved by the fact of
the separate registration” of the village to “sue in a Civil
Court for a decree “declaring that such separate registration

ought not to be made.”
Instead, however, of taking that course, Mr. Orr, one of the
respondents in the second appeal, describing himself as resident
lessee, wrote on behalf of the lessees to the Chief Secretary

to
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the Government complaining of the action of the Collector and

the inaction of the Board of Revenue.
He stated that the
lessees were prepared to sue the Government, and that he had
in fact served notice on the Collector of their intention to do
so.

But he suggested that whatever the powers of the Revenue

Government itself had “ complete power,”
and he prayed “ the Government to exercise that power with
the result of saving both the Government and the lessees
Board might

be, the

the loss of time,

trouble,

and expense which a

suit" would

.
“entail.”
The Government did not disavow or disclaim the arbitrary
power ascribed to them by Mr. Orr, and they seem to have

accepted readily his view as to the undesirability of the litiga

By an order dated
tion with which they were threatened.
October 12, 1891, addressed to the Board of Revenue, they
pointed out that

“

by s.

5

of Regulation

II.

of 1803

were bound to obey all orders communicated

Collectors

to them

by the

authority of the Board of Revenue.” They considered (they
“ full
general authority and power in
said) that the Board had
the event of its deeming the'Collector’s action to have been
wrong to order him to revise his procedure.” The order, how
ever, went on to say that his Excellency the Governor in
‘*
a full report on the
Council desired to be furnished with
merits of the case before issuing deﬁnite

orders thereon.”
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their resolution in reply, dated October 29, 1891, the Board
referred the Government to the Collector’s original report on
the case, pointing out that the formalities prescribed by Act I.
of 1876 were duly observed by the Collector before he decided
‘
'
“ But,” they
to register the village separately under the Act.
added, “ the Board is and at the time it passed its proceedings
was of opinion that his decision was wrong,” assigning for that
conclusion

reason which seems to have been founded

a

misapprehension

follows :—
“ 2. Still,

of their own.

on a

Then the reply proceeds

as
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his proceedings had already been
passed and were judicial under the Act, the Board was of
opinion that it could not then interfere with them in the
absence of a special provision in the Act enabling it to do so,
and there is no such special provision, the remedy by the Act
even so,

as

itself against the Collector’s action being by civil suit.
“ 3. The Board was of
opinion that the general control con
on
them
s.
5
of
ferred
Regulation II. of 1803 did not cover
by
the case."

This remonstrance provoked the following peremptory order
dated November 14, 1891

:——

“ His Excellency the Governor in Council is unable to
accept
in
of
the
Board
of
Revenue
the views
expressed
paragraphs 2
and 3

.

.

.

.

A Collector’s action in separately registering and

assessing a portion of

but purely ﬁscal.

In

a

permanently settled estate is not judicial,

such matters

the Collector’s proceedings

are those of a Revenue ofﬁcial, and are therefore clearly subject
to the control of the Board and Government under Regula

II.

The fact that the Collector takes action under
an Act giving him power to do so, and that parties aggrieved
may sue in the Civil Courts does not oust this general control.
“ 2. In the present case the proceedings of the Collector of

tion

of

1803.

Madura were wrong, and the Board should have set them aside
in exercise of its powers under Regulation II. of 1808. The
Collector will now be directed to cancel the separate registration
"
of "Kondagai village and its hamlets.”
This order was issued without notice to the appellant, and
without giving either the Collector or the appellant any oppor

VOL.
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tunity of being heard upon the matter.
It will be observed
that while the order of November 14 states that the Collector’s
proceedings were wrong, it does not attempt to explain
the alleged error consisted.
communicated

to him

“for

in what

On receipt of the order which was
information and guidance” the

Collector cancelled his order for the separate registration of
Kondagai and informed the appellant of the fact.
It is not disputed now that the Government were mistaken
in their view of the Act of 1876. It is perfectly plain on the
face of the Act, and it was‘ conceded by the learned counsel for
the Secretary of State, that the decision of the Collector in a
case

within his jurisdiction, whether for or against separate
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registration when once duly sanctioned
can only be questioned in a Civil Court.

as provided

by the Act,

As regards the appor
tionment of the assessment an appeal limited in time does lie
to the Board of Revenue: s. 7.
But the only power reserved
to the Governor in Council is the power unlimited in point of
time of requiring readjustment

of the separate assessment

if it

appears that there has been fraud or material error in the
apportionment: s. 8. The apportionment of the assessment
is a matter which concerns the Government. It may affect
the security of the Revenue.

Separate registration is a matter

of private right with which the Government has no business

interfere.
The sole question, therefore, now left for decision is the
question whether the appellant’s claim can be sustained, having
regard to the nature and extent of the relief sought and the
to

frame of the suit.

The plaint prays that the order complained of may be
“ultra vires and illegal and of no binding effect on
In that it is said
plaintiff.” It asks no further speciﬁc relief.
the plaint sins against the Speciﬁc Relief Act which forbids
declared

the Court to entertain a suit for a declaratory
may be followed by consequential
asked for speciﬁcally——and so

decree which

relief, unless that relief be

it was held by the High Court.

Now, in the ﬁrst place it is at least open to doubt whether
the present suit is within the purview of s. 42 of the Speciﬁc
Relief Act. There can be no doubt as to the origin and purpose
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of that section.

1898

of s. 50 of the Chancery Procedure Act of

1852

Vict.

Before the Act

\Iy\l
Frscnsn

was intended

c. 86) as interpreted

to introduce the provisions

by judicial decision.

(15

& 16

‘U

of 1852 it was not the practice of the Court in ordinary suits to
Sscnsranr
or STATE ron make a declaration
of right except as introductory to relief
INDIA IN
COUNCIL.

Frscnsa
‘U.

ORR.

which it proceeded to administer. But the present suit is one
to which no objection could have been taken before the Act of
1852. It is in substance a suit to have the true construction
of a statute declared, and to have an act done in contravention
of the statute rightly understood pronounced void and of no
effect. That is not the sort of declaratory decree which the
framers of the Act had in their mind. But even assuming
that the Speciﬁc Relief Act applies to such a suit as this,
what is the result

What further relief can be required

?

If

cancellation is pronounced void the order of
the Government falls to the ground, and the decision of the
Collector stands good and operative as from the date.on which
it was made. The vitality of the decision is not impaired or
the
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?

so-called

affected merely by destruction or mutilation of the entry in the

Cancellation in obedience to illegal com
mands
Government can have no more effect than
cancellation made at the dictation of a lawless mob which the
ofﬁcer in charge has no power to resist.
It does not appear
Collector’s book.
of the

what steps the Collector took when the commands of the
Government were communicated to him beyond sending a
notiﬁcation to the appellant.
Presumably his proper course
would have been to make a note or memorandum against the
entry of the decision in his book to the effect that the decision
was cancelled by virtue of an order of the Government of such
and such a date, and then on the determination of a suit such

this adversely to the Government it would be his duty to
make a further note or memorandum
to the effect that the
cancellation was declared void by the order of the Court in
as

And so the cancellation or oblitera
a suit.
tion, if there was actual cancellation or obliteration, would be
such and such

virtually effaced and the temporary

cloud

upon the decision

But then, it was asked, what would happen if
the Collector ignored the order of the Court ? What remedy

cleared away.

INDIAN ‘APPEALS.
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would the appellant have if he had omitted to ask for speciﬁc
relief against the Collector? It is highly improbable that any
ofﬁcer of the Government would set the Court at deﬁance.

It

is impossible to suppose that the Goverment would countenance

But the remedy in such

such conduct as that.

a case,

if it did

would be simple enough.
Every order such as that
which the .appellant asks for carries with it liberty to apply.
occur,

On a proper application and on proper notice being given it
would be found that the arm of the Court would. be long
enough to reach the offender, whatever his position might be.

The suggestion
absence

of the

that no order ought to be made in the
zemindar and the lessees will not bear a

moment’s examination.
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is impeached

If

the order of the Government which

in this suit is pronounced

void and of no effect,

how can it have the effect of setting the matter at large and
making it incumbent on the appellant to proceed as if the
Collector had refused his application for separate registration
instead of granting it, as in fact he did?

Their Lordships are of opinion that the Government have
been wrong throughout, and that the suit is properly framed

and not open to objection under the Speciﬁc Relief Act.
They will therefore humbly advise Her Majesty that the
appeal ought to be allowed with costs in both Courts, and that
it ought to be declared that the order of the Government of
void and of no effect.
The respondent will pay the costs of the appeal.

Madras of November
.

14, 1891, is

The respondents in the second appeal are the

lessees

of the

zemindary of Shivaganga. They were plaintiffs in the suit
which was brought to recover a sum of money claimed to be
due from the appellant

lessees, under or by
in
certain documents of title
virtue of the provisions contained
constituting or connected with the grant of the village of
Kondagai.
The question stated shortly is this :—What was the measure
of the obligation undertaken by the grantee in respect of the
to them

as such

Government revenue in the event of Kondagai being separately
Was the proprietor of that village as between
registered?
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himself and the zemindar of Shivaganga then to become liable
simply for the Government revenue, whatever it might be, or
was»he to be bound in any event to pay to the zemindary
annually Rs.3500, a sum which might be greater or possibly
might be less than the Government revenue assessed upon the
village when separately registered ?

There are three documents to be considered.
The earliest in
date is the most important for the purpose of the present con

It

troversy.

was

made

on

December

13,

1872, between

Kattama Nachiar, a Hindu widow, then rani of Shivaganga.
her son and her three daughters of the one part, and one
It
Robert Fischer, the appellant’s father, of the other part.
for the absolute sale of the village
of Kondagai to Fischer, the father, in consideration of past
and future services, but only in case of the happening of some
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purports to

be an agreement

The event was not

one of several events .therein mentioned.

in fact determined, and, according to the decision of this Board
in a suit then pending, could not be determined during the
rani’s lifetime.
The next document was subsequent to that

It

decision.

By it the ﬁve persons,

is dated May 14, 1877.

of December 13 of the ﬁrst part,
purport to grant Kondagai to Fischer, the father, on the terms
of that agreement.
On the rani’s death, Doraisinga Tevar, the son of an elder
parties

to the agreement

sister of the rani, established his title to the zemindary to the
exclusion

of

the

rani’s children.

On February

22,

.1883,

Dorasinga Tevar executed a deed conﬁrming the rani’s grant
in favour of Fischer, the father, and thereupon, as was admitted
at the Bar, Fischer’s title to the village became absolute.
In
their Lordships were referred to a
document which was executed by Dorasinga’s successor, but in
their Lordships’ opinion that document cannot affect the
the course of the argument

present question.

The
hold

deed

the

of February 22, 1883,

village

“ under

the

declares that Fischer is to
terms

of

the

13th December, 1872, and the 14th May, 1877.”

deeds

It

dated

does

not

purport to alter the conditions of the holding in any respect.

Nor in their Lordships’ opinion

does the deed of

May

14, 1877,

VOL.
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shew any intention to depart from the terms of the agreement
of December 13, 1872.

The deed of December

not free from ambiguity.
At that time, of course, the village of Kondagai was not assessed
separately, and provision had to be made for the grantee
bearing his proper. share of Goyernment revenue. The deed
“
is to
to the Circar as
that the
declares

grantee

13, 1872, is

pay

every year

It is not disputed that until separate
peishcush Rs.8500.”
registration of the village that sum was to be paid to the
zemindary as the proper proportionate contribution to the
revenue assessed on the whole zemindary.
But then in
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the very next paragraph the deed clearly contemplates and
provides for the separate registration of Kondagai and payment
by the proprietor of Kondagai to the Collector of the peishcush
which the Collector was to ﬁx.
On the whole it appears to their Lordships that, according to
the true construction of the documents in question, the sum of
Rs.350O was provisionally ﬁxed as a sum sufficient to cover the
proportionate amount of the Government revenue attributable
to the village of Kondagai until the separate registration of the
village, but that the intention was that when the separation
was effected it should be a ﬁnal and complete separation, and
that thenceforth the proprietor of Kondagai should only be
liable for the burthens properly incident to the property, and
should discharge those burthens in the ordinary way by direct
payment to the Collector.
This was the view of the District Judge, who reversed the
judgment of the Subordinate Judge, and was in turn reversed
by the High Court.

Their Lordships will therefore humbly advise Her Majesty
that the appeal should be allowed and the suit dismissed with
costs in the three Courts below.
The respondents will pay the costs of the appeal.

,

Solicitor for appellant: R. T. Tasker.
Solicitor for Secretary of State : Solicitor, India Oﬂice.
Solicitors for respondents in second appeal: Burton, Yeates,
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ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT BOMBAY.
Law of Parmership—Suit

of Deceased

Pa/rt'ner—Accounts.

A Court cannot order that partnership moneys recovered from debtors
of the ﬁrm should be paid over by the receiver to one partner to the
exclusion of the others, without taking the accounts of the partnership.
Where the representative of a deceased partner claimed such payment
on the ground that the deceased was the capitalist of the ﬁrm and the
survivors its debtors :—
Held, that before relief could be granted an account must be taken of
what was due to the deceased at her death, and an inquiry made as to what
moneys belonging to her were left in the business, and, if any, then an
account of the business as carried on by the survivors.

..
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by Representative

APPEAL from

a decree of the

reversing a decree of Candy

J.

High Court (Aug. 13, 1895)

(Nov.

19, 1894).

The suit was brought by the Administrator-General
of
Bombay, as representing the estate of Hemabai, against the
ﬁrst and second defendants, who were her surviving partners
in a commercial business carried on at Kurrachee, to recover
from them certain sums paid to the third defendant as receiver
of the Court in discharge of decrees obtained by them after the
death of Hemabai against debtors of the ﬁrm.

The prayer of
that
such
the plaintiff
moneys belonged
to the plaintiff ; (b) an account of the partnership.
The original Court held that the plaintiff was entitled to
recover a sum representing the share of Hemabai in the proﬁts
was (a) a declaration

of the ﬁrm, and that the second defendant, who alone con
tested the suit, was entitled similarly to claim his own share of
partnership debt recovered by the Administrator-General, and
that all costs should come out of the estate. The Appellate
Court reversed this decision, and declared that the plaintiff was
a

"'

Present: LORD Asnsousnn, Loan Honnonsn, Loan MacuAonrmu, and Sm
Brenaan Couen.

.YOL.§
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entitled

to a decree for the whole sum

'33

claimed

with

costs

throughout against the second defendant.
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
Candy J. held :—“ 1st. That this was a suit by the admini
strator of a deceased partner to recover assets of the partner
ship

recovered

by the surviving partners,

assets being claimed

on the ground that,

said partnership should be taken,

the whole of such

if an account of the

the whole of such assets

would fall to the estate of the deceased partner.
“2nd. That if it was a suit for a partnership account,

it

barred under Art. 106 of Act XV. of 1877, the Indian
Limitation Act.
“ 3rd. That it was doubtful whether the Court had
jurisdiction
was
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to entertain a suit for the taking of the accounts

of the said
partnership, and that this defect, if it existed, was not cured
by the indorsement on the plaint that it had been admitted
under clause 12 of the Letters Patent.
“ 4th. That though a claim for a general partnership account
was barred by limitation, a claim for a share of moneys received
by the partnership

within the period of limitation was not

barred.

.

“ 5th. That the
respondent was entitled to recover Hemabai’s
and Gokaldas’ shares of the said money.
“ 6th. That the appellant was entitled to set off against this

his share of certain moneys received by the respondent

as

part

of the assets of the said partnership.”

The High Court in appeal held that the respondent’s claim
of the partnership dealings was not barred by
limitation, because under s. 17 of the Limitation Act (Act XV.
of 1877), when a person, who, if living, would have a right to
to an account

sue, has died, the period

of limitation is to be computed from

the time when there is a legal representative

of such person

capable of instituting the necessary suit, and that in this case
there was no such person until lettersof administration had
been granted to the respondent on March 30, 1894, and that as
he had instituted the suit on

April

22,

1894, the

suit was

not barred.
That the granting of special leave to sue under clause 12 of
XXVI.
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High Court jurisdiction in this
case, the money sought to be recovered being in the hands of
the Letters Patent gave the

Bnuswannas the receiver
MITHARAM
v.

RIVETT
Camus.

[L. B.

who was an ofﬁcer of the Court.

That, except the technical objection, there was no defence to
the suit upon the merits, and that, therefore, the decree of the
lower Court would be varied by making a decree in the terms
of the prayers (a) and (b) of the plaint.
The order made was to reverse the decree of Candy

J

., and

to declare that the moneys in the receiver’s hands belonged to

Hemabai’s estate and must be handed over to the plaintiff.
The effect of it was, further, that the plaintiff was entitled to
retain all that he had received.
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Grackanthorpe,

Q.C'., and Mayne, for the appellant,

contended

that no relief could be granted without an examination of the
partnership accounts. The suit involved the taking of accounts,
and the original Court was wrong in distributing amongst the
their alleged shares of isolated sums while the state
of the partnership accounts was neither proved nor admitted.
Until those accounts are taken and it is shewn that there
is a clear surplus after payment of partnership debts, the

partners

Court cannot undertake

to

say

that

anything is

divisible

amongst the partners, and cannot ascertain the share belonging
to each.

Jardine, Q.C., and Branson, for the respondent, the Adminis
trator-General, submitted that the High Court rightly held
that Hemabai was the capitalist of the said partnership; that
the appellant had no interest in the fund; and that all its
assets when and as they were recovered belonged to Hemabai’s
estate.

Counsel for the appellant were not heard in reply.
1898

\ay§!
Dec. 10.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
LORD MACNAGHTEN.
It appears that one Hemanmal carried
on business with the defendant Gokuldas in Scind and in the
Persian Gulf until his death in 1884. He left a widow named
Hemabai but no issue. After his death the business was con
tinued

by Gokuldas and

Hemabai.

On August

7, 1889,

the

VOL. XXVL]
appellant
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Bhugwandas

was

admitted

of that

35

into the ﬁrm, and

a

partnership agreement
three, Hemabai, Gokuldas, and Bhugwandas. Hemabai was
admittedly the moneyed partner, if not the owner of the business. She died on September 1, 1889. On her death the
.

date was

.

made

between

the

.

.

But the affairs of the partnership
partnershlp was dlssolved.
not
and
wound up,
were!
apparently her moneys were retained
by the surviving partners and employed in the business. In
1890 an application for letters of administration was made on
behalf of one Kissondas, then about ten years old, claiming to
be the heir. But the application was resisted by Bhugwandas,
who alleged that Kissondas was not heir, and alleged also that
Hemabai left

will

will.

The

case

was forthcoming, nor was

a nearer heir.
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a

came before the Court.

No

it suggested then that there was

The Court, however, directed that the Adminis

trator-General should take out administration without prejudice
to any question, and made provision for the costs of all parties.

In

meantime Gokuldas and Bhugwandas, as surviving
partners, took proceedings in Bombay to recover certain debts,
or the balance of certain debts, owing to the business. Ulti
the

mately the amount claimed, which came to about Rs.28,000,
was paid to a receiver appointed by the Court. On March 30,
1894, the Administrator-General
took out representation to
Hemabai, and in April following he brought this suit against
Gokuldas and Bhugwandas, claiming (a) to have the whole
amount in the receiver’s hands paid to him in his representative

character, alleging that Gokuldas and Bhugwandas had nothing
to receive, but were in fact debtors to the partnership, and
(b), if necessary, to have the accounts of the partnership taken.

He also asked for such further relief
might require.

as

the

circumstances

Gokuldas did not resist the plaintiffs

claim.

Bhugwandas set up every possible defence. He submitted that
the Court in Bombay had no jurisdiction in the matter.
He
relied on the Law of Limitation.
perfectly true,
been taken.

And he alleged what was
that the accounts of the partnership had never
By a supplemental defence he insisted that the

plaintiff was bound to account to Gokuldas and himself for
their shares in a sum of Rs.5292, which admittedly had been
D
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to the partnership by the plaintiff

himself since the institution of the suit.
Candy J., before whom the case came in the ﬁrst instance,
gave effect in a great measure to the points raised by way of

He held that the Court
in
jurisdiction only
regard to the assets recovered in
Bombay. He also held that the plaintiffs right to a general
account was barred by limitation, and in the result he ordered
defence on behalf

of Bhugwandas.

had

the costs of all parties to be paid out of the fund in the hands

of the receiver and divided the balance of that fund,

as

well as

the moneys recovered by the plaintiff, between the plaintiff and
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Bhugwandas, giving to the latter the proportionate share to
which he would have been entitled under the partnership
agreement if the assets in dispute had been proﬁts of the
partnership business.
The learned judges of the High Court on appeal held that
the jurisdiction of the Court was not limited to the assets
recovered in Bombay.

It

was not disputed at the

Bar that the

judgment of the Appeal Court was right so far. Then they
They con
held that the suit was not barred by limitation.
in
their view—that on the
sidered—and their Lordships agree
materials before the Court it must be taken that the Adminis
trator-General is suing on behalf of the infant heir. As far as
the evidence goes, the opposition on the part of Bhugwandas in
the probate suit was a mere pretence put forward in order to
defeat or delay the infant’s right to an account against Hemabai’s

The Appeal Court ordered Bhugwandas
surviving partners.
to pay all the costs, and adjudged to the plaintiff the whole
fund in the hands of the receiver.
Although their Lordships agree with the Appeal Court in
the main, they are unable to ﬁnd sufﬁcient evidence to justify
In his
the decree in the form in which it was drawn up.
pleadings Bhugwandas insisted that an order in the plaintiﬂ"s
favour ought not to be made without taking the accounts.

And that was his principal contention before their Lordships.
Nor does it appear that he ever receded from that position."
To a certain extent, indeed, it was common ground that the
accounts must be taken.

One of the

plaintiffs reasons in his
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memorandum of appeal from the judgment of the Lower Court
was “that the plaintiff was entitled to insist on the partnership
account being taken before the second defendant”—that is
in the moneys
And it
recovered by the plaintiff.”
from the
would appear
language of the judgment delivered by the Chief Justice that
it was intended that provision should be made for taking the
Bhugwandas—“'could

be allowed

any share

accounts unless they were waived by Bhugwandas. His con
clusion was that the decree of the Lower Court “must be
varied by making a decree in terms of paragraphs (a) and (b) of
the plaint.” Now paragraph (b) asked for an account, while
for payment without an account.
There
is nothing to shew how it was that the decree came to be
drawn up in its present form. Probably both parties are to
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paragraph

(a) asked

blame for the error and for the expense which has resulted
from it.

It

that the proper order will be to
taken of the partnership dealings and

seems to their Lordships

direct an account to be
transactions, to inquire what was due to the estate of Hemabai
in respect of her share at the time of her death and how the
amount due to her estate has been dealt with, and if it appears
that such amount or any part thereof has been employed in
the business continued by the surviving partners, to direct the

Further consideration
This order will enable the Admin

accounts of such business to be taken.
and costs must be reserved.

istrator-General to make such claim as he may be advised in
respect of interest or proﬁts since Hemabai’s death.
Bhug
must pay the plaintiffs costs up to and including the
hearing by the Lower Court. Each party must bear his own
costs here and in the Appeal Court.
wandas

Their Lordships will, therefore, humbly advise Her Majesty
that an order be made to that effect.
.

Solicitors for appellant : Lattey at Hart.
Solicitors for respondent : Payne at Lattey.
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ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF THE
OF OUDH.

OrHsnS

DEFENDANTS.

JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER

Alleged Ism-farzi Transacti0n—Evidence—Gift.
Upon an issue whether property admittedly purchased and paid for by
was an ism-farzi purchase for
the beneﬁt of the plaintiff or a gift to the defendant :——
Held, that evidence of the defendant’s possession for nine and a half
years without being called on by the plaintiff to account for the rents, and
of the defendant’s performance of valuable services sufficient to establish a.
claim on the plaintiffs generosity, was decisive in favour of a gift.
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the plaintiff in the name of the defendant

'

APPEAL from

1890)

reversing

of the Judicial Commissioner (Jan. 14,
decree of the District Judge of Lucknow

a decree
a

(Sept. 28, 1888), and dismissing the appellant’s suit with costs.

The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
W. Arathoon, for the appellant.
Bmnson, for the respondents.
C’.

1393

1556.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
The suit which is the subject of this
appeal was brought by Pandit Raj Narain against the respond
ents for possession of a village called Habibpur in Pargana
Malihabad, District Lucknow.
He having died after the
admission of the appeal is now represented in it by his heir and
SIR RICHARD COUcH.

successor, the present

appellant.

The plaint stated that Raj

Narain was the absolute owner of the village and had purchased
it under a sale deed dated July 27, 1887, for Rs.2225 ism-farzi
(ﬁctitiously) in the name of his agent and steward, the ﬁrst
defendant.

This defendant (ﬁrst respondent)

in his written

statement denied that the deed of sale was executed ﬁctitiously
* Present: Loim Wurson, Loan

Cocos.

Honnousn, Loni) DAvnr, and Sm RICHARD
"
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his name.

The other defendants, except the seventh and
eighth, claimed under a deed of gift by him, and the latter two
under a mortgage alleged in the plaint to be collusive, which
was denied.

In

the view which their Lordships

take of the

principal question it is not necessary to go into this matter,
and it will be convenient hereafter to call the ﬁrst defendant
the defendant. The District Judge made a decree in the plain

tiffs favour, which

was reversed by the Additional

Commissioner on appeal.
It was proved that the consideration

Judicial

money for the sale was
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paid by the Narain. Two of the three witnesses who attested
the execution by the seller were examined.
One deposed that
Raj Narain said he should get the document executed in
another man’s name; the other said that for ﬁve or six days
there was discussion: Raj Narain said he was having the deed
executed farzi in the name of an agent ; he did not name him.

Also Raj Narain was called by the defendant as his ﬁrst witness,
the plaintiff having previously called the ﬁrst defendant as his
ﬁrst witness, a proceeding of which there appears to be no ex
planation. Raj Narain said,
forget if defendant No. 1 was
here when

I purchased

“I

Habibpur. My papers shew that he was.
The reason is clear, it was because

The purchase was ism-farzi.

I

of the quarrels of the maintenance holders.
have purchased
other Khalispur villages at auctions in my own name. There
On this state
are the same maintenance holders in them.”
ment there was apparently no reason for this village being
bought ism-farzi. It is difﬁcult to learn from the judgment of
the District Judge what is the ground of his decision in the

plaintiffs favour.

He says, “The true criterion is to ascertain

from whose funds the purchase-money proceeded. In the pre
sent case it is allowed that the funds for the purchase of
Habibpur were supplied by the plaintiff.” In many—it may
be said in m0st—cases of alleged benami this is a very important
fact.

But it is not the only criterion.

Here it is consistent

with the defendant’s case, which is that the plaintiff purchased
the village for him and intended it to be a gift in return for his
services.

In

such a case a much more important fact is the

actual possession or receipt of the rents of the property.

The

J. C.
1898

\fY§!
PANDIT RAM
NARAIN
‘U.
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HmI .
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MUHAMMAD

Ham.

plaintiff himself said that the defendant was “in possession of
”
the collections
and had not accounted for them for nine and
a half years.
His statement that he said to the defendant ﬁve
”
or seven times “ Give me the accounts of Habibpur
and the
defendant said that money was due to him is not, if true, a
sufﬁcient

reason for not requiring accounts.

reverse.

The

defendant

in his

evidence

It

is rather the

had said

that the

The plaintiffs father
plaintiff never asked him for accounts.
died in 1867. The defendant had been in his service for some
years, and after his death continued in the plaintiffs

service

till 1886, receiving for his pay only Rs.10 per month. After
by the defendant
making full allowance for exaggeration
of the value of his services, their Lordships do not doubt that
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he performed some valuable services for the father and for the

plaintiff during the ten years previous to the purchase of
Habibpur, especially in managing an estate in the Sanderband
which had been bought by the father for between Rs.4000
and Rs.5000, and was sold by the plaintiff for B.s.39,000 or
Rs/10,000.
The defendant had clearly some claim upon the

plaintiffs generosity.

It

is true that benami

transactions

are

very common in India, but this deed of sale appears to their
Lordships not to be of that character, and they will humbly
advise Her Majesty to dismiss the appeal and to afﬁrm the
decree of the Assistant Judicial Commissioner dismissing the
suit. The appellant will pay the costs.
Solicitors for appellant: Wilson at C0.
Solicitors for respondents : J. F. Watkins.
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1898

AND OT1-IEns

DEFENDANTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF THE JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER
OF OUDH.
Oudh Land Revenue Act, 1876,

s.

123—Oonstruction—Tra.nqfer of Defaultefs
Rent——Interest on Rent.

Sl1are—Liabilz'tyf0r

Where a transfer of the share of a defaulter has been effected under
121 of the Oudh Land Revenue Act, 1876, held, that s. 123, which
provides that the joint liability of the co-sharers shall not be affected
thereby, does not mean that the defaulter can be rendered liable for rent
s.

to the talookdar as before the transfer,
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for by the transfer he has ceased to

be a shareholder.

.

The Rent Act, 1886, s. 141, which provides
does not apply to sub-proprietors.

for interest

on rents

due

from tenants,

APPEAL from

a decree of the

Judicial Commissioner (Nov.

1,

.1894) conﬁrming that of the 'Deputy Commissioner of Sultanpur

(Oct. 14, 1890).
,
The question decided was
and of their sub-settlement
arrears

of rent thereon

liability of the respondents
tenure of Mehal Sewar to satisfy

as to the

due to the appellant,

the talookdar of

That estate, held by the respondents, fell into
Hasampur.
arrears of rent ; the Deputy Commissioner took possession under
s. 125 of the then Rent Act XIX. of 1868. He resorted to
transfer proceedings under s. 121 of Act XIX. of 1876, the
terms of which were by s. 158 extended to mehals which, like
This suit was brought
the present one, were in sub-settlement.
by the talookdar under Rent

Act XXII. of 1886,

s. 108, sub-s. 2,

and the issue was as to his right to recover arrears of rent not

merely against the transferees, but also against the respondents
and the sub-tenure notwithstanding such transfer.
C. W. Arathoon, for the appellant.

The respondents
*

C.*

did not appear.

Present: Lonn ASHBOURNE 7 Losn Honnousn, Lonn Macnaonrsn 1 Losn
Messrs, and Sm RICHARD Coocr-1.

\fN§'
Nov. 17 ;
Dec. 10.
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The judgment of their Lordships was

de

livered by

LORD HosHonss. The plaintiff in this suit is the talookdar
The ﬁrst three defendants were at the institu
tion of the suit transferees of the Mehal Sewar, part of the
talook, for the remainder of a term of ten years.
The other
of Hasampur.

forty-four defendants were entitled to sub-proprietary rights
within the same mehal, subject to the transfer.
The plaintiff
is entitled to rent in respect of the entire mehal, amounting to
about Rs.267O per annum.

His suit is brought for arrears of

rent which accrued while the term was running. The trans
ferees have no defence to the suit".
The other forty-four
defendants assert that they are not liable, and so it has been
held, ﬁrst by the Deputy Commissioner and afterwards

by the
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Court of the Judicial Commissioner.

No one has appeared to
oppose the talookdar’s appeal to Her Majesty in Council.
The transfer was effected in the year 1881 by the Deputy
Commissioner, acting under powers given by the Oudh Rent
Act of 1869, s. 125, and the Oudh Land Revenue Act of 1876,
s. 121.

It

seems that for some years the under-proprietors had

failed to pay rent, that the Deputy Commissioner had entered
into management under the Rent Act without any beneﬁcial
result, and after a while had recourse to the powers given by
the Revenue Act to transfer the shares of the defaulters to the
three defendants, who were also defaulting shareholders, but
were backed up by a mahajun, who found the requisite funds.

From the date of the transfer the other co-sharers were no
longer in legal possession, except that a certain quantity of
nyjote or sir land Was reserved to some of them at rents stated
in the Deputy Commissioner’s order.

Each of the parties has contended that the point in issue has
been previously decided in his favour and cannot be reopened.

In

plaintiff brought a similar suit, in which the
other than the transferees denied their liability;

1884 the

defendants

and the then Deputy Commissioner,

Mr. Harrington, gave the

only. In 1885
the plaintiff again brought a similar suit, which, being for a
smaller amount, was brought in a court of an inferior range

plaintiff

a decree against

the three transferees

VOL. XXVI.)

INDIAN APPEALS

of jurisdiction, that of
which would not

The

learned

the

Extra Assistant Commissioner,

be competent

judge

decided

43

to entertain the present

suit.

in favour of the talookdar on

a

ground which will be mentioned presently.
The Deputy Commissioner in this suit held that he ought to
decide it on its own merits; and he held that, however the
decree

might work out in execution

against

the transferees,

which it was premature to decide, the plaintiff could not have
a decree against anybody else. The Judicial Commissioners
took the view that the judgment of 1884, being made by a
Court competent to decide the present case, is binding now,
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whereas that of 1885, being made by a Court not so competent,
is not. Therefore they do not decide the suit on its merits.
Without at all intimating that the Judicial Commissioners have
erred, their Lordships doubt whether the judgment of 1884,

which is the only evidence before them of that suit, sufﬁciently
discloses what was really contested

and decided there, so that

they can conﬁdently hold the present

In

issue to be res judicata.
that judgment it appears that the plaintiff admitted the plea

of the defendants consequently upon the admission of the three
that they were liable.
It may possibly have been
that the plaintiff was satisﬁed with the security of the trans
ferees for the smaller amount then in dispute, and did not
choose to contest the disputed point.
It is safer to pass by

transferees

this point without expressing any opinion upon it.
As to the merits, Mr. Arathoon has not succeeded
impressing their Lordships with any substantial doubts.

in

It

is

a startling thing to be told that under-proprietors, whose
beneﬁcial interest has been transferred by an official act to
persons who thereby become possessors of the whole mehal,
still remain liable to pay rent to the talookdar. To produce
that result the appellant relies on s. 123 of the Land Revenue

Act, which provides

that the procedure

affect the joint liability of the co-sharers

of transfer shall not
of the mehal.
That

provision was the basis of the judgment of 1885, in which the
learned judge observed with much truth that “ apparently the
principle would seem to be entailing hardship on the excluded
proprietors, for these are not in possession of their shares; on

J.

C.

1898

?v§'
Monamuan
Mummr ALI

Kasn
1:.

MUHAMMAD

Yasnr

Ksm.
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J. C.

the other hand,

should

the transferees

[L. R.

in possession, and they

are

liable for the talookdar’s demand.”
of the Act is not calculated to work
Muuauman
Mnnnm ALI
such
a glaring injustice.
Such
liability as the co-sharers incur,
K1-um
TI.
whether to the Government or to the talookdar, is to remain
Mnnamuan
Yasm KHAN. joint as before; but there is no provision for charging them
1898
WW‘!

alone

be

held

Fortunately the language

with any liability at all when they have been deprived of the
property in respect of which liability arises. In fact they have
ceased for the time to be co-sharers,

and during that time they

have no liability, joint or other, directly to the talookdar.
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Then Mr. Arathoon relies on the fact that sir land is reserved
for a number, by no means all, of the defendants.
The answer
is, that no claim in respect of that land has been raised in this
suit. Probably no such claim exists; but it is sufﬁcient to say
now that, if there is any, it must rest on quite different grounds
to the claim for rent issuing out of the whole talook, and must
raise quite different issues which have never been tried.

A minor point in

the appeal relates to the talookdar’s

claim

for interest upon arrears of rent due from the three transferees.
It is stated by the Deputy Commissioner that interest on arrears
of revenue is not chargeable

against

talookdars,

and he holds

that arrears of rent due from sub-proprietors should be subject
The Rent Act of 1886, s. 141, provides
to the same incident.
for interest on rents due from tenants
not contend
cannot

;

but Mr. Arathoon does

that these sub-proprietors are tenants, and he

adduce any other law by which such arrears

are made

to carry interest.

The appeal

fails on all

grounds.

Their Lordships will

humbly advise Her Majesty to dismiss it.
Solicitors for appellant: T.

L.

Wilson

02

Co.
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DEFENDANTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT ALLAHABAD.
Vendor and Purckaser— C'0ntract—Interest

on Purchase-money— Tender.

Where a part of the purchase-money was retained by the purchaser not
a deposit on behalf of the vendor, but as security that the property
sold should be freed from existing incumbrances and a good title given to
as
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the purchaser

:—

Held, that the purchaser was not bound to pay or tender the amount
retained until the vendor was prepared to pay the balance necessary to
clear the incumbrances, and that no interest was chargeable on the amount
until after notice of the vendor’s readiness

APPEAL from
modifying

(June

a

a decree of the

decree of

the

so

to do.

High Court (June 11, 1895)

Subordinate Judge

30, 1893), and directing payment

of

Meerut

by the defendants

to

the plaintiﬁfs of Rs.3000 with interest from the date of the
decree of the lower Court, and dismissing the residue of the
plaintiffs’ claim.
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
Mayne, for the appellants.
(Jewell, for the respondents, was not heard.
The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

1898

\IY\'

By a deed dated September 10, 1887,
Mahammad Ghulam Kadir Khan sold a share of Mauza Alipur
Gajauri to Nasir-ul-lah Khan and Mussammat Ulfat, his wife,
Sm RICHARD CoooH.

in consideration of Rs.20,000,

which sum was

stated to be for paying the debts due to
’ * Present: Loan
RrcnAsn Coven.

Honnousn, Loan

MACNAGIITEN,

in the deed

Lala Srikishen Das
Loan

Mosrus, and Sm
"

Dec. 10.
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1898

‘4Y\l
MUHAMMAD
Srnmo KHAN
v.

MUHAMMAD
NASIR-UL-LAB
KHAN.

[L. R.

and Inderman, Bhora, and the money was said in the deed to
”
be “left with the vendees
for paying to the former Rs.17,000
and to the latter Rs.3000.

The latter sum was paid to Inder
man, and the question in this appeal relates to the Rs.17,000.
The suit was brought by Haji Begam, the widow of Ghulam
Kadir Khan, against Nasir-ul-lah Khan and his wife, and in
the course of it the appellants

for them

and respondents were on their

The
plaintiffs and defendants.
plaint alleged, as was the fact, that the Rs.17,000 were not
paid to Srikishen Das, and prayed for a decree for that sum
decease

and

June

substituted

Rs.9718

6a.

as

9p. interest from

September

10,

1887, to
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of ﬁling the plaint, and also for the
costs of a suit by Srikishen Das against Ghulam Kadir Khan.
The facts were that at the time of the sale Rs.22,000 were due
to Srikishen Das, and there was also a mortgage to Harjit
15, 1892, the day

The
Singh and others upon which Rs.15,000 were due.
evidence shewed that the balance due to Srikishen Das and the
money due on the mortgage to Inderman were agreed to be
paid by Ghulam

Kadir Khan, and the property sold released
Ghulam Kadir Khan failed to provide the

from mortgages.
money for this purpose, and Srikishen Das brought a suit
against him and obtained a decree for what was due to him

with interest and costs, and the amount decreed was realized
by Srikishen Das on March 18, 1892. The second and third
of the issues in the suit were whether the defendants should be
charged with interest on the Rs.17,000, and the costs of that
The Subordinate Judge who tried the suit allowed the
interest but not the costs, and gave a decree for the balance of
the claim after deducting Rs.14,000, which he" said had been
suit.

paid on January 25, 1893.
paid.

It

did not appear how this was

Both parties appealed to the High Court, which decided

that the plaintiffs were not entitled to either the interest or
costs, and modiﬁed the decree of the lower Court by giving to
the plaintiffs Rs.3000, the balance of the Rs.17,000, with interest

from June 30, 1893, the date of that decree.
have appealed against this decree.

The plaintiffs

Their Lordships are of opinion that there is no ground for
the appeal.

The Rs.17,000

were not left with

the

vendees
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They were to
simply as a deposit of the money of the vendor.
retain it as a security that the property sold should be freed
1393
a
from the incumbrances upon it and that they should have
MU;:;jMD
vendor
retain
it
until
the
title.
were
entitled
to
They
good

-

S1I’DI:.KH‘1‘

provided the rest of the money necessary for this purpose. Mwnmmn
Unless this was done a payment of the Rs.17,000 would leave NASEQZKMH
the property still incumbered, as Srikrishen would only receive
it, if he did so, in part payment of what was due. From the
nature of the transaction it was not a deposit upon which the
vendees would be liable to pay interest unless they refused or
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omitted to pay the money when they were informed by the
vendor that he was prepared to pay the balance necessary to
satisfy what was due to Srikishen. Without that balance they
were not bound to pay or tender to him the Rs.17,000.
Their

Lordships will therefore humbly advise Her Majesty to afﬁrm
the decree of the High Court and dismiss the appeal. The
appellants will pay the costs.
Solicitors for appellants : Barrow <ﬁ Rogers.
Solicitors for respondents: Ranken Ford, Ford

at

Chester.
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DEFENDANT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT BOMBAY.
Admissibility

of

Evide'nce~—Report

Qf a Punchaj/et—Record.

in

a

Collector’s

Oﬂice.

that a punchayet’s report made in 1819 and preserved in the
oﬁice, which after a minute local inquiry into the history of
a. family stated its pedigree including the adoption
of S., was strong
evidence, and as between the parties to this suit whose ancestors signed
it conclusive evidence in favour of the adoption; notwithstanding that
the fact of adoption was not shewn to have been the point in dispute
before the punchayet, and that the report, which was still decipherable,
had been plainly tampered with.
Held,
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Collector’s

APPEAL from

a decree of

the

High Court (Dec. 2, 1890),

reversing a decree of the Subordinate Judge of Dhulia (Nov. 30,
1887), in a suit against the respondent to establish the plain
tiff’s title, as representing

the elder branch of the family of one

Sultanji, to succeed to the Rawalki Watan at Karwand on the
death of the last male holder, Bhilesing.
The plaintiffs claim
turned

upon

the decision

of

a single

question: .whether his

ancestor Sujansing was adopted by one Fatehsing, and thereby

branch of the family.
This question was decided by the original Court in favour of
the plaintiff, and by the High Court in favour of the defendant.
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.

removed from the senior

to the junior

Phillips, for the appellants.
Mayne, for the respondent.
1898
N<"’. 26-

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
The question in this case is most readily
explained by means of a pedigree; and one is annexed which

Loan I-IOBHOUSE.

* Present:
LORD
RICHARD Couen.

Hosuoosn, Loan

MAonAenrmn, LORD MORRIS,

and

Sm
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has been extracted from those in the Record with the omission
of some unnecessary names.
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It

shews that from the common ancestor of the parties there

have descended three lines of issue; that the senior line, that

of Bhaba,
extinct; that the defendant belongs to the second
line, that of Gungba; and the plaintiff to the third, that of
Esba. Plaintiff and defendant each claim to be heir-at-law of
Bhil, or, adding his honorary sufﬁx, Bhilesing, the last owner of
Von.

XXVI.

E

is
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the property indispute.
The plaintiff is the lineal descendant
of Sujan, who was born into the senior line. The pedigree
shews that he was adopted into the third line. The plaintiff
in this appeal is whether or no
The Subordinate Judge determined
that issue in favour of the plaintiff, and the High Court in
denies that, and the question

the adoption was made.

favour of the defendant.
The .plaintiff has appealed, and the
present appellants are his heirs.

In

Mr. Phillips submitted another question,
whether the line of Esba is not senior to that of
Gungba, so that Sujan’s descendant would still be heir even if
he had been adopted into Esba’s line. The contents of this
opening the case

namely,

Record

not favour such

do

a supposition.

But their Lordships

are clear that the plaintiff never raised the question

in the
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Courts below.
The plaint says nothing about it; neither do
the settled issues; the Subordinate Judge does not address
himself to it
question

;

and the

High Court says expressly that the only

is the adoption

of

Sujan, on proof of which the

plaintiffs

case must fail.
The property in dispute is somewhat peculiar in its nature.
It is an interest in lands granted by the Mahratta ruler of the
country, whether Holkar or the Peishwa, to the Rawal family

for military services. The lands are part of the territory which
was conquered or acquired by the ﬁrst ruling Holkar, and

Which passed to the East India Company in January, 1818, by
the Treaty of Mundisore.
The interests not granted to the

Rawals were vested in the Sirkar or ruler, and have passed to
the Secretary of State in Council.
Since the death of Bhil the
whole property has been in the hands of the Collector, and this
suit is not for possession, but for declaration of title. The
property is clearly one which descends to a single heir by the
rules of primogeniture. Apparently the incidents of title are
but it has not been
necessary to travel minutely into such matters, because all
things material to the present question have been the subject
such as are usual in this kind of tenure,

of express ﬁndings in the course of legal proceedings.

In

the year 1793 Durjan died without issue leaving Baijabai

his widow.

At that time the reigning Holkar was

a

lady whose

‘VOL.
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variously spelt name may be designated as Ayla

Bai.

J. C.

She was

Holkar conqueror, and after
his death she assumed the government and carried it on with
the widow of the son of the ﬁrst

marked ability and success for thirty years.

Notice of Durjan’s
death was given to her by Baijabai according to the custom in
such cases,

Sirkar
follows

and

because of her double capacity

and apparently
as

Bai’s

Ayla

joint-owner.

runs

answer

1898
v-v~'

Amusme
1)

NANABHA1

V/man

DHANSING
R/xrn.

as
as

:

“From your friend Ahilyabai Holkar Raul, Tarf
salutations.

The Sur year one thousand

ninety-three (A. G.

1792—93).

I have

aforesaid,

two hundred and

received the letter which

You wrote to say that

you sent and have noted the contents.

Durjansing Raul had been ailing and that the medicines tried
him) proved ineffectual and that he died, that God willed it
so, and that could not be helped, and prayed that an Abhayapatra
might be sent in the name of his full brother Bhikaji Raul.
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(on

a

I

that, Durjansing died ; God’s will be done.
have sent
in
of
his
the name
brother.
Should
separate Abhayapatra

As

to.

the Bhaubands (kinsmen)

&c., take objections

you issue strict (peremptory)

orders.

(to the same) ,. do

Be this known.”

The lunar dates of writing and receipt have been destroyed
by white ants, but it is shewn that the letter passed some
time in 1793.
Bhim was accordingly placed in the management, and in
the year 1805, upon some complaint by him of disturbance on
the part of Nahar, the then reigning Holkar Yeshwant Rao
Mr. Phillips has argued from the
conﬁrmed his position.
of
these
orders
that
Bhim became the owner of the
language
There is nothing in the language to denote that he
was made owner, though doubtless management carried some
emolument with it, and was a coveted position; but it is not
property.

Worth while to examine closely into the question what kind of
interest was conferred
his position, whatever

on .Bhim, because it is quite clear that

it may have been, was one liable to

displaced by the adoption

of

be

Durjan. It is certain,
manager for some years.

a son to

however, that he continued to be

Not long ‘after the death of Ayla Bai the Mahratta States
violent disorders which .lasted many years.

became. a prey to

I
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J.

C.

1898

5‘/\l
AJAasine
1:.

N ANABBAU
VALAU
DHANSING
RAUL.

In Holkar’s own dominions civil war

broke

[L. B.

out; complicated

strifes arose between him and others of the great Mahratta
families, the Peishwa, the Gaekwar and Scindia, and between
them all and the company.
The villages belonging to this

Bhim ﬂed away.

property were devastated.

Nahar assumed
In that state
the task of resettling and managing the lands.
were affairs in 1815 when Baijabai adopted Nahar’s son Devi
to be son of Durjan.
Some time afterwards

her adoption
The adoption

and inclined to Bhim’s

of the

family.

But about the time of Baijabai’s death in

Bhim made attempts to dispute the title of Devi or the

management
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branch

of Devi, however, could not be, or, at all events,

never was, undone.
1818,

it appears that Baijabai repented of

of Nahar, and these attempts

led to proceedings

The
which furnish the proof of Sujan’s adoption by Futteh.
dispute was referred for inquiry to a punchayet, whose report,
dated February 7, 1819, will be found in the Record, Exhibit
After stating the family pedigree down to the brothers

No.

73.

Lal

and Sujan, the report continues

“

:

Of these the elder Raul, Lalsing, had enjoyment of the
karbhar (management) till his death.
Sujansing (b) was taken
in adoption by Yesba’s son, Fatesing (b), a minor (c).”

-

The references

in the Record:
“

(b) and (0) are to the subjoined

remarks made

‘
The equivalents of the words was taken in adoption by
Yesba’s son, Fatesing,’ have been deleted, and the deletion
appears to have been made with ashes or some such substance

(b)

mixed with ink, the object

being

to entirely obliterate

the

words in question.”
“
(0) An interlineation in the original.”
Both the disputants Bhim and Nahar signed the report, or
memorandum as it is called in the translation, each saying
that he agreed to what is stated in it.
It does not appear whether any formal order was made on
this report, and there is not in the Record any order of reference
or formal statement of the case to shew what was the precise
But the report was ﬁled and preserved in
subject of decision.
the Collector’s ofﬁce from whence

it is now produced.

The
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it is true, hardly have been the point
in dispute at this time. But it is clear that a minute local
adoption. of Sujan could,

J.

C.

1898

\IY\!

inquiry into the history of the family from Sultanji downwards AJABBING
U.
took place before a competent local tribunal; and their ﬁndings
NnusnaU
Vana»
are strong evidence in matters of family pedigree.
When it is
added that the parties to the dispute were the heads of the two

family lines that are now disputing
been insensible to the importance
could,

in the senior line

evidence

;

and that he signed the report;

against him is conclusive

counter-evidence

that Bhim could not have
of keeping himself, if he

;

its

unless he can bring some

to contradict or invalidate it.
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The Subordinate Judge appears to have treated the report
But its
very lightly because it has been tampered with.
original wording, though smudged, is decipherable, and there is
no dispute but that it ran as above quoted, except possibly
as regards the interlineation, which is not material.
If the
original words of the punch can
subsequent attempt

be

known with certainty,

to destroy some of them cannot

with their effect.

The plaintiff’s counsel at this
line of argument.
He submits that
words were so treated by the punch themselves,
their ﬁnal opinion before the report was signed.

a

do away

bar has taken

a different

the smudged
and represent

This sugges
tion is pure conjecture, it rests on no evidence, and it is to the
The suggestion is that the draft
highest degree improbable.
must
have
been
found
erroneous in a point important
report
enough to call for alteration, that the alteration was effected by
that in that state it was signed by
the seven members of the punchayet, by nine witnesses and by
the contending parties, and yet that nobody thought of afﬁxing
some ineffectual

any note

smudging,

or mark to indicate

that any alteration had been

That is incredible.
Moreover, if the words in question are removed what remains
is nonsense.
Either the word “ Sujansing ” alone remains, or,
if the interlineation be accepted, “ Sujansing, a minor.” Neither
has any meaning at all.
Their Lordships hold that the sug
made.

gestion now made for the plaintiff is without weight, and that
the report must be read as originally written.

It

is sufficient

to prove the adoption of Sujan by Futteh.
Von.

XXVI.

F

D1-mnsmu

-_

Rum.
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J. O.
1898

\IN@
Aaansma
P.

Nzmannau
VALAD
DHANBING

RAUL.

There was

[L. R.

further reference to another punch on the
question whether Devi had been adopted.
They reported in
the year 1822, and on their report the Collector’s Court found
that Devi had been adopted, and decreed that he should carry
a

In point of fact, after Devi’s adoption he
or his son and grandson have been in possession.
But the
records of the second punch, introducing as they do an asser
tion of Sujan’s adoption, have had tricks played upon them
very similar to those played upon the records of the ﬁrst punch.
on the management.

But such support

The second punch indeed supports the ﬁrst.
is not necessary;

that the pro
ceedings in 1822 contradict those of 1819, or in any way
impair their force, their Lordships do not now go into detail
and as there is no suggestion

about them.
judges

of

the

High

Court

have

subjected

or duplicates connected with
rigorous examination, with the view of ﬁnding out
was tampered with and how. They conclude that

73, and the several copies

it

a

it

it,

to

when

was done between
the plaintiff.
the plaintiffs

the years 1878 and 1883 in the interest of

They shew strong grounds for this opinion, and
counsel, though he disputes their inference

and

suggests another explanation of the condition in which No. 73
is

found, has not challenged

any of the statements

It

the learned judges found their inference.

on which

can hardly be

that they are right, or that there
strong suspicion
similar result has followed an
is

doubted

A

of fraud by the plaintiff.

examination of the documents

is

relating to the proceedings of
1822. Their Lordships, however, again refrain from going into
details in either case on this occasion, because in any view the
authenticity of No. 73 as stated in the Record
unimpeached,
and that

is

sufficient to prove the defendant’s point.

Crouch, Edwards

T.

L.

Wilson

cf‘

:

Solicitors for appellants
Solicitors for respondent

at

The plaintiff has failed to prove his title, and their Lordships
will humbly advise Her Majesty to dismiss the appeal. The
appellants must pay the costs.

:
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The learned

Exhibit

Q0.

Heron.
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SUN DARALINGASAWMI KAMAYA NAIK.

PLAINTIFF

;

‘IY§!

KAMAYA NAIK

.

.

.

.

DEFENDANT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT MADRAS.
Practice— Concurrent
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'

Find1'ngs—Proof of Custom.

Where there were concurrent ﬁndings of fact that a. custom was estab
lished to the effect that the defendant was entitled to succeed to an
impartible estate in preference to his half-brother, the plaintiﬁ} by reason
of his mother having been married prior to the plaintiffs mother :—
Held, that as there was no error in law those ﬁndings were conclusive.

APPEAL from

a decree of the

High Court (March

2, 1894)

Subordinate Judge of Madura (Dec.
1890) dismissing the appellant’s suit.
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
afﬁrming

a decree of the

19,

Both Courts held that the respondent had the prior right of
inheritance, ﬁnding (a) that the appellant’s mother was of a
lower caste than that of the respondent’s mother ; (b) that the
zemindary in suit descended according to custom and usage to
the sons according

to priority in order of the marriage

of their

mothers.

Mayne and Bromson, for the appellant, contended that no
evidence sufﬁcient in law had been adduced to establish the
custom set up by the respondent in derogation of the ordinary
rule of law by which succession

as between

regulated by seniority of birth.

Two instances of recognition

the brothers was

by the Collector of the existence of such custom was not legal
evidence of its existence.
The High Court was wrong in

holding that the appellant had adduced no evidence against it.
Sufﬁcient evidence had been given to that effect. As to the
nature and extent of evidence required
*

C.*

1899

AND

RAMASAWMI

J.

to prove a custom, see

Present: Losn WArson, Loan HosuoUss, and Sm Rrorunn Couen.

F

2

Feb. 17 ;
March 11.
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J. C.
1899

vvv

Ramalakshml Ammal v. Sivcmantha Perumal
v. Kandasami. (2)

eAsAwM1

KAMAYA

(1)

;

Laksmipathi

Q.C., and Phillips, for the respondent,

Cohen,

SunnAnAnuw

[L. R.

were

not

heard.

NAIR
‘U.

RAMAsAwMr
KAMAYA

NAIR.

1899.

March

11.

The judgment of their Lordships

was

delivered by

The question in this appeal is which
of the two sons of Nagayasami Kamaya Naik, deceased, the
proprietor of the zemindary or palayaput of Saptur in the talook
of Trumangalam, Madura district, an impartible estate descend
Sm RICHARD CoUCH.
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ing to a single heir according to the custom of primogeniture,
is entitled to succeed to it on the death of their elder brother.
The father died on or about October 14, 1885, leaving three
minor sons, Nagayasami Kamaya Naik, the deceased, and the
respondent by his wife Muthuverammal, and the appellant by

On the death of the
his wife Nagammal and a daughter.
father the estate descended to the eldest son Nagayasami, and
by reason of his minority the Court of Wards took charge of it
under Regulation 5 of 1804. He died on December 21, 1887, a
minor and unmarried. The appellant is the senior in age to
the respondent, and as such claimed to be entitled to succeed
The Court of Wards on behalf of the
asserted his title and assumed charge of the estate

to the zemindary.
respondent
on

his behalf and continued

to manage it.

The suit was

brought by the appellant by his mother and guardian, and was
defended by the respondent’s guardian and the Court of Wards.
One ground of the defence was that the appellant’s mother was
not the wife of Nagayasami, the father, but his mistress ; and
the other, that if she was legally married to him the appellant
was not entitled to the zemindary in preference to the respond
ent, who is the son of the senior wife and the brother of the
last owner.

It

was admitted

at the trial in the

First Court

that the appellant was the senior in age to the respondent, and
that the appellant’s mother was married after the respondent’s
mother.
It has been found by both the Lower Courts that
(1) (1872) 14 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca. 570, 585.
(2) (1892) Ind. L. R. 16 Mad. 54.

VOL.
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mother was legally married, but that her status
mother, the

and rank were inferior to those of the respondent’s

latter being the daughter of a zemindar, while the former was
the daughter of an ordinary ryot. Upon this ﬁnding the First
Court held that the appellant could not be preferred to the

This was also held by
but must give way to him.
Court
on
It
treated
the High
was
by both Courts
appeal.
as a question of law, and was raised by the third of the settled
respondent,

This question has not been argued before their Lord
it,

issues.

is

as the fourth issue
ships, and it is not necessary to decide
entitled, by the
was whether, as alleged by the defendant, he

a

plaintiff by reason of his mother having been married prior to
the plaintiffs mother.
Upon this issue large quantity of evidence was put in at the
trial in the First Court, and appears in the judgments to have
been fully considered by that Court and by the High Court on
the appeal to it. Both Courts have found for the respondent

In

was
argument of this appeal
attempted to be shewn that in this they were wrong in law,
and what was laid down by their Lordships in the case (1), as
custom, was referred to.
to the proof which
required of such
noticed by the High Court in its
The judgment in that case

it

the

is

a

is

upon this issue.

is

it

judgment, and their Lordships see no reason to doubt that
has received the attention of both Courts. There
really in
this case no pretence for saying that there has been any error
in law the concurrent ﬁndings must be held to be conclusive.
;

An objection was made by Mr. Mayne that some of the land
appears in

not to

within the limits of the
zemindary, and the High Court has held that all the lands in
that schedule “ were merged in the estate proper and are there

This objection

be

is

fore not partible.”

it

in Sched.

C
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custom prevailing in the Satpur zemindary and in other
zemindaries held by zemindars of the same caste in Madura
and neighbouring districts, to succeed in preference to the

taken
as to

now taken for
should have been

apparently

the ﬁrst time and cannot be entertained.

It

in the First Court, when there might have been an inquiry
what lands were within the limits of the zemindary.
(1) 14 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca.

585—6.

J.

C.

1899

QQ'
SUNDARALIN
oasawm
KAMAYA
N411:
U.

Ranmsawnrr

KAMAYA
NAIK.
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[L. R.

Their Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty to afﬁrm
1899
The
the decree of the High Court and dismiss the appeal.
.
gUN;;:m,,. appellant will pay the costs.
J. C.

easawm

KnowA
N AIK
v.

RAMABAWMI
KAMAYA

Solicitors for appellant
Solicitor for respondent

:

Lawford, Waterhouse dl Lawford.
: Solicitor, India Oﬁice.

Nam.

J.

C.‘

LALA BENI RAM

AND

ANOTHER

1899

\'v\'
Feb. 16, 21;
March 11.

.

.

PLAINTIFFS;

.

DEFsnnanrs.

AND

KUNDAN LALL

AND

QrHEns

.

.

.

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT ALLAHABAD.
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Landlord

and Tenant—Ejectment—Building by Tenants on Land Demised-—
Special Leave to Appeul— Costs.

Held, that lessors are not estopped in equity from bringing ejectment by
having erected permanent structures upon the land
leased in the knowledge of and without interference by the lessors.
Ramsden v. Dyson, (1865) L. R. 1 H. L. 129,‘ followed.
Special leave to appeal having been granted on terms that the appellant
should be liable to pay the respondents’ costs in any event if so directed,
reason of their tenants

costs were nevertheless

directed

to be paid by the respondents.

APPEAL by special leave on special terms from a decree of
the High Court (Jan. 26, 1894) afﬁrming a decree of the
Subordinate Judge of Aligarh (April 21, 1892) which afﬁrmed a
decree of the Munsiff of Hathras (July 27, 1891) dismissing the
suit with costs.
The suit was. in ejectment, and the defendants successfully
resisted it on the ground of an equitable estoppel which it was
contended arose under the circumstances which are fully set
forth in their Lordships’ judgment.
Special leave to appeal
was given, though the value of the land was less than Rs.1000,
appellants’

for the reason that an important question of law was involved
of general interest to all landlords and tenants—whether a
tenant who obtains possession of land under a lease can con
trary to the terms of his tenancy resist ejectment if he builds
thereon with the acquiescence of his landlord, but without any
"'

Present: Loan \VATSON, Loan Honnouss, and SIR RICHARD Couen.
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stipulation express or implied that he should have a renewed
or extended term.
The appellants offered in their petition to
“
the
pay
respondents’ costs of the appeal in any event
provided
their Lordships should so direct.”
Cowell, for the appellants, submitted that the lease and sub
sequent tenancy had expired, and that the respondents had no
claim either in law or equity to resist ejectment.
He cited
Ramsden v. Dyson.

J.

C.

1899

\I\*§!

LALA BEN!
RAM
U.

Kmmau
LALL.

(1)

Upjohn, Q.C., and Ross, for the respondents, contended that
there had been no proper notice to quit; that the lease on its
true construction contained

a covenant

to renew for a term;

that the Courts below were right in ﬁnding that the appellants’
predecessors had acquiesced in the erection of the buildings,
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and had continued to receive rent thereafter,

and had rightly

held them equitably estopped from bringing ejectment.
Refer
ence was made to Transfer of Property Act (IV. of 1882),
s. 108, (h) (p), and to Shibdas Bandapadhya v. Bamandas
Mukhapadya. (2) They claimed that in any event they should
be allowed their costs of the appeal, having succeeded in the
"
Courts of the country.
Cowell, in reply, submitted that this was the ninth Court in
which the respondents had in two suits resisted a just claim,
and that, notwithstanding

the special
terms mentioned
; t. ,, I
they should pay the costs of appeal.

above,

The judgment of their Lordships wasidéliyered by

1899

LORD Warson. In November, 1858;‘l3hawain Das and
Dhani Ram, bankers of Hathras,
owpers of the Mauza
Ramanpur, let to ﬁve tenants, whose interests are now repre
sented by the respondents in this appeal, six bighas of land, for
the term of the current settlement, for the construction thereon
factory, at the annual rent of Rs.28. The con
ditions of the lease appear from the kabuliat, executed by the
tenants, on November 17, 1858, which, so far as material, are
“ That, until the lease money is continued to
as follows:
of a saltpetre

be

paid, the mazulgars (persons who pay the revenue) shall not
(1) L. R.

1

H. L. 129.

(2) (1871)

8 Beng.

L. R.

237.

\fV\l
March

ll.
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J

. C.

1899

\v"r\'

LALA Bsnr
RAM
‘I7.

KUNDAN

LALL.

be competent

to dispossess me within

I be competent

within it to give
settlement, the parties shall be bound
the Government, if any, issued by it.
these presents, by way of a kabuliat,
shall

the aforesaid term, nor

up the land.

After the

to carry out the order of

I have

serve as

[L. R.

therefore executed

in order that they may
evidence, and be of use in time of need.”

The appellants having acquired, by purchase, the interest of
the original lessors, on August 1, 1859, served a notice upon

requiring them to quit possession of the lands
The respondents did not comply with
let upon June
the notice ; and the appellants, on August 30, 1890, brought a
suit for their ejectment in the Court of the Munsiff of Hathras.
The plaint (inter alia) craves decree for removal of the material
the respondents,

30, 1890.

of the houses built by the ancestors of the respondents

lying
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on the said lands.

The respondents, in their written statement, amongst other
defences to the action, pleaded that the predecessors of the
“ after the
completion of the saltpetre factory for
appellants,
which the lands were taken on lease, saw that from time to
time houses were built, and the defendants, and the ancestors
of the defendants, spent several thousands of rupees on build
ing, and they, instead of objecting, or prohibiting, induced the
defendants and their ancestors to build.”

The Munsiff received evidence on nine issues; but in his

judgment, which .was~ given on July 27, 1891, he only dealt
with the ﬁrst and 'secci:rd of them.
Upon the ﬁrst, which
related to an amend-zs,1ent obtained by the appellants, he found

in their favour.

Upon the second, he found that the notice of

given by the‘,a.ppellants upon August 1, 1889, was not
'
according to law. With regard to the remaining issues, from

removal

three to nine inclusive, the learned judge observed:

“ There is

material to dispose of all these issues, but since issue
No. 2 is decided against the plaintiffs, and it is held that the
suit must fail, there is no further necessity to enter into the
Accordingly, in respect of his ﬁnding
trial of these issues.”
sufﬁcient

upon his second issue, he dismissed the suit.
An appeal was taken from the Munsiifs judgment to the
First Appellate Court, being that of the Subordinate Judge of

INDIAN APPEALS.
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Aligarh, who, on April 21, 1892, afﬁrmed the decree appealed
from, although on a different ground.
The Subordinate Judge
dealt

with three issues, the ﬁrst and third having reference to

the validity of the notice upon which the action of ejectment

“Was

was based, and the second being:

only let for the construction of

the land in dispute

a saltpetre factory,

and what is

the effect of the plaintiffs or their predecessors having acquiesced

in the defendants or their predecessors having built upon the
land after the saltpetre factory had ceased to exist? ”
The Subordinate Judge, differing in opinion from the learned
Munsiff, held that the notice to quit possession, which the
appellants had given, was valid in law. Upon the second issue,
he found the following facts, upon which the decision of this
“ The
as
have
appeal has come to
depend:

tenancy,

I

already
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stated, was originally created for the construction of a saltpetre

factory, but we have the evidence of the plaintiffs own witness
Khyali Ram, and Chokey Lal, patwari of the village, to shew
that saltpetre was only manufactured here for four or ﬁve
years ; that since 20 years shops have existed on the land, and
that since

12 or 14 years pucca

shops have been built.

Inside

the enclosure, the evidence shews, are rooms (?) erected 18 or
20 years ago, a pucca as well as a kutcha well.
It is also
proved

in the most unmistakable manner that the former

owner of the land saw the buildings and did not prohibit their
construction. The plaintiffs’ evidence moreover shews that,
even on their calculations, the buildings cost Rs.1000 or
Rs.1500.

The evidence of Gobind Parshad, their witness, is

that the buildings cost about Rs.900.
Jugal Kishor makes
them worth Rs.800. Khyali Ram says nothing on the point,
while the patwari deposes that the buildings are worth Rs.1000
or Rs.1500.

On the other hand, the defendant

and his witnesses’

evidence

shews

Kundan

that there are

Lal

12

shops,
some kutcha and some pucca, now standing on this land; that

they have been built between Sambat

1918 and 1935;

that in

addition to the shops are dalans and kothas, two wells, the one
kutcha and the other pucca, and a temple, all costing between
three and four thousand rupees.

The evidence also shews in

the most unmistakable manner that not only did the original

J C.
.

1899

‘PR!
LALA Barn
RAM
1).

Korma
LALL.
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of these buildings when they
were being erected, and stood by, but that by continuing to
receive rents from the lessees, even after the erection of the

lessee not object to the enclosing

buildings, and even though the saltpetre factory, for which the
land was let, had ceased to exist, he sanctioned the lessees
doing so.

His successors are therefore equitably stopped from

now suing for the lessee’s ejectment.
The case is governed by
what was said in Gopi v. Bisheshwar.” (1)
The rule or principle thus adopted by the Subordinate Judge,
which is reported to have been laid down in Gopi v. Bishesh
war (1), is thus stated by him : “ If a man permits another to
build upon his land, and, with the knowledge that the building
is being erected, stands by and does not prevent the other from
doing so, then, no doubt, equity comes in, and by the rules of

in this respect are the same

as the rules

of law,

he cannot eject that other person.”

The case was then carried, by the present appellants, before
the Second Appellate Tribunal, the High Court at Allahabad,
who, on January 26, 1894, conﬁrmed the decision of the Subor
dinate Judge of Aligarh, and dismissed the appeal with costs.
The learned judges of the High Court, without entering into
any discussion of the other issue which the Second Appellate
Court had decided in favour of the present appellants, said:
“ We need not
go further into the construction that should be
placed upon that lease, because we are of opinion that upon
the ﬁnding of acquiescence, which we think was a right ﬁnding

in this case, the appeal will have to be dismissed.”

They

accordingly disposed of the appeal on that ground alone.
It is to be regretted that the loose and inadequate statement
of the rule of equity which is reported in Gopi v. Bisheshwar (1)
should have been accepted, apparently without much considera

person

erecting

his own property,

buildings upon

purposely

abstains

and knowing that

belief that the land

under the mistaken

from interference,

(1) W. N. (1885) 100.

is

another

such other person

it,

tion, by the learned judges of both Appellate Courts.
The
proposition, if it were carefully supplemented, might possibly
be made to apply to the case where the .owner of land sees
is
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The

ﬁndings of fact pronounced by the Subordinate Judge, which
were conclusive in the Second Appellate Court and are equally
binding upon this Board, shew that the present is not a case
of that kind.
The respondents knew that the predecessors of
the appellants were the owners of the land let, and that their
own title was limited to their occupation of the land as tenants,
upon the terms and for the periods provided by the original
lease of 1858. In order to raise the equitable estoppel which
was enforced against the appellants by both the Appellate
Courts below, it was incumbent upon the respondents to shew
that the conduct of the owner, whether consisting in abstinence
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from interfering or in active intervention, was sufﬁcient to
justify the legal inference that they had by plain implication
contracted that the right of tenancy under which the lessees
originally obtained possession of the land should be changed
into a perpetual right of occupation.
Their Lordships have had no diﬁﬁculty in coming to the con
clusion that the respondents have failed to discharge themselves
of that onus.
If there be one point settled in the equity law
it
is that, in circumstances similar to those of the
of England,
present

case, the mere erection

by the tenant of permanent

structures upon the land let to him, in the knowledge of and
without interference by his lessor, will not suffice to raise the
equitable right against the latter which has been afﬁrmed by
the Courts below.
It must also be kept in view that in Indian

law the maxim “ Quicquid inaediﬁcatur solo, solo cedit,” has no
The rule established in India
application to the present case.
is that of s. 108 of the Transfer of Property Act, which pro
that “ the lessee may remove, at any time during the
continuance of the lease, all things which he has attached to
the earth, provided he leaves the property in the state in which
vides

he received

it.”

The leading authority of the law of England upon the point
is Ramsden v. Dyson and Thornton. (1) In that case the Vice
Chancellor (Sir J. Stuart) had held that Sir J. Ramsden, the
owner, was estopped in equity from bringing ejectment against
'
(1) L. R.

1 11.
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the defendants, his tenants, by reason of the defendants having
been permitted, in the knowledge

of their lessor, to build valu

upon the land demised to
The judgment of the Vice-Chancellor was reversed
them.
in the House of Lords by the Lord Chancellor (Cranworth),
able and

permanent

structures

Lord Wensleydale, and Lord Westbury, dissentiente

Lord

Kingsdown.
The Lord Chancellor said (1): “ It follows as a corollary
from these rules, or perhaps, it would be more accurate to say
it forms part of them, that if my tenant builds on land which
he holds under me, he does not thereby, in the absence of
special circumstances,

any right to prevent ime from

acquire
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taking possession of the land and buildings when the tenancy
has determined.
He knew the extent of his interest, and it
was his folly to expend money upon a title which he knew
would or might soon come to an end.”
The noble and learned
Lord in his opinion, which is expressed at considerable length,
appears to me to indicate some at least of the special circum
stances which might sufﬁce to raise an estoppel against the

It was strongly urged for the defendants, at the bar
House,
of the
that Sir . Ramsden had made representations
“.which might fairly be supposed to lead his tenants at will or

lessor.

J

from year to year to expend money in building, in the belief
that by building they acquired a title which he could never
disturb.”
do not ﬁnd that the noble and learned Lord

I

indicated any opinion that if such representations had actually
been made by the lessor, they would not have been sufﬁcient
to shew the terms of a contract which might be enforced in a
court of equity. But he rejected the plea on the double ground
~

that the alleged communications were not proved to
have been sufﬁcient for that purpose, and (2.) that the repre

—(1.)

sentations,

if they had been sufﬁcient

to raise

an

implied

contract, were not binding upon the lessor, inasmuch as they
proceeded from an estate agent, and were not shewn
been made by him

in the knowledge

to have

and with the authority of

the lessor.

The respondents,

in their appeal
(1) L. R.

1

H. L.

case
141.

lodged

before this
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Board, relied exclusively upon their plea of acquiescence which
had been sustained by both the Appellate Courts below.
In
their argument the learned counsel by whom they were repre
sented ably urged that plea, but frequently digressed into other

points raised in the case, always

with the explanation that
these digressions were meant to aid the plea of acquiescence.
They also argued that their Lordships could not competently
disturb the judgment to the effect that there had been
acquiescence, inasmuch as it was a concurrent ﬁnding of the
Appellate

Courts.

The

argument

Their Lordships were bound

palpably erroneous.
have accepted as ﬁnal

was

by and

the ﬁndings of the Subordinate Judge of Aligarh upon the
facts from which acquiescence might or might not be inferred.

But acquiescence is not
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from the facts

so

a question of fact

but of legal inference

found; and upon it the judgments

of the

Appellate Courts are not ﬁnal.

Their Lordships will therefore humbly advise Her Majesty
to reverse all the judgments appealed from, and to give the
appellants
order

decree of ejectment

in terms of their plaint;

to

that the costs, if any, already paid by the appellants

under the decrees respectively of the Munsiff of Hathras, the
Subordinate Judge of Aligarh, and the High Court at Allaha
bad, be repaid to the appellants
there be no costs of suit

by the respondents

of

the

parties.

and that

in the Courts below paid to or by

The respondents
appellants the costs of this appeal.
either

;

must pay to the

Solicitors for appellants: Ranken Ford, Ford
Solicitors for respondents: Barrow at Rogers.
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APPELLANT;

.

AND

SRI KUNDANA DEVI PATTA
.
.
DEVI GARU. . . . . . MAHA-j
..

RES PONDEM

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT MADRAS.
Probandi as to

Q/'

Grant to Hindu Widow by her Husband—-Presumption—Onus
Duration
Grant.

title.

.

reversing

decree of the

2,

a

High Court (May
1895)
an award made by the District Judge of Ganjam

APPEAL from
a

upon reference made to him by the Special Deputy Collector
under s. 15 of the Land Acquisition Act of 1870.
The question was as to the distribution of the amount of
compensation for land which had been taken for public pur
poses under the Act of 1870. The widow of the late zemindar
alleged that her husband

land was situated to her

had given the village

as mokhasa,

in which the

and that she had enjoyed

for twenty-six years; the adopted son claimed that the
money was due to him, since the widow held the village as

a

it

a

grant for maintenance during life resumable at his pleasure.
The District Judge held in his award that there was
pre
sumption, conﬁrmed by the evidence, in favour of the widow’s
life interest,

and divided

the compensation

equally

between

a

The High Court held that the presumption
the claimants.
was in favour of
gift being stridhan, and directed the judge
to ﬁnd whether there was any local custom for zemindars to
The judge found
give villages to their wives for life only.
*
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a

a

Hindu widow under grant from her husband had enjoyed the
village for many years :—
Held, that there was no presumption of law either that the grant was by
Way of maintenance or as stridhan, and that in the absence of all evidence
an absolute
as to the terms of the grant the widow had not established
Where

revenues of

Present: Loan WATSON, Loan HOBHOUSE, and SIR RICHARD Coucn.
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The High Court reversed both
the ﬁnding and the award, and directed the whole compensation
.
to be paid to the widow.
this issue in the aiﬁrmative.

.1.C
1899

8,3...
Krsona Dsvu

Mayne, for the appellant, the adopted son, contended that
.
.
.
.
there was no evidence which either proved or raised a presumption in favour of an absolute grant of the village to the
widow. The revenue authorities in two documents spoke of
her as entitled for life. The issue was not one either of law or
but of the terms of

custom,

a

particular transaction.

Ganu

v.
SR1 KUNDANA

DEVI PATTA

i‘

Maifnrﬁv‘

There

was no ground for holding that the Widow had anything more
than a grant for life.

The respondent did not appear.
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The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
LORD HOBHOUSE.

1899

Mm 4.

This question relates to the distribution

of a sum of money paid into court as the price of land taken

under the Land Acquisition Act, 1870. The land taken is
situate in a village called Maulabhonaja, which formed part of
the zemindary of Chinna Kimedi.

The disputant parties are

:

the zemindar who appeals, and his adoptive mother, the widow
of a former zemindar, who is respondent.

The sum is small;

but the title to it is the same as the title to the whole village,
and on that ground the
'

appeal.

High Court has granted

leave to

It is'not

disputed that the widow has been enjoying the
of the village for many years. She alleges that it
was granted to her by her husband as an absolute jagheer.
The zemindar alleges that it was assigned only by way of

revenues

maintenance

to her.

That was the ﬁrst issue which the

District Judge stated for trial.
On the trial no document containing any grant was produced
She produced two letters from the Collector
by the widow.
written on an occasion when the zemindar then in authority
denied that she had any title at all. The ﬁrst is dated May 13,
1871,

and

passage :—
“

is

addressed

to the

zemindar.

It

contains this

Sri Kundana Devi Patta Mahadevi Garu has sent me an
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68
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arzi Stating, among other matters, that her husband, the late
Sri Audiconda Devu Zemindar Garu, placed her in possession
of the three villages of Pattuguda, Maulabhonaja, and Bholladi,

Taluq, as jagheer ; that after her
husband's death the late Collector, Mr. Carmichael, put her
SR1 KUNDANA
DEVI Pawa in enjoyment of the said villages; that upon your accession to
Manannvr
the zemindari you also wrote ‘and gave her a document for her
Gnu.
Gnu

attached

to Pratapagiri

U.

enjoying those three villages as jagheer for her life.”
The other letter, dated June 15, 1872, is addressed to a
It commences thus :—
magistrate.
“It appears from the decrees hitherto passed by this Court
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that the right to the two villages of Maulabhonaja and Pattu
guda in Pratapagiri Taluq belongs to Mahadevi Garu, and that
they were given by the zemindar as mokhasa for her enjoyment
for life. There is nothing to shew that that grant was cancelled
as alleged by the present zemindar.”
The term “mokhasa” is explained to be the equivalent of
the more generally known term “ jagheer.” Each shews that
the land is to be held for the beneﬁt of the holder.
Neither
deﬁnes

theduration of the holding.

These terms, therefore,

with either theory; and the Gourt must judge
The District
between them by such indications as it can get.
Judge gave his opinion thus :
“ The
presumption in such cases where an Uriya zemindar
in this district gives a village to his wife after or in marriage is
are consistent

life interest only that was given. In this case all
the evidence produced by claimants to rebut this presumption
only conﬁrms it.
“ The contention for claimant 1 under issue I. is
that it was

a

baseless

and rejected.”

He proceeded to award to each claimant one-half of the
fund.
The widow appealed to the High Court. The learned judges
said that prima facie a gift by a husband to his wife is by way
of stridhan, and that such a gift passes to her heirs.
They
add that the District

Judge had referred to

a

local custom of

which there was no evidence; and they remanded the case for
him to ﬁnd “ whether there is a local custom for zemindars to

VOL.
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J.0.

to their wives for life only, and if such custom

is valid.”

.

1899

In point of fact, the District Judge had not referred to any

g,,,’j;:,,A

custom at all in its legal sense of a rule exceptional

He

general law.

to the K“"é‘2£“'“
had only stated what in his opinion was the
K[';‘DAM

presumption relating to gifts by

Uriya zemindars to their wives

;

likely his opinion was guided by what he had himself
It is not suggested that there is any rule
known to be done.
and very

Hindu law forbidding zemindars to make gifts to their wives
A custom such
by way of maintenance if they are so minded.
of

by the

as contemplated

issue

directed

on

remand

is some

with the general law. How
can there be a custom to do that which the general law
permits any one to do or abstain from at his own will ? There
might be a rigid local or tribal rule forbidding grants to wives
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established

except

at variance

practice

But that is not the scope of the

for maintenance.

issue; nor could it

that the power of this zemindar
The inquiry
to make a‘ complete alienation is not questioned.
However,
seems to be unmeaning, and therefore misleading.
the

be, seeing

District Judge addressed himself to the duty thrown

upon him, and examined
custom in Chinna Kimedi
to give villages

deaths.

who said it is the

three witnesses,

and in other speciﬁed zemindaries

to zemindarnis for life, to be resumed at their

Upon these statements

he found in favour of the

custom.

On appeal, the High Court held
inadequate
agree.

to prove

The learned

a

that this evidence was
custom, and in this their Lordships
then

judges

refer

to their

previously

and, saying that the
expressed opinion as to presumption,
general law must prevail, decide in favour of the widow. This,
however, is a case in which the terms of the grant to the

widow, if there

ever was

in any terms, are

any expressed

unknown.

She has enjoyed the revenue for many years, and
that is all we know. There is no general law to determine
under such circumstances the amount of beneﬁt which a
husband, having absolute discretion in the matter, has con
ferred

on

his wife.

widow herself
VOL. XXVI.

bear

The two documents
against

her

view,

produced

though

by the

it must
G
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that their weight is slight. The evidence of the
witnesses is very slight, but, such as it is, it goes to shew
that the idea of giving land for life only to a wife by way of
confessed

maintenance

is not unfamiliar among the class to which this

zemindar belongs,

as

indeed

it is highly improbable

that it

i

should be.

Their Lordships think that the High Court has been misled
by the idea that the nature of the gift is governed by some rule

of law which can only be contravened by the establishment of
a custom.
They agree with the District Judge that there is
no sufficient ground for holding that the village has been
alienated from the zemindary in perpetuity; and they think
that his division of the fund into halves is a very reason
able way of dealing
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Majesty to reverse

with it.
the

They will humbly advise Her

decree appealed from and to restore

the award of the District

Judge. The respondent must pay
the costs of the proceedings in the High Court and of this
appeal.

Solicitor for appellant: R. T. Tasker.
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AND
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DEFanmnrS;

OrHEns

.

.

.

.

PLAINTIFFS.

Feb. 22,23, 24;
March 11.

AND CROSS-APPEAL.
ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT BOMBAY.
Hindu. W1,'ll—Dharam—Gift

Void

for

Vagueness—-Limitation—Act

X V. of

1877, ss. 10, 28, arts. 120, 141, 144.

Held, that

to dharam is void.
The objects which can be con
by that word are too vague and uncertain for the
administration of them to be under any control.
Morice v. Bishop of Durham, (1805) 10 Ves. 539, approved.
Where a testator died in 1869 leaving two widows, one of whom died in
1871 and the other in 1888, and devised the whole residue of his estate to
trustees for dharam, and shortly after the death of the survivor the heir
at-law sued to declare the devise to dharam void and for administration :
Held, that arts. 120 and 141 of Act XV. of 1877, Sched. 2, applied, and
that the suit was not barred as to any portion of the testat0r’s estate,
whether
movable or immovable.
Art. 144, which makes the period of
limitation run from the date when the possession of the defendant is
adverse to the plaintiﬁ°,"d0es not apply where the suit is otherwise specially
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sidered

a devise

to be meant

provided

for.

Sect. 28 does not apply to the plaintiff.

His right was not derived from
the widows, and did not accrue till the death of the survivor of them.

CONSOLIDATED

(Feb.

19, 1897)

APPEALS from

varying

High Court
(July 27, 1896).

a decree of the

a decree of

Parsons

J.

The suit in which these decrees were passed was brought
against Vandrawandas Purshotumdas, since deceased, and the
Advocate-General, on December 21, 1888, by Cursondas Go
vindjee, as the heir-at-law of Kallianji Sewji, who died on

J anuary.6,

1869, having made his

will on the previous day, of

which probate was granted on March 2 to the three executors
named therein, of whom the ﬁrst defendant was at the date
The testator left two widows-—
of suit the sole survivor.
Cooverbai, who died in 1871, and Nenavahoo, who died in 1888.
* Present: Loan Hosuousu, LORD DlAcrasurrn, and SIR RICHARD Cones.
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The will is sufﬁciently set out in their Lordships’ judgment,
as also the pleadings

Parsons

J

and issues.

August 26, 1889, declared the bequest to
dharam void, and that no part of the suit was barred by limita
tion. On July 27, 1896, he declared that the plaintiff was
entitled

., on

to the immovable

estate of the testator, and to any

movable property of the testator undisposed
death,

and directed

an account

of at Nenavahoo’s

of the immovable

estate left

by the testator from November 19, 1888, to the present

time,

and an account of the movables left by the widows respectively

distinguishing the stridhan of
other
Nenavahoo and the
property. The material passages in
the judgment on which the decree was based are as follows :—
“On the authorities cited, and on the plain construction of
have no hesitation in holding that the
the terms of the will,
at the

times

of their deaths,
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provisions constituting the dharam, and directing the executors
to expend the income of the estate for the dharam are void.

This being so, there would

be an intestacy

as to the

whole of

the estate so attempted to be dealt with, and the effect of this

would be that the widows of Kallianji would take, not the
limited estate devised to them by the will, but what is in law
deﬁned to be a widow’s estate in his property.”

With regard to limitation, he held that art. 141 of the 2nd
He held that the plain
schedule to the Act of 1877 applied.
“

title and right to possession would not come into being
until the death of the last surviving widow, and then, and then
“
only, could he legally sue for the property,” and that during
the lives of the widows there can be no such thing as possession
tiff’s

adverse to the heir.”

The defendant

appealed, on September

5, 1896,

from this

judgment, contending that the bequest to dharam was valid,
that the plaintiffs claim was barred by limitation, that Nena
vahoo’s will validly disposed of her movable estate, and that
the plaintiff was not entitled to the movable estate of the
testator, which never came to the widow’s possession.
The plaintiff cross-appealed on October 7, contending that he
was entitled generally to all the immovable property left by the
testator, to the proceeds of such parts as had been sold, and to all
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There should have been an account of all the

movable property which came to the hands of the executors.

The High Court declared the bequest to dharam void, and
that the plaintiff was entitled to receive from the defendant the
several immovable properties of the testator which were in the
defendant’s

possession

at the death of Nenavahoo, and to the

proceeds of such of them as had since been sold by him, with
accounts necessary for that purpose.

C.J.

J

held that “the possession of the
executors, in so far as they were not by the terms of the will
made trustees for the widows and reversionary heirs of the
Farren

testator,

It

and Tyabji

.

was adverse to the widows and heirs.”

was considered that the executors entered into possession
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under the will, and acted, not

for the widows’ and
heirs, but as independent owners deriving their title under the
will, and intending to carry out its terms by reason of the title
which it conferred.
Such possession being of estate not undis
as trustees

will was adverse to the heirs, whether they
or did not consent to that possession.
They held
under express trusts intended to defeat the title of the heirs;
on failure of those trusts, no trusts arose in favour of the heirs
posed of by the
consented

contrary to the terms of the will.

The Court held that

as

regards the claim to Cooverbai’s

estate, which was all movable,

the plaintiffs

claim was long

since time-barred.

As regards Nenavahoo, the testator gave her full power of
disposition over the income of the properties given to her for
Accordingly she “had the power to make the will
which she has made, and the decree must be varied by omitting
the portion which directs an account of the movable property

her life.

left by Nenavahoo.”

With regard to the bulk of the property left by the testator,
ﬁrst “it is admitted that as to the movable property left by
him, and the proﬁts of the immovable properties which the
executors expended during the lifetime of Nenavahoo, and with
her acquiescence,

the plaintiff has no claim.

As Nenavahoo

this class of property, so she
could authorize the executors of her husband to deal with it.”

could herself

have dealt with

J.

C.

1899

\Iv\I
Runcnosms
Varanaa
WAN DA B
‘D

PAHYATIBIIAI.

[L. R.
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J.

C

Second, with regard to the corpus of the immovable estate, and

1899

to such portion of the movable estate and of rents and proﬁts

RUNCHORDAS
VANDRA -

High Court
held, following the current of authorities, that the plaintiffs

“V9
WANDAS
‘U

PARYATIBHAX.

as were unexpended

at the death of Nenavahoo, the

claim to the former was not barred by limitation, but that
Nenavahoo’s claim to both the latter being barred at her death
the plaintiff had no fresh starting-point from that period.

With regard to the invalidity of the gift in dharam, the High

Court held that it was concluded by authority “ until that law
shall have been differently expounded by a superior tribunal.”
“
They observed that it is doubtless the case that this interpreta
tion of the law defeats in innumerable instances the cherished

Wishes of

Hindu testators.

met with are without

Few Hindu wills that we have
of this nature,

a devise

though some
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testators deﬁne with precision the objects of their dharam, and

it may well be that the Courts would have acted with more
regard to native feelings and ideas if instead of considering the
broad signiﬁcation that the word dharam indisputably bears,
which appears to be as wide as the words philanthropy, or
piety, or charity, in its untechnical sense, they had considered
the

which the Hindu shastras

objects

would consider to

be embraced

and

Hindu testators

within the term, and construed

it in reference to the Hindu sacred law relating to dharam.
These objects might, we think, be exhaustively enumerated
under a few heads which would, even now, with advancing
ideas, not be wider than the objects which are deemed to be
‘

charitable

’

by the Courts in England, and would not embrace

such objects as are suggested in the argument

in Macduﬁ’ v.
Court,
a native
untrammelled by English
Illacduﬂ. (1)
decisions,
or
can
doubt but that a devise
we
hardly
precedent
in dharam would be upheld and applied.”
“We agree with

In

the Division Court that the devise to dharam is too general and
too indeﬁnite for the Court to enforce, and is therefore void.”

Mayne and Cowell, for the appellants in the principal appeal,
the representatives of the surviving executor and trustee of the
will, contended that the bequests to dharam were good and
<1)

[race]

2

Ch. 451.

.
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The expression dharam means such charitable purposes
according to the Hindu religion were considered incumbent

valid.

J.. 0.

as

1899

The Statute of Elizabeth has R,,,.:;:,,,,,,,
upon or beneﬁcial to a testator.
Dharam is not the ¥v"A‘;‘r’)“A‘;
no application to the case of Hindus.
equivalent of charity as construed by the English Courts.

The rule of “justice, equity and good conscience” has to

be

applied, which no doubt is usually held to be the law of the

Courts of Equity in England.
But purely English law on this
subject is founded on two principles : (1.) to avoid perpetuity;
(2.) to secure objects of public charity within the analogy of

or the law of the country as moulded by our administration of
it. The cases on the subject which it was contended should be
overruled are Advocate-General v. Damothar (1); Gangbai v.
Thavar Mulla (2), and Pranjvandas Tulstdas v. Devkuvarba/i (3);
Lukshinzsiuznkai v. Vatjnath (4), where a gift to feast Brah
mans was held valid; Cursondas Govindji v. Vundra/uandas (5) ;
Devsha.nkarNaranbha1l v. M0t1IramJageshrar. (6) Dwarkanath
Bysack v. Burroda Persaud. B3/sack (7) was also referred to.
See also Bai Mot1Ivahoo v. Bai Mamoobai. (8) It is moreover
too late to set aside these trusts as void for uncertainty.
the terms of the

will

By

power of selection was given to the
The trusts have all been carried out, the charities
trustees.
have been established for a period far exceeding the twelve
years of limitation, and it is not suggested that any purpose to
a wide

which the funds have been devoted is an illegal purpose.
The High Court has held that the appellants’ possession was
in fact and in intention adverse from the date of the testator’s
death to all claiming to defeat the trusts declared

by the

will.

the widow’s title was extinguished

(1) (1852) Perry’s Oriental Cases,

(1889)

Ind.

L. R.

14 Bomb.

(6) (1893)

Ind.

L. R.

18 Bomb.

(5)

Under those circumstances

482.

(2) (1863) 1Bomb. 11. C. 11.
Bomb. 11. o. vs, n.
(3) (1869)
L. R. Bomb. 24.
Ind.
(.4) (1881)
6

.

(s)

(1897)

L. R.

136.

(1) (1878) Ind. L. R.
24 Ind. Ap. 93.

4

526.

1
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the Statute of Elizabeth, by remedying vagueness so long as
See Civil Procedure
the purposes are public and charitable.
Code, 1882, s. 539.
The Court can therefore settle a scheme,
where there is nothing in the bequest contrary to Hindu law,

Cale. 443.

Pmvﬁzmnn

__.
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J. C.

by s. 28 of

1899

under

wvw

Bunoaonms

Vanna»
wannas
‘U.

PARVATIBHAI.

[L. R.

Act XV. of 1877.

art. 144.

The respondents’ suit was barred
The respondent was not at the date of the

”
within the meaning of
widow’s death “ entitled to possession
art. 141, which does not give a fresh cause of action, but a
fresh starting-point where the widow’s cause of action was

still

subsisting at her death. Though the reversioners claim through
the husband and not through the widow, the latter represents
the full estate, and if her title is extinct, so also is that of the
reversioners, who succeed only to the husband’s estate which is

in

esse at the date of the

widow’s death.

Reference

was made

Chunder Chuckerbutty v. Issur Chunder Chucker
butty (1) ; Aum/irtolallB0.9e v. Rajoneekant Mitter (2) ; Srinath
Kur v. Proswrmo Kumar Ghose (3) ; Hanuman Prasad Singh v.
to Nobin
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Bhaganti Prasad (4) ; Hurrinath Cha.tterj1}
Mohun Goswamt (5); Mussummat Lachhan
Singh.

v.

Mohunt Mothoor

Kunwar v. Ammt

(6)

Jardine, Q.C., and Branson, for the respondents
appellants,

given by the appellants

such

and cross

contended that no deﬁnition of dharam
or in the cases cited.

It

is

had been
a term

of

probably including benevolence,
philanthropy, and charity in its widest sense, or, as Professor
Wilson says, law, virtue, legal or moral duty, that no Court
could appreciate or give effect to the intention of a testator
exceeding

vagueness,

who used it.

The objects need not be of a public nature:
they might include providing milk for cobras at a temple,
which is done and regarded as a religious act by orthodox

Hindus.

The law as to the invalidity of gifts to dharam has
been declared for ﬁfty years; in Bombay the earliest case
is in Perry ; but in Calcutta Stbchzmder Mullick v. Treepoorah

The analogy of English law
Soondry Dossee (7) is earlier.
is followed in these cases, there being no Hindu law on the
subject.

Vagueness

is therefore fatal to the

gift:

see

Macduﬁ

v. Macduﬂ. (8)
9 Suth. W. R. 505;
(1) (1868)
S.C. Bang. L. R. F. B. 1008.
(2) (1874) L. R. 2 Ind. Ap. 113,

121.

(3) (1883) Ind. L. R.
934.

F. B.

9 Cale.
.

(4) (1897)
357, 371.
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(1893)

Ind.

L. R.
L. R.

L. R.

19 Allah.

20 Ind. Ap. 183.

22 Ind. Ap. 25.
Fulton’s
Rep. 98, 109.
(1842)
(1894)

[1896] 2 Ch. 451, 463, 470.
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J.

regard to limitation, assuming the trustees’ possession

to be adverse, and even that the widows’ rights were barred,

still the reversioner’s

claim was not barred.

Art.

141

means

that adverse possession during the life of the widows does not
operate against the reversioners: see on this point Ram Kali v.
Kedernath (1) ; Hurrinath Chatterji v. Mohunt Mothoor Mohun
Goswami (2);

Musst Lachhan

H anuman Prasad

1899
RUNZQZRDAS

_

PARVAZIBHAI

Kunioar v. Anant Singh (3);

v. Bhaganti Prasad. (4)
Next, the possession of the trustees was not adverse either to

the widows or reversioners

either in fact or in law, even in

The widows took the movables
regard to the movables.
of by the will at the testator’s death with full
undisposed
of
power
disposition, but with this incident—that whatever
remained in their hands undisposed of at their deaths reverted
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to the husband’s

estate and passed to the husband’s

heirs.

So

far as the trustees had possession, it was in trust all the time
for those beneﬁcially interested in the testator’s estate; and
that trust was an express trust in the words of the English
statutes, or a trust for a speciﬁc purpose in the words of the

Indian statutes.

Patrick v. Simpson (5) ;
That doctrine is adopted in Lallubhai

Reference was made to

Salter v. Cavanagh.

(6)

Bapubhai v. Manic.wvarbai. (7) The principle of these decisions
is that if the donee is made a trustee, and it is not intended
that he should have any beneﬁcial interest, the trusts are
express trusts, whether'they are written down or left to the
operation

of law.

[Loan MscnxGHrEn referred to Lyell v.

The
authority on the subject]
result is.that the respondent is entitled generally to all the
immovable estate of the testator, and that his claim should not
have been limited to such of it as was in the possession of the

Kennedy

appellants

(8) as the strongest

at the death of Nenavahoo.

It

that, by reason of the devise to dharam
enforcement,

the

executors

became

express

whole estate not validly disposed of by the
the

testator.

The respondent

(1) (1892) Ind. L. R. 14 Allah. 156.
(2) L. R. 20 Ind. Ap. 1s3.
.
(3) L. R. 22 Ind. Ap. 25.
311.
R.
19
Allah.
351,
111.1.
L.
(4)
(s)

was

ought to be held
being incapable of

also

trustees

of the

will for the heirs of
entitled to all the

(5) (1889) 24 Q. B.D. 128.
(6) (1838) 1 Dr. & W. ass.
(1) (1876) Ind. L. R. 2 Bomb. ass,
414.

(1ss9) 14 App. C3..S. 4.37.

C.

'
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J. C.

movable

1899

their lifetime.

‘f\r\/
Runenosnas

Vanni“

wmnas
1:.

PARVATIBHAX.

estate not validly disposed

[L. R.

of by the widows during

Mayne, replied to the cross-appeal.
Sect. 10 of Act XV. of
1877 does not deprive the defendants of the Statute of Limita
tions where, instead of a speciﬁc or express trust, there is only
resulting trust. See Dickenson v. Teesdale (1) ; Cunningham
v. Foot. (2)
[LORD MACNAGHTEN referred again to Lyell v.
Kennedy. (3)] The Indian law of limitation diﬁers from the
English law in that it applies to every possible action or pro
ceeding for which an exception is not specially provided.
a

Reference

was then

Chaube (4)

;

made

Kherodemony

to

Balwant Rao v. Purun Mal

Dossee

v. Doorgamoney

Dossee

(5);

Cowasji Nowroji v. Rustomji Dossabhoy (6), as to the effect of
trustees holding under an alienation from the testator adversely
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to all persons claiming the testator’s

estate against

the

will.

The time allowed to defeat the trusts of the will and set up a
new equitable estate is limited by the Act.
With regard to
art. 141, even if it should be held that that article was intended
to alter the law laid down by the High Court of Calcutta and

Privy Council (7), it would still be necessary
for the reversioner to make out title against the defendant in
The widow’s title against him was certainly barred
possession.
But she
by art. 144 ; then by s. 28 her right was extinguished.
afﬁrmed

by the

was full owner of the estate, and therefore
extinguished

the title that was

was not an estate for life, but the entire estate

plaintiffs suit would not be barred,
but his title would be gone, just as much as if an adverse
decision upon the title had been given against the widow. (8)
including the reversion

1899

\/vs!
March 11.

;

the

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
SIR RICHARD COUoH.

January

Kallianji Sewji, a Hindu who died on
will on the previous day in the

6, 1869, made his

following terms.
(6) (1895) Ind. L. R. 20 Bomb.
(1) (1862) 1 D. J. & S. 52.
3
Cas.
511.
974.
App.
(1878)
(2)
(7) 9 Suth. W. R. 505 ; S. C. Beng.
(3) 14 App. Cas. 437.
L. R. F. B. 1008; and see L. R.
(4) (1883) L. R. 10 Ind. Ap. 90.
2 Ind. Ap. 113.
(5) (1878) Ind. L. R. 4 Cale. 455.
(8) L. R. 20 Ind. Ap. 183.
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After specifying his immovable and movable property, and
giving to his wife Nenavahoo
to his other wife Cooverbai

a

piece of land and a house, and

a garden

and a house, the

will

1899
\/V\l
RUNCHORDAB

VANDRA

1

says:—
“

wanms

According to these particulars out of the above-mentioned
estates belonging to me.the above-mentioned
estates four in
number have been given to my wives for enjoying the rent
(thereof) and for making dharam dhan (charitable or religious

'17.

PARVATIBIIAI

gifts &c.) (of the same) and whatever other estates belonging
and whatever proﬁt appertaining to my share
may remain after deducting the debts.&c. in my books belong

to me remain

wholly to me personally

I

have during my lifetime appointed
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three persons trustees over the same.”
(Here follow the names of the trustees.)

“According to these particulars I have appointed trustees.
The said trustees are to act in such manner as they think

proper for preserving my name so that my money might always
be used for some good dharam (religious or charitable purpose)
after my death (and) by which good might be done to me. No
one shall have any right (or) claim whatsoever thereto.”
(Then there is a direction to make certain monthly payments
out of the dharam fund to his brother, stepmother, and step
brother.)

“Further it is

As to the estates which have
been given by me to my wives they are to enjoy the rents of
the said estates during their natural lives and on the death
of my wives the said estates are to revert to my dharam
(religious

or

as

follows.

charitable fund)

and whatever income

may

be

derivable from the said estates is to be expended for my dharam

(religious or charitable purposes).”
On March 2, 1869, probate of the will was granted to the
Cooverbai died in 1871 and
persons named in it as trustees.
Nenavahoo in 1888.

On December

21, 1888, after her death,

who was the heir-at-law of Kallianji
Sewji, brought a suit in the High Court at Bombay against
Vandrawandas Purshotumdas, the sole surviving executor and
Cursondas

C.

Grovindjee,

trustee, who having died is now represented by the appellants

Runchordas and others, his executors and executrix, and also

I
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C.

1899

vvv

against the Advocate-General of Bombay.

U.

PARVATIBHAI.

Cursondas

Govind

jee, having also died during this appeal, is now represented

Ruucnosnas the
VANDRA
wannas

[L. R.

respondents

Parvatibhai

and

others,

by

his executrix and

executors.

The plaintiff in his plaint submitted that the bequests in the
will for dharam were void and inoperative, and that the property
which was the subject of them was undisposed of by the will,
and prayed that the estate might be administered under the
direction of the Court, and it might be declared that the be
This was disputed by the ﬁrst
quests for dharam were void.
defendant,

the Advocate-General submitting

himself to the

Issues were settled, one being whether the
suit is barred by limitation and another whether the bequests
The other issues need not be noticed.
to dharam are void.
The learned judge of the High Court who tried the suit held
“ that the
provisions constituting the dharam and directing the
executors to expend the income of the estate for dharam were
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order of the Court.

void, and that the suit was not barred by limitation.”

Vandra
wandas Purshotumdas appealed, and the Appeal Court held
that the devise to dharam “is too general and too indeﬁnite
for the Court to enforce and is therefore void.” It also held
that the suit was not barred by limitation as to the immovable
properties.

It

is not necessary for their Lordships

to refer particularly

to the cases in the Indian Courts, where it has been held that

or bequest for dharam is void for vagueness and
uncertainty. They begin at an early period both in Bombay
and Calcutta, and according to the judgment of the Appeal
Court are numerous.
The reasons for the decisions of the
a devise

English Courts upon devises or bequests of a similar nature
are stated by Lord Eldon in his judgment in the leading case
of Mortce v. Bishop of Durham. (1)
He says (2) : “ As it is a
maxim that the execution of a trust shall be under the control
of the Court, it must be of such a nature that it can be under
that control so that the administration of it can be reviewed by
the Court, or

if the trustee dies the Court itself can execute the

trust—a trust therefore
(1) (1s04)

9 Ves.

which in case of maladministration

399; IO Ves. 521.

(2) 10 Ves. 539.

VOL. XXVL]

INDIAN APPEALS.

could be reformed and

a due

31

administration directed, and then,

unless the subject and objects can be ascertained upon principles familiar in other cases, it must be decided that the Court
can neither reform maladministration nor direct a due administration.”
Lindley L.J. refers to this judgment and says (1):
“ That is the principle of that case and has been enunciated or
repeated from time to time.” In the latter case the words of
In
the bequest were “ purposes charitable or philanthropic.”

Dictionary “dharam” is deﬁned to be law, virtue,
legal or moral duty, and the language of Lord Eldon applies as
strongly, if not more so, to dharam as to the words used in

Wilson’s

the English cases. The objects which can be considered to be
meant by that word are too vague and uncertain for the
administration of them to be under any control.
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It

is therefore necessary to decide the question of limitation.

case is Act XV. of 1877. The
Act,
the
following
plan of the repealed Act IX. of
plan of this
1871, is to specify in the second schedule to it the period of
limitation for every description of suit. The division of them

The Act which is applicable to this

that the schedule contains one hundred and
“
eighty articles or divisions in three columns, headed
Descrip
“
“
suit,”
limitation,”
Period of
Time from which period
tion of
run.”
Art.
141
is
to
that
which
applies to the present
begins
is

so complete

suit.

It

is

“ like suit
(for possession of immovable

property) by

Hindu or Muhammadan entitled to the possession of im
movable property on the death of a Hindu or Muhammadan
a

The period given is twelve
When the female dies.”
makes
the
144,
Art.
which
time begin to run from
years.
when the possession of the defendant becomes adverse to the
plaintiff, is not applicable where the suit is otherwise specially

female.

provided

for.

The article which applies to the movable pro
in which the time (six years) begins to run when

perty is 120,
The suit, therefore, for both kinds of
the right to sue accrues.
property is not barred by the Act.

The learned counsel for the appellants relied on s. 28, which
provides that at the determination of the period limited for
instituting a suit for the possession of property the right to the
(1) In re lllacduﬁ, [1896]

2 Ch. 463.

J. C.
1899

R,,,,f$,,,,,,,,
ljv‘f:,‘:;‘

--

I,’m“fr-mu“

'
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The obvious answer to this
argument is that in this case the period limited is not deter
mined.
It is not necessary to consider what might be the case

property

shall

be

extinguished.

if the widows or the survivor of them were suing,

plain
tiff does not derive his right from or through them, and the
extinguishment of their right would not extinguish his.
It has been held by the Appeal Court as to the movable
property
any) in the hands of the defendant at the death of
as the

(if

PARVATIBHAI.

[L. RI

pro
in the defendant’s hands at the same period, that her
claim was barred at her death and that there
no provision of
the Limitation Act which gives the plaintiff
fresh starting
point from that period.
Accordingly, the Appeal Court has
Nenavahoo,

and proﬁts of the immovable

and the rents

a

is

perties

First Court.

varied the decree of the

Their Lordships do not

The right of the plaintiff to this property
The decree of the
any) accrued at the death of Nenavahoo.
First Court, dated July 27, 1896, should not have been varied
(if

has been.
It for an account of the movable property
left by Cooverbai and Nenavahoo at the time of their deaths
as was their stridhan and
distinguishing between such of
“as such” formed part of the estate of the testator. “As

it

is

as

it

“such as.”
With this
alteration their Lordships think the decree will be right.
Their Lordships will therefore humbly advise Her Majesty

such”

appears

to dismiss

to

be

an error for

the principal

appeal

(No.44 of 1898), and in the

cross-appeal (No. 45) to set aside the order of the Appeal Court
the order of the

The appellants
the costs of both appeals.

First Court with the alteration
in the principal appeal will pay

it

Solicitors for appellants
Payne
Lattey.
Nicholl,
Solicitors for respondents:
Manisty

it

and afﬁrm
mentioned.

:
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agree to this view.
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—-Eﬂect

Zemindary-Alienation

of Adoption.

In Hindu adoption there is no implied contract with the natural father,
that in consideration
of the gift of his son, the adopter will not make
a will.
A gift by a will to a persona designate. is not vitiated by a description
of him as aurasa son, even if shewn to be false.
Fanindra Deb Raikat v. Rajeswar Das, (1885) L. R.

12 Ind. Ap. 72,

distinguished.
An impartible zemindary is not inalienable by will or otherwise by
virtue only of its impartibility, and in the absence of proof of some
special family custom or tenure attaching to the zemindari and having
that effect.
Rani Sartaj Kuar.i v. Rani Deomj Kuari, (1887) L. R. 15 Ind. Ap. 51,
followed, and held to be applicable to the zemindaries in the Presidency of
Madras.

Beresford v. Ramasubba,

APPEAL from

(1889) Ind.

a decree of

the

L. R.

13 Mad. 197, approved.

High Court (Nov.

8, 1896)

District Judge of Godaveri (Dec. 21,
1894), which had decreed the suit of the appellant.
The suit related to the zemindari of Pittapur, alarge and
valuable estate in the Godaveri district, which is impartible and

reversing

a decree of the

descends by the rule of lineal primogeniture to a single heir.

The parties to the suit are governed by the Mitakshara law as
it obtains in Southern India.
The three questions disposed of in appeal were-— (1.) whether
the late Rajah was precluded from making his will so as to

'

C.*

Present: Tun Loan CHANCELLOR, Lonn Hosnousa, Lonn Macnaenrnn
Loan Monzus, and Sm RICHARD Coven.

3
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J
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1899

\vv\*
Sm Raaa Rao

Vunxara

Sunva
MAHIPATI
Rama

defeat rights vested in the appellant by his adoption; (2.) the
effect of his gift by the will; (3.) the effect of the impartibility
of the estate on the holder’s power to alienate it.
On these questions the District Judge held that the adoption
of the appellant

Knrsaua Rao agreement
Bananas
v.
COURT

Wanns am)
Vansara
Kumam

lllauirarr

Suara Rao.

28, 1873, and the subsequent

the property to a stranger.

He also held that the

laid down in Rani Sartaj Kuari v. Raml. Deoraj
(1) (which was a case from Allahabad), ran counter to

the whole course of Madras decisions

not to

the late Rajah from

1, 1873, precluded

‘

doctrine

Kuari

on September

of October

bequeathing

or

[L. R.

to that date, and ought

be pressed beyond the circumstances

of that case,

which

dealt with an alienation of only a part of the property forming
an impartible
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authority that

estate, and

that it could not be cited

as

an

zemindar holding an impartible estate could
bequeath the whole‘of it away from his heirs as he pleased.
The estate of Pittapur he held was in its origin a military or
feudal

a

estate, and

family to

could

not

be

bequeathed

away

from the

He ﬁnally declared that the second
not
the
son of the late Rajah, and that the
was

a stranger.

respondent

will in his favour was wholly ineffectual and invalid; and he
directed that possession of the said estate be delivered

to the

appellant with mesne proﬁts.

The High Court concurred with the District Judge that the
zemindari of Pittapur was an impartible estate. Whether it
either by virtue of its tenure as being in its
military or feudal tenure, or by custom, they held,
from the District Judge, that it had not been shewn

was inalienable,

origin

a

differing

to be inalienable for either reason.

They then took up the question whether, in the case of such
it was within the power of the holder to alienate it
by his will so as to deprive his son, who, but for the impartible
an estate,

character of the estate, would have been a joint owner thereof

with him, of all interest in the said estate; and they held that
it was within the power of the owner in possession so to alienate
the estate

in whole or in part, and that in this case, as the late

Rajah was capable of disposing of his estate by gift inter vivos
to a stranger, notwithstanding the existence of a son, so there
(1) L. R.

15

Ind. Ap. 51.

vOL. XXVL]
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was nothing to prevent his dealing with it by way of testamenJ. 0.
tary disposition.
1899
.
They further held that there was nothing in the deed of S,,,;:;jRM,
October 1, 1873, which in any way precluded the late Rajah vggzx‘
from disposing of his property as he pleased, so long as he did
Mﬁ1;:TI
not evade the obligation to maintain the appellant, which Kmsaln RAO
obligation they held was recognised by him and provided for in B‘“:”“"
the wills. They also held that the gift to the second respondent under the will was not in any way conditional upon his
being in fact the naturally begotten son of the late Rajah ; but
that the testator’s intention was to give the estate to the second
respondent, irrespective of his claim to the title of son, and that

with this object the testator had used language which could
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apply to no one but the second respondent.
Mayne and Branson, for the appellants, contended that the
Rajah’s will in this case was a fraudulent attempt by him to
defeat the rights vested in the appellant by his adoption and.
the subsequent agreement, and was invalid as being in breach
of that contract. In adoption there is by law, and in this
case by special contract, a consideration on either side; and.
the Rajah could not by subsequent

alienation cut off from the
adopted son rights of inheritance gained under that contract.
They referred to Fanindra Deb Raikat v. Rajeswar Das (1) ;
Sir F. Macnaghten’s Considerations of Hindu Law, p. 228;
Purshotam S. Shenvi v. Vasudev

K.

Shenvi.

(2)

By virtue of

his adoption the appellant was put in possession of an absolute
right to all the estate of the Rajah as it existed in 1873, subject
only to the rights of any after-born legitimate son.
The High Court was also wrong in law on the construction
of this will. It was not a gift to a persona designata.
The
essence of the gift was that it was to a legitimate natural-born
son of the Rajah.
If it turned out that the description was
false, such false description was knowingly inserted by the tes

The right to take was
tator in aid of a fraud on the appellant.
conditioned on the devisee being the natural-born son.
The main contention in the case is that the High Court was
(1)
Von.

L.

R. 12 Ind. Ap. 72.

XXVI.

--(2)

(1871) s Bomb.

H.

C. 196.

H

2;“
VENKATA
1vi‘..‘;'.“;‘,.‘.“§,

SUR.ff_I_“°'
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.1C.
1899

SRIRTZRAO
Vg§§§:*
MAHIPATI
RAMA
KRISHNA RAG

Bm;‘.D“
vgggﬁgfgn
1g=tr$::IA

Mmnlm
S°“f_‘f“°'

wrong in holding that the will was effectual against
of the appellant by virtue of the decision in

interests

Sartaj Kuari v. Rani Deoraj Kuari.

the

Rani

That was an Alla
habad decision, applicable only in the North West Provinces.
It has been established in the Madras Presidency by a series of
.

.

(1)

.

.

decisions having the force of law that the holder of an impar

tible estate cannot alienate it to the prejudice of his male issue
beyond the period of his own life. That series is as follows:

Raja Enoogimty Sooriah v. Rajah Vencata Neeladry Rao (2),
a case decided

That

CELLOB.

by the Sudder

Adawlut.

is founded

case

the

cases

intended

[THE LORD CHAN
(XXV. of

on a Regulation

1802, s. 8), not on the common law of
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[L. R.

India.]

That is

so,

but

upon the principle that the regulation was
to maintain an antecedent usage of impartibility.
go

Viswasa Rama;/a v. Vahidally Beg (3) ; Sree Sree Ramachendra
v. Jaganada
Gajapati (4); Subbarayula Nayak v. Rama
Reddi (5); Chintadapati Chinna v. Zemindar of Viziana

Ali

Sahib v.'Zemindar of Salur (7); Mutta
Viran (Jhetty v. Rani Kattama Natchiyar (8); Sri Rajah
Yenumala Gavuridevamma v. Ramandora (9); Pareyasami
v. Saluckai Tevar (10); Naragcmti v. Venkatwhalapati (11);

gram (6); Syed

Thus, from 1804 to 1888 there
Beresford v. Ramasubba. (12)
As to the effect of them,
is an unbroken series of decisions.
“
”
see Davidson v. Sinclair (13) ; Sailing Ship
Blairmore
C0.
v.

Macredie.

(14)

In Thumbasawny Mudelly

v.

Mahomed

Hossain

of a different course of
(15) there is an instance
It is not contended
decisions in two different Presidencies.

that

a

should
a

.

Privy Council ruling on

a

point of

be overruled, but that it should be

Mitakshara law
held that in Madras

long and established usage should override that law,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

L. R.

15 Ind. Ap. 54.

(1821) 3 Knapp, 27,11.
Madi-., Dec. 1849, p. 51.

Madr. S. D. A. 1861, p. 162.
(1863) 1 Madr. H. c. 141.
(1864) 2 M567. H. C. 128.
(1866) 8 Madr. H. C. 5.
(1869) 4 Madr. 11. c. 471.

a

long

(9) (1870) 6 M561. H. C. 93, 105.
(10) (1875) 8 Madr. H. c. 157.
(11) (1881) Ind. L. R. 4 Mad. 250,
266.

(12) Ind. L. R. 13 Mad. 197, 203,
208.

(13) (1878) 3 App. o&B. 765, 787.
(14) [1898] A. C. 593, 605.
(15) (1875) L. R. 2 Ind. Ap. 241.

vor. XXVr]
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in Madras being upheld as independent of
the law laid down in the North West Provinces. Lastly, it was
argued that even if the Allahabad decision was held binding in
Madras, it only applied to alienations during the life of the

J.

course of decisions

holder and not to devises.

The property though impartible
and alienable still remained joint property as to which the right
by survivorship took precedence of the right by devise: Vitla
Butten v. Yamenamma (1); Lakshmain Dada Nails v. Ramehandra Dada Nanlk. (2) It is admitted that in such cases the
succession is determined by the law of survivorship, and this
presupposes such a joint interest as

what constitutes

a

valid custom,

will defeat the will.

As to

0.

1899

Sm

1€_,:Rm

Vgggx‘
Mﬁllrnrzﬁrr
Km“,
Rio

B‘";‘_°“
vsifgggﬁfo

Venn‘ra
MK.‘,’,‘.‘§,?§,

S°“_‘_"_I_;‘°'

S‘ivanananja v. Mutta
Ammal v. Sivanantha Peru
see
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Ramalinga (3); Ramalakshmi
mah. (4) The true doctrine is that impartible and separate
property goes to direct heirs, and may be alienated; impartible
and joint property goes by survivorship, and the right by
survivorship is paramount, at least to the right of alienation
Refer
by will, for it takes effect before the will can operate.

Rajah Jogendra v. Nittyanund Mansingh (5) ;
Periasami v. Periasami (6) ; S tree Rajah Yanumala v. Boochia
ence was made to

Vankondora.

(7)

Cohen, Q.C'., and

Phillips, for both respondents,

were not

heard.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

1999

‘IV\l

The suit in this appeal was brought
by the adopted son of the late Rajah of Pittapur against the
Court of Wards and the second respondent, who is the minor
The plaint stated that the second
son of the late Rajah.
SIR RrennRD CooCH.

respondent

was not the son of the late Rajah or of his wife;

it

also disputed his title to succeed under any wills left by the
late Rajah, and alleged that a will said to have been made
by him in favour of that defendant as his natural-born son
(1) (1874) s Madr. H. C. s.
(2) (1880) L. R. 7 Ind. Ap. 1s1.
(3) (1866) 3 Madr. 11. c. 75.
(4) (1872) 14 Moore.’s ma. Ap. Ca.
sea.

(5) (1s9o) L. R. 17 Ind. Ap. 12s.
(6) (1878) L. R. 5 Ind. Ap. 61, 70.
(1) (1870) 3 Mo0re’s Ind. Ap. Ca.
a88, 340.

H2

Feb. 24.
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1899

[L. R.

contravened the contract made at adoption; that the will was
void by law and custom ; and that the properties dealt with by

3,513,: RM, it were inalienable and could not pass by it. The plaint prayed
for a declaration that the second respondent was not the son of
‘.’;-'g§;f*
the late Rajah and that the will was invalid.
The Court of
a cause
be sued.

it

"BAHQDUB

Wards in its answer denied that the plaintiff had
and said that
of action against
was not liable to
it,

"MRIAILII‘KT!

Kizisnua RAO
‘’

vgfgsgfgn The second respondent admitted the adoption, asserted that he
VENKATA
was the begotten son of the late Rajah, that the will was

S"“1f‘*°-

.

.

absolute and unconditional, that certain
.

Kuuaiu

MAHIPATI

property

left by the

Rajah was impartible descending to the begotten son alone,
and that the plaintiff as the adopted son was entitled only to

which declared that the second respondent was not the son of
the late Rajah, and that the will in his favour was wholly
The defendants appealed to the High
ineffectual and invalid.

unnecessary
respondent

for

it

to

decide

the issue whether the

made

it

the appellant on the other questions in the appeal to

it

is

Court, which reversed the decree of the District Court and
The present appeal
from that decision.
dismissed the suit.
The conclusions which the High Court came to in favour of
second

was the son of the late Rajah, and that question

was not determined by the Court.

a

a

contract which pre
As to the contention that there was
will which would defeat the
vented the Rajah from making
rights vested in the appellant by the adoption, their Lordships
The agreement relied upon, after
do not feel any difﬁculty.
that the Rajah had adopted the appellant and given
him the name which he now has and constituted him heir to
his zemindari of Pittapur, &c., and to all other properties
“
movable and immovable, says:
I'(the Rajah) agree in com
to
your
retaining with my adopted
pliance with your request
stating

son the thirty servants you have been retaining and changing
them from. time to time and to permit you or any one of your

family to see him whenever you or they may come to see him.”
There
nothing about the Rajah not exercising any power
which he might have by law of making will. Saying he had
a

is
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a

one-ﬁfth share of the self-acquired property.
The suit was
decree
tried by the District Judge of Godaveri who made

vOL.
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a

If

is
a

A

a

a

he might have by law of alienating his property,

vggﬁff

it

a

a

On February

two wills,
one in the Telugu language and the other in English.
The
difference between the translation in the record of the former.

son of the Rajah.

16, 1889, he made

of no importance, and the former may
English will
be used.
Its terms are, “ Though
not specially necessary
according to Hindu law that (property) should be passed to the
aurasa son by means of
will have written this will to declare
have according to Hindu law
my opinion to all people that
is

I I

a

it

is

and the

It

is

passed the property to my aurasa son without
disturbed.

n‘£111:‘in

(property) being

hereby settled that my entire property should

my aurasa son Kumara Mahipati Venkata Surya Rao and

it

7,

that cash (allowance) settled already to be paid to my adopted
son Venkata Mahipati Surya Rama Krishna Rao the second
son of the Rajah Venkatagiri according to his desire should
1889, the Rajah made
continue to be paid.” On September
another will, by which after saying

had been his intention to

give all his movable and immovable property to his aurasa son
(again naming him) he gave him his self-acquired properties

property which he had got in pursuance
his
of the will of
paternal aunt, and also the whole of his
On March 17, 1890, he made another will,.
movable property.
and other immovable

which he conﬁrmed

the gifts to his aurasa

son and the

As the District Court decided
was not the natural son of the

Rajah, and the High Court deemed

it

allowance to the adopted son.
that the second respondent

“(,32§::£:D
Vauxxra

or at least of

will.
by
disposing of
Another contention for the appellant was that the will could
not have effect in favour of
person who was not the natural

by

S,,,R’,,,”AR'M';

novel one and without any authority Kmmm. mo
were right, an adopted son would be in
B‘",;‘.”m.‘.

Hindu would be unable
higher position than natural son.
to adopt
son without depriving himself of any power which
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1899

a

to support it.

it

by the natural father,

go to

J.0.

it

it,

constituted the appellant heir to his property means only that
he had given him‘ the ‘same right of inheritance as a natural
son would have.
Mr. Mayne’s argument, if their Lordships
that there was an implied contract not to
rightly understood
will, the consideration for being the giving of the son
make

unnecessary to determine

S‘“‘.‘:1.3"°"

INDIAN APPEALS.

90

J. 0.
1899

Sm

12:3“,

[L.

11.

this issue, it must for the present purpose be assumed that he
is not.
Their Lordships are of opinion that there is a gift by
the will to the second respondent, and that the false description

which must at present be assumed does not vitiate it. The
case of Fanindra Deb Raikat v. Rajeswar Das (1), which was
Mﬁriiwl
Kmnm Rio referred to in the argument for the appellant is distinguishable.
The words of the angikarpatra upon which the decision was
B‘“’:'DU“
vggﬁz‘

gn given are stated at p. 89, and differ materially from the words
Vimnn in the Rajah’s will.
The third and really important question in the appeal is
S“l‘_B‘°' whether the Rajah had power to alienate the impartible estate.
It is stated in the case for the appellant that for the purposes
1\(jit,l,lj,';i;,
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of this appeal the appellant admits that the property was not
inalienable by virtue of any special family custom or tenure
attaching to the zemindari.

In Rani Sartaj Kuari

Rani Deoraj Kuari

was
brought by the respondent to set aside a deed of gift which the
Rajah appellant had executed of seventeen villages, part of an
ancestral impartible raj descendible to a single heir by the rule
of primogeniture in favour of his younger wife, on the ground
that, according to the provisions of Hindu law and the pre
v.

(2) a suit

scriptive and recognised usage, the Rajah had no right under
any circumstances except to enjoy the estate during his life
time and use its income, leaving the whole estate at his death
to his successor. The respondent was the mother and guardian
The Courts below held that the
estates of the raj though impartible were in the nature of joint
family property, and were therefore, according to the law of
the Mitakshara, inalienable except for necessary objects, that
of the minor son of the Rajah.

the evidence did not establish

the customary

right alleged by
the Rajah of alienating, and consequently the alienation in
question was void and must be set aside. Whether the aliena
tion would be valid during the lifetime of the Rajah does not
appear

to have been considered.

It

was

held to be wholly

The defendant appealed to Her Majesty in Council. In
the judgment given in the appeal their Lordships, after referring
to the passages quoted by the judges of the High Court in
void.

,

L. R.

12

Iii<l..Ap. 72,

(2) La R..15 Ind. Ap. 51.

'

INDIAN APPEALS.
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J. C.
of their view, referred to other decisions of this com'
mittee on the same subject, and also to a case in 13 Beng.
1899
L. R. 445, where the plaintiff alleged that the descent of the SRIIKZRAO
estate was governed by Mitakshara law, that the estate was
Vgsgf‘
support

law of primogeniture to the male heirs of the original grantee, and it was
held that the estate was not on the case stated shewn to be
impartible

and

descendible

according

to the

They then held this to be the correct view, and
that where the Mitakshara law prevails and there is the custom
of primogeniture the eldest son “does not become a co-sharer

inalienable.

Maxim

KnIsHNA RAO
B‘H.,,A.DUR

Ygggggfﬁn
ll’€€;=AA;'IA

Mum,-1-I

with his father in the estate, the inalienability of the estate S‘m:R‘°"
depends upon custom which must be proved, or it may be in
some cases upon the nature of the tenure.”

Mr. Mayne, in his able argument for the appellant, that this
decision should not be held to be binding in the Madras Pre
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.

sidency, contended

that there was

a custom

co-extensive

with

the province of Madras with regard to every impartible zemin
dari, and that a long course of decisions

in the Courts of that

province, not resting on the Mitakshara law, had established
It is, therefore, necessary to
of inalienability.
a custom
examine these decisions.

The earliest

reported

Adawlut in the note,

case

is

a

judgment of the Sudder
The marginal note to it is:

Knapp, 29.
“A grant made by a zemindar in 1804 of part of his zemindary
which he held at that time under an eight years’ lease, and which
was afterwards conﬁrmed to him upon the permanent settle
3

ment, is valid as against himself.

Semble, such a grant would

not be valid against his successors or against Government.”
The judgment is founded on s. 8 of Regulation XXV. of 1802.
It says: “ Sect. Sprovides for the payment of the public assess
ment on all separated portions of

a

zemindary by

a grantee

if

if otherwise, by the grantor ;

the transfer be regularly made, and,

and as a protection to the heirs the validity of the transfer is
made to depend on its being conformable to the law of the
”
; and by s. 12
parties and the regulations of the Government
zemindars

are declared

absolutely

of Government

incompetent without

the

to make any appropriations

previous

consent

intended

for the purpose of effecting

a permanent

reduction

INDIAN APPEALS.

92

J.

of the permanent assessment on their zeniindaries.
It is then
“
said by the Court:
The clear and obvious intent of the restric

C.

1899

5,,{,§?EtT;i,O

SUR“
M§*:1;:1'1
KRISHNA Rao
BMMDUR
v.
COURT

WARM

[L. R.

or
AND

tion in

as well
of the
corresponding legislative
question,
as
enactments, being to defeat improper alienations to the preju

dice of the rights of the Government or of the successor to the
estate,

it follows by

alienations

common

a

rule of construction that such

are voidable on the determination of the interest of

the person who makes them.”

This is right if it applies only

which are not “conformable to the law of the
MAHIPATI
parties or the Regulations of the Government, or not made
If it goes beyond that it is, in their Lord
sUR::_I.“°' with its consent.”
erroneous,
and not justiﬁed by the sections
ships’ opinion,
referred to, the object of the Regulation being apparently to
lklgﬁigrh

to alienations,

keep the assessment permanent.

it.
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tion which authorizes

There is no rule of construc

This judgment

was given in 1822.

1849.
It is in the decisions of the Madras
Adawlut
in
that
Sudder
year, p. 51. It was in a special appeal
from a decision of the Civil Judge of Nellore, heard by one
judge of the Sudder Court. The claim in the suit was for the
recovery of an allowance under two grants originally made by

The next was in

grandfather, and subsequently renewed by the
inheritors.
The1Civil Judge had reversed the deci
succeeding
sion of the Munsiff in the plaintiﬂ"s favour, and the Sudder
Court conﬁrmed his decision, saying: “ In a somewhat similar

the defendant’s

claim ”—which appears from the note in the margin to be the
case before noticed—“ to the one under consideration, in which
the same principle was involved, the Court of Sudder Adawlut
decided that, as the obvious intent of the laws in force was to
defeat improper alienations
the prejudice

of land or the produce

of land to

of the rights of the Government or of the suc

cessor to the estate,

it follows by

a common

rule of construc

tion that such alienations are voidable on the determination of
the interest of the person who makes them.” There is a similar
Reports, Madras, in 1861. In 1862 the
question came before the High Court of Madras in a special
The Court, after considering ss. 8 and 12, decided
appeal. (1)
decision in the Sudder

it in the same way, saying that this construction of the Regu
‘
.
1
.
(1)1'Mailr.C.l.41.'

INDIAN APPEALS.‘
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93

in giving judgment on the point for
decision in that case, which was different from the present.
There are two other cases in the same volume (2), in which
case

No.

6 of 1821

J.C.

of the Court in the

lations was supported by the observations

1899

(1)

$m1T:.,:R,,¢,

Vggzﬁ‘

the decision was followed, the whole appearing to rest upon the
supposed rule of construction.

The next

case is

in

2

Madras,

M‘£111;‘:1‘!

KRIBHNA RAG

H. C. R. 128. In that it was held by the High Court of Madras

BAHQDUR

that the ratio decidendi of all the cases, down to the two latest,

v:,3£:§:_:’:D

clearly was that a zemindar under the permanent

settlement

had really an estate analogous to an estate tail, as

it originally

Mmunm

This was introducing into

SUR:LBA°'

stood upon the statute

de donis.

Yggﬁz:

the law of the Madras Province what is said in Tagore v.
“
a novel mode‘of inheritance, inconsistent
Tagore (3) to be

with the Hindu law.”
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J.

In

the

next

that where

case

(4)

it was held

zemindar alienated

a
(Holloway
dissentiente)
part of the zemindary, and the terms of Regulation XXV. of
1802, s. 8, were not complied with, the alienation was invalid

against his grandson.

a

J

. said, with reference to the
Holloway
decisions of the Sadr Court, that they professed to be based
upon the decision of 1821 (1822 ?), and that the Court held the
settlement to be in the zemindar for his life, with remainder

to

his heirs and successors
‘heirs and successors’

words

in perpetuity.
as an

“They held the

English property lawyer

would say to be words of purchase and not of limitation.” The
next case referred to by Mr. Mayne (5) was a case of self
property, and has no application to the present.
After this, the doctrine of the estate tail seems to have been
abandoned, for in the next case, decided in 1867 (6), the High
acquired

Court held that it was clearly the law that the usage of succes
in the Presidency of Madras by a single

sion to zemindaries

heir by primogenitureship did “ not interfere with the general
rules of succession further than to vest the possession and
enjoyn ent of the corpus of the whole estate in a single member
of the family, subject to the legal incidents attached to it as
the heritage of an undivided fami.ly—that being all that the
.
Knapp, 29.
(2) (1863) 1 Madr. H. 0. 349, 455.
(3) (1872) L. R. Ind. Ap. Supp. V51. p. 74.

(1)

3

(4) 3 Madr. 11. C. 5.
(5) *fMadr. H. C. 463.
.(6) 6 Matll‘. H. C. 93.

‘

INDIAN APPEALS.

v.

Couivr or
WARDS AND
VENKATA
KUMARI
MAHIPATI
Scan R10.

life
zemindary has not
in sole posses
estate in it; the zemindary, although he
kind of legal ﬁction the property of the
sion of
being by
According to

the holder of the

a

Baaanna

family, and each member of

having

although he can do no act as proprietor.

share in the property

The next

case

is

RAMA
KRISHNA BAO

is

Scam
MAHIPATI

a

Sm Rua R50
VENKATA

The unity of the family
right to the heritage is not dissevered any more than by the
succession of coparceners to partible property, but the mode of
its beneﬁcial enjoyment is diﬁerent.” This was taking a very
different ground from what was taken in the previous cases.
an impartible raj, renders necessary.

it

Z/W

of the estate as

a

1899

[L. R.‘

purpose of the usage, namely, the preservation

it,

C.

it,

J.

94

in

is

a

a

8

is

similar opinion
stated.
It
Madr. H. C. R. 157, where
said (1) of the holder of an impartible estate, descending to a
member of an undivided family, subject
single heir who was
Mitakshara, that the estate held by him,

the

although subject

to the peculiar incidents of such

an estate,

;

and possessed by him free from coparcenary rights in others,
that “ he should be regarded as
was not entirely at his disposal

it

a

member
possessing only the qualiﬁed powers of disposition of
may be‘ with
of
joint family with such further powers, or
a

such restrictions as spring from the peculiar character

This

others.

is

is

is

a

of his
ownership, and that these powers fall short of
right of abso
It to be noticed that here the
lute alienation of the estate.”
said to be possessed free from coparcenary rights in
estate

not consistent

with

the view in the former

case, that the estate, whilst in the possession and enjoyment
a

of

a

it is

member

is

of
still the property of the family in which each
has
share.
There
remarkable divergence

one person,

of views in these judgments which their Lordships think
In the case of Bereyord v.
deprives them of much authority.
Ramasubba

(2) the

alienability of an impartible . zemindary
High Court on appeal from the

judge sitting on the original side.

He had followed
a

6

and

a

in

4

Madr. H. C. R., and made
decree
mining lease by the owner of an impartible zemin
declaring
The two judges of the Appellate Division of the
dary void.
High Court held that they were bound by the decisions of this

the decisions

J

decision of

a

came again before the Madras

(1)

8
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to the law of

Madr. H. c. 177.

(2) Ind.

1..

R. 13 Mad.19'Z.

.4
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Lal Aditya
Sartaj Kuari v. Deoraj Kuari (2), and remanded

Committee in Rajah Udaya Aditya Deb v. Jedab

J. 0.

Deb (1) and

1899

the case to try whether by family custom

the zemindary was

inalienable for purposes other than those warranted by the
Mitakshara law. This decision was in 1889. In the present

Sm

1333“,

V3332‘

Mﬁlgiﬂ

the High Court has said it is bound to act upon the doc- Kmsalu RAO
trine laid down by the Judicial Committee, and refers to the B‘“,,‘.”““
case

distinction made by the Judicial Committee between a matter
wC£:::::D
of succession by inheritance and a question of alienability.
It VENKATA
is not necessary now to dwell upon this, as in the argument of ,}§,‘i,’f$,f,‘.,
an entirely new view of the question was taken.

this appeal

Mr. Mayne said that there was

a custom co-extensive

with the

province of Madras with regard to every impartible zemindary,
that a course of decisions had established a custom, a long

of decisions not resting upon the Mitakshara law. Their
Lordships have felt a difficulty in appreciating this argument.
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series

It

that throughout the province of Madras the law

assumes

laid down

in those decisions, which, until they were reversed

by the higher authority, were the law of Madras, was obeyed.

The supposed custom followed the law. Their Lordships were
referred to 14 Moore, Ind. Ap. Ca. 585, as shewing what was a
valid custom. There it is said in the judgment with reference
to long-established usages existing

in particular districts and

families in India, that it is of the essence of special usages
modifying the law of succession that they should be ancient
and invariable.
This custom now relied upon did not modify
the law.

It

had no force independently of the law.

There is

no proof here of any custom or usage against alienation, which
the Courts in

India should recognise

as

having the force of

law.
One more question remains. It was argued that the decision
in Sartaj Kuari v. Deoraj Kuari (3) did not extend to a will,
and a case in 8 Madr. H. C. R. 6 was referred to.
That was a
case of an admitted coparcenary between the maker of the

will and his adopted son, and the latter would take
viving co-parcener

a

title which was held to

be a

as the sur

prior title to

(1) (1881/) L. R. s Ind. Ap. 24s.
(2) L. R. 15 Ind. Ap. 51.
(3) 1.. R. 15 Ind. Ap. 54.

s'm:‘_F“°'

96

'
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It

R.

J.C.

that by devise.

1899

between the Rajah and the adopted son is not admitted, but the

Sm IX; RM, contrary is

v§§§‘Y?:‘

in Sartaj

is not applicable

In

held.

Kuari

here, where co-parcenary

the present case, according to the decision

Kuari

v. Deoraj

(1),

become a co-parcener with the Rajah.

the appellant

did

If the

not

Rajah had power
KRISHNA Rao to alienate he might do it by will, and the title by the will
would have priority to the title by succession.
In the case in
BAHQDUR
vsfgggfgn 17 Ind. Ap. Ca. 128, referred to by Mr. Branson, it was a ques
VEHKATA
of succession by an illegitimate son to the legitimate son of
.tion
,
,
Kcmani
.
.
his father.
There was no question of the power of alienation.
MAHIPATI
The language used was intended to apply only to the succession
S“:‘_*__I_“°‘
Maxim"

to the estate.

It

is true that prior to 1889 there was a series

At
in 1822, but the reasons given for them are not consistent.
ﬁrst they were made to depend upon the construction of Regu
lation XXV. of 1802, afterwards
upon the rights of the
family under the Mitakshara law.
In 1889 the Madras High Court held itself to be bound by the
and overruled those decisions.
decision of this Committee,
The contention for the appellant now is that the decision of
the High Court in 1889 should be overruled, and it should be

members

of

an undivided

in Sartaj Kuart v. Deoraj Kuari (1)
should not be held to be the law in the Province of Madras.
In their Lordships’ opinion this is not a case to which they
should apply the doctrine that where there is a long course of
held that the decision

they ought not to be reversed and the law be thus
The
altered.
argument for the appellant has failed to convince
them that the judgment appealed from ought not to be
afﬁrmed, and they will humbly advise Her Majesty to afﬁrm
The appellant will pay the costs
and to dismiss the appeal.
decisions

it,

of the second respondent, the Court of Wards not asking for
their costs.

Frank Richardson
Sadler.
Solicitor to the India Oﬁice.
it

:

Solicitors for appellants
Solicitor for respondents

:

‘

(1) L. R. 15 Ind. Ap. 54.
I
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of decisions in the Madras Courts, beginning as far as appears
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.
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.

.

.
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'

1899
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DEPUTY-COMMISSIONER OF BARA
BANKI . . . .. . . . . . .
ON

J.

PLAINTIFF;

AND

.

.
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DEFENDANT

'

'

Feb. l 5 :
March 11.

APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF THE JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER
OF OUDH.

Alienation by ’Ht'ndu

Wi1low—Mo1'tgage—

Unpaid Interest due on

the

Husband’s

Mortgages.

Where
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Hindu

widow being

and deriving from her
pardanashin,
of alienation than she possessed under
Hindu law as manager of her infant son’s estate, executed a mortgage to
secure the balance of unpaid interest in respect of three mortgages
executed by her husband in his lifetime :—
Held, there being no evidence of legal necessity or of inquiry by the
mortgagee, that the mortgage was invalid as being beyond the widow's
husband’s

a.

will

no greater

of alienation even

power

power

if

the transaction had been properly explained

to her.

APPEAL from a decree of the Court of the Judicial Com
missioner (Feb. 25, 1895), reversing that of the District Judge
of Fyzabad (April 11, 1892).

The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
C. W. Arathoon, for the appellant.

Q.(J., and Branson, for the respondent,

Cohen,

were

not

heard.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

Loan

This is an appeal against a decree of
the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of Oudh varying an
MACNAGHTEN.

The suit in which the

order of the District Judge of Fyzabad.
decree was pronounced

four

deeds

was brought to enforce a claim under

of mortgage, three of which were executed by the

late Rajah Mehpal Singh, talookdar of Surajpur, and one by the

Rani, his widow, after his death.
*

Present: Loan Warson,
Brennan Coucn.

The appellant Tika Ram, who

Loan Hem‘-rouse, Loan MAcnaeurmn, and Sm
.

1899

v-vv
Mﬂfdh

ll

INDIAN APPEALS.

98

J.

C.

represents the mortgagee, was plaintiff.

[L.

R.

The defendant in the

T5,,

suit was the present respondent, the Deputy-Commissioner of
Bara Banki, who is now under the Court of Wards manager of

Dnzhﬂ

the Surajpur estate on behalf of the minor son'of the late Rajah.

1899

c°1;:1é§A1l<:i‘ER

'_

Bmn.

The only question
ships’ opinion

argued at the

Bar which in their Lord

it was competent for the appellant to raise was

whether the circumstances

under

which the fourth mortgage

was executed by the Rani were such as to make it binding on
the minor’s estate.

The three mortgages executed by the Rajah were :—
(1.) A mortgage of the village of Baghora to secure Rs.10,000,
dated January 15, 1880.
(2.)

A

mortgage

of the village

of Mau to secure Rs.6000,

dated November 30, 1880.
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(3.)

A further charge by way of mortgage on the village of

Mau to secure Rs.8000, dated May

30, 1882.

The rate of interest speciﬁed in each of these mortgages was
15 per cent. per annum; but with each mortgage the borrower
gave the lender a rukka or written promise to pay 6 per cent.
more, bringing the rate of interest in respect of each mortgage
annum. These rukkas were not registered,
and it seems to have been the intention of the parties that
they should be kept off the register.

up to

21 per cent. per

On October 8, 1882, the Rajah died. By his will he declared
that the Rani should have full powers, but that during the
lifetime of his son, the minor on whose behalf the respondent
is manager, the Rani should

not have power to transfer with
out any legal necessity any portion of his property; but that
to pay off the Government revenue, and to liquidate other
debts payable by him, the Rani should have power to mortgage
the property.
missioner,

It

was held by the Court of the

Judicial Com

and as their Lordships think rightly held, that this

will “ conferred

on the Rani no greater power of alienating

her minor son’s estate than she had under

Hindu law

as

its

manager on her minor son’s behalf.”

The circumstances under which the fourth mortgage was
In March, 1885, two years and a
executed are not in dispute.
half after the Rajah’s death, and before the Court of Wards

_.,."J

VOL.
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of the estate, one Beni Ram, an
accountant, acting on behalf of Tika Ram, settled up accounts
The balance due for interest,
with the karinda of the Rani.
assumed the management

calculated

at

21

Rs.9228 14a. 3p.

per

It

cent.

per

was arranged

annum, was
that

a

found to
mortgage should

be
be

should be paid in
cash. The arrangement was carried out by the payment of
Rs.1228 14a. 3p. in cash, and the execution of the fourth
given for Rs.8000,

and that the balance

J.

1899

T,$;,M
Dug,“
C°1::";BAI§§lB

Bum.

__

mortgage on March 18, 1885.

Lordships agree with the Judicial Commissioner’s
It seems
Court in thinking that the mortgage cannot stand.
It
turned
interest
into
to be open to every possible objection.
Their

No inquiry was made
The widow,
into the means and circumstances of the widow.
who was a pardanashin lady, stated in her deposition taken by
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principal without any apparent reason.

commission that the account had never been put before her or
settled by her, and that she did not know the mortgage was on
not improbable in itself, and
certainly not contradicted by any evidence, while there is
evidence to the effect that on March 18, 188@,‘t“lrere-.,was a cash
HJ
‘
balance to the credit of the estate of Rs.14,0U0.- 1
Mr. Arathoon, who argued the case strenuously on behalf of
account of interest—a statement

his client, insisted

that their Lordships ought "to infer that
extreme pressure was being put on the Rani, that the estate
was in immediate peril of being sold up unless the Rani sub
mitted to the mortgagee’s demands, while by submission she
gained the advantage of extension of time, and reduction of the
rate of interest from 21 per cent. per annum to 15 per cent. in

future. It is enough to say that there is no evidence whatever
in support of any one of these suggestions.
Neither in the
fourth mortgage deed, nor in any other document, nor even in
the oral evidence, is there any trace of any agreement

understanding that there should
tion of interest allowed. It was

or any

time given or any reduc
much open to the mortgagee
of the fourth mortgage’ as

be any
as

immediately after the execution
it was before to enforce his rights without
allowance of any kind.

forbearance

or

One proposition was advanced in the course of the argument

C.

'

l
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100

It was urged that the
which perhaps ought to be noticed.
rukkas, though not registered, fettered the equity of redemption.
The learned District Judge was of that opinion clearly.
But

.1.o.
1899

TISAM

i

[L. R.

their Lordships have a difﬁculty in understanding how an
unregistered instrument which the statute declares is not to
Cogrgfgfun
affect the mortgaged property can fetter the equity of redemp
.BANKI.
DEQJTY

It seems to be a contradiction in terms.
tion in that property.
Their Lordships were asked to give the appellant a decree
against the estate of the deceased Rajah based on his personal

ex
liability under the rukkas. The learned Commissioners
pressed their opinion on the matter as if it were properly before
them.
But the truth is that this question was not raised in
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the plaint or referred

in the pleadings or issues.

to

In their

Lordships’ opinion it was not competent for the Court in this
suit to deal with it.
The result is that the appeal fails, and their Lordships will
humbly advise Her Majesty that it ought to be dismissed.
The appellant will pay the costs of the appeal.

T. L. Wilson at Go.
Solicitor, India Oﬁice.
Solicitor°f0'r:resp‘<)ndent

Solicitersifor

~ap°pellant

:

:

.

u~,Aoy
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=.

c
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4"

c
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.
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.

.

DEFENDANT;

1899

ff?

AND

LAKSHMI ANNEE
ON

To

a

OrnEns

.

.

.

PnaINrrFrs.

Feb.

14 ;

March 4.

APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT MADRAS.

Eject of

lands

AND

J. C.*

Unregistered

Agreements—

Consent Decree—Res

suit claiming lands by inheritance

were included in two unregistered

Judioata.

the defence was (1.) that the
agreements by which a former

suit between

the same parties had been compromised, and under which
they had divided the entire subject of agreement in equal moieties, and
had entered into possession thereof; and (2.) that a consent decree in the
said suit had been founded thereon :—
Held, that owing to non-registration the agreements, except so far as

'

in the consent decree founded thereon, were
incorporated
in law to create title in the defendant to the lands in suit :
Held, further, that as the lands now in suit were excluded from the
former suit, and the consent decree did not in terms relate to them, the
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they were
ineffectual

present suit was not barred as res judicata.

APPEAL
afﬁrming

from

a decree of

a decree of the

the

High Court (Jan. 26,

1894)

Subordinate Judge of Kumbakonum

in favour of the respondents.
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.

(April

30, 1892)

Mayne, for the appellant.
Branson, for the second and third respondents
surviving plaintiffs, was not heard.

the

being

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
Ramaswami Mudali, of Kappur, in the
Presidency of Madras, a Hindu, subject to the Mitakshara law,
died in the year 1872, leaving landed estates, part of which
LORD WATSON.

are the subject

of the present

litigation.

He left no male

descendant, but was survived by a widow, a daughter, and also
by his mother.

His widow, his daughter, and his mother suc

cessively took a female estate in the lands which he left; and

his mother, who was the last taker, died in December,
*

Present: Lonn
Rrcnann Couen.
VOL.

XXVI.
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suit was raised in the Court of the
Subordinate Judge of Kumbakonum against the appellant,
then a child eight years of age, as represented by her testa
mentary guardians, and also against four other defendants, at
the instance of Varadaraja Mudali, now deceased, and the pre
sent respondents, Srinivasa Mudali and Manikka Mudali, who
On January 28, 1885,

a

alleged that they were the reversionary

heirs of Ramaswami.

In their plaint

concluded

the reversionary

heirs

against the present appellant and her guardians
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of certain

for decree

for possession

lands which are not the subject of the present

con

troversy; but it expressly excluded certain other lands, which
had admittedly been the property of the deceased Ramaswami,
and had also been taken possession of on behalf of the appel
These lands were
lant as part of the deceased’s succession.
from
the
plaint, because the plaintiffs, the
purposely excluded
reversionary

heirs, had, on December

30, 1884, conveyed

their

in them to one Vijayaraghava Paha Chariar for the
sum of Rs.4000, in order to provide themselves with funds to

interest

meet the expenses of litigation.

The suit of

1885 was,

in

so

far

as

of the plaintiffs and of the present

it concerned the interests

brought to an
amicable conclusion; and the present appeal turns upon the
effect of the mutual arrangement or compromise which was
That arrangement was embodied in two deeds
then made.
which bear the same date, January 16, 1886, the one being a
appellant,

razinamah and the other an agreement,
“
an agreement of union.”

By the

deed last mentioned,

or, as

it is entitled,

the agreement of union, between

the plaintiffs on the one hand, who now are or are represented
by the present respondents, and the appellant, who was then,
being still a minor, represented by her husband

and guardian,
Venkatarunga Mudaliar, on the other hand, it was agreed that
the second contracting parties should have and retain one-half
share of the lands which were claimed from the appellant and
her guardians in the suit of 1885, and should also have or

l

‘

7:.

‘

1899

@v\l
PRANAL
ANNEE

On her death the lands were taken possession of on behalf of
the present appellant, then an infant, who is the granddaughter
of the deceased, being the only child of his daughter.

Mg}

J. C.

l

[L. R.
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retain one-half share of the lands
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which had been excluded

from that suit, and had been conveyed to Vijayaraghara Patra

The deed of agreement was not produced in the suit
not submitted to the Subordinate Judge of
Kumbakonum, before whom that litigation depended. It was
Chariar.

of 1885, and was

in accordance with the provisions of Act III.
although it professes to deal with the title to immov

not registered
of 1877,

able property,

which is admittedly beyond the value of one

hundred rupees.

The second

document

executed

by the same parties,

the

in terms of Act III. of 1877;
but it was produced in the suit of 1885; its terms were con
sidered in a judgment delivered by the Subordinate Judge of
razinamah,

was not registered

Kumbakonum on March
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foundation

31,

1886, and they

were made the

of an order passed by the learned judge, the parties

document having concurred in moving “that a decree
may be passed in accordance with the razinamah which they
have presented under s. 375 of the Civil Procedure Act, after
to the

settling.”
The razinamah had incorporated with it four schedules of
lands, marked respectively A, B, C, and D; Sched. D con
taining

a description

of the lands

which had been expressly

excluded from the suit of 1885, and of no others.
of the document,
as

In

the body

the parties, ﬁrst, set forth in detail the lands

to which they were in controversy

in the suit of 1885, and

by stating that they had agreed each to take a
certain share of these lands and their produce, “in full satis
faction of all claims within the 15th of Panguni (27th March,
concluded

1886)

next

;

and that both the parties shall bear their respective

costs of this suit.”
“

In

the second place, the document set forth

Remarks : Not only have we, on this date, entered
follows :
into a union agreement in regard to the land, &c., referred to
in the plaint in this suit, and described in Schedule D hereof,
and divided thereunder the said lands into two equal shares
as

between us, but a deed of release has also been taken from the
7th defendant’s (present appellant’s) guardian in relinquishment
of the right possessed by the 7th defendant
to the said

(present appellant)

half-share of lands.”

I

2
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the judgment delivered by him on March

31, 1886, the

Subordinate Judge, having the razinamah before him, treated
the ﬁrst part of it as the only portion of the contents of the
document with which he was desired by the parties to deal.

In giving

effect to its terms, the learned judge observed

7th defendant

(present appellant) is her only daughter

:

“

The

(i.e., of

Ramaswami’s granddaughter) and she and the plaintiff have
put in a razinamah in respect to items 1, 3, 5, and 7, and a
decree in its terms has

been passed.”

It

is

admitted that
were the

items 1, 3, 5, and 7, speciﬁed by the learned judge,

from the present appellant in the suit of 1885.
The learned judge plainly did not understand that he was
asked by the parties either to consider or to give effect to the

lands claimed
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terms of the compromise

which the parties narrated, by way of
remark, that they had made with respect to the lands contained
in Sched. D of the razinamah, which are the subject of this
appeal.

Accordingly, the order passed by him did not include

and had no reference to these lands.

The fact has not been disputed that at, or shortly after, the
execution of the two deeds of January 16, 1886, the parties
acted upon the whole of the mutual agreement contained in or
that they each took one-half share,
in
not only of the lands
controversy between them in the suit
of 1885, but of the lands excepted from that suit, as to which
by those deeds;

narrated

in the present case.
The appellant
was permitted to enter into possession of her half-share of all
those lands ; and whilst the respondents, the reversionary heirs
of Ramaswami, do not challenge her title to one-half of the
lands for which they sued her in the action of 1885, they claim
they are in controversy

in this action to have right to the half which she possessed
of the lands excluded from that action, and described in
Sched.

D of the razinamah.

Lordships

are asked to sustain

The only defence which their
on behalf of the appellant

is

mainly, if not wholly, founded upon the terms of the two deeds
of January 16, 1886, and of the proceedings which followed
upon them.

There are two suits, subsequent to these proceedings for
compromise, which it is necessary to notice, although they do

IXIHAN APPEALS
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not materially affect the question which their Lordships have
to decide.
In both these suits it was the interest of the
parties to this appeal to defeat the claims of the plaintiffs,
because these,

if successful, would have carried off the whole

or part of the lands which the present parties

treat

In

as belonging

had chosen to

to one or other, or both of them.

1886 a suit was

appeal by Kappachi

brought against

the parties

to

this

Anni, the elder sister of Ramaswami, who
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claimed his estates as his reversionary heir, and pleaded that
the proceedings of the defendants with a view to compromise
had been fraudulent. The suit was dismissed with costs by
the Subordinate Judge of Kumbakonum on May 7, 1887, and
his decree was allowed to become ﬁnal.
In the year 1888 Vijayaraghava Patra Chariar sued the
parties to this appeal for the enforcement of the sale deed
which he had obtained, in December, 1884, from the rever
sionary heirs of their interest in the lands which are the
subject of this appeal. The parties whom he called as defend
ants joined in defence to the action, and set up the division of
the property between them under the compromise of January,
1886.

The Subordinate Judge, on November

6,

1889, held

that the transaction which the plaintiff sought to enforce was
one not of sale but of loan, and gave him decree for Rs.1-300.
On appeal to the High Court, the decree was varied by
increasing the sum awarded to Rs.4000.
Although the mere statement of the facts of this appeal has
necessarily occupied some time, yet the questions to which
these give rise lie within a very narrow compass. The resp0nd~
ents rest their claim to possession of the lands in dispute upon
their title as the reversionary heirs of the deceased Ramaswami ;
and the appellant does not in this appeal defend her posses
sion, except upon the ground that she, as in a question with
the respondents, derived a valid title from the compromise
embodied in the razinamah and agreement of union, and

to the effect which was

razinamah by the
Subordinate Judge of Kumbakonum in the suit of 1885.
It is sufﬁciently obvious that, in maintaining that defence, the
given

to

the

appellant can derive no aid from the terms of the agreement

J. C.
1899
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The document

of union.

Act

provisions of

III.

[L. R.

has not been registered

under

the

and, therefore, its stipulations

of 1877;

in law to create, in favour of the appellant, any
right, title, or interest to or in the lands in dispute.
The razinamah was not registered in accordance with the
are ineffectual

Act of

but the objection founded upon its non-registra
opinion, apply to its stipu
lations and provisions, in so far as these were incorporated
with, and given effect to by, the order made upon it by the
The razinamah, in
Subordinate Judge in the suit of 1885.
tion

so

1877

does

far

as

;

not, in their Lordships’

it was submitted

to and was acted upon judicially by

the learned judge, was in itself

a

step of judicial procedure not
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requiring registration; and any order pronounced in terms of
it constituted res judicata, binding upon both the parties to
this appeal, who gave their consent to it.

If

after agreeing to settle the suit of 1885 on
that
the footing
they were each to take a half-share of the
lands involved in that suit, and also a half-share of the lands
the parties,

now in dispute, had informed the learned judge that these were
the terms of the compromise, and had invited him, by reason
to dispose of the conclusions

of such. compromise,
of 1885,

their Lordships

of the learned

judge,

see no reason to doubt

of the

suit

that the order

if it had referred to or narrated these

would have been judicial evidence,
available to the appellant, that the respondents had agreed to
transfer to her the moiety of land now in dispute.
But their
to
ﬁnd
are
unable
that
such
course was taken,
any
Lordships
terms

of

compromise,

either in the razinamah or in the judicial order which gave
The razinamah merely referred, by way of
effect to it.
remark, to the lands now in dispute; and the judge was only
asked to give effect to a compromise which related to the lands
then in dispute before him. This order, accordingly, merely
concerns the latter, and has no reference whatever to the lands
described in Sched.

D of the razinamah.

these lands, the compromise
judge, but was deliberately

their unregistered

For

So far as regarded
was not submitted to the learned

left by the parties

to stand upon

agreement of union.

these reasons,

which are substantially the same with

those

INDIAN APPEALS.
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Courts below, their Lordships

by both

assigned
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humbly advise Her Majesty to afﬁrm the judgment appealed
The appellant must pay the costs of the second and
from.
third respondents who defended this appeal.

SR1

BALSU RAMALAKSMAMMA

.

OF

rt"

Hart.

PLAINTIFF;

GODAVERI

DEFENDANT.

by

a

a

:

is

In Madras as well as in Bengal the rule, though unwritten in the former
established that gradual accretion enures to the land which
Presidency,
attracts it.
Where the plaintiffs case was that the lanka in suit was formed by
gradual accretions to her previously existing dry land in mid-stream,
and there were concurrent ﬁndings against her
Held, that she could not in appeal raise the question, to which neither
evidence nor issues were directed, of
sub-aqueous ownership of the whole
bed of the river between the banks owned by her, and claim on that
ground every formation of soil on that bed.

High Court (Sept.

17, 1895)

a

affirming decree of the District Court of Godaveri (March 11,
The appellant
1895) which had dismissed the appellant’s suit.

a

said Tatapudi
l":'esenl:

lanka, and

as such

formed

gradual

it

perty of Government, and that as
possession of by the respondent as

it

it

a

lanka which had
brought her suit to establish her right to
formed in the river Godaveri. Both the lower Courts found
formed as an accretion to Tatapudi
on the evidence that
in
was
lanka, which
possession of the respondent as the pro

*
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Sub-aqueous Ownership cannot
Law of Gradual Accret1Ion—Practice—Claim
be ﬁrst made in Appeal.

decree of the
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Solicitor for appellant: R. T. Tasker.
Solicitors for respondents : Barton, Yeates
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The accretion in suit lies Within banks which on both sides
of the river belong to the appellant.
As regards the question of accretion, the High Court doubted
whether there was any presumption, in the case of such rivers
as the Godaveri, that the owner of both banks was also the

Gonavnm

owner of the bed of the river.

DI§.T_R_wT‘

they said:
belonging

“In

the present

Without deciding this point,

case

the

to Government in mid-stream

existence

would

of

a

lanka

be sufﬁcient

to

The origin of the Government title
It
to that Tatapudi lanka does not appear to be material.
exists, and the suit lanka is an accretion to that Tatapudi
lanka, and it is not a sudden vertical accretion in the bed of
rebut the presumption.

rule is that, where the acquisi
tion of land is by gradual, slow, and imperceptible process, the
accretion by alluvion belongs to the owner of the adjacent

We

The well-established

why this rule should

apply
or
by the ebb
only to alluvion caused by the action of the sea
The gradual and imper
and ﬂow of waters in tidal rivers.
ceptible character of the accretion is the reason and foundation

land.

see no reason

for the rule (Blackstone, Book
had been a gradual

II.

be held to

262); and if the accretion

one to the bank on either side, no one

would doubt that it belonged to the riparian proprietorto whose
land it was annexed.
We are of opinion, therefore, that the
principle on which the late District Judge (Mr. Ross) decided
the case was correct, and that the suit lanka is the property of

1
I

Mayne, for the appellant, contended that that part of the bed
of the river in which the lanka was formed, lying between banks
both of which belonged to the appellant, was her property.
Every deposit made in such bed became her property, and did
not cease to be her property merely because by its growth it

i

Government.”

_,,._,
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the river.

came into contact with the property of the respondent.
Cohen, Q.C'., and

Branson, for the respondent,

were

not

heard.
1899

\I\l\/

March 24.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
The plaintiff in this case, who is now
brought the present suit for the purpose of

LORD HOBHOUSE.
the appellant,

‘D
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establishing,

as

against

Collector

the

109

who

represents

the

Government, her title to a formation of land in the river
Godaveri.
The formation is called a lanka, which term, as

J.

C.

1899

SRELEU
Lordships understand, not only includes islands more Rgfjxfs‘
1’
generally known as churs, but also accretions to the banks of
rivers.
The lanka in dispute is one formed in contact with an Codbiiﬁihiifr
their

island called the Tatapudi lanka.

D‘f2°T

The plaintiff and the Government are neighbouring owners
Each. possesses a village and lands on both banks of

of land.

the Godaveri, the Government village Tatapudi being higher
up stream than the plaintiffs

village, which is called Kapiles

warapuram. The river is very broad —said to be in some places
hard by four miles broad.
At this spot their Lordships gather,
from some measurements made in 1866, that it was then not
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less

than two miles broad.

It

is above the ﬂow of the tide,

but is used for navigation, whether at all times or only when
the waters are high does not appear.

At some time not precisely speciﬁed an island was formed,
commencing at a point in the river between the banks which
are owned by the Government, and extending gradually till its
lower extremity protruded between the banks which are owned
The Government took possession of this
by the plaintiff.
The plaintiffs predecessor in title claimed it in the
year 1847, and the Collector rejected his claim. He sued for
possession in the year 1859, but his suit was barred by time.
island.

This island is Tatapudi lanka, and it has ever since been the
The plaintiff
property of the Government without dispute.
now sues to recover the later formation which is in contact
with Tatapudi lanka, alleging that it is within the village of
Kapileswarapuram. The Collector alleges that it is an accretion
to Tatapudi lanka. He also alleged that it is formed in the
bed of a tidal navigable river; but it has been found against
him that the river is not tidal at this point.
Issues were framed, of which the important ones are as
follows :—
“
is within the boundaries
Whether the land in
(1.)

dispute

of the Kapileswarapuram village ?
“
(2.) \Vhether, by reason of being within the boundaries of

INDIAN APPEALS.

110
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Kapileswarapuram

the

C.

or

property of the
“
(3.)

village,

[L. R.

land in dispute

the

is

the

plaintiff?

Whether the plaint land is the property of the plaintiff

by right of accretion to Kedarlankagedda and Nadimtippa ? (1)

“

(4.)

Whether

the

plaint

land

is

the

property

of

defendant by right of accretion to Tatapudi lanka
“
(5.) Or, whether it is the property of the defendant
”
formation in the bed of a tidal navigable river?

the

?

as a

On the ﬁrst issue the District Judge found that if two
the two
imaginary straight lines were drawn connecting
of Kapileswarapuram

eastern boundaries

and its two western

ones on each bank, the disputed lanka would lie between those
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lines,

sense it is within

and in that

the limits of Kapiles

warapuram. But then he went on to point out that Tatapudi
lanka falls within the same limits ; and he accordingly ﬁnds on
the second issue that the disputed lanka is not the property of
the plaintiff simply by reason of its lying within the aforesaid

imaginary lines.
He states that each party asserts the disputed land to be
not an island which has sprung up in the bed of the river, but
to previously formed land—the defendant
lanka,
and the plaintiff says to a lanka of hers
says to Tatapudi
‘
called Kedarlanka-Gedda. It is, therefore, the third and fourth
a gradual

accretion

issues which comprise the substance

of the dispute; and after

“ that
examining the evidence closely the District Judge ﬁnds
the land is not the property of the plaintiff by right of accre
tion of Kedarlanka-Gedda and Nadimtippa, but that it is the
property of defendant by right of accretion to Tatapudi lanka.”
On that ﬁnding he dismissed the suit.
On the ﬁfth issue the District Judge found that the land is
an accretion to a lanka in the bed of a tidal navigable river;
but on this point the

High Court directed further inquiry

which they decided

that the disputed

land

;

after

is not in tidal

waters.

The High Court agreed with the District Judge in holding
that the plaintiffs test of drawing mathematical lines from
bank to bank was
(1) Framed

a

fallacious one, because it included in the

on allegations

made by pleader at ﬁrst hearing.
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land Tatapudi

plaintiﬂ"s

They then

lanka, which is defendant’s land.
to the claim which the
owner of the whole bed of the river between

SRQTLSU

by her, and, therefore, of every formation of

R';‘i:1‘1‘u*f“'

addressed

plaintiff urged to

be

the banks owned

themselves

on

previously existing dry land, and the
question raised was whether that was the plaintiffs land or the
The sub-aqueous ownership now claimed by the
defendants
to accretion

plaintiff

to some

raises

a

totally different

question,

on which

evidence might and probably would have been given

;

much

and that

District Judge. The High Court
would have been quite justiﬁed in refusing to entertain the
question was not tried by the
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until

raised by proper issues and evidence.
practical result was no more favourable to the plaintiff.
question

The
The

learned judges point out that they are called on to decide avery

It
important and difﬁcult question on very meagre evidence.
is indeed hard to say that there is any evidence at all.
None
has been mentioned

by

Mr. Mayne, and the learned judges say

that the whole case of the plaintiff rests on the presumption of
English law founded on the character of English rivers. The
difference

between them and such rivers as the Godaveri are

obvious.

Their Lordships do not travel into that interesting

discussion

because

it is irrelevant to the case made by the

plaintiff.
The view of the High Court is that at the highest the prin
ciple relied on by the plaintiff is only a presumption, and that
the ownership of Tatapudi lanka by the Government rebuts
They then ﬁnd concurrently with the Dis
trict Judge that the lanka is an accretion to Tatapudi and not
That carries the
a vertical accretion in the bed of the river.
the presumption.

There does not appear to be
an
in
Madras,
as
Bengal,
express law embodying the prin
in
ciple that gradual accretion enures to the land which attracts
it ; but the rule, though unwritten, is equally well established.
case in favour of the defendant.

It

C.

1899

that bed.

Upon that claim their Lordships observe
that it is not made by the pleadings or by the issues settled by
The third and fourth issues relate simply
the District Judge.
soil

J.

is hard to see why it should

not apply to land which the

river washes on both sides, as well as to land which is washed

COLLEZ-TOR

GODAVERI
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or
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only on one side.

If

[L. R.

the terra ﬁrma of Tatapudi pushed out a

promontory by gradual imperceptible deposits, that would, in
the absence of special circumstances to shew title in another,
enure to Tatapudi.
It is the same with an island which is
part of the Tatapudi estate.
The result is that their Lordships, having grave doubts
whether the presumption applicable to little "English rivers
applies to great rivers such as the Godaveri, would require to
know much more about the river in question and the mode in
which it has been dealt with before deciding as to the pre
sumption or its rebuttal. The plaintiff must abide in this suit
The case is that the disputed
lanka was formed by gradual accretions to deﬁnite visible por
tions of her land. That is found against her by the concurrent
by the case she has presented.

of the

Solicitors for appellant
Solicitor for respondent

:

and without

Lawford, Waterhouse at Lawford.
: Solicitor, the India Oﬂice.

l

.-i
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Courts below;

examining the
matter further their Lordships must hold that her claim has
Their Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty to
failed.
dismiss the appeal, and the appellant must pay the costs.
decisions
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SR1 BALUSU GURULINGASWAMI

.

J

PLAINTIFF;

.

E

AND

SRI BALUSU RAMALAKSHMAMMA
OrHEns

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AND

F"'_’,,j7jeg;,l6'

DEFENDANTS'

.

.

‘W12/6

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT MADRAS.

.

.

.

PLAINTIFF.

’

.

292

'

.

MOHUN (RErnEsEnrarrvE
.
PARSHAD,
BENI
DEoEasEn)

oFj

RADHA

AnorHEn

.

AND

.

AND

HARDAI BIBI

DErEnnanrs.

only Son Valid.
is

of

Son—Adopti0n

Held, that the adoption of an only son having taken place in fact
null and void under the Hindu law:

not

afﬁrming
20, 1893)

High

decree of the

and dismissing

a

Court of Madras (Sept. 20, 1894)
District Court of Godaveri (Sept.

decree of the
a

THE ﬁrst of these appeals was from

a

a

it

is

not so
Held, also, in an appeal from Madras, that such adoption
that
widow has no power to effect
with the assent of the
Sapindas in the absence of express authority from her husband.

improper

suit of the appellant to set aside an adoption made by the ﬁrst
respondent,

the widow of one Butchi Sarvarayudu.

widow adopted the second
respondent, Sri Balusu Pattabhiramaya, the only son of
distant relation of the deceased Butchi, who had died when his
10,

1888,

the

a

On November

It was

found by both Courts
that he had expressed his wishes in favour of the adoption;
and
was not disputed that before the adoption the male
members of Butchi’s family were consulted and consented to
several of them in writing.
*

it,

it

son was about three months old.

The appellant was the brother of
of

of

Loan Honnoosn, Loan
Present at the hearing
the First Appeal:
Present at the hearing
the Second
Macnaerrrnn, and Sm RICHARD Couon.
Appeal Loan Hnascnnnn, Loan Wzvrson, Loan Hosuonsn, Loan MACNAGHTEN,
and Sm Rronann CoUen.
:
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AND ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT ALLAHABAD.
Hindu Law—Adoption—Only

0*

15
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C.

1899

‘Iv\J

Sm BALUSU
GuaunmoAs

waur
v.

SKI Bamrsu
RAMALAKBH
mamma.

RADHA

Momm
‘U

Hanna!
B131.

the natural father of the adopted boy, and succeeded to the

rights which the boy relinquished on his adoption.
The prayer of the plaint was to set aside this adoption, “ by
reason of the ﬁrst defendant not having been legally authorized
it,

J.

[L. R.

to make

and by reason of the said defendant having been an

not being disposable in adoption.”
The main issue raised was one of law as to the invalidity of
the adoption of an only son.
Both Courts decided that the

only son, and

as such

They rested their judgments upon the
course of decisions in Madras, and did not examine the con
ﬂicting decisions in Bengal and Bombay.
adoption

was valid.

is

Rishis: Vasishtha,

Max Mi'1ller’s Sacred Books of
Bk. V. c. iv. s.
No. 273; Baudhayana, cited in Dattaka Mimamsa, s. V. vv. 31
the East, ch. xv. ss.
and 42;

1—5,

see

and Col. Dig.

8,

of the

in Vyavahara Mayukha, c. iv.
s. V. v.
Stokes’ Hindu Law Books, p. 61; and see for all
three Rishis citations in Lakshmappa v. Ramava (1); and in
as

quoted

9,

Saunaka,

1—6,

Stokes,

p.

vv. 27—30, Stokes, p. 635;

571

;

1

vv.

Dattaka

Mitakshara, c.

1,

Chandrika, sect.

sect.
1,

Mimamsa,

taka

4,

4,

Dattaka Mimamsa, s.
v.
et seq., Stokes, p. 571. Compare
Menu, IX. 142.
Second, the Hindu commentators: see Dat

416; Sarasvati Vilasa, p. 74, ss. 368,
see
369, and see preface; Viramitrodaya (Sarkar), p. 115,
14.
The
held
the
Council
Privy
Viramitrodaya
by
preface, p.
to be a work of especial authority in Benares on any point left
9—12, Stokes, p.

106,

opinion of Colebrooke, as given in
Strange’s
107; Ellis, ibid. pp. 105, 106, 107; Sir T.

Strange, 85, and Strange’s

Sutherland’s Synopsis, Stokes, p. 665;
1s75

Manual, p.

W. Macnaghten,

H. C. 377.
(2) (1868 12 Moore’s Ind.
(3) (1868) 12 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca. 448.

12 Bomb.

No. 98;

18,

67

;

1

Strange,

see the

2

105,

(2) and Gr1Iclha.rz' Lall Roy v. The Bengal Govern
Then come the more modern authorities of English

A

H. L.

Madura v. Moottoo

. Ca. 438.

P

(3)

writers

:

ment.

1

Ramalingw

see Collector

of

doubtful by the Mitakshara

:

is

8,

xi. vv.

§

s.

1
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is

Mayne, for the appellant, contended that the adoption of an
forbidden by Hindu law and
invalid. The Hindu
only son
authorities in favour of that proposition are, ﬁrst, the texts
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Sir F. Macn. 147;
Steele’s Castes, p. 45, s. 39; p. 183, s. 39; West and Biihler
(3rd ed.), p. 909, 912, 1040; Jagannatha’s Digest, Book V.
W. Macn. 178,

2

iv.

179,

182, 192, 195, and

viii. para. 273, note. The doctrine of factum valet
does not apply; the adoption being wholly void, there was no
factum, and the transaction is a nullity.
Reference was made
upon the subject of factum valet to Lakshmappa v. Ramzwa (1) ;
c.

s.

Gopal Narhar Safray v. Hanmant Ganesh Safray (2) ; Ganga
Sahai v. Lekhraj Singh (3) ; Srimati Uma Devi v. Gokoolammd
Mahapatra.

With

"

(4)
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dency, the ﬁrst was Veerizpermall

Pillay

v.

Narrain Pillay

(5),

where the ruling was in the ﬁrst place an obiter dictum, and in
the second was discredited by Sir T. Strange in 1 Strange’s
H. L. 102. Then came Arunachallam Pillai v. Ayyasvami
Pillai (6), which was another instance of an obiter dictum;

Permaul Naickhan v. Patti Ammal (7), which was a case of an
eldest son of a brother and not of an only son; Chocummal
v. Surathy Amay (8), another case of an eldest son; Chinna
Gaundan v. Kumara Gaundan. (9)
See also Narayanasami v.
Kuppusami (10) ; Sri Arumi Devi v. Sri Vikrama Devu. (11)
Then with regard

Tiwari

v.

Chiraj

(12)

to

the

Allahabad

decisions,

Hanuman

rests on Chinna Gaundan v.

Kumara

(9) and on Bengal and Bombay cases now overruled.
dissented on the grounds of the father’s incompetence

Turner J.
to give, and of the failure of such gift if made to effect the
. expressed
object in view. Later on Straight and Mahmood
their doubts as to the correctness of this decision in Tulshi
Ram v. Behari Lal (13), but no actual decision was come to in
this last-mentioned case upon this point. Finally, the case in
2 Allah. 164 was afﬁrmed in Beni Prasad v. Hardai Bibi (14),

JJ

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
1827)

H. C. 397.
Ind. L. R.3 Bomb. 298.
Ind. L. R. 9 14114h. 296.
L. R. 5 Ind. Ap. 53.
1 Strange,
N. 0. (ed.

12 Bomb.

(1879)
(1886)
(1878)
(1801)
78.

C.

1899

‘JV\!
SR1 Bawsu
GURULINGA8

wnn
‘U.

SRI BALUSU
RAMALAKBH
manna.
RADHA

Monun
U

Hanna!
B131.

regard to the current of decisions in the Madras Presi

Gaundcm

J.

(6) (1817) Mad. Se1.Dec. 156.
(7) (1851) Mad. S. DEC. 284.
(8) (1854) Madr. Dec. 31, 32, 36.

(9) (1862)
(10) (1886)

Madr. H. C. 54.
Ind. L. R. 11 Mad. 48,

1

46.

(11) (1888) Ind. L. R. 11 Mad. 489,
490; S.C., L. R. 15 Ind. Ap. 176.
(12) (1879) Ind. L. R. 2 Allah. 164.
(18) (1889) Ind. L. R. 12 411414.
331.

(14) (1892) Ind. L. R. 14 Allah. 67.
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J.

C.

1899

‘fY§l
SKI Banosu
GURULI.NGAS
w AM 1
1).
SR1 BAI.usu

J aimini’s

[L.

rule of construction, never before referred

R.

to in any

see pp. 73, 125.
being for the ﬁrst time enforced:
That rule of construction is, that where the Rishis lay down a

decision,

rule assigning

reasons, it is commendatory

the conscience;

without

where

only, addressed to

it is imperative, of

reasons

MAMMA.

See also Mandlik’s
binding legal obligation.
Vyavahara
Mayukha, p. 499. But in Raja Upendra Lal Roy v. Srimati

RADHA

Rani Prasannamayi

RAMALAKBH

Mouun
v.

Hanna!
Bun.

(1)

the

only son was

of an

adoption

declared to be invalid in the sense of being peremptorily pro

J

hibited on the high authority of Dwarkanath Mitter ., who
on the authorities and on principle arrives at that con
clusion, without reference to Jaimini’s rule, and repudiating
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the doctrine of factum valet as inapplicable to the case.

The prohibition relied on in this case is against giving, not
against receiving; there being no gift there cannot be accept
ance, and the whole transaction is a nullity.
Disobedience
involved a penalty.
According to Menu. c. cix. vv. 141, 142,
159, 168, the act prohibited is one for which punishment is
prescribed, while none is prescribed for a wrongful receiving in
adoption

see

:

Beni Pershad v. Hardai Bibi.

(2)

With regard to the Bengal cases, their principal importance
is as to the application of the principle of factum valet.
cases

are: Nundram v. Kashee Pande

Hor Singh

(4)

Sreemutty Joymony

;

soondry Dossee

(5),

which rests on

(3)

;

Dial

v.

Hur

v. Sreemutty Sibe

Dossee
1

Debee

The

Strange,

H. L. 86; Raja

Upendra Lal Roy v. Srimati Rani Prasannamayi (6); Musst
Tikdey v. Lalla Hureelall (7); Manick Chunder Dutt v.

Bhugyobuttee

Dossee.

(8)

The Bombay cases dealing with this subject are as follows:
Huebut Rao Mankur v. Govind Rae Mankur (9), which relates
to the validity of the adoption

M ahader

(10)

(1) (1868)
(2) (1892)

;

Lakshmappa

Ramava

v.

L. R. 223.
L. R. 14 Allah.

1 Beng.

Ind.

119.

(3) (1823)

3 Sel.

Rep.

232; S.C.

4 Sel. Rep. 70, 78.

(4) (1828)

4 Se]. Rep. 320, 407.

(ll)

12 Bomb.

of an eldest son; Bhaskar v.

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(11)

;

Rangabai v. Bhajin

(1837) Fulton’s Rep. 75.
1 Beng. L. R. 221.
(1864) Suth. W. R. 133.
(1878) Ind. L. R. 3 Cale. 443.
(1821) 2 Borr. 75, 79,85, 86, 87.
(1869) 6Bomb.

H. C. 364, 376.

H.C.O. L.

J.

4.
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VOL.

Kashibai v.
Raghupati Bova v. Krishnaji Kashiraj

thiban} (1) ;

Somasekhana

Talia

Wamdv

(3)

;

Bova (4), where

117

v.

Subad-ramaji

Full Bench

a

(2)

;

delivered

judgment,

by Sar

and in opposition

with the Calcutta decision,

Allahabad decisions.

Basava

to the Madras

Llngangauda (5),
where such an adoption was upheld, but only on the ground of
special custom proved in that case; and Razji Jadav v. Bai
Mathura (6), where its invalidity as a matter of general Hindu
and

See also

law was reafﬁrmed.

It

V.

.

was further contended that, as regards the special circum

of this

not given authority to his
widow to make this adoption; and that, assuming its legality,
it was admittedly a sinful adoption, and one which violated the
religious duty of a Hindu. Consequently, it was ultra vires the
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stances

case, the husband had

sapindas, whose assent to the adoption in ordinary cases would
have supplied the absence of direct authority from the husband

which could not be assumed to be that of the
Even if by his direct authority the latter
deceased proprietor.
could have validly adopted an only son, the absence of that
to validate an act

be supplied by the consent of sapindas, and

authority could not

thereby an adopted son be assigned to him without his actual
As to the sufﬁciency and
assent in violation of the shasters.
effect of the consent of sapindas, reference was made to Col
lector

of Madura

v.

Moottoo

Lakshmappa v. Ramava
maji

(9)

Nllmaalhub

;

and

Bromson,
the Madras
adoption
usage

Ramalinga

Somasekhara

(7)

;

Phillips, for the respondents, contended that

cases cited on the other

of Hindus

side established

Tiwarq} v.

Chiraj

and.

(11) was also relied on.

L. R. 2 Bomb. 379.
L. R. 6 Bomb. 524.
Ind. L. R. 7 Bomb. 221.
Ind. L. R. 14 Bomb.

(1889)
F. B. 255.

(5) (1894) Ind. L. R. 19 Bomb. 428.
(6) (1894) Ind. L. R. 19 Bomb. 658.
Von. XXVI.

that the

with the laws and

in the Madras Presidency,

(1877) Ind.
(1882) Ind.
(1883)

Sathupathy

Raja v. Subadra

Doss v. Bishumber Doss. (10)

of an only son is in accordance

Hanuman
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
249;

(8)

;

is valid.
Strange

J

.

(7) (1868) 12 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca.
442.

(8) 12 Bomb. H. C. 364.
(9) Ind. L. R. 6 Bomb. 524, 527.
(10) (1869) 13 Mo0re’s Ind. Ap. Ca.
100.

(11) Ind. L. R.

2

Allah. 164.

K

C.

Sn! Banusu

C.J., declared the invalidity of this adoption in accordance

gent

J.

1899
@v§!
GURUL1NGAB
wruvu
v.
SB-I Bawsu

RAMALAKBIP
manna.
RADHA

Menun
‘U.

Haanar
BIBI.
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RADHA

Monun
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Humr
BIBI.

in his decision of

Narratn Ptllay

1801

in the

(1) refers

case

Pillay

of Veerapermal

v.

to an earlier case of the Rajah of

Tanjore, which established that the.adoption of an only son
while it incurred guilt was yet a good adoption according to
Then with regard to the appellant’s title to sue, he
must bring himself within the rule laid down in Ram} Anund
Koer v. Court of Wards (2), for he is not the next reversioner.
With regard to the objection that an authority to the widow
usage.

to adopt could not be implied from the assent of the sapindas

owing to the objectionable
is,

J.

[L. B.

question

the

was

a

husband by adopting

character

beneﬁt

to the

of
soul

the
of

adoption,
the

the

deceased

son greater than the guilt incurred by

?

This question
[LoRD MACNAGHTEN.
of the widow’s authority ought to have been raised in the lower
adopting an only son

The course of decisions referred to above, reaching
back for more than
century, was really decisive of the law:
see Thakoorain Sahiba v. Mohun Lall (3), where Sir James
“ To alter the law of succession as established
Colvile says (4)
uniform course of decisions or even by the dicta of received
by
a

:

a

treatises by some novel interpretations of the vague and often

of

it

conﬂicting texts of the Hindu commentators would be most
would unsettle existing titles.” See
dangerous, inasmuch as
Madras v. Matta Ramalinga Satupathy (5),
also the Collector
where Sir James Colvile also laid

it

a

a

it

down that
was the duty of
who
was
under
the
obligation to administer
European judge
Hindu law, not so much to inquire whether particular doctrine
deducible from the earlier authorities

as to ascertain

whether

has been received by the particular school with which he

dealing

and

has there been sanctioned
to Bent Prasad

then referred

v.

is

it is

They
where all

by usage. (6)

Hardat Bibi

(7),

in favour of the validity of such adoptions are
These arguments they
given in very full judgments delivered.
adopted, and submitted that they altogether outweighed the
the arguments

(1) (1801)

1

N. of C.

at

Madras,

91, 126.

(2)' (1880)

L. R.

8
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Court]

Ind.

Ap.

14,

22.

(3) (1867)11 Moore’s
ass.

Ind. Ap. CE.

(4) 11 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca. 403.
(5) (1868) 12 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca.
397.

(6) 12 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca. 436.
(7) Ind. 1.. R. 14 Allah. 67, es.
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decision in Waman Raghupati B0va v.

Raihiraj Bova.

Krishnaji

(1)

)fv\-I
Sin Bawsn

The second of these appeals was from

a decree of the

High

Court at Allahabad (March 18, 1892), afﬁrming a decree of the
Subordinate Judge of Benares (Nov. 21, 1887), which dismissed
with costs the appellant’s suit brought to declare the invalidity

of an adoption by respondent No.

of the respondent No. 2,
the latter being at the time of the adoption the only son of
1

The Subordinate Judge in his judgment relied upon the

Full

Bench decision in Hunuman Tiwari v. Chiraj. (2)
The High Court (Mahmood and Young
.) in appeal referred

JJ

the case to a Full Bench.
The order of reference alluded to the dissent of Turner J.
from the Full Bench ruling in 2 Allah. 164, stated that there
was no reported case since its delivery to shew that it had ever
been followed in any case; that there were, however, two
unreported cases, in both of which the Division Bench were

not satisﬁed with that Full Bench ruling, and sent the respec
tive cases to'be decided by a Full Bench; that ultimately in
both these

cases

the point was not considered,

because they

were disposed of on other considerations.
The following questions were referred to the Full Bench :—
First, the adoption of an only son having taken place in fact,
is such adoption null and void under the Hindu law ?

if

so

generally,

does

subsequent

the natural parents of the son have

birth of sons to

a retrospective

effect of

validating the adoption ?
Third, does the circumstance

that the adopted son is a
or descended from one common ancestor with the

adoptive father, render his case an exception to the general
rule of prohibition against adoption of only sons ?
The judgment of Straight J. is as follows :—“
have read

I

Chief Justice’s

judgment,

and upon

a

full con

it,

the learned

and of the arguments on either side, so much
sideration of
left in my mind that am not prepared to depart from
doubt
25s.

(2) Ind. L. R.

Allah. 164.
14

2

11. 14 Bomb.

2

(1) Ind. L.

I

is
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his parents.

sagotra,

C.

1899

Mayne, replied.

Second,

J.

’U

VOL. XXVI.]
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J. c.
.1s99
?'V§
S121 BALUBU
GURULINGAS
WAMI

the

Full Bench ruling of this Court

reported

in Ind.

L.

R.

Many titles may have been created and many
estates have vested on the strength of that ruling, and
do not
think that any sufﬁcient grounds have been established for
2

Allah.

B.

164.

I

I

v.
SR1 Banusu
B AMALAKSH
MAMMA.

would therefore answer this reference
holding it to be wrong.
in the manner indicated by the learned Chief Justice.”
Edge C.J.’s judgment is in Ind. L. R. 14 Allah. 68-100. He

R ADHA

states that the code of Manu does not contain any prohibition

MOHUN
1:.

HA RDAI
Bun.

or recommendation

against the adoption of an only son.

The

question

has arisen on a text of Vasishtha, and one of Saunaka.

He

out a translation of Vasishtha’s text by Colebrooke

sets

(Digest, vol. 2, p. 387), and one by Mandlik, at p. 499 of his

Vyavahara Mayukha, and says there is not much diiference
between them. It appears that they both say that adoption is for
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the obsequies of the ancestor, or saving him from

Put, or Hell.

He then refers to the proper rules for construing such passages
in Sanskrit——rules which, he says, have been frequently over
looked, or not referred to, by judges or text-writers, probably
because they are in Sanskrit, and have not been translated
into English; that Mr. Colebrooke refers to them, and so do
Mr. Mandlik and Gopal Chunder Sarkar, in his Tagore Law
Such rules,
Lectures of 1888, on the Hindu law of adoption.
he says, are to be found in the Mimamsa of aimini, who lived
in the thirteenth century, i.e., subsequent to the Mitakshara,

J

but anterior to the Dattaka Mimamsa and the Dattaka Chan
drika; and the question arose, Did the Dattaka Mimamsa and
the Chandrika ignore the rule of the Mimamsa of aimini in

J

commenting

on the text of Vasishtha

sion that the Mimamsa of

J

Arriving at the conclu
aimini contained authoritative rules
‘?

for the construction of texts, and, applying them to Vasishtha’s
text, he decided that that text is to be construed as a religious
not

prohibition,
because a reason is given in the text for the precept.
For it is
a rule of the Mimamsa of aimini, or the Purva Mimamsa, that

recommendation,

as a positive and imperative

J

all texts, supported by the assigning of a reason, are to be
deemed, not as vidhi, but as artha vadha, or recommendatory.
“

The text of Vasishtha,

as given

in Colebrooke, is

as follows

:

A son formed of seminal ﬂuids and of blood proceeds from his
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from its cause, both parents to
have power for just reasons to give, to sell, or to desert him ; but
let no man give or accept an only son, since he must remain to
father

and mother

as an effect

Vasishtha
and his texts

raise up a progeny for the obsequies of ancestors.”
one of the Rishis, or sages,

was, undoubtedly,

are of very great authority as presenting
as

divine precepts;

and

Mann nowhere records any prohibition against the adoption

of an only son, the Chief Justice was further led to conclude

that the text of Vasishtha must be construed as a recommenda
tion merely.
One of the lower Rishis was Saunaka, but the
Mitakshara

based its commentary

this but the said

not on

Sutherland translates Saunaka’s text: “By
Vasishtha text.
no man having an only son (eka putra) is the gift of a son ever
man having several sons (bahuputra) such
gift is to be made on account of difﬁculty (prayatnata) ”:
Sutherland on Dattaka Mimamsa, p. 571, Stokes’ Hindu Law
Books.
Referring to a translation by Mr. Mandlik of this
a

passage, the Chief Justice

pointed

out that

if the Sanskrit

it

’i’

word means “must” in that portion of the text which relates
“
to the adoption of an only son, it ought to be read as
must
in that portion which refers to several sons; but
had not
that the Hindu law imposed any imperative
"
duty on father to give one of his sons in adoption.
He next referred to Colebrooke’s translation of the Mitak
specifying

distress,

the son should not be given unless there

is

“By

is

shara as follows:

it

a

been suggested

intimated that

This pro

distress.

a

hibition regards the giver (not the taker).
So an only son
must not be given (nor accepted), for Vasishtha ordains, Let no
man give or accept an only son, nor, though
numerous
progeny
remarked

exist,

should

an

eldest

son

that the words in parenthesis

be

given,

&c.”; and

were incorporated

by

Mr. Colebrooke, from Balambhatta’s commentary; the author
was

a

lady of modern times, whose commentary has not
been relied upon as of any authority in these provinces.
The
“
na deyah,” which Mr. Colebrooke translated
Sanskrit words
“must not,” in passage 11, have been rendered by him as
“should not” in passages 10 and 12, and he was probably

of

it
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Chundar Sarkar has pointed out, who places “ should not” in
both passages.
Manu ordains, “ By the ﬁrst born son, as soon
father of male issue.”
From all of
which the learned Chief Justice came to the following con
clusion: “ It will be noticed that, although the author of the
Mitakshara cites only a portion of the particular text of
Vasishtha, omitting that portion of the text which gave the
as born a man becomes the

reason for the precept, his use of the word which, as translated,
‘

similarly,’ and his use in all three passages of the
words
na deyah,’ shew, when one examines the second of
the three passages in conjunction with the ﬁrst of them, that he
means

‘

construed the text of Vasishtha as the rules of the Mimamsa of

Jaimini require it to
as

giving

a

be construed, and read the text of

religious recommendation

I

would have been the ﬁnding that the actual text of the Mitak
’
shara imperatively forbade the ‘ accepting
as well as the
‘
giving’ of an only son in adoption; but it does not, nor, as
even imperatively forbid the

giving

’

does

‘

understand

it

I

it,

of

an only son in adoption.”
.

J

And he says that Markby
in Calcutta, Westropp C.J. in
. in Allahabad had
been materially
Bombay, and Tu.rner
inﬂuenced by what were misleading and incorrect translations

J

Mr. Colebrooke of the passages of the Mitakshara in ques
tion, which, correctly rendered, left Vasishtha’s text as
stood,
and the Mitakshara did not understand that the adoption of an
by

it
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only, and not as imposing

prohibition against the adoption of an only son.
“The only justiﬁcation which can conceive for translating
na deyah’ as ‘must not’ in that passage in the Mitakshara

an imperative
‘

Vasishtha

only son was imperatively prohibited by Vasishtha, or other
sacred Hindu law book.
Next, referring to the Dattaka Mimamsa and the Chandrika,
the learned Chief Justice considered that they possessed, at
works on the same subject,
perhaps because they became early accessible to English lawyers
and judges from being translated by Sutherland; that the
Privy Council, in 12 Moore’s Ind. Ap. 437-8, appeared to refer
present, an authority over other

in guarded language; that Golap Chandra Sarkar’s
comment on those two books required careful perusal, “for
to them

VOL. XXVL]
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they not only afford ground to doubt whether any special
authority should be attached to the Dattaka Mimamsa, but
afforded ground for doubting that the Dattaka Chandrika may

not have been a forgery” ; that the Dattaka Mimamsa came
into existence within 300 years, “and is, no doubt, on some
questions, considered as a high authority in the School of
”
Benares ; that it has put on the text of Vasishtha a construc

tion at variance with that placed on it by the Mitakshara,

J

which is not justiﬁed by the rule of the Mimamsa of aimini ;
that its importance consisted in that it (the Dattaka Mimamsa)
and the Chandrika most materially inﬂuenced, and even biassed,

JJ

. in 1 B. L. R. 221, and they, together
Mitter and Jackson
with Mr. Colebrooke’s translation of the text of the Mitakshara,
had the same eﬂ"ect on Markby . and Garth C.J. in Ind. L. R.
3 Calc. 443, and on Westropp C.J. in 12 Bomb. H. R. Rep.
Then, after commenting on the decision of Mitter and
364.
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J

Jackson

JJ.,

the

learned

Chief Justice

stated

that neither

Vasishtha nor Saunaka says that the gift of an only son is an
offence which will cause the extinction of lineage in either the
giver or the receiver, a gloss which was ﬁrst placed thereon by
the Dattaka Mimamsa; that, according to Jagannatha and
others,

the adoption

If

of an only son is not imperatively pro

it were an illegal act, it has not been explained
Then, after criticising
why the parties were not outcasted.
the various judicial decisions on this question, the ﬁnal adjudi

hibited.

cation is that although the giving in adoption of an only son
Was, according to Hindu law, sinful, and to that extent con
trary thereto, it was not void, and the doctrine of quod ﬁeri
non debet factum valet should be applied to such an adoption.
Mahmood . arrived at the same conclusion ; he said he was

J

relieved from the necessity of dealing with the various judicial

authorities by the judgment of the Chief Justice; that those
authorities depended on the interpretation principally, if not
wholly, of earlier translations by European scholars of
Sanskrit, such as the eminent Colebrooke, Sutherland, and
but since then three books bearing on the main question
had been written by Sanskritists: Mr. Mandlik’s Vyavahara
Mayukha, Dr. olly’s History of the Hindu Law of Partition, &c.,
others

;

J
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R.

Tagore Law Lectures, 1883, and Golap Chandra Sarkar’s Sastris,
Tagore Law Lectures for 1888. He relied on those books in
holding that the restrictions indicated in the texts were merely
distinguished from legal. Next he com
mented on the suggested conﬂict between his previous rulings in
Gnnga Sahai v. Lekhraj Singh (1) and Tulshi Ram v. Behari
religious and moral,

as

MAMMA.

Lal.

RADHA

was that the beatitude of the adopting parent was the main,

Menun
U.

HARDAI
B131.

He observed that what he said in

(2)

9

Allahabad Series

not the sole, object of adoption ; that Mr. Mandlik had pointed
out that this beatitude may be secured by other methods; that
the Dattaka Mimamsa and the Chandrika are not so supreme
and binding as to preclude

the conclusion which

the

Chief

Justice has arrived at in this case.
Knox . also delivered a very full judgment, concurring with
the Chief Justice; he also adopted the rule of interpretation
as laid down by the Mimamsa of Jaimini.
Where a text is
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J

followed ’by a clause assigning a reason, “ a doubt at once
"
arises
or
whether such texts are simply commendatory
obligatory.

The

Full Bench, having decided in favour of

the validity of the
in
adoption
question, did not decide the other points referred.

for the appellant, contended that the
opinion expressed by the Full Bench was erroneous; that the
adoption of an only son was void altogether; and that the
doctrine of factum valet accordingly did not apply. He referred
C.

I

W. Arathoon,

to all the

authorities cited in the last

case,

and contended

that the weight of authority—native, European, and judicial-~
preponderated in favour of the invalidity of such adoptions.
Adoption is for the purpose of securing salvation to three
generations: see Menu, c. ix. ss. 137, 138. The religious and
temporal aspects of the institution are inseparable : Menu, c. ix.
ss. 106, 107, 169.

An adopted son must

be one acquainted

with the merit of performing ceremonies.
The father has no
power to give an only son because that son obtains for the
the solar abode or eternal
grandfather and great-grandfather
bliss which in his default would fail them.
See text of
(1) Ind. L. R.

0

Allah. 253, 299, 302.

(2) Ind. L. R. 12 Allah. 328.
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Col. Dig. p. 296. By giving an only son he creates
the vacancy which adoption was intended to remedy : see Menu,
c. ix. v. 168; Mitakshara, c. 1. ss. 11, 12.
The ancient texts
Vasishtha,

3

The new treatises of Mandlik and Golap
Chandra Sarkar must not supersede them. The former (p. 497)

are of divine origin.

basis, and assumes that the texts of

proceeds on an erroneous

Vasishtha and Saunaka are based “ on obvious worldly reasons
and nothing more.”

Mayne, and Ross, for the second respondent, Ram Pershad,
argued that the validity of the rules of the Sanskrit lawyers on
adoption depended on the degree to which the religious prin
ciples upon which those rules were founded had been accepted
In Bengal those principles
by the various classes of Hindus.
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were the bases of the whole

Hindu law, and this explained the

unanimity of pundits and Courts in following the rule which
excluded an only son : see per Mitter J. in Raja Upendra Lal Roy
v. Srimatwl

Rani Prasammmayi.

In Madras

(1)

the rule was

laid down by the pundits but habitually violated, ‘because the

Dravidian races did not adopt for religious purposes.
The
notion of punishment in a future state from which a father
could be rescued by ceremonies

known to them

:

see

performed

by a son was un

I., p. 71;
In Bombay the Full

Manual on Madras Administration,

Madras Census of 1891, xiii. p. 128.
Bench decision in 14 Bomb. 249 was founded on an unreported
case between Lingayets on an application for a certiﬁcate.
When, however, the same question arose in a regular suit in the
same caste,

it was discovered that the custom of the caste was

to make such adoption: see 19 Bomb. 429.
under appeal the parties are Agarwalas.

this caste are Jains

:

see

Sherring’s

In

the case now

The great majority of
of the Hindus,

Castes

p. 285, and Grolap Chandra on Adoption, p. 452.

The Jains

for the dead : see
The fact that Vasishtha.'s rule

reject the Vedas and perform no ceremonies

Bomb. H. C. pp. 250, 253.
was binding on Hindus by religion led to an inference that it
was binding on persons who were only Hindus by name.
10

that if the parties were
applicable to them in its

C. W. Arathoon, replied, contending

Jains Hindu law was nevertheless
(1) (1868)

1 Beng.

L. R. A.

C. 224.
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1899.

March

11.

(1)

;

R.

see Shea

Raghupatt v. Krlshnaji.

(2)

The judgment of their Lordships was
"

delivered by

LORD HonHoUsE. The ﬁrst of these two cases, which comes
from Madras, was argued in February, 1898, but the judgment
was postponed for the hearing of the second, which comes from
Allahabad.

The reason was that each

general importance,
by different

case raises a question

of

on which different views have been taken

High Courts, and it was agreed on all hands to

be
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advantageous that the two litigations should be under considera

The Allahabad appeal was argued in
tion at the same time.
the month of July last, and their Lordships are now prepared
to state their opinions on both cases.
In the Madras case, the plaintiff sued as one in the line of
succession to the last owner of an estate who had died without

The principal defendant was a boy who had been
adopted by the last owner’s widow with the consent of the
The plaintiff claimed a declaration
family Gnatis or sapindas.

issue.

that the adoption was invalid.

His main ground was that the

adopted boy was the only son of his father.

The defendants
shewed that the natural father of the boy authorized his widow
to give him in adoption in the way which was actually effected
between the two widows, and that the plaintiff himself, in his
character of sapinda, was a party to the transaction.
In
addition to asserting the legal validity of the adoption, they
pleaded that the plaintiff was estopped by his concurrence in it.
The District Judge gave no opinion on the point of estoppel.
He found that the law in Madras was settled, and he gave
judgment in the following terms :—
“ The case illustrates how the
of this
people

presidency have

settled down under the law as enunciated by the Madras

Court

High

long ago as 1862, and reaffirmed in 1887, and it is
impossible to say how many adoptions of only sons may have
been made during the last thirty years on the faith of such
so

(1) (1878) L. R. 5 Ind. Ap. 87, 107.
(2) Ind. L. R. 14 Bomb. 249, 258,259.

VOL.
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J.

of the law, and what innumerable rights might be

disturbed by any contrary decision after such a lapse of time."

The case was heard on appeal before the late judge Sir T.
Muttusami Ayyar and Shephard
., who afﬁrmed the decree
below. The learned judges did not express any original opinion
of their own on the main question.
They thought that there

J

was no estoppel

because at the date of the adoption

of authority in that presidency notwithstanding
view in other Courts.
At this bar two points have been taken: ﬁrst, that the gift
or reception of an only son in adoption is invalid in law ; and,

differences of

if not invalid when the boy is received by the
adoptive father, or given by the natural father, it is so improper
that in the absence of express authority given by a husband his
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secondly, that,

widow has no power to effect it.
In the Allahabad appeal it is not necessary to make any
statement of facts, because the decree appealed from depends
entirely on the answer given to a question referred by a Division
Bench of the High Court to a Full Bench. That question is as
follows :—

“ The adoption of an only son having taken place in fact, is
”
That
such adoption null and void under the Hindu law ?
abstract question
the appellant,

is the only one raised in the case lodged by

and the only one argued at this bar.

The High

Mr. Arathoon has con
Court answered it in the negative.
tended in a learned argument that it ought to be answered in
the afﬁrmative.

As regards the second question raised in the Madras case,
which is peculiar to that case, their Lordships feel no difﬁculty.
The only authority for the argument of the appellants is the
opinion of the late Sir Michael Westropp, delivered in the case
of Lakshmappa v. Ramava (1), which was decided in the High
Court of Bombay in the year 1875, and a report of which was,
after long delay, inserted in the 12th Bomb. H. C. R, p. 364.
(1)

12 Bomb.

H. C. 364.

1899

\l'\\l
SR1 BALUSU
GURULINGAB

warn
v.

SR1

Bamsu

RA1uAL.u;sn
MAMMA.

nobody

thought of its being illegal. As to its legal validity, they found
that all the Madras decisions had been in its favour and that
the Madras Courts were right in following an unbroken current

C.
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That learned judge held that, assuming that a man’s only son
may be given in adoption by himself, yet if he has not expressly
given to his widow an authority to make such a gift, it cannot

implied by law. Now, the authority of a widow to give or
take in adoption differs in different schools of Hindu law.
be

In
Their Lordships are not retrying this Bombay decision.
Madras it is established, as the learned judge Muttusami Ayyar
shews, that,

unless there is some express prohibition by the

husband, the wife’s power, at least with concurrence

of sapindas

when that is required, is co-extensive with that of the
That is certainly the simplest rule, and it seems to
husband.
their Lordships most consistent with principle. The distinction

in

cases

taken by Westropp

C.J.

appears to have been quite novel, and

also at variance with a decision by his predecessor,

Sir Michael

There may be some peculiarity in the school of law
has not been
which prevails in Bombay to support
though
there
any such
brought to their Lordships’ notice, but
in Madras.

to these parties

it

is

if

it

it,

does not apply

On this point,

more general question which

the difﬁcult task of deciding the
is

What remains to them

is

therefore, their Lordships agree with the learned judges below.
common

to both the appeals.

is

the variety of judicial
The difﬁculty which ﬁrst meets the eye
opinions and of opinions in treatises, which during the last
of

a

century have been gathering into deﬁnite opposite
There are also
channels in the different areas of jurisdiction.
Many of the judicial decisions relied
other difﬁculties beyond.
upon are embodied in imperfect reports or in mere notes of
quarter

is

The question
complicated by the use of different
modes of adoption not always clearly speciﬁed, and by the
And the original
intrusion of special local or tribal customs.
points.

a

authorities, on which all the conﬂicting opinions alike are
based, are written in Sanskrit, which for many centuries has
few learned people,
dead language known only to
been
which hardly any of those who have been called to judgment
a

the ’translations

disputed, and of which

is

have understood,

it

of which are more or less

averred probably with truth that

its exact phases of meaning cannot be caught except by those
who have studied closely and as whole the language and the
a
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works of the particular writer under consideration.
Their
Lordships have, however, one advantage over their predecessors
in these inquiries. The greater attention paid of late years to
the study of Sanskrit has brought with it more translations of

Hindu books, and closer examinations of texts pre
And in the Allahabad case especially, the
viously translated.
appellants’ side was argued in the High Court by Mr. Banerjee,
who is stated by the Court to be familiar with Sanskrit, and it
is the subject of a very elaborate judgment by Knox ., who is
the sacred

J

a

student of Sanskrit, and,

as he

tells us, has paid special atten
Perhaps the most

tion to the books of Manu and Vasishtha.

convenient course will be to set out the more important texts
which have been brought into discussion, then to see how they
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have been treated by recent commentators

and by judicial deci

sions, stating ﬁnally the conclusions to which their Lordships
have with these aids been brought.
The most revered of all the Rishis or sages is Manu, who,
though he says nothing speciﬁc on the point now in issue, is
referred to as favouring one side or the other.
The passages
cited are as follows.
They are in Cap. IX. :—
“

By the eldest son

as soon as born a man becomes the

father

of male issue, and discharges his debt to his pitris or progenitors.

That son alone by whose birth he discharges his debt to his fore
fathers and through whom he attains immortality was begotten
from a sense of duty.” He adds sentences to afﬁrm the powers,
privileges, and duties of the ﬁrst-born, and his great importance
in the family.

“ By

vv. 106—109.

victory over all people, by a son’s
son he attains immortality, then by the son of that son he
v. 137.
reaches the region of Brahma.”
“ Since the son delivers the father from the
called Put
a son a man obtains

region

he was therefore called Putra by Brahma himself.”

v. 138.

“ Whom the mother or the father give with
water a son in
distress similar endowed with affection he is to be deemed a
datrima one brought forth.”

In

the three last quotations

the words of
the text

their Lordships

have followed

Knox J., who says that he has attempted to follow

word

by word without interpolating or taking away
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any particle, and that on that account his style is rough.

(See

Golap Chandra, Treatise on Adoption, p. 282.)
Near to Manu in point of antiquity and of authority comes
Vasishtha, around whose utterance on the point in issue the
part of

greater

subsequent

comments

has

His

clustered.

writings have been translated by Dr. Biihler, and published in
the work entitled Sacred Books of the East, which has been
edited by Professor Max Miiller.
The passage in that
translation is

as

follows, Ch.

XV. :—

(1.) Man formed of uterine blood and virile seed proceeds
from his mother and his father as an effect from its cause.
(2.) Therefore the father and the mother have power to give,

to sell, and to abandon their son.
(3.)

But let him not give or receive in adoption an only
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son.
(4.)
(5.)

For he must remain to continue the line of ancestors.
Let a woman neither give or receive a son except with

her husband’s permission.

Knox

J

.

gives his own translation, which does not appear

to diﬂer substantially, though it does slightly in form, from

that of Dr. Biihler.
Another ancient sage is Saunaka, of whom a text is quoted in
the Dattaka Mimamsa of Nanda Pandita as follows :—

IV., Par.

Sect.

1.

“

In reply

to

the question

as

to

the

qualiﬁcation of the person to be affiliated Saunaka declares:
‘By no man having an only son (eka putra) is the gift of a
son to be ever made; by a man having several sons (bahu
putra) such gift is to be made on account of difﬁculty (prayat
natas).

’

”

Next in time is Yajnavalkya, whose writings with comments
by Vijnanesvara constitute the Mitakshara, a work of very high
The material passages are as follows
authority all over India.
in Mr. Colebrooke’s translation, ch. 1, Sect. XI. :—
‘
He is called a son given
Para. 9. “ So Manu declares
(datrima) whom his father or mother affectionately gives as a
son being alike [by class] and in a time of distress conﬁrming
”
the gift with water.’
Para. 10. “ By specifying distress it is intimated that the son
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should not be given unless there be distress.

This prohibition

regards the giver [not the taker]/’
Para. 11. “ For an only son must not be given [nor accepted]
for Vasishtha ordains ‘Let no man give or accept an only
”
son.’

Para. 12. “ Nor though a numerous progeny exist should an
eldest son be given, for he chieﬂy fulﬁls the ofﬁce of a son as is
shewn by the following text
a

‘

By the eldest son

man becomes the father of male issue.’

”

as soon as born

writings are all classed among the
Smritis, which are held by orthodox Hindus to have emanated
from the Deity, and to have been recorded, not like the Sruti
in the very words uttered by that being, but still in the language
They contain precepts whose authority is
is open to various inter
beyond
pretations and has been and is the subject of much dispute,
which must be determined by ordinary processes of reason.
The Dattaka Mimamsa stands on a diﬂ"erent footing. It is not
of inspired men.
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dispute, but whose meaning

older than the 17th century A.D., and does not claim any but
Indeed, its translator Mr. Sutherland says
human origin.
as

its name denotes an argumentative

treatise or

disquisition on the subject of adoption; and though from the
author’s extravagant affectation of logic the work is always
tedious, and his arguments often weak and superﬂuous, and
though the style is frequently obscure and not unrarely inaccu
rate,

it is on the whole compiled

with1 ability and
seems’.f1ot~unworthy

minute

of the
attention to the subject, and
celebrity which it has attained.” Moreoyer, it was written
during Mahomedan rule and cannot be thewbrk of a lawgiver
or judge.

The date of the Dattaka ‘Chandrika is not certain;

but it is at all events very much later tha“n the Smritis, and it
stands only on the footing of a work by a learned man.
Messrs. West and Biihler in their valuable work on Hindu law,
3rd ed. p. 11, speak thus: “The Dattaka Mimamsa and the
Dattaka Chandrika, the latter less than the former, are supple

Their opinions,
great importance, but that

mentary authorities on the law of adoption.
however, are not considered of so

they may be set aside on general grounds

C.

1899

\/an!
S121 BALUBU
GURULINGAB
WAMI
‘U.
SB1 Banusu

RAMALAKBH
MAMMA.

Ramm
Monim
v.

The above-mentioned

that it is, “

J.

in

case

they

are

HARDAI

Bun.

ll‘
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J.

C.

1899

bfﬁl

Sar Banoso
GURULINGAB

WAMI
U.
SR1 Banusu

RAMALAKSIP
MAMMA.

Banua
Mosen
17.

Hannn
Bmi.

[L. R.

of the Vyavahara Mayukha or the
This is spoken with
Dharmasindhu and Nirnayasindhu.”
special reference to Bombay or Western India. But both works
have had a high place in the estimation of Hindu lawyers in all
opposed to the doctrines

parts of India, and having had the advantage of being trans
lated into English at a comparatively early period, have increased

their authority during the British rule. Their Lordships can
not concur with Knox . in saying that their authority is open
to examination, explanation, criticism, adoption, or rejection like

J

Such

European jurisprudence.
any scientiﬁc
treatment would not allow for the effect which long acceptance
treatises

on

l
1

it would pro
But,
bably disturb recognised law and settled arrangements.
so far as saying that caution is required in accepting their
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of written opinions has upon social customs, and

glosses where they deviate from or add to the Smritis, their
Lordships are prepared to concur with the learned judge.

The passages in the Dattaka Mimamsa are as follows: they
Par. 1 is that which gives the
are contained in Sect. IV.
Par. 2. “ He, who has one
saying of Saunaka already quoted.
son only, is ‘eka-putra’ or one having an only,son: by such a
one the gift of that son must not be made; for a text of
”

‘

Par. 6.
Vasishtha declares an only son let no man give, &c.’
”
“
The writer comments on the word ever as used by Saunaka
thus, “In a time of calamity: accordingly, Narada says, ‘ a
deposit, a son, and a wife, the whole estate of a man who has
issue living, theisages: have

declared

unalienable,

even by

I
Ji
\

a.

calamities: although the property
This text also regards an
be solely that of the man himself.’
only son, for it is declaratory of the same import as the texts
Par. 8. The writer comments on
of Saunaka and Vasishtha.”
"‘
By no man having an only son,” thus:
Saunaka’s words,
man oppressed by grievous

“

From this prohibition the gift by one having two sons being
infenible, this part of the text (‘By one having several
sons, &c.’) is subjoined,

to prohibit the same by one having

two sons also.”
The Dattaka Chandrika

Par.

only repeats
Vasishtha’s saying, and couples it with the obligation to adopt
a brother’s

son

if there is one.

(Sect.

1,

27)

|
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Their Lordships do not propose to spend much time in a
closeiexamination of the recent commentators.
They have
carefully sifted in the Indian Courts, and naturally so,
seeing what was the paucity and obscurity of judicial authority
until within the last thirty. years or so. The principal effect
which they have on the mind is to shew the great variety and
been very

uncertainty of opinion on the question
earliest

of those referred

to is

now in issue.

Jagannatha,

The

Hindu
He
digest.

a learned

lawyer, employed by Sir W. Jones to compile a
thought that the prohibition in the Smritis is only moral and
not legal.
That also is the opinion of the two latest writers,
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both

deeply versed in the Sanskrit language:

Mr. Mandlik,

who appears to have translated the texts of Saunaka, and
Mr. Golap Chandra Sarkar, who has written a treatise on
Sir Thomas Strange, writing in the year 1830,
adoption.
expresses an opinion in the body of his treatise that the prohi
bition is monitory only, vol. i. p. 87. On the other hand, the
weighty opinions of Mr. Colebrooke, Sir Francis Macnaghten,
and Mr. Sutherland are thrown into the scale; and that of
Strange

J

.

is also cited to the same effect, and is supposed by

some to express the latest opinions of his father,

Strange. But it may
and Strange

J.

found

be observed that

Sir Thomas

Sir Francis Macnaghten

their opinions on the wickedness

of the

act in question, and that the adoption of an eldest son is placed
by Strange

J

.

on precisely the same footing as that of an only

son, and is ranked

though not

by Sir

so heinous

F. Macnaghten

as the adoption

as a heinous

of an only son.

crime,

Their

Lordships think that the authority of recent text-writers must
not be stated more favourably to the present appellants than
is stated in the book of Messrs. West and Biihler.
Expressing
“ If he have
no opinion of their own, those learned writers say,
but one son, the gift of that one is everywhere reprobated as a
By most the gift is thought invalid.”
grave spiritual crime.
Their Lordships turn now to the more solid ground of judicial
decision.

In

In
Madras the course of decision has been very simple.
1862 the High Court decided that the adoption of an only son,
It has been shewn by
however sinful, was valid in law.
L
Von. XXVI.

J.

C.

1899
\4'v§'

Sm Banusn
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'0.
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RAMALAKSH
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C.
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wam
1:.
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MAMMA.

RADHA
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Mr. Mayne that

a previous

[L. R.

then relied on was mis

decision

But that was not the sole

apprehended by the learned judges.

of their decision; they also relied on learned opinions,
they agreed with those opinions. And the same High

ground
and

Court has since that time had the same question brought before
it more than once—three times, it is stated in one of the judg
ments below. There has been no ﬂuctuation in their decisions.
It must be taken that the law in Madras has ever since been
settled

H.\a1>.\1
B1B1.

in favour of the present respondents.

In Allahabad
In

also the condition of judicial decisions is simple.

1879 the question

was brought before a

Full Bench of the

High Court, consisting of Sir Robert Stuart and Sir Charles
Turner, who were English barristers, and three eminent civilians,
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JJ.

Pearson, Spankie, and Oldﬁeld
The Court decided in
favour of the adoption, Sir C. Turner dissenting.
In the year
1889 some doubts were expressed on the point by Straight and
., and that circumstance, coupled with the delivery
Mahmood

JJ

of adverse opinions by the

High Courts of Calcutta and Bombay,

led to the rather unusual course of referring the same question
to a

Full Bench,

has

been

of which Mahmood

an unanimous

of the Chief Justice

and

decision,

Knox

J

.,

J

.

was one.

supported

by

The result
judgments

which are remarkable

for

research and fulness of treatment.

In Bengal there has been more ﬂuctuation of opinion. The
law was quite unsettled in the year 1868. It would be of little
use now to examine the earlier decisions in the Sudder Dewani
Adalut

and

great care by

the

Supreme

That has been done with

Court.

Sir William Markby in

a case

about to be men

The ﬁrst case, which raised the exact question in the
Court,
was heard in the year 1868 before Dwarkanath
High
The judgment was delivered
Mitter and Louis Jackson
.
After quoting passages from the two above
by Mitter
mentioned Dattaka treatises, the learned judge lays the law
tioned.

JJ.

J

down thus:

“The institution of

it exists among
It originated
chieﬂy if not wholly from motives of religion; and an act of
adoption is to all intents and purposes a religious act, but one
the Hindus is essentially

of such a nature

adoption

a religious

that its religious

as

institution.

and temporal

aspects are

1
'1
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‘By a man destitute of male issue only,’
wholly inseparable.
‘
must the substitute for a son of some one descrip
says Manu,
tion always be anxiously adopted for the sake of the funeral
cake, water, and solemn

It

rites.’

is clear, therefore, that the

adoption is inseparable from the Hindu religion
itself, and all distinction between religious and legal injunctions
subject

of

it.”

must be inapplicable to

There is no doubt

that this judgment has exercised very
great inﬂuence on the controversy; and, indeed, if the learned
judge’s fundamental position were sound, there could be no
controversy at all. Let us assume for this purpose, though it
is matter of grave dispute, that the learned judge is right in
saying that adoptions originated in motives of religion, and not
and

perties
precepts

Still the question

names.

whether certain

is

What is

have a legal or only a religious bearing.

in the subject-matter of adoption which makes it clear
that all precepts relating to it must bear a legal character?
He begs
The learned judge does not discuss that question.

it,

there

stating that his own inference clearly follows from
Manu’s text. Their Lordships think that the doctrine pro
reasonable construction
pounded by him
equally opposed to
a

is

merely

Indeed,

of the books apart from decision and to decided cases.
is

from being universally applic
shew how far the doctrine
would not be necessary to go further than the passage
able,

it

to

so

important, goes

natural son.
so deep

There

a

however

son,

not even

when he

dead

But the principle laid down

down

to

and cannot have

a

any legal compulsion on his widow to do

no

is

in him not to do it.

a

Hindu to adopt

is

clearer than that there

is

may be

necessarily

is

irreligious

upon

this

it,

compulsion
it

legal

a

legal injunction, yet nothing

.

J

According to Mitter
is

score of religion.

is

which the learned judge himself cites from Mann, though of
course differences may be suggested between prohibitory and
Manu prescribes adoption on the
mandatory injunctions.

the root of these questions,

that their Lordships think
at length, for which this will be

a

necessary to discuss

it

and has exercised such inﬂuence,
it

2

convenient place.

L
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Their Lordships had occasion in

a late case

[L.

to dwell upon

the mixture of morality, religion, and law in the Smritis

Balwant Singh v. Kishori.

:

Rao

They had to decide whether

(1)

R.

a

prohibition on alienation of property away from a man’s family,
certainly based on religious grounds, had a purely religious or
also a legal bearing.
They then said: “All these old text
books and commentaries

are apt to mingle religious and moral

not being positive laws, with rules intended for
In the preface to his valuable work on Hindu
positive laws.
law Sir William Macnaghten says ‘it by no means follows that
because an act has been prohibited it should therefore be con
considerations

The distinction between the vinculum juris
”
and the vinculum pudoris is not always discernible.’
They
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sidered as illegal.

now add that the further study of the subject necessary for the
decision of these appeals has still more impressed them with
the necessity of great caution in interpreting books of mixed
religion, morality, and law, lest foreign lawyers, accustomed to
treat as law what they ﬁnd in authoritative books and to ad
minister a ﬁxed legal system, should too hastily take for strict
law precepts which are meant to appeal to the moral sense,
and should thus fetter individual judgments in private affairs,

should introduce restrictions into Hindu society, and impart
to it an inﬂexible rigidity never contemplated by the original
lawgivers.
The late extension of the study of Sanskrit has apparently
but in strengthening the cited
resulted not in weakening,
opinion of Sir William Macnaghten. Of course their Lord
ships do not presume to form any opinion on questions of
Sanskrit grammar; but they observe that Mr. Golap Chandra,
who is frequently referred to in the judgments below, contends
as a matter of grammar that words (e.g., those of Saunaka)
which have been translated in the imperative form of command
Mr. Mandlik insists on
should take that of recommendation.
the same view, and Knox J. says that he originally took a
contrary view, but has been brought round by the authority of
Mandlik and another Sanskrit scholar, Mr..Whitney.

Let us

see

now how Mitter

J

.’s

(1) (1898) L. R.

25

principle accords with actual
Ind. Ap. 69.
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The controversy respecting eldest sons, whether or
no they can be given in adoption, has a strong bearing on the
Mann attaches the highest importance to
present question.
decisions.

the character of an eldest son.

The relevant passages from his

Institutes have been quoted above.
No speciﬁc prohibition is contained in these passages, but
the reasonable inference from them is given in the Mitakshara
in Ch. 1, Sect. XI., Par. 12, which has been already quoted.

This express prohibition has been taken by some to be
rule, and has been enforced
before

stated, and

J

writers of weight

by modern

as

in legal decisions. It would certainly fall
principle. But it is quite abandoned, all

within Mitter .’s
over India as their Lordships understand

;

and the prohibition

is held to be a matter for religious consideration only.
the subject of careful examination and
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a legal

Markby and Romesh Chander

JJ

.

was

by
in the case of

express

Mitter

It

decision

Jamzokee Debeot v. Gopal Acharjea. (1)
Again it is laid down that the giver of a son ought to have

The text of Saunaka quoted above says
that the gift is to be made by one having several sons (bahu
putra). The Dattaka Mimamsa, Sect. IV. 8, lays it down that
the Sanskrit word signiﬁes more than two, and that Saunaka’s
more than two sons.

precept was introduced for the express purpose

of excluding

the inference that a man with

two sons might give one in
The Dattaka Chandrika, Sect. 1, 29 & 30, declares
adoption.
the same law. The precepts are precise, and yet their Lord
ships cannot ﬁnd that anybody asserts them to be law in any
but the religious sense.

Another precept is that a Hindu wishing to adopt a son
should adopt the son of his whole brother in preference to any
other person.

That question came before this Board in the

year 1878 in a case in which the Subordinate Judge had held
the adoption

to be invalid for violation of this precept,

and

High Court were of a contrary opinion. This Board held
that the terms of the precept were contained in ‘both the
Dattaka Mimamsa and the Dattaka Chandrika, and they are
the

founded on the Mitakshara.

Nevertheless,

(1) (1877) Ind. L. R.

2 Cale.

they held that

8ea.

it is
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not

[L.

R.

law.

They referred to the opinions of English
No decision in point was cited,
text-writers to support them.
and probably there is none in the books.
a precept of

One of the conditions for adoption laid down by Mann

in

the

passage ﬁrst quoted from him is that there must be distress.

This is emphasised in the Mitakshara, Chap. 1, Sect. 11,
Par. 10 : “ The son shall not be given unless there be distress,”
which appears to mean that the giver must be in distress.
“This prohibition,” it continues, “regards the giver,” and

“ not the taker,"
then occur the words
apparently interpolated
by the learned Benares lady who wrote under the name of
The Dattaka Mimamsa, Sect. IV. 20, says:
Balambhatta.

“No

distress existing, the giver commits a sin on account

of

If then the giver commits a sin, the taker
him
to
do it cannot be free from sin; and if the
who enables
commission of a sin makes the transaction void in law, there
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the prohibition.”

can be no gift and consequently

no adoption.

And yet nobody

contends for the legal force of this prohibition.

It

does not

appear that in cases of adoption any inquiry is ever made about
the distress of the natural father.

It

is clear that the principle laid down so conﬁdently by

J

paramount in cases of adoption is repeatedly
repudiated in practice; and in the Bengal case next to be cited
the learned judges, while following the conclusion of their pre

Mitter

.

as

decessors, dissociated

themselves from the fundamental reason

assigned for it.

Moreover, this

sweeping

consistent with the

doctrine

prevalence

of

of

Mitter

exceptional

J

.

is

customs

not
or

with the law.

The extent to which the
Smritis admit of special customs has not been argued in these
cases, and their Lordships cannot easily form any judicial
opinion about it. But in a discussion about the sources of
other interferences

Hindu law by Dr. Jolly, published in

1885 (see p. 33), that

learned Sanskrit scholar states grounds for holding that customs
are only recognised by the Smritis when they do not contravene

Divine laws.
Mr. Arathoon has impressed upon their Lordships more
than once during this argument that the texts he relies on are

VOL.
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held to emanate from the Divine Power.

139

If,

then, that Power

has said that certain modes of adoption shall be null and void,
how can any human practices lawfully limit its operation?
And yet the validity of local or tribal customs to adopt only
sons is asserted by every jurist.

In

the Punjab such a custom

law of that large area, and it governs
the relations of the eight millions or so of the Hindus (Jats,
Brahmans, Rajputs, and others) who live there; and that,
is received as the general

though the sources of their law are the same Smritis which are
followed in other parts of India.
The inference is that among
numerous Hindu communities the prohibition of the Smritis
on this point has not been received as invalidating the trans
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action.

Again, if the religious and legal injunctions were co-extensive,
it would place both courts of justice and legislatures in a very
delicate position when dealing with such matters.
Suppose
that in this Madras case the Court had upheld the plea of

it would have set up

judicial rule to bar the
working of a Divine law. Suppose that the statutory six years
had elapsed, and that the suit had been barred by time; then
the Legislature would be interfering to bar the working of a
estoppel:

Divine law.

In

a

each case a separation would have been made

between those religious and temporal aspects which

Mitter

J

.

Yet the British rulers of
in
India have
few things been more careful than in avoiding
interference with the religious tenets of the Indian peoples.
They provide for the peace and stability of families by imposing
declares to be wholly inseparable.

limits on attempts

to disturb the possession

of property and

With the religious
side of such matters they do not pretend to interfere.
But
the position is altered if the validity of temporal arrangements
the personal

legal status

on which temporal courts
subordinate

of individuals.

are asked to decide is to be made

to inquiries into religious beliefs.

No system of law makes the province of legal obligation
co-extensive with that of religious or moral obligation. A man
may, in his conduct or in the disposition of his property,
He may prefer an
disregard the plainest dictates of duty.
unworthy stranger

to those who have the strongest

natural
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If

transaction is declared to be null and void in law,
whether on a religious ground or another, it is so; and if its
nullity is a necessary implication from a condemnation of
to it.

a

it,

v.

Sm Banusu
RAMALAKQI-b

within his legal rights. The Hindu sages doubtless saw this
distinction as clearly as we do, and the precepts they have
given for the guidance of life must be construed with reference

But the mere fact that

the law must be so declared.
action

in books like the Smritis does not neces
void. It raises the question what kind

condemned

sarily prove

condemnation

trans
of

warn

be

a

SR1 BAnusu
GURULINGAB

upon

to be

it

1899

\IY\!

He may

him.

R.

ungrateful, selﬁsh, cruel,
treacherous to those who have conﬁded in him and whose
And yet he may be
affection for him has ruined them.

claims

is

C.

is

J.

[L.

meant.

That principle is, in fact,

the sole ground of the decision, and as
the decision

it

texts could only be read in one way.
is

cannot

be admitted

deprived of weight.

.

J

The next case in Bengal was decided in the year 1878 by
In delivering judgment Sir W.
Garth C.J. and Markby
(1)
Markby reviews with great care and discrimination the then
existing authorities, judicial and non-judicial, and he shews
that only in four cases had the point been brought before
There had been
the highest courts of appeal in India.
no decision at that time in Allahabad.

The Madras High

Court supported the adoption: so apparently did the Bombay
High Court, for the judgment of Westropp C.J., which
threw doubt upon the point, though delivered in 1875 was
not reported as early as 1878.
ground of his decision thus:

The learned judge states the

“It

appears

to me, therefore,

if

not the entire
that the vast preponderance of authority,
authority, in Bengal
against the validity of the adoption
we were to hold the adoption of the
of an only son, and
would be necessary to over
plaintiff in this case to be valid,
rule both the carefully considered decision of Jackson and

Mitter

JJ.

and

(1) (187s)

3

Dwarkanath

the equally careful decision
Beng.

L. R.

4.43.

_

of

it

if is
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is

It true that the learned judges Mitter and Jackson refer
But
to the texts of the Dattaka Mimamsa and Chandrika.
according to the paramount principle laid down by them those
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four judges of the Sudder Court. This, of course, could only be
done by a full bench.
But we could only refer the case to a
full bench if there is a conﬂict of authority, or if we ourselves
differ from these decisions.

I

. Having gone through all the cases
do not think it can be said that there is any

with great care,
such conﬂict of authority in Bengal as to justify us in referring
the case to a full bench on that ground, and
am not prepared

I

to refer the case to a full bench upon the ground that

I myself

think the adoption of an only son valid. On the contrary, on
the best consideration
have been able to give to the authorities,

I

I

think such an adoption ought in Bengal to

be held

to be

invalid wherever the effect of holding such adoption to be valid
would be to extinguish the lineage of the natural father, and
so to deprive the ancestors of the adopted son of the means of
'
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salvation.”

This is

a

very

instructive judgment and entitled on all
it is with great respect that their

grounds to great respect; and

Lordships, being obliged to differ either from it or from other
High Courts, proceed to note some points which detract from
its weight.
As to the vast preponderance of authority in
Bengal, there were only two decided cases. One was before
the Sudder Dewani Adalat and is reported in 3 Select Reports,
The report does not shew any examination of the
p. 232.

Their decision
appears to rest wholly upon the opinion of pundits, who in
question

by the learned

judges

themselves.

their turn content themselves with

a simple

citation of texts.

The other decision rests entirely on a principle which is unten
able, as Sir W. Markby himself shewed the year before in the
case of anokee Debea. (1) Moreover, the Court in 1878 hardly

J

addressed itself to the question

why the injunctions relating to
the only son are imperative and legal, while those which relate
to the eldest son are only monitory or religious. In 1877 Sir

W. Markby says that, while the latter prohibition

is only
their Lordships
in Colebrooke’s trans

monitory, the former is clear—referring,
suppose, to the differences of expression

lation of the Mitakshara.
stronger

In

187 8 he

objection to the adoption
(1) Ind. L. ll.

of

an

2 Calc. 365.

as

intimates that the
only son is based
.
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on religious grounds: on which their Lordships

Manu ascribes

a character

to

the

eldest

R.

remark that

son which affords

strong religious grounds against his adoption, and that they
do not ﬁnd themselves competent to put such grounds in
the balance against one another, so as to decide which is the
stronger.

On this point they add that there seems to have been a great
deal of exaggeration used in urging the religious topic through
out this controversy, especially in later times.
Manu says
that by the eldest son as soon as born a man discharges his
debt to his progenitors; and it is through that son that he
attains immortality.
According to him the son serves his
father’s spiritual welfare at the moment of his birth. There is

if the boy dies the next day, or fails to have
son, this service is obliterated.
Why then should it be so if

no intimation that
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a

the boy is adopted ?

value

tothe

It

ﬁrst-born"s

is true that Manu attributes additional
son and

grandson.

It

may be that

such further beneﬁt is lost by adoption, as it would be by
death; but that is a very different thing from depriving the
ancestors of the adopted son of the means of salvation, which
Vasishtha, whose text is the
have been already attained.
fundamental one, does not rest his injunction on spiritual beneﬁt
at all, but he says that the only son is to continue the line of
his ancestors; one of the very commonest of human motives
for desiring legitimate issue.
to

“Put”

here, or,

if Knox

J

Nor does he make any allusion
.

is right, elsewhere.

If

he was

really thinking of the spiritual beneﬁts of the son’s ancestors
as the ruling consideration, it is inexplicable that he should not
have said so. Moreover, their Lordships asked during the
argument why a man who had given a natural son in adoption
could not afterwards, if he was so minded, adopt another; and
neither authority nor reason was adduced to shew that he
could not.

That is the state of authorities in Bengal.

The question
full bench, and it seems to their Lord

has never come before a
ships that there is only one decision, namely, that of 1878, to
which great weight is to be attached.
In Bombay, after a Division Bench had decided in favour of
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validity, the question was discussed before another Division
Bench in the year 1875: Lakshmappa v. Ramcwa. (1) The
case was decided on another ground, as has been mentioned
above.
But the Chief Justice, Sir M. Westropp, delivered an
judgment containing his reasons for holding the
of
an only son to be invalid.
Those reasons appear
adoption
to have been adopted by the Court, including Sir M. Westropp
elaborate

himself, in

case which was decided in 1879

a subsequent

In

has never been reported.
a

but

1889 the question was referred to

full bench, who simply followed the unreported case: See

Bomb. p. 249. Sir C. Sarjent, then Chief Justice, delivered
judgment. He pointed out that prior to Lakshmappa v.
Ramava (1) the decisions in Bombay were in favour of validity;
14
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that the judgment of Sir M. Westropp in that case was the
ﬁrst that treated the point with due consideration; and that as
the opinion there expressed had been adopted by a full bench,

it was not proper to review it. The decision was necessarily
in favour of invalidity.
The law in Bombay, therefore, rests on
the authority of the unreported case of 1879, which itself rests
on the reasoning contained in the judgment of 1875.

In that judgment

Chief Justice makes more
elaborate reference to the Smritis than is contained in any
judgment earlier than the present Allahabad case. He dwells
emphatically on Colebrooke’s translation of the Mitakshara,
“ must
shewing that with regard to the only son the expression
the

learned

not,” and with regard to the eldest the expression “should
not,” is employed.
He adds that the distinction is even more
strongly marked in the Mayukha, which is received as a high
On this point their Lordships inter
authority in Bombay.
polate again the remark that they are not retrying the Bombay
decision,

and that the effect of the Mayukha

has

not been

He then examines decisions by Bombay
Courts prior to the establishment of the High Court, which

argued before them.

certainly exhibit a confusion of legal opinion. The authority
of the High Court up to 1875, though not perhaps very decisive,
From this, and from the decision of
was in favour of validity.
the Madras Court, the learned
(1)

Chief Justice differs.

12 Bomb.

C. 364.

He cites
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on the language

Mitter

already stated their reasons for thinking that the latter of these

foundations

unsound.

The value

of the

former will

be

They have also stated above that the
novel suggestion of the
point actually decided in this case
unsustainable in principle, and
learned Chief Justice, and
examined

presently.

by authority unless there be something peculiar to

unsupported

Bombay to support it.
Before leaving this judgment their Lordships ought to state
their concurrence with the learned Chief Justice in his remarks
That unhappily
on the so-called doctrine of factum valet.
expressed maxim clearly causes trouble in Indian

Courts.

Sir

if

the factum,
quite right in pointing out that
void in law, there
no room for the appli
the external act,
that the two halves of the
cation of the maxim. The truth
is

is

is

M. Westropp

is

is

maxim apply to two different departments of life. Many
things which ought not to be done in point of morals or religion
nonsensical to apply the
are valid in point of law. But
whole maxim to the same class of actions and to say that what
ought not to be done in morals stands good in morals, or what

it

ought not to be done in law stands good in law. Sir M. West
ropp has, not without cause, reduced the ambiguous maxim to

is

it

its proper meaning.
Such was the state of judicial authority in India prior to the
true that in
present cases. For as regards the Punjab,
the early days of the Chief Court judges have pronounced
opinions in favour of the adoption under general Hindu law;
and in 1874 Melvill and Thornton
pointed out that the

JJ.

turning point of the controversy was Mitter .’s judgment of
1868. But after the ﬁrst reported case in 1867 the decisions

J
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Mitak

Their Lordships have

.

shara and on the judgment of

of Colebrooke’s

J

founded

there

have

turned on the popular customs into which the

Government had the prudence to inquire immediately after the
annexation, and which they made the foundation‘of law. The
Punjab, therefore, may be omitted in our estimate of judicial
authority.

The reasons against the validity of the adoption

of

Sm Banusu
RAMALAKSH

apparently

a

’L'

wam

And his decision

with which we have now been made familiar.

is
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GURULINGAB
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i
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only son are contained in the three judgments of the learned
The point has never
judges, Mitter, Markby, and Westropp.
It has been alluded to in
come before this Board for decision.
two cases, but in so indirect a way that though the authority
an

it is not available for

of the Board is relied on by both sides

The foregoing remarks represent all the light which
has been thrown on the Smritis, to which, after all, we must
either.

recur to decide the question.

In addition

to the remarks already made on the bearing of

J

Manu’s texts, those of Knox . upon his silence are worthy of
attention. Manu mentions three conditions for a good gift of
The natural father must be in distress;
a boy in adoption.
the boy must be

“similar,” apparently

meaning

of the same

father; and he must be affectionate.
Nothing is said about his having brothers, which is now repre
sented as a vital condition the breach of which is a sin, a

It

it,

heinous crime, as some writers have called

and as annulling
that Manu should

seems very unlikely
in that light, or, with his very high notions
of the value of the ﬁrst-born, should have overlooked the point

either have viewed

it

transaction.

the

that

of

The crucial text

is

altogether.

Vasishtha.

He ﬁrst states the

parents’ power in the most sweeping terms, and derives
is

power

is

accords

may sell his son—no restriction of purpose
he may

even abandon

him.

is

6,

A

is

it

with what we know of the early
stages of other nations, and probably did not shock the con
temporaries of Vasishtha, though the sage Apastamba, who
perhaps of equal antiquity, denies the right to give away or sell
Khanda 13, paras. 6—11).
child (Prasna II., Patala
man
gant one;

but

it

from
child
that
born
into
the
world.
The
every
to later ideas, whether Hindu or English, an extrava

causes affecting

a

expressed—or

But then comes an injunction

expressed in terms which may amount
a

only

a

to
command, or may
recommendation—namely, that an only son should
The ﬁrst remark to be made upon
not be given or accepted.

be

akin to the one just made upon Manu. If Vasishtha
intended to except an only son from the father's power to give
in adoption, why did he not say so
It would have been much
?

this

is
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But he ﬁrst states the power, and far greater
in
the
broadest terms, and then adds a qualiﬁcation
powers,
which is, to put it at the highest, in ambiguous terms.
That
looks much more like an appeal to the moral sense not to
more simple.

exercise the power

than

a denial

of its existence.

In

this

respect the case resembles that of the father’s power to alienate

family property-—-which, indeed, is the light in which Vasishtha
seems to regard a son.
The power is given, while the action
is condemned in terms consistent with. actual prohibition.
After long controversy it has been settled by a great prepon
derance of Indian authority, culminating in a decision by this

it,

is

Board, that the power exists, and that the prohibition, though
a solemn warning as to the spiritual responsibility of exercising
not efﬁcacious in law.
question their Lordships are again at
in
not
knowing Sanskrit. In the absence
great disadvantage
of agreement among Sanskrit students they cannot adopt the
made, though by learned

representations
a

that, as

matter

men, to the effect

of grammar, Vasishtha’s injunction imports

J

is

So with respect to what
admonition rather than command.
“
aimini’s rule,” which
so much relied on by
has been called
Edge C.J. That author, who wrote in the thirteenth century,

by the assignment

taken as recommendations

only.

But

reason are to be

would be

sound,

is

as to

it

rather startling,
and
very intimate acquaintance with the Smritis would be
needed before admitting its truth. It has not been brought
forward in any case prior to this case from Allahabad. It may,

conclusive

Vasishtha’s text.

of

That,

a

supported

precepts

texts.

if

of Smriti

pretation

a

high authority in the inter
He lays down the rule that all

appears to have been received as

a

however, fairly be argued that one who, having the power to

in unambiguous

addressing

himself rather to the moral

than to their duty of implicit

Vasishtha’s reason, founded

as

is

hearers

it

reason,

terms of absolute command, but resting
sense

obedience.

on temporal

on

a

give an.absolute command, gives an injunction not expressed
is
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In examining this

of his
So far

and not on

religious considerations, gives some, though not very strong,
support to the respondents theory.
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The text of Saunaka is open to two obvious remarks.
One
that the injunction not to give an only son is couched in the

same terms as the injunction to give a son

if there are more

than two.

The latter of these cannot possibly be obligatory.
The other remark is that, as Nanda Pandita in the Dattaka
Mimamsa points out, Saunaka in effect prohibits a gift in
adoption when there are only two sons

;

and that is a prohibi

tion which has never been regarded as obligatory. Saunaka does
not help the appellants, but rather lends weight against them.
Then comes the Mitakshara. We have seen that Sir M.
Westropp emphatically, and Sir W.
the difference of expressions in Colebrooke’s

Markby possibly, relies on
translation.

passages from their judgments have been quoted

The

above, and

have the passages from the Mitakshara, Sect. 1, Ch. XI.
Now it has been brought out in the argu
paras. 10, 11, 12.
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so

ments that precisely the same expressions of injunction are
To fortify their
used by the author in these three paragraphs.
knowledge their Lordships have inquired of one of the most
eminent of Sanskrit scholars, Professor Max Muller, and he
has courteously informed them

that

matter of fact the
matter of grammar they

as a

three expressions are identical, and as a
are, in his judgment, equally capable of expressing obligation
Now paragraphs 10 and 12ihave been
or recommendation.
observed on before. It has been placed beyond dispute in point
of law that neither is obligatory. It requires some good reason
to shew why, when the same expression is used in three con
secutive sentences, it should be construed one way in the 1st
and 3rd and another way in the middle one.
has been given.

It

No such reason
is an unfortunate thing that in translating

law book Colebrooke should have used different English
He has certainly
words to represent the same Sanskrit word.
As the matter
misled at least one judge in a leading case.

a

is now shewn to stand, the Mitakshara

must be taken to bear

strongly against the appellants.
In intimating that Sir M. Westropp was misled by Cole
brooke, their Lordships have not overlooked the fact that in
1889 Sir C. Sarjent thought that Sir M. Westropp was aware
of the state of the Sanskrit text.

It

seems, however, next to

.
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that Sir M. Westropp should have known that
Colebrooke’s variations of expression were not authorized by
the original, and should have said nothing about it, seeing
impossible

that it deprives his emphatic reference to those variations of all
If indeed he knew the state of the Sanskrit text,
meaning.

it

not to deserve notice, he prac
tically treated Golebrooke as the original authority, and his
reasoning does not thereby gain, but loses in force.
The material passages in the two Dattaka books have been
and thought

indicated

so

immaterial

before, and remarks

as

have been made on those which

quote and comment on Saunaka.

It

seems to their Lordships
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that the authors, who bring in the older texts at every turn,
did not mean to do more than repeat and enforce them.
If
they were clearly laying down any additional precepts or
authoritative interpretations of ambiguities, then, though, as
Knox J. points out, such comments should be received with
some caution, they should also be received with due regard to
the authority which the books have acquired.

But on this

topic the writers seem anxious to found themselves entirely on
the Smritis and to refer their readers back to them.

Certainly

on the crucial point now in issue they throw no light at all.

They do not touch the question whether the injunction not to
adopt only ons is a matter of positive law or only addressed
aimini’s treatise, written some
to the moral sense. And yet

J

than the Dattaka Mimamsa, must have
made the later of the writers, if not both, familiar with the
importance of that distinction.
It is, however, worth while to observe how Nanda Pandita
centuries

earlier

forbidden adoption.
He
the
Manu’s
that
son
should
be
requirement
adopted
quotes
“ similar,” and he says
(Sect. II., Pars. 22, 28), “Hence it is
established that one of a different class cannot be adopted as a
son.” In Sect. III. he recurs to that prohibition, and asks,
“ Should this rule be transgressed, what would be the case ? ”
deals with the

consequences

of

a

Then he deduces from texts of Saunaka and Katyayana that
the adopted son shall not share in the inheritance, but shall be
entitled to food and raiment.

So that the adoption is not void,

but the son of the wrong class is reduced to a claim for main
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With this exception,"which favours the appel

it seems to their Lordships that these two
treatises leave the question exactly where it stands on the
lants’ theory,

From both the Courts below we learn that there is no
by this kind of adoption.

The District
“
Judge of Godavery says, the people have settled down under
the law enunciated in 1862."
He can hardly recollect the
state of things prior to 1862, but his statement of the present
excited

of things is founded on personal knowledge.
Whether
the people have settled down under the High Court decision, a
result which is usually of very slow growth if it takes place at
state

all, or whether, as

is

more

probable,

that decision

was

in

with the ordinary existing ideas and practice, we
are told that in point of fact there is no conﬂict between the
declared law and the feelings of the people.
Nor is there any
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accordance

indication that there ever was such

a

conﬂict.

the parties are Agarwala Banias of Benares,

In Allahabad

who are,

as

two of

below state, specially careful of caste and
The adoption was twenty years old, and
religious observance.
no caste penalties had followed it.
These things do not prove
the learned

judges

custom, but they do tend to prove that among orthodox
Hindus the adoption of only sons has never been so inculcated
as a sin by their teachers as to excite abhorrence or social
a

hostility, such as we know to follow some other breaches of
their religious laws. That the practice is a frequent one is
shewn by the frequency of litigated cases, which must be quite
insigniﬁcant in number as compared with those that actually
of customs authorizing it in
This is not one of the cases in which people

occur, and from the establishment
various places.

are tempted by appetite

to break an acknowledged

law.

It

is

that the choice of an only son for adoption can
proceed from any other cause
than a conviction of its suitability to the circumstances.
That
is a family matter which a wise lawgiver, while warning parties
inconceivable

in any large. number of cases

of their spiritual responsibility, would yet leave it possible
them to do.

The Hindu

sages appear to have taken

XXVI.

for

that course

in this and kindred matters.
Vol,.
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Their Lordships, then, have
broad outlines are as follows.

a case before them of

which the

Old books, looked on

as divine,

give to the father plenary powers
books discountenance

ll.

over his sons.

The same

the giving of an only son in terms which

making the gift void
or as a warning pointing out the mischief of the act, but leav
ing individual men to do it at their peril. The books contain
may be construed as a positive command,

no express statement

The

which kind of injunction is meant.

Over some substantial

practice of such adoptions is frequent.

portions of Hindu society it is established as a legal custom,
whatever may be the general law. In other very large portions
it is held to be part of the general Hindu law. Nowhere is it
Pausing
known to be followed by hatred or social penalties.
there, the case is one in which,

if the authoritative precepts

are

acceptable to multitudes of families, and which allows individual
freedom of choice.

But what says authority?

Private

commentators

are at

with one another; judicial tribunals are at variance
with one another; and it has come to this, that in one of the
ﬁve great divisions of India the practice is established as a legal
custom, and of the four High Courts which preside over the

variance

other four great divisions, two adopt one of the constructions
So far as mere ofﬁcial authority goes there
and two the other.
is as much in favour of the law of free choice as of the law of
restriction.

The ﬁnal judicial authority rests with the Queen
In advising Her Majesty their Lordships have to

in Council.
They ﬁnd three leading
weigh the several judicial utterances.
ones in favour of the restrictive construction.
The earliest of
them

(in

Bengal,

1868)

is grounded

on a palpably unsound

it,

principle, and loses its weight. The second in time (Bombay,
1875) is grounded in part on the ﬁrst, and to that extent
shares its inﬁrmity, and in part on texts of the Mitakshara,
So that
which are found to be misleading.
too, loses its
The
third
(Bengal, 1878)
weight.
grounded partly on the
ﬁrst, and to that extent shares its inﬁrmity; but
rests

in

it

is
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evenly balanced between the two constructions, the decision
should be in favour of that which does not annul transactions

great measure on more solid ground, namely, an examination
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fails, however, to

meet the difﬁculty of distinguishing between the injunction not
to adopt an only son and other prohibitive injunctions concern

ing adoptions which are received as only recommendatory ; the
only discoverable grounds of distinction being the texts of
the Mitakshara, which are misleading, and the greater amount
of religious peril incurred by parting with an only son, which
is a very uncertain and unsafe subject of comparison.
The
judicial reasoning, then, in favour of the restrictive construction
is far from convincing.
That the earliest Madras decision
of previous authority has
rested in part on a misapprehension
out; and the Madras reports do not supply any
close examination of the old texts, or any additional strength to
The Allahabad Courts have bestowed
the reasoning on them.
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been pointed

the greatest care on the examination of those texts, and the
main lines of their arguments, not necessarily all the byways

of them, command

their Lordships’ assent. Upon their own
examination of the Smritis, their Lordships ﬁnd them by no
means equally balanced between the two constructions, but

with

a decided preponderance

the disputed injunctions
vidual freedom of choice.

as

in favour of that which treats

only monitory and

as leaving

indi

They ﬁnd themselves able to say
is consistent with the consciousness

with as much conﬁdence as
that able and learned men think otherwise, that the High Courts
of Allahabad and.Madras have rightly interpreted the law and
rightly decided the cases under appeal.
Their Lordships have been reminded of the length of time
for which the law must have been considered as settled in
Bombay and Calcutta. A similar consideration affected the
Courts of Madras and Allahabad, and is remarked on by both.
The time is not very long in any of the four provinces, but it is
long enough to increase the gravity of the questions in these
appeals.

In estimating

the weight of reasoning

in the various

litigated cases, their Lordships have not forgotten the weight
of the actual decisions: that they represent the opinions of
eminent and responsible men, arrived at after public and
anxious discussion, carrying with them an authority not legally
disputable in the provinces

under

their jurisdiction,

and, it
M
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many minds and many titles to property or
to personal status.
Such decisions are not lightly to be set
aside. A Court of Justice, which only declares the law and
does not make it, cannot, as the Legislature can, declare it

may be, affecting

with

a reservation

of titles acquired under a different view of it.

But their Lordships are placed in the position of being forced
to differ with one set of Courts or the other.
the fear of disturbance
affect it at all,
freedom

so

far

as

if it can rightly

it inclines in favour of the law which gives

of choice.

selves deprived

can affect the question,

And

of a

People may be disturbed at ﬁnding them
power which they believed themselves to

possess and may want to use.

But they can hardly be dis

not suspect and need not exercise unless they choose. And so
If these appeals were allowed, every adoption
with titles.
made in the North West Provinces and in Madras under the
views of the law as there laid down may be invalidated, and
those cases must be numerous. Whereas, in Bengal and
Bombay the law now pronounced will only tend to invalidate
those titles which have been acquired by the setting aside of
completed

adoptions of only sons, and such cases

are probably

Whether they demand statutory protection is a
for
matter
the Legislature, and not for their Lordships to con
sider.
It is a matter of some satisfaction to their Lordships

very few.

that their interpretation of the law results in that course which
causes the least amount of disturbance.

Their Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty to dismiss
both appeals, and the appellants must pay the costs.
Solicitor for appellant in ﬁrst appeal : R. T. Tasker.
Solicitors for respondents in ﬁrst appeal : Keen, Rogers
Solicitors for appellant in second appeal : T. L. Wilson
Solicitors for respondents in second appeal: Pyke

cl‘
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ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT ALLAHABAD.
Hindu Law—Adopta'on—Inva1idity of Adoption q" Mother's

Nov.18, 22
'

Sister’s Son.

Held, that the adoption by a Hindu of the twice-born classes of a
sister’s son is wholly void. The precepts of. Hindu authorities
condemning it have been decided to be not monitory only but positive
prohibitions for such a length of time as to make it incompetent to a
Court of Justice to treat the question now as an open one.
mother’s

of the High Court (June 27, 1895)
which set aside a decree of the Subordinate Judge of Cawnpore
(Sept. 23, 1892), and remanded the case for trial on the
merits—that is, of the issue whether in fact the adoption had
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APPEAL from

a decree

‘

taken place.

The question decided in this appeal was whether the adoption
of the son of the adopter’s mother’s sister was valid by Hindu
law‘;

it being admitted

that the question

also included the

validity of the adoption of a daughter’s son and a sister’s son.
The Subordinate Judge decreed in favour of the appellants
on the ground that the adoption was wholly illegal.
He held
that the general rule of the Hindu law as “afﬁrmed by a
singularly strong series of authorities in all parts of India”
directed that amongst the three regenerate classes of Hindus,
in the absence of special custom to the contrary, “ no one can
be adopted whose mother the adopter could not have legally
married,” and that according to the case of Parbati v. Sundar (1)
“ not
an adopted son of that description is
capable of doing any
good to the souls of the adoptive father and his forefathers—
the very object of adoption.”

In
Edge
*

appeal

the

question

C.J., Knox, Blair,

Present: Loan

HOBHOUSE,

and

was

referred

Burkitt

Loan

JJ

.

MACNAGHTEN,

RICHARD CoUcu.

(1) (1885) Ind. L.

0-‘

O'

1:.

s Allah.

to a

Full Bench.

were of opinion that
Loan
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in question was not shewn to be “prohibited or
illegal by the law of the Benares School which applies in these
held
provinces and to the parties”) Banerji and Aikman
the adoption

JJ.

“that the adoption propounded by the appellant (i.e., of the
ﬁrst defendant) is contrary to Hindu law, and is not shewn to
be sanctioned

by any special usage of the caste to which he

belongs.”

The two principal judgments were those of Edge C.J. and
Banerji ., and will be found in a full report of the case in Ind.
L. R. 17 Allah. 294—421.
It will be found that the reasoning of the Chief Justice’s
judgment proceeds as follows. The plaintiffs, in order to limit

J

must prove the limitation
alleged, and for that purpose must rely either upon an un
doubted sacred text, which, when construed in the manner
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the right of adoption

prescribed

as proposed,

by the Mimamsa of

Jaimini,

enacts the limitation

prohibition, or they must give clear
proof of usage to that effect, or they must clearly prove that
the views of a commentator (in this case Nanda Pandita)
The
expressed to that effect have been acted on as correct.
by force of

an absolute

rule of construction referred to is stated to be to the effect that
if a sacred text is supported by reason assigned, it is recom
mendatory and of no obligatory force; if not supported by
reason it is imperative:

see

Mandlik’s Vyavahara Mayukha,

p. 499.

The sacred texts in question are (1.) that of Sakala, cited
both in the Dattaka Chandrika and the Dattaka Mimamsa, and
That of Sakala,
(2.) that of Saunaka, also cited in both treatises.
“
it is urged,
has never been recognised as genuine by any com
mentator of authority in the School of Benares.” It appears ﬁrst
in the Dattaka Chandrika, and there is no information where
its author obtained it. “ cannot resist the conclusion either
that no such text existed, or, if it did exist, that it was not

I

considered

If

complete

of any authority.”

If

genuine it is not complete.

as cited, no reason being assigned, the

but if the original text included
admonitory only and not prohibitory.

is absolute,

The text of Saunaka

consists

prohibition

a reason

of two portions.

it

was

Saunaka,
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however, did not himself intend either to enact or imply a
prohibition ; the two portions read together contain an admoni
tion only.

His text has been construed

as

having an absolute

C.

1899.
\Iv~'

Bnaowan

effect by Nanda Pandita in his Dattaka Mimamsa, but Nanda

SINGH

Pandita’s authority is not to be relied. upon, and his construc
tion is fanciful and erroneous, and disregards the Mimamsa of

Bmewan

Jaimini.

The authority of the two treatises, the Dattaka
Prior to those
Chandrika and Dattaka Mimamsa, is denied.
treatises, there is no authority for the limitation proposed.
Neither Menu, nor Vasishtha, nor Yajnyavalkya, nor the
recently translated by Professor Jolly, men
while Yama expressly allows the adoption of daughter’s
No earlier commentary mentions the prohibition.
It

is

son.

a

tion

as

it,

Narada Smriti,

true that eight later Hindu commentaries “follow the lead
”
more or less closely
of those treatises, but they are not
authorities of the Benares School.

India to such

a

is

is

expressed with that eminent Sanskrit scholar,
Agreement
Professor Jolly, that “it
simply misfortune that so much
have
been
should
attributed in the Courts all over
authority

“I

a

Nanda Pandita’s Mimamsa.”
am convinced,” says the Chief Justice, “that down to 1830
the Dattaka Mimamsa had not been accepted as an authority
Since 1830 the Mimamsa has
in the School of Benares.
occasionally been referred to in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlat
treatise

as

of these provinces and in this court on various questions of
adoption, but has not been followed when its rules were in
conﬂict with the Mitakshara or with other authoritative works
of the Benares School, except in three cases.” With regard
to Lower Bengal, the Dattaka Mimamsa and the Dattaka
Chandrika were not recognised as of authority until after 1810.
Neither agannatha, nor Sir William Jones, nor Mr. Colebrooke

J

recognised or stated that they recognised the authority of either
agannatha’s

J

treatise or of the prohibition in question, when
was

being

compiled

Reasons are given why

it

Digest

and

translated

by

Colebrooke.

was practically impossible

that that

if

authority should have escaped attention
generally recognised
at the time. The Digest quotes neither Saunaka, Sakala,.nor
the treatises Colebrooke, however, in 1810, in his preface to the
;
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Mitakshara, referred to the Dattaka Mimamsa as “ an excellent
treatise on adoption,” but is silent as to its authority in the
School of Benares, or as to the prohibition in question.
The authority which those treatises subsequently obtained
was due to the fact that Mr. Sutherland selected them for
“
translation in 1821, and stated in his preface of 1819 that the
Dattaka Mimamsa is the most celebrated work extant on the
Hindu law of adoption.” Although he did not state it to be

Sir W. Macnaghten,
of infallible authority in Mithila

of authority in the School of Benares, yet

writing in 1829, described it as
and Benares. It is pointed out that nothing had happened in
the meantime (1819—1829) to account for this supposed growth
of authority in the interval.
The earliest reported case in
which the Dattaka Mimamsa was cited was in 1809. Two
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cases before 1815, namely, Case

No.

XII.

Macn. H.

L.

p. 185, and

Morley’s Digest, Vol. 1,
disregarded
The authority of that treatise cannot be regarded as established
merely because certain unknown pundits had cited it, or
the prohibition.

58,

because eight native commentaries

had followed its lead more

or less closely.
Assuming Nanda Pandita’s authority, it was only that of a
whose construction of a cited text is erroneous.

commentator,

He was led to that misconstruction by mixing up the ideas of
Niyoga and adoption, while Mr. Sutherland went further and
confounded marriage and adoption, his synopsis being in reality
the source of the prohibition.

As regards the acceptance of Nanda Pandita’s views, both in
Madras and Bombay, customs have been upheld validating the
Mr. Mandlik and Golap Chandra Sarkar
adoption in question.
have stated that such adoptions are not uncommon in Bombay
and Bengal and have never been contradicted.

A custom to

in Madras amongst the Nambadri
Brahmans, and in Southern India amongst Brahmans; and
such custom to the contrary also prevails in the Punjab.
the contrary was upheld

English judges in Bengal adopted this prohibition in Bengal
between
generally

1815

and

1824;

in Bengal.

and

it may

have

been

accepted

But there is no evidence that it was

adopted in these provinces in or prior to 18.80.

The

cases

are
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" it would be judicially rash to

hold except upon clear evidence that the prohibitions of Nanda
Pandita and Mr. Sutherland have been accepted as binding
by any of the three regenerate classes of Hindus of these
provinces.” The Madras and Bombay cases relate to schools
of Hindu law in other districts, and shew that the prohibitions
“ not
were accepted
by the people of those schools and districts,
but by the High Court judges” on their behalf and contrary
to their wishes.

Whenever the Madras Court permitted

the

parties to call evidence the result was to prove non-acceptance
of the prohibition contained in the two treatises.
He concluded that there was “ no proof, clear or otherwise,

“Further, it has not been shewn that any text of
the Hindu law of the Benares School contains any such

vinces.”

prohibition.”
that the prohibition in
question had been uniformly enforced in the absence of proved
custom to the contrary by all the Civil Courts in India since
Cowell, for the appellant,

contended

1815, with the subsequent sanction

Those cases were

follows

as

:

of the

Doe d.

Judicial Committee.

Kora Shunkho Takoor v.

in Bengal; then, in the North West,
Shib Lal v. Bishumber (2) ; iBattas Kuar v. Lachman
Singh (3); Parbati v. Sundar. (4) The only cases to the

Bebee Mumwe (1), decided

contrary were Ramchunder Chatterjea v. Sumbhoo Ghunder
Chatterjea (5), the doctrine laid down in which was shortly
afterwards overruled: see Sir F. Macn. Cons. H. L. pp. 166,
168; second in 1808, case No. 12 in Sir W. Macn. 2 H. L.
185, generally
Chowdhree
a case

regarded

Purmessur Dutt

of an adoption

(1) (1815)

as

1

of a

a case of Sudras;

Jha

Dutt Ray (6),
sister’s son in the Kritrima form.
"
(4) Ind. L. R. 8 Allah. 1.
1
No.
58,
Morley’s
Dig.
(5) (1810)

Morley’s Dig. No. 59,

P, 13,

(2) (1866) S. D. A. Dec. N. W. P.
g5.
<3)

(1875)

1

N. W.

r.

third in 1837,

v. Hunooman

H. c. 117.

p. 18.

(6) (1837)
1».
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that the prohibitions of Nanda Pandita and Mr. Sutherland
against such adoptions have ever been received by the Benares
School of Hindu Law and sanctioned by usage in these pro

19.
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M0rley’s Dig. No. 61,
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In Madras the cases are Narasammal v. Bala Rama Charlu (1) ;
Jivani Bhai v. Jicu Bhai (2); Gopalayyan v. Raghupatia
Ayyon (3); Minakshi v. Ramanada (4), a Full Bench deci
The cases of Vishnu v. Krishnan

sion.

Vayidinada v.
special custom in

(5) and

Appu (6) were decided on the ground of a
favour of such adoption.
The Bombay cases were Haebut
Rao Mankur v. Gobind Rao Mankur (7) ; Gopal Narhar

Safray v. Hanmant Ganesh Safray (8); Bhargirthi Bat v.
Radha Bai. (9) Then there was the Full Bench decision in
Wavman Raghupati Bova v. Krishnaji Kashiraj Bova. (10)

With

Rajendro Narain
regard to the Calcutta decisions,
Lahoree v. Saroda Soonduree Dabes (11) and Uma Sunker
Moitro v. Kali Komul Mozumder (12) were referred to to shew
the high authority accorded to the two Mimamsas. There was

Privy Council; an emphatic obiter
dictum is to be found in Sundar v. Parbati (13), and the point
is treated as a settled one in Lala Narain Das v. Lala Ramanuj
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no actual decision

Dayal.

In Ramalinga Pillai

(14)

adoption

by the

had

been

admitted,

v. Sadasiva Pwlllai (15) the
and was, moreover, amongst

Sudras, and not amongst Vaisyas, as stated in the report

Jivam Bhai

v.

Jiva Bhai.

Assuming the question

:

see

(2)

to be nevertheless

an open one, the

whole question turned upon the effect of Dattaka Mimamsa,
sect. 2, para. 2, 74, 91—94, 107, 108, and sect. 5, para. 16-20;
and of Dattaka Chandrika, sect. I. vv. 11, 17, sect. II. 7, 8.

For the authority of Sakala there cited,

see Mandlik, pp. 8, 13,
15; West and Biihler, p. 28; of Saunaka, see Menu, c. III.
v. 16 ; of both see Oomam. Dutt v. Kunhia Singh. (16)
Sakala’s
text is conclusive on the strictest application of Jaimini’s rule ;

no reason is given for the suggestion that it is forged or incom
plete, and still less that the passage omitted contained a reason,
(1) (1863)
(2) (1865)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(1869)
(1886)
(1883)
(1885)

Madr. H. C. 420.
Madr. H. 0. 462.
1 Madr. H. C. 250.
lnd. L. R. 11 Mad. 49.
Ind. L. R. 7 Mad. 3.
Ind. L. R. 9 Mad. 44.
1

2

(1821) 2 Borrodaile’s Rep. 106.
(8) (187.9) Ind. L.. R. 3 Bomb. 273.
(16) (1822)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

(1879)
(1889)
(1871)
(1880)
(1889)

Ind. L. R. 3 Bomb. 298.
Ind. L. R. 14 Bomb. 249.
15 Suth. W. R. 548.
Ind. L. R. 6 Calc. 256.
L. R. 16 Ind. Ap. 186.

(1897)L. R. 25 Ind. Ap.46, 52.
(1864) 9 Moore’s Ind.. Ap. Ca.

506.
3 Sel. 144, 150..
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and therefore that the text was not prohibitive.
is not shewn to have been misconstrued

Saunaka-’s text

by the authors of the

Mimamsas, whose construction moreover is ﬁnal, and not to be
reviewed by English Courts. The only authority suggested to
the contrary is that of Yama, whose alleged text (casually

in

mentioned without speciﬁc reference
cited by any commentator or shewn
any school

Hindu law.

of

It

2

Borr.

87) has

not been

J. (1..
1899

vvv
Bmewrm
Smor-1
v.

Bnmwm

-,

Sman.

to have been adopted by

is not alleged

Mandlik or

by

any one else to be in the Yama Smriti or Sanhita, or Yama

The Sarasvativilasa,
a work of authority in
Carnataca,
the
not in Bombay as stated by Banerji (ed. 1881,
translation by Foulkes), does not contain
and the account
given of
by Mandlik, p. 483, and G. C. Sirkar, Tagore Lect.
1888, p. 334,

is

it

it,

dharma sastra.

not to be relied on.

Eight native treatises were

Madura

v.

Ramalinga Sathupathi (1), and Rungama v. Atchama.
The respondent did not appear.

Mootoo
(2)

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

1899

a

LORD HOBHOUSE. There are no facts in dispute in this case.
The plaintiffs, now appellants, brought the suit to establish
their title as reversionary heirs of Madho Singh as against the
ﬁrst defendant,
boy who was adopted by him in the Dattaka
The boy

is

form.

the natural son of Madho’s mother’s sister.

decided that

is

it
is is

A

a

is

whether the adoption of such
relation
The Subordinate Judge held that
allowed by Hindu law.
Full Bench of six judges of the High Court has
not allowed.
The sole question

Four judges, namely, Edge C.J.

allowed.

., being of

JJ

and Knox, Blair and Burkitt

that opinion, against

12 Moore's

Ind. Ap. Ca.

(2) (1816)
1.

(1) (1868)
391, 437.

4

JJ

., who are of the contrary opinion.
Banerji and Aikman
Their Lordships are under the disadvantage of hearing the case
Moore’s

Ind. Ap. Ca.

1%
March

1
1

Collector

especially

see

of

but

a

is

J

judges,

it
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a

date later than the two
produced in the Court below of
Mimamsas (see olly’s Lectures), and support the prohibition.
With regard to the authority to be attributed to the two
Mimamsas, there
general consensus in its favour; both
Macnaghtens, Strange, Colebrooke, Sutherland, and the native

.
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without any help from the respondents, who have not appeared.

1899

But this disadvantage is much lessened by the elaborate fulness

\f"f\'
Bnaewan
Sineu
v.

Bnaewan
Swen.

of the reasons assigned by Edge C.J. for the conclusion which
he reached in favour of the respondent. ‘
The question is of the same nature as that which has just
been

of in

disposed

the

preceding

cases

from Madras and

But it depends upon a different set of texts, and
the course of decision in India has been very different.
It is

Allahabad.

agreed on all hands that the prohibition contended for extends

only to the three twice-born classes, and not to the most
The parties here are
Kshatriyas, governed by the Benares School of Law. It is also
agreed that, as regards capability to be adopted, the sons of
numerous

class

of

all,

the

Sudras.

sisters, sons of daughters, and sons of maternal aunts, stand on
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the same footing, and that the authorities which apply to any

of these classes apply to all.
The oldest original texts bearing on the point are contained
in the Dattaka Chandrika. In sect. I., par. 11 of that work the
author quotes the ancient sage Sakala to the following effect.
After mentioning certain relatives to whom preference should

in adoption among the regenerate tribes, he says:
“ If such exist not, let him
adopt one born in another family

be given

except a daughter’s

son and the son of the

son and a sister’s

mother’s sister.”

In

par. 17 of the same section,

sage Saunaka,

tions should
sister’s

the same work quotes the

who, after pointing out from what classes adop
be made, says: “But a daughter’s
son and a

son are afﬁliated

by Sudras.

For the three superior

tribes a sister’s son is nowhere mentioned

In

sect.

II.

paras. 7 and 8,

as a

son.”

after quoting from Saunaka the

expression that the adopted boy should bear the reﬂection of a
son, the author adds: “ The resemblance of a son, or in other

words the capability to have been begotten
through appointment and so forth.”

by the adopter,

Nanda Pandita, the author of the Dattaka Mimamsa, writing
in the early part of the 17th century, some centuries later than
the conjectured date of the Dattaka Chandrika, gives the same
quotations from Sakala

and Saunaka,

and similar comments

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVL]
upon them.
to 20.)

II.,

(Sect.

arts. 74, 107,

161

108; sect. V., arts.

.

Their Lordships have mentioned in the prior adoption cases
the views of Knox
. as to theauthority of the two Dattaka

J

just quoted. In the present case the learned Chief
Justice Edge takes even more disparaging views of their authority ; denying, if their Lordships rightly understand him, that
these works have been recognised as any authority at all in
treatises

the Benares School of

Law.

If

there were anything to shew

that in the Benares School of Law these works had been
excluded or rejected, that would have to be considered.
But
their authority has been affirmed as part of the general Hindu
law, founded on the Smritis as the source from whence all
Schools of Hindu Law derive their precepts. In Doctor olly’s
Tagore Lecture of 1883, that learned writer says: “ The
Dattaka Mimamsa and Dattaka Chandrika have furnished
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J

almost exclusively the scanty basis on which the modern law
of adoption has been based.”
Both works have been received

in courts of law, including this Boanil, as high authority. In
“
Rangama. v. Atchama (1) Lord Kingsdown says:
they enjoy,
as we understand,

In

the highest reputation throughout India.”

Moore, p. 437, Sir James Colvile quotes with assent the
opinion of Sir William Macnaghten, that both works are
respected all over India, that when they differ the Chandrika is
adhered to in Bengal and by the Southern jurists, while the
12

Mimamsa is held to be an infallible guide in the Provinces of
Mithila and Benares. To call it infallible is too strong an
expression,

J.C.

16

.

.

and the estimates of Sutherland, and of West and

Biihler, seem nearer the true mark; but it is clear that both
works must be accepted as bearing high authority for so long
time that they have become embedded in the general law.

a

The learned Chief Justice then objects that the texts of the
two Rishis are detached from their context, and so are rendered
of no value; and that

as regards Sakala there is no

information

where the writer of the Chandrika obtained his text, and that
its genuineness is doubtful. This objection is strengthened by
the fact that the greatest of the sages do not mention any such
(1) 4 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca. 97.

1899
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prohibition; neither Mann nor Vasishtha, nor Yajnavalkya nor
Narada ; while one ancient sage, called the holy Yama, expressly
asserts the right to adopt a sister’s son.
Those objections
must receive the same answer.
It may be true, though it is
now to say, that the Dattaka Chandrika is the sole
for
the texts there quoted and afterwards copied by
authority
Nanda Pandita; but it still remains the fact that the texts
have been so quoted for several centuries, and have so been
impossible

received into the body of

Hindu law.

Taking, then, the texts

as

they are given,

and adding to

possess, what is enjoined
The learned Chief Justice points out that Saunaka
may mean a legal prohibition, or a moral admonition, or merely
to state a fact, or to indicate a preference for daughters’ and
them such weight as the commentators
by them ?

Certainly, if the question were
new, the learned judge’s argument would have to be very care
Much of the reason
fully weighed before it could be rejected.
ing which has prevailed with their Lordships in the prior cases
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sisters’

sons among

Sudras.

would apply to this case; and, on some points, such as the
silence of other great lawgivers and the existence of a sacred
text in an opposite sense, with greater force. But their Lord
ships ﬁnd an antecedent difﬁculty; for they have to consider
whether the present question can be treated as an open one.
It is not necessary to state in detail the course of decisions
in India, because there is hardly any conﬂict in them, and they
are fully stated in the judgments below.

In

1808 there was a

decision on a case from Mirzapore in favour of the validity of
these disputed adoptions; but it is probable that the parties
were Sudras, as Sir William Macnaghten thought they were.
There was a decision in 1810 between Brahmins, where an
adoption

of

a

sister's

son was held valid.

But Sir Francis

Macnaghten tells us that it was overruled in some subsequent
In every other case that
proceeding which is not speciﬁed.
has since occurred, when the question has arisen between
members of the three regenerate classes, and the adoption has
been in the Dattaka form, the decision

validity.
the

The

cases have occurred

High Courts have agreed.

has been against its

in all parts of India, and all

In making this

general state

INDIAN APPEALS.
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ment their Lordships have not overlooked
the

Bombay High Court in 1867.

(1)

Edge

C.J.

thought they belonged to one of the twice-born classes, and so
lent their authority to an adoption of a mother’s sister’s son
ment

as to the true caste,

But though there was some argu-

their Lordships ﬁnd nothing in the

judgment to shew that the judges thought the caste to be other
than it really was. Nor was the decision treated as standing
in the way of a subsequent decision in 1879 by the same High
Court, which afﬁrmed the invalidity of such adoptions in the
regenerate

classes.

The arguments by which the learned Chief Justice seeks to
so strong a current of decision rest
entirely on the peculiarity which, in his opinion, attaches to the

He

does, indeed, subject

the decided

cases to a minute and able examination, with a view of ascer

taining the precise bearing of each, and of attenuating its force.
But the general result at which he arrives does not substantially
vary from that which is arrived at by the minority of the
Court, and which is above stated. That being so, he puts the
case in this way :—

“The

parties

in this

are Kshatriyas, and are governed

case

School of Hindu Law.

As Kshatriyas they
belong to one of the three regenerate classes of Hindus. What
does the Hindu Law, as accepted by
we have to ascertain
the Benares School, prohibit the adoption by
Kshatriya
by the Benares

a

is,

of the son of his mother’s sister, in the sense of making such
. . .
an adoption illegal and void.
“ It has not been suggested that there
any evidence in this
suit of any usage in these provinces by which the adoption in
is

.

a

sister of the mother of the
the Dattaka form of the son of
son
of
his
sister’s
or
of
his
or
daughter’s son, amongst
adopter,
any of the three regenerate classes

is

either recognised as valid

or prohibited as illegal. Neither side in this case has pleaded
or relied upon any custom or usage.”
H.

(1) See Ganpatra
C. R. 130.

Vireshvar

v.

Vithoba

Khandappa,
.

(1867)

4
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withdraw this case from

Benares School of Law.

iii’,

considers

that, though the parties really were Sudras, the learned judges

among one of those classes.

.1.C

the case decided by

Bomb.

Bgggg"
.

v.

*'

B'§§§§’,f“
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The learned Chief Justice then ties the plaintiffs down to the
obligation of shewing

a custom

to prohibit the adoptions

in

question; and on each decided case he puts the test question
whether it is founded on proof of such a custom among the
regenerate classes governed by the Benares School of Law. In
this position he considers that he is supported by a passage in
the judgment of this Board delivered by Sir James Colvile in
It
the case of Collector of Madura v. Mootoo Ramaltnga. (1)
“
The duty, therefore, of a European judge who
is as follows :
is under the obligation to administer Hindu law is not so much
doctrine is fairly deducible from
the earliest authorities, as whether it has been received by the
particular school which governs the district with which he has
to inquire whether a disputed

to deal, and has there been‘ sanctioned
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the

by usage.

For under

Hindu system of law clear proof of usage will outweigh

the written text of the law.”

The principle deduced by the

learned Chief Justice from this passage and applied to the

would have very far-reaching consequences; and
in their Lordships’ opinion it is not a sound principle, nor is it
properly deducible from the language of this Board.
present

case

In that judgment Sir James Colvile

was dealing with the

question whether a widow could adopt a son to her husband

without his express authority. That is a point in the law of
adoption on which legal authorities in different parts of India,
all starting from the same sacred texts, have branched off into
an extraordinary variety of conclusions—each marked

enough

and prevalent enough in its own sphere to be ascribed to some

Sir James Colvile addresses himself
ﬁrst to shew how these schools came into being, and, secondly,
to specify books of the highest authority in them.
It is in the

recognised school of law.

that the sentences just quoted occur,
as also the opinion before quoted with reference to the authority
of the Dattaka Chandrika and of the work of Nanda Pandita.
The decision of the Board was that the power claimed for the

course of this exposition

widow was conferred on her by the school of law dominant in
the Dravada country, from whence the appeal came.
But that
law was ascertained

by the

usual

methods

(1) 12 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca. 397.

of ascertaining

ii

11

7
I
1

.

XXVI.]
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law— by reference to authoritative text-books, to judicial
decisions, and to the opinions of Pandits.
These authorities
were found to be sufﬁcient proof of the general Hindu law
general

prevailing

over

large

tracts

of country and

populous

com

Anybody living among them must be taken to fall
under those general rules of law unless he could shew some
valid local, tribal, or family custom to the contrary. It was
necessary for this Board to refer to the differences of schools of
munities.

law, because the authorities of the recognised Bengal School
denied the power which those of Southern India afﬁrmed.

The

whole passage is framed with reference to the fact that different
schools were found to take different views of the general law on
the point before
countenance

the Board.

But their judgment gives no

to the conclusion that in order ,to bring a case

authority for

Hindus generally, evidence must be given of actual events to
shew that in point of fact the people subject to‘ that general
law regulate their lives by it.
Special customs may be pleaded
which it is proper to prove by evidence of
what actually is done. In this case the learned Chief Justice
tells us that there is no suggestion of a special custom.
That
by way of exception,

being so, he seems to have inverted the processes by which law
is ascertained.

The rule of law asserted by the plaintiffs in this case is
derived in the ﬁrst place from the sacred texts which underlie

all Hindu law, and secondly from books of high authority in
the Benares School as well as in others.
It has been affirmed
in
in many law-suits
India,
of
all
of
and
courts
justice
by
parts
in which the parties were subject to the law of the Mitakshara,

It has
which is of the highest authority in the Benares School.
been so afﬁrmed and applied in general terms, and not as con
It is not shewn or even asserted
ﬁned to a particular school.
that there is anything peculiarin the Benares School to make

it,

this rule inconsistent with its principles. It seems to their
Lordships that to put one who asserts a rule of law under the
necessity of proving that in point of fact the community living
or
under the system of which it forms part is acting upon
has not been universally
defeat him by assertions that
XXVI.
N
VOL.
it
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accepted or acted on, would go far to deny the existence of any
general

Hindu law, and to disregard the broad foundations

which are common

to all schools,

though divergencies

grown out of them.

Their Lordships

inquire whether the views so earnestly
maintained by the learned Chief Justice upon the construction
of the disputed texts might have been successfully maintained
do not

For eighty or ninety years
steady current of authority one way, in all

at the beginning of
there has been a
parts

of India.

demning

It

adoptions

this century.

has been decided that the precepts

prohibitions, and that
effect is to make such adoptions wholly void.
That has
settled in such a way and for such a length of time as to
it incompetent to a court of justice to treat the question
as

an open one.

con

such as the one made in this case are not

monitory only, but are positive
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have

Their Lordships

their
been
make

now

will humbly advise Her

Majesty to reverse the decree appealed from, and to restore that
The
of the Subordinate Judge, with costs in both courts.
respondents must also pay the costs of this appeal.
Solicitors for appellants

:

Ranken Ford, Ford

ct

Chester.
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DEFENDANTS;

‘fY\'

BAJAH SETBUCHERLA VIBABHADRA
AND

ANOTHER

.

.

Feb. 14:
March 4.

PLAINTIFFS

'

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT MADRAS.
A_qreement—Constru<:t60n—Acc0untability

as Agent and not as

Hindu joint
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Family Manager.

.

Where three Hindu brothers agreed that their shares of the joint estate,
excluding the separated share which was of a fourth brother, should be
kept joint, that the eldest should manage the same, and that after twelve
years a division should be etfected, after settling proﬁt and loss up to
that date, but that any one brother might obtain division during that
term by giving up his share of the proﬁts :-—
Held, that the true effect of this agreement was not to leave the family
status untouched, but to render the eldest accountable for receipts and
family
expenditure on the footing of ordinary agency, and not of joint
‘
management.

APPEAL from a decree of the High Court (Oct. 29, 1895),
afﬁrming a decree of the District Court of Vizagapatam
(Nov. 24, 1892) in favour of the plaintiff, now represented by

his sons, the respondents.
The suit was brought against the plaintiffs two brothers
to obtain from the appellant Ramabhadra an account of his
dealings with the property in suit, and for delivery of the

plaintiffs one-third share thereof.
The rights of the parties depended upon the construction of
an agreement entered into between the three brothers on
October 6, 1874, and set out together with the facts of the
case in their Lordships’ judgment. The question decided was
whether the eldest was a special manager under the agree~
* Present: Loan
RICHARD

Warson,

G.‘

1899

AND

SURYANARAYANA

J.

Loan Hormones,

Loan MACNAGHTEN,

and Sm

Coucn.

N

2
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‘U.

RAJAH
Sarnncnnsna

Vrsansanaa
Surnam
ARAYANA.

or manager of a joint estate of
ordinary sense of the term.

ment,

[L. R.
a

joint family in the

Cozens-Hardy, Q.G., and Mayne, for the appellants, sub
mitted that the effect of the agreement was either to continue
as between the executing parties their original status of union,
or to effect a reunion between the three brothers so as

in either
as if the

in the same position, inter se,
partition with the fourth brother had never taken place. It
was contended that the appellant Ramabhadra received posses
case

to place them

sion

of the property with

no other

or different

rights

and
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liabilities than those which attach to the ordinary manager of
an undivided Hindu family.
In fact, the present suit was one
for partition of joint property—that is, of property which had
by consent of parties remained joint as between them notwith
of the fourth brother.

the separation

standing

The

Courts

below erred in treating the suit as one for speciﬁc performance

In

partition suit, the only account that
can be asked, in the absence of fraud, is one of the existing
The respon
state and amount of the property to be divided.
against

a trustee.

a

dent has no right and the Courts have no power to rectify
past inequality of enjoyment

of the joint property as between

No case was made out which would entitle
the plaintiff to a decree "for his share of the property as it
existed in 1874 with interest and mesne proﬁts up to decree.
What he was entitled to was his share of the property
the

as

parties.

it existed

at date of

suit, without any account of past

management.
-Bra.ns0n (Cohen, Q.C., with him), for the respondents,

con

tended that the Courts below rightly held that the effect of the
agreement

under construction was not to constitute

the three

joint Hindu family either by virtue of a reunion or a
continuance of the old relation between them prior to the
Its true effect was to place
separation of the fourth brother.
in
the hands of the appellant
the property of the three brothers

brothers

a

He had
their agent under the agreement.
ceased to be manager and was no longer accountable on the
footing of a manager of joint family property, but was account
Ramabhadra

as

INDIAN APPEALS.
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under the terms of the agree-

m<nt—that is, on the ordinary footing

as between

principal

and agent.

J.C.
1899

an

Snrnucnnsna

March

1899.

The judgment of

4.

their Lordships

was R‘M“:,‘.“DR‘
R."AH
Sarsncnrnm

delivered by
LORD HoBHOUsE.

The principal question in this suit relates
to the construction of a very peculiar agreement between three
brothers. Their position at that time may be stated in brief
outline.

They belonged to the Merangi family, being a joint
family of Hindus, and the property with which they were
dealing belonged to the Merangi estate. When their elder
brother died in the year 1869 he was succeeded by an infant
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son, between whom and his uncles there arose dispute whether
This dispute was not settled
or no the zemindary was partible.

till

the year 1891.

But other portions of the family property

were clearly partible, and

punchayat was appointed to make
That body made an award in December, 1873,
partition.
and a revised award on October 7, 1874. These awards
appear to have effected a ﬁnal settlement as between the
a

three younger brothers on one side and their nephew on the
other. But the day before the revised award was completed
the three younger brothers entered into the agreement in
question.
The document
follows

“As

bears

date

October

6, 1874,

and

runs

as

:

one of us, Sri Somasekhara

Raju Bahadur Garu, has

not agreed to the award passed by the panchayat in the dispute
in respect of dayam (partition) which took place between us
three and the minor Zamindar of Merangi, we have resolved
that it would be better for us three to live jointly than to
become divided

by instituting civil suits and putting ourselves

to much expense
ourselves,

and

trouble,

and

have

arranged,

the following conditions for living jointly

among

:

“ 1. That the three shares belonging to us according
to the

panchayat award after excluding the share of the minor should
"
be kept joint:
“2. That Sri Ramabhadra Raju Garu, who is the eldest of

V‘S“§:§A‘;’.“‘
ARAYANA

__
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us, should take charge of the said three shares and manage the
same, and

“

3. That we should live jointly
Snrnuousssa date, and effect division thereafter

Ruas

RAMABBADRA
v.

Ruas

for twelve years from this
after settling the proﬁt or

Should in the meantime any of
us desire to become divided, without remaining joint for twelve
loss accruing up to that date.

Smsucnnnna
Vmsnnanna
years
Seman

anrazu.

[L. R.

as aforesaid, the member

so desiring

should give up his

share in the proﬁts which may accrue up to that date and
should himself bear the loss which may have been occasioned
thereby.

We have entered into this samakhya (agreement)

after agreeing that it should be acted upon accordingly and
therefore we three shall bind ourselves to the said conditions.”
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This arrangement

followed during the twelve years’
term.
About two years afterwards the youngest brother ogi,
for whom his two minor sons have been substituted and are
now respondents, ﬁled his plaint in this suit against his two
was

J

who are now appellants.
He prayed for a division
and delivery of his third share of the property, including the

brothers

income during the twelve years’ term.

'

Ramabhadra resisted the suit, alleging

that the agreement
had never been acted on, and pleading limitation.
Those
him,
and
issues were decided against
there is no longer any
in this appeal are,
about
them.
The
raised
question
questions
ﬁrst, whether the defendant Ramabhadra is liable to account
for the income of the property during the twelve years’ term;
and, secondly, whether one portion of the property sued for was
comprised in the agreement.

On the ﬁrst point the defendant contends that under the
agreement the three brothers remained a joint Hindu family,
and that he was the manager of that family, and is not
for the income of past years. The District Judge
his
has stated
view of the defendant’s position in these terms :——
think the 1st defendant is liable to answer to the plain
accountable

“I

tiff not only

as the manager

He is,

I

of a

Hindu family, but further

as

not only on the footing
of what is spent and what remains, but upon the footing of
what expenditure might have been conﬁned to if frugality and
a trustee.

ﬁnd, accountable

skill had been employed.”

"

vOn xxV1.]
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On this footing he took accounts and framed his decree.
The defendant appealed, but the High Court dismissed his
appeal with costs.

Their Lordships cannot accept the defendant’s view of the
agreement.

It

.
1s

not

.

a simple

agreement

to postpone

the

partition, and so to leave the family status of the brothers
untouched. They are put upon a new footing. The defendant
has the management secured to him for an absolute term of
twelve years, and though during that term the others would
not be precluded from demanding division, they could only do
so on condition of giving up proﬁts and bearing any loss
Moreover, the
occasioned by their premature withdrawal.
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division when it comes is to be eﬁected after settling the proﬁt
and loss accruing to that date. That is hardly the language
which would have been used if the parties had meant nothing
except that they should divide the corpus of the estate as it
stood at the end of the term, whether it had increased or
The language is more appropriate to express an
decreased.
intention that accounts should

be taken

of receipts and expenses,

treating surpluses as proﬁts and deﬁcits as loss.
In their Lordships’ view the defendant was an agent for the
three, unpaid it is true, but accountable for his receipts and
The District Judge’s description of him as a
trustee, and as liable for failure in frugality or skill, is open to
criticism in point of expression, but it does not appear that in
expenditure.

applying his principle he has saddled the defendant with any
larger liability than results from his agency. It is true that the
defendant by not keeping accounts has driven the Court to
proceed on grounds more or less conjectural; but his counsel
admit that if he fails in maintaining his position
joint family manager,

J

ordinary
he has nothing to complain of in the
as an

District udge’s treatment of the case, except as regards one
item in the account.
That item is a substantial one. It is stated in Sched. D as
proﬁts from 1874, the date of the punchayet, from the lease of
That means a lease of
the Merangi estate by the defendant.
the zemindary, which belonged to the minor nephew’s share,
to the defendant.
After deducting the rent paid to the Zemin

J.C.
1s99

15;“
§E'.“*‘U°*“‘““
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v
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.

dary Treasury and other expenses, the District Judge brings
out the sum of Rs.16,483 5a. 4p. as the net sum due to the

plaintiffs share.
The lease by the Court of Wards is dated August 20, 1874.
It is made on the application of the defendant in the previous
May, and the grant is in these terms: “You should continue
zemindary at an annual cost of
The holding is to be from July 1, 1874, till the
zemindar ceases to be a minor.
There are several other con

to enjoy the said Merangi

Rs.37,000.”

ditions, none of which throw any light on the question between
the defendant and his brothers.

From the terms of the lease itself and from the award
the

it would seem that the defendant

punchayet,

had

of

been

in enjoyment of the property at a favourable rent on
The terms of
account of rendering services to the family.
that holding do not appear in the Record; and it cannot be
gathered from the award what precisely was the view which
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previously

the arbitrators took of the defendant’s interest.
some amount
the family.

They awarded
of proﬁts equally between the four branches of

But

as

between

the three

brothers

the

award

became abortive, and the lease of August, 1874, put the matter
on a new footing.

The view taken by the District Judge is thus expressed. He
is referring to a tabular statement explaining his decision :—
“Item No. 15 represents the p1aintiffs one-third share of
the proﬁts of a lease of the zamindari of Merangi which the
Collector on behalf of the minor zamindar gave in the name
of the 1st defendant.
should

be treated

In Bengal

as

The 1st defendant
his self-acquired

contends

that this

and separate property.

who acquired this
lease might, though he pledged the joint property of his
brothers (Exhibit K) as security for the fulﬁlment of the terms
of his lease, claim a double share of the proceeds of the lease ;
the 1st defendant

for he alone worked
property obtained

I think

as the person

that lease.

But in this part of India

with the assistance of joint funds is joint,

that this lease and consequently its proceeds may
be said to have been acquired by the aid of the joint property
and

pledged to secure

it.”

.

voL. XxV1.]
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There is, however, no proof that the joint estate ever became
security for the rent; and there is good ground for inferring
that it did not.

From

J.

C.

1899

E11,,

letter written by the defendant on June 8, 1876, it ilfgggfgéi
appears that some demand must have been made by the Court
R :1-AH
of Wards upon him to give security for the rent.
He then SETRUGHERLA
says
state

a

it is true that he alone is the lessee.
the

arrangement

October,

of

But he

1874, and

goes on to VI§Q:§f§.M

he continues

thus :—

“As

the lands which fell to my share and to those of my

brothers are sufﬁcient
are ready

for the security of the rent, we three

to give, in writing,

those

properties

as

security.
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While we three brothers are possessed of property sufﬁcient
for the security, there appears to be no reason why others

It is all the same whether
should be asked to give security.
one security bond is obtained from us three or whether separate
Therefore, you are hereby informed that,
ones are obtained.

if

you would write your opinion in regard

to this matter,

a

draft copy of the security bond will be prepared and sent to you
as soon as the Tahsildar puts us in possession of the lands.”
The security bond bears date November 1, 1876. It pur
ports at the beginning to be executed by the defendant alone.
In the subsequent part language is used as if a plurality of
persons were giving security, and it refers to a schedule which
comprises

At the foot it is executed by the

the family lands.

And when the lands actually charged come
to be speciﬁed in the schedules, the shares of his brothers are
expressly excluded, though his own share which is charged is
”
“
incorrectly spoken of as our one share. The following item
defendant

is

alone.

a specimen.

.

“ Out of the land within the said boundaries the three shares
of Sri Rajah Setrucherla agannadham Raju Bahadur Garu,
the minor zamindar of Merangi, of Sri Rajah Setrucherla

J

Somasekhara

Rajn Bahadur Garu and of Sri Rajah Setrucherla

Jogi Raju Bahadur Garu

being

excluded,

one acre

of land

belonging to our one share.”
When this had been pointed out by Mr. Mayne, their Lord
ships asked Mr. Branson if he could shew how the joint

‘“‘;“l‘_’“

[L. R;
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Vmansanna
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Whether his brothers refused to join, or whether on reading
his letter the Court of Wards thought his security ample
without them,
idle to speculate.
The District Judge was
it

ARAYANA.

that though the defendant spoke of giving
security by joinder of his brothers, and though the language
of the security bond
in part drawn on that footing,
did
not bind any property except that of the defendant himself.
The result

it

v.

is

RAHABHADRA

not shew how.

perhaps

misled

is

RAJAH
Smnocnnsna

is

1899

@\*\'

property or the property of the defendant’s two brothers was
ever made
security for the rent, and he stated that he could
a

J‘.

C

174

by the language

of the letter and the

corre

sponding language of the body of the security bond, excluding

its ending, and its schedule.
As matter
for
of fact, his reason
treating the lease as joint property fails
and then no other reason
shewn why
should not take effect
it

according to its tenor.

Their Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty to vary the
decree appealed from by striking out of the sums to be paid to
the plaintiffs the sum of Rs.16,483

5a. 4p. being item 15

in the

tabular statement framed by the District Judge, and with that
exception to afﬁrm the decree. As each party has partially
succeeded and partially failed, each should bear their own

<ﬁ

costs.
Co.
Keen, Rogers
Solicitors for appellants
Solicitor for respondents: Solicitor, India Oﬁice.
:
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.

.

.

PLAINTIFF;'

1899
vv~¢

AND

NARBADA GIR

.

.

.

ON APPEAL FROM THE
Civil

Procedure

.

.

.

.

.

.

DEFENDANT.

Feb. 22;
March 24.

men COURT AT ALLAHABAD.

Code, s. 13—Res Judicata—Dec'ree

Suit, Issues being undecided.
Where

J.C.*

of Dismissal of former

suit between the same parties in the same Court and
in a decree of dismissal, the judgment leaving
it open to the plaintiff to bring a fresh suit and leaving “untouched and
undecided all matters” affecting the rights of the parties :——
Held, that such a decree did not constitute res judicata either under the
a former

for the same relief resulted
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general law or under
of the suit.

APPEAL from
reversing

a

s. 13

of Act

XIV.

a decree of the

decree of

the

of 1882, not being a ﬁnal decision

High Court (Nov.

Subordinate Judge

14, 1895)

of Allahabad

(June 29, 1893).
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
The sole question decided was whether the plaintiffs suit
was barred

judicata by a decree which dismissed his
former suit for the same relief in pursuance of a judgment
as res

which in terms left all matters in issue undecided.
Cohen, Q.C., and Ross, for the appellant.

Mayne, for the respondent.
The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

1899

This is an appeal from a decree of the
LORD MACNAGHTEN.
High Court at Allahabad. The plaintiff Mahant Nepal Gir,
who is now represented by the appellant, sued for recovery of
The suit was brought in the Court
possession of four villages.
of the Judge of Small Causes at Allahabad exercising the
powers of a Subordinate Judge.

He gave the plaintiff

a decree

which has been reversed by the learned judges of the High
Court, who dismissed the suit with costs.
..
" Present: LORD Honnouss, Loan Msczuonrsn, and SIRRICHABD
Conan.

v

March 24.
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\’,~l
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GIB
v.

Nansana
Gm.

[IL

R.

The facts of the

case are few and simple and not now in
The
whole
argument before this Board turned upon
dispute.
the meaning and effect of a judgment of the High Court in a
previous litigation between Mahant Nepal Gir and Parshad

Gir, the person whom the defendant Narbada Gir claims
represent.

.

to

\

The parties to the present suit are sannyasis or ascetics of a
sect known as Baghambari from the name of their founder, who
lived more than a hundred years ago. The gaddi or shrine of
Baghambari, which appears to have been endowed with con

in a house below
This house was destroyed in the

siderable property, was originally established

the fort of Allahabad.
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Mutiny, and the gaddi was removed

in consequence to an
adjoining mauza called Baski. The manager of the gaddi at
this time was Baba Bhola Gir. Bhola Gir died on March 8,
1868, leaving four chelas or disciples : Nepal Gir, Bijai Gir, Moti

Gir, and Parshad Gir.
dispute

about

There seems to have been at ﬁrst some

the succession;

but the

differences,

whatever

On March 25, 1868, the four
they were, were soon arranged.
chelas executed an ikranama or deed of arrangement
pro
viding for the administration of the gaddi and division of
them.
Nepal Gir became gaddi-nashin or
Moti Grir bhandari or treasurer and manager at
Allahabad, Bijai Gir manager of certain villages, and Parshad
Gir manager of the villages in dispute.
This ikranama was duly registered on March 30, 1868. It

offices

between

head mahant,

that Bhola Grir before his death gave the following
direction to his four chelas in the presence of respectable

recites

people: “After me you four persons should by common con
sent become proprietors of all the properties belonging to the
gaddi of Baba Baghambari, and should maintain the property
and management

thereof

as

It then goes
with that direction and in

usual like myself.”

on to declare that, in compliance

order to avoid future disputes and to keep up the name and
prestige of the gaddi and properties, the four persons parties
to the deed unanimously covenanted

the following

clauses.

having been appointed

in the terms expressed in

Clause 1 provided that Nepal Gir,
mahant, should be installed as gaddi

words

177

Clause 2, so far as material, was

nashin.
“

INDIAN APPEALS.
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in the following

J-<1

:—

1899

formerly the name of Baba Bhola Gir
was entered in respect of the ilakas (villages) and the mahant’s
name was not entered, so the names of Bijai Gir and Parshad
Gir be entered in respect of the ilakas, and they should be
that

Secondly,

as

it

peshwakars (heads) and managers of the property (ilakas) and
other affairs, and should maintain the management of receipts
and disbursements in the same way as
had been before.
But they, on account of their names being entered, or any
other person for any reason neither have nor shall have any
right whatever nor even the mahant himself shall have

Clause

1

Baba Baghambari, and they are not meant for person or for
any particular individual.”
had provided for the expulsion of the gaddi-nashin

in certain events.

2

Clause
provided for the expulsion of any
of the other three “ discovered doing any vicious act or any act
disgracing the gaddi or contrary to the customs of the Math.”
Clause provided that—
“ As at
present the disciples stay at ilakas (villages) and look
after the management of cultivation and making collections of
the ilakas like managers, so Bijai Gir and Parshad G-ir should
3

in the like manner live there

munsarims and managers and
In case of their proving
usual.

as

carry on the current affairs as
unfaithful and of misconduct the Mahant Moti Grir and the
third person who might be left of good behaviour have and
shall have power to turn them out with their mutual consent
and consultation as an owner has in respect of the manager.”

for the duties to be undertaken by Moti
so far as material, was as follows :—
Clause
Grir.
“Fifthly, that none of us, either gaddi-nashin, peshwakar,
or another disciple, or any one who may be the successive
provided
5,

Clause

4

of any person, shall have any power
to act contrary to any of the terms of this document . . .
and those who are our disciples should also live as usual in

representative

or disciple

.
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any power of partition or temporary or permanent transfer in
respect of the whole or any part of the movable or immovable
property, because all the properties belong to the gaddi of
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of which we are the managers

those ilakas

in
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in our stead; but

of misbehaviour the mahant and peshwakar have and
Shall have in every case authority to turn them out.”
On the terms of this ikranama Parshad Gir entered into
One of his ﬁrst acts
possession of the villages in dispute.
case

after he obtained

possession was to join with the other three

in

certiﬁcate to
enable the four to collect the debts due to the estate of Bhola
persons

parties

to the deed

a

petition for

a

Gir.

The petition was veriﬁed by a declaration signed by
Parshad Gir himself. It set out Bhola Gir’s will as contained
in the ikranama, and proceeded to state that the petitioners in
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union among themselves, for giving additional strength to the
will, having executed an ikranama on March 25, 1868, “ with
the conditions entered therein,” got it registered, and, accord
ing to same, mutation of names in their favour was effected,
and that under the same they had been in possession and
as proprietors of all goods, properties
enjoyment
(imlak)
appertaining to the gaddi of Baghambari left by the deceased
Goshain.
Whether in the interval between the execution of the
ikranama and the end of the year 1881 Parshad Gir remitted
any contribution in money or in kind from the estates under
his management
question

about

to the gaddi

which

a good

of Baghambari at Baski is
deal of evidence was

which left the matter still in doubt.

a

adduced

For the purpose of the

seems to be wholly immaterial.
It
1882,
of
that,
from
the
commencement
Parshad
Gir
is clear
In June,
made no remittance to the gaddi of Baghambari.
present suit that question

1884, there was a meeting of the persons interested
Parshad Gir, Moti Gir, and the representatives of

who was

then

dead, were

summoned.

to which

Bijai Gir,

"Moti Gir and the

of Bijai Gir
and formally acknow
incumbent
ledged
obligation
upon them to act in con
formity with the terms of the ikranama. Parshad Gir absented
himself without making any excuse or sending any explanation
The parties present resolved that Parshad Gir
of his conduct.
should be requested to state his intentions and furnish an
representatives

attended,

the

account

of

the

property under his

management

within

a

INDIAN APPEALS.
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to consider
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a

further
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should be

meeting

A notice

future proceedings.

to

that

June,
Parshad Gir,

effect, with a copy of the proceedings of the meeting of

accordingly sent to Parshad Gir.
however, paid no attention to the summons, and treated the
matter with absolute indifference.
Thereupon the Mahant
1884,

was

Nepal Gir, Moti Gir, and the representatives

Bijai Gir
suit to recover possession of the villages in dispute
of

a

brought
and for an account.

a

He alleged that the
written statement.
in
did
to
the
not
gaddi of Baba Bag
villages
dispute
belong
Parshad Gir ﬁled

hambari at Baski, but to the gaddi of Baba Baghambari at
Niria, one of the villages in dispute where Pershad Gir lived.
He denied that he had executed the ikranama of March, 1868.
pleaded that he had been in adverse possession for twelve

it

years, and that the plaintiffs’ claim was barred by limitation.
had been partly
While the suit was pending, and after
heard, Parshad Gir died.

On his death Narbada Grir, who had
of the villages in dispute claiming under

taken possession
Parshad Gir, was brought upon the record, but no amendment

was made nor was any fresh issue directed.
The Subordinate Judge found that the villages in dispute
belonged to the gaddi of Baba Baghambari at Baski, that the
ikranama of March, 1868, was executed by Parshad Gir, and
that he never challenged its genuineness or validity until he ﬁled
possession.

He negatived the plea of adverse
He held that
Parshad Gir had been alive the
statement.

if

his written

in

plaintiffs would have been entitled under the terms of the
ikranama to oust him from the villages
dispute on account
of his misconduct in not rendering accounts and sending proﬁts
to the gaddi and in claiming them as his own property.
He
further held that Narbada, assuming that he was Parshad
Gir’s heir, could not retain possession of the villages in dispute
a

against the will of the plaintiffs, who were entitled to resume
fresh arrangement for
possession of the villages and to make
He dismissed the claim for an account.
their management.
Narbada, he said, had not misappropriated the proﬁts which the
was not proved that any personal
plaintiffs claimed, and as

it
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Gir had come to his hands he could not

estate of Parshad

made accountable for the proﬁts received by Parshad Gir.
the result, therefore,

R.

be

In

the claim for an account was dismissed,

but the claim for possession was granted.

On March 8, 1886,
Against this decree Narbada appealed.
the learned judges who heard the appeal pronounced a judgment
which unfortunately neither the High Court on the appeal in
the present suit, nor the learned

Lordships

counsel

are able to understand.

at the bar, nor their

They seem to have mis

apprehended the grounds of the Subordinate Judge’s decision.

They held Parshad Gir absolved apparently because it was not
proved to their satisfaction that he “had acted as a person
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accountable

to the gaddi.”

“The impression left upon

our

minds,” they said, “is that . . . . there is good reason for
believing that from 1868 down to his death Parshad Gir occu
pied and asserted an independent position in respect of the

Niria Shrine.”

So they held that the suit would have failed

against Parshad

Gir if he had been alive, and accordingly they

reversed the decree and dismissed the suit against Narbada Gir,

the legal representative of Parshad Gir, with costs.
But
their
with
concluded
the
announce
judgment
they
following
ment: “ We think that the Subordinate Judge should, as we

as

it open to the plaintiffs, or rather Nepal
suit against Narbada Gir personally, in which

propose to do, have left

Gir, to institute
a

a

number of questions which

as yet have never been raised or

considered can be properly dealt with and determined,

and, in

holding that the present suit failed as against Parshad Gir, we
leave untouched and undecided all matters affecting the rights
of the plaintiff Nepal Gir on the one side and of Narbada Gir
on the other.”
On July 30, 1892, Nepal Gir sent a notice to Narbada Gir
him under threat of legal proceedings to come in
“
and submit his accounts, treating him as
manager and agent
in charge” of property belonging; to the gaddi of Baghambari.
As Narbada Gir paid no attention to this notice, the present
requesting

suit was brought for the purpose of recovering possession of the
Narbada pleaded the defence of res judicata,
villages in dispute.
adverse possession by Parshad

Gir, and title under Parshad Gir’s

INDIAN APPEALS.
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will, and refused to admit ‘the validity and existence of the
ikranama of March, 1868.

J.C.

The Subordinate Judge held that the suit was not barred by
the decree of the High Court of March 8, 1886.
He found in

pA;;_,,,
G11“

a

favour of the plaintiff on all the issues, and gave
decree for
possession with mesne proﬁts for three years.
Narbada Gir appealed to the High Court. On November 14,

1899

almost,

if

ment which

is

High Court pronounced

not quite,

as

judg
difﬁcult to understand as
a

1895, the learned judges of the

previous suit what were the ﬁndings upon which this Court in
that suit made its decree dismissing the suit.” They then
address themselves to the solution of that problem.
They
begin by rejecting the only part of the former judgment which

is absolutely clear, and they express their opinion that “the
”

construction which

(if

a

inconsistent ﬁndings"

is

only possible construction of that judgment which would make
it “consistent throughout and ’would not suggest absolutely
their Lord

it

undetermined
ships have rightly apprehended its effect) leaves
whether the ikranama of 1868 was or was not proved, or was or
was not binding on the parties, and attributes to learned judges
a

of one of the highest courts of appeal in India the view that
solemn instrument in the terms of such
person who executes
an ikranama and accepts the management of property on the
a

at liberty to repudiate the trust
conditions therein contained
and to set up an adverse title in some other religious founda
is

not in himself, without being liable to removal either by
the parties interested or by the Court. Having placed this
construction on the earlier judgment, and ﬁnding that the only
tion,

Narbada Gir was that he obtained possession
under the ikranama of 1868, and then wholly repudiated the
obligations of that instrument, the learned judges of the High
Court treated the matter as res judicata, and dismissed the suit
charge

against

"

with costs in all Courts.
The High Court placed some reliance on the notice of July 30,
or act upon‘ it. It seems
1892. Narbada GirI did not accept
Von. XXVI.
O

it

.\

if
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the judgment of their predecessors in 1886. They observe that
the difﬁculty which they had felt in the case had been “in
trying to ascertain from the judgment of the Court in the

N‘A8310‘
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Paasorau"
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v.

N maana
, Gm.

[L.

to their Lordships to have no bearing on the question

R.

between

the parties.

Their Lordships think that it would

be an

idle and

a hopeless

task to speculate

upon the grounds of the judgment of the
High Court in 1886. Whatever the grounds may have been,
they are certainly not apparent on the face of the judgment.
One thing, however, is plain: the learned judges in 1886 did
not intend to decide anything as between Nepal Gir and Narbada
Gir. They left it open to Nepal Gir “ to institute a suit against

Narbada Gir personally.” They said in so many words, “ We
leave untouched and undecided all matters affecting the rights
of the plaintiff Nepal Gir on the one side and Narbada Gir on
The only reason why the High Court in 1895
the other.”
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refused to give effect to those words was because they considered

that if they construed them according to their plain meaning
“
they should be holding that the decree of this Court in the
previous suit was simply what is known in England as a decree

they say, no Court in India has
Now, the objection to a judgment of nonsuit
under the old practice in this country—there was no such thing
as “a decree of nonsuit,” for the term “nonsuit” was not
of nonsuit.”

Such

a decree,

power to make.

this: It enabled a plaintiff, after he
had dragged the defendant into court, if he found the case going
known in Chancery-—was

against him or that he had not the requisite materials to support
his claim, to elect to be nonsuited, with the result that he could
bring a fresh action and so harass the defendant with further
The judge at the trial was powerless: the plaintiff
litigation.
There can be no room for such an objec
was dominus litis.
But,
tion when the judge has the matter in his own hands.
however that may be, the real answer to the difﬁculty pro
pounded by the High Court is this : The question is not whether
the judgment of the

High Court in

1886 was

right, but whether

it did or did not ﬁnally decide the present question as between
Nepal Gir and Narbada Gir. It would be a contradiction in
terms to say that the Court had ﬁnally decided matters which

it expressly left “ untouched and undecided.”
Mr. Mayne, for the respondent, did not go so far
tend that the judgment of 1886 as

.

as to con

it stands and of itself would

INDIAN APPEALS.

XXVI.]

support a plea of res judicata.

Following

183

the arguments

or

suggestions contained in the judgment under appeal, he endea
voured to persuade their Lordships

that there must have been

for the decision of the High Court in 1886 or
some ﬁndings underlying that decision which would support a
case of what may be called constructive estoppel.
It is enough
to say that there is no such thing known to the law as con
some grounds

structive

estoppel, and

requirements

. C.

J

VOL.

1899

WY\l

Pausomu
Gm
1:.

Naanana
G13.

if there were it would not satisfy the

of s. 13 of the Code of Civil Procedure

“The conditions for

(XIV. of

of jurisdiction on
1882).
“
the ground of res judicata are,” as Willes J. (1) says,
that the
same identical matter shall have come in question already in a
the exclusion

jurisdiction, that the matter shall have
been controverted, and that it shall have been ﬁnally decided.”
That is just what s. 13 requires : there must be a ﬁnal decision.
Their Lordships are of opinion that the view taken by the
Their Lordships will, there
Subordinate Judge was correct.

Her Majesty that the appeal ought to be
allowed, the decree of the High Court reversed, and the appeal
fore, humbly advise
to it dismissed

with costs, and the judgment of the Subordinate

Judge restored.

The respondent must pay the costs of the appeal.
Solicitors for appellant : T. L. .Wilson at C0.
Solicitors for respondent : Barrow
Rogers.
(fr

(1) Langmead v. Mabb, (1865) 18 C. B. (N.S.) 270.

I
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J. Cr

JUNG

SULTAN NAWAZ

. 1899

\’v\!

Jame 28;

July

22

.

.

.

[L. R;

.

.

PLAINTIFF;

AND

RUSTUMJ I

JIJIBHOY

NANABI—IOY
.

.

.

.

.

BYRAMJ I
.
.
.
.iDEFEND‘m'

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT BOMBAY.
Indian

Act, 1882, s. 15—Right to Easeme'nt—Wind0ws Opened
under Agreement with adjoining Proprietor.

Easements

Where a plaintiff's ‘windows had been opened and suffered to exist under
made by him not to raise any objection to their being blocked
when the defendant should rebuild and raise his house :
Held, that as this provision was accepted by the defendant, the plaintiff
could not acquire an easement in respect of those windows under s. 15 of
the Indian Easements Act, 1882 :
Held, further, that there was none the less an acceptance of the said
promise, because the defendant had expressed a wish for some alterations
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9. promise

in the form of it which he left to the plaintiffs option, and had engaged in
fruitless negotiations respecting them.
I

APPEAL from

a decree of the

Farran

J.

High Court (Feb. 27, 1896)

(March 15, 1895), which had
been in favour of the appellant for Rs.4500 damages.
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
The suit was brought in 1894 for a decree declaring the
reversing

a decree of

appellant

to be entitled

to free and uninterrupted access of

light and air through the windows on the south and west sides
of his house as the same were enjoyed by him before the
respondent

began to take down and rebuild his house,

and

complaining of the interruption of such right which would be
caused by the new building of the respondent,
an injunction, and for further and other relief.
ent in his written statement
between his predecessor
of the appellant
*

and praying

for

The respond

set up that by an arrangement

in title and the predecessor in title

he was entitled then to erect upon the site

Present: LORD Wurson, Loan
Coucu, and Sm EDWARD FRY.

Honnousn, Loan

DAVEY, Sm RICHARD

VOL.
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where he was then erecting his said house any building or

structure whatsoever,

without

and air to the windows

regard

to the access of light

in the south wall of the appellant’s

said house, and that the appellant had no right to raise any
objection thereto.

In his letter to the appellant of November 2, 1871, the respond
“ In the course of
ent said :
nearly a year and a half that has now

I

have often written to you to the effect as follows:
There is the property of the said jamadar in the vicinity of my
elapsed,

house, situate at Hornby Row, and the windows on the south

thereof have been made to open projecting over my pro
asked for a writing
perty (which was not all the case before).
from you making (proper) arrangements in the matter, but you
[have] not as yet sent any satisfactory answer in respect thereof,
(side)

I
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and you often wrote, and you often communicated

to me verbally

the same answer to the effect that the jamadar was to come, and
that you would settle the same when he comes, but nothing
has been done in the matter.

I

therefore by this give you ﬁnal

that, should you fail to come to a satisfactory arrange
ment as regards me (in the matter of these windows) within
will, without delay, by legal steps at
ﬁfteen days of this date,
notice

I

once close your windows and kanframes
i“

and as to whatever

”

(? weather boards),
be
incurred
by me in the
expenses may

matter thereof, you are responsible for the whole of the same,
and you are bound to be answerable for the same.
therefore

I

think that now you will not make the least delay in the matter.
waited for so many months, but
Relying upon your word,
Do you please note the same.
it cannot be done hereaftgr.

I

Please

to

reply

This is the sole

this letter immediately.

representation.”

In his letter of July

17, 1872, he said:

“I

am extremely

sorry to write that, although you are a respectable

man and

that you very often gave to the effect
that you would write to the jamadar, in the matter of the house
amadar Awad bin Omar, situate in the vicinity
belonging to
merchant,

the promise

J

”
of my house in the Fort, and the windows and kanframes
“
whereof open over my property, and get
(? weather board)
(him) to come to an arrangement

\

with me.

But

as to the

J

. C.

1899
\4W_l

SULTAN
une

N AWAZ

v.

J

Rusrunsr
Nananuor
BYRAMJI

J Lmsnox.
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.Ji.nBnoY.

-_1

[L. R.

sameyou have not up to this day fulﬁlled your promise,
took you to be a respectable man, and put up with the

I

and

I

same

for nearly two years. But now have at length got tired, and
The whole blame in
am obliged to write this strong letter.
Now have written this last letter,
respect thereof is on you.

I

and hope that without the slightest further delay, you will at
once pass in writing

and deliver (to me) the instrument which
is required (to be passed) in the matterjof the windows of your
house, and should you perhaps fail to do so within ﬁfteen days,

I will take

such steps as may be proper

according

to law, and

recover from you all the loss and costs, &c., in respect of the
same.

“Even now,
work done, and,

I

I

that you will surely get
hope, do it in such a way which will

again request
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give rise to any lengthy dispute between

you and me.

the
not

Please

This is the sole repre
reply to this letter immediately.
sentation.”
Farran . held that the arrangements between the owners of

J

the appellant’s

and respondent’s

letters of 1865 and 1868, set out
were temporary

arrangements,

houses,

as evidenced

by the

in their Lordships’ judgment,

and came to an end when the

wrote the letters of November 2, 1871, and July,
1872. He also held that in the interval (1872—1894) the appel
lant had acquired a prescriptive right to light and air through
the windows in the south wall of his house referred to in

respondent

the plaint.

He further held that under the rule in Dhunjibhoy

v. Lisboa (1) the appellant was not entitled to an injunction,
but only to damages.

Both sides appealed, and the High Court held that the fact
of the appellant’s enjoyment of the light and air to which he
claimed a prescriptive title was admitted, and that the only
question

was

whether such enjoyment was

“by

agreement,

with permission and on sufferance.”
. that the
letter of
They accepted the view of Farran
May 11, 1865, constituted an agreement between the parties
which would prevent the appellant from acquiring any ease
ment of light and air as long as it continued in force ; but they

J

(1) (1888) Ind. L. R. 13 Bomb. 252.

.

.
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J. C.

from him in that they held that this agreement had
'
never been put an end to.
They considered that the letter of March 17, 1868, went
much further than the letter of May 11, 1865; and expressed
differed

1899

ZVY
SULTAN
une

Nawaz

v.

their opinion that the appellant was not absolved from the
engagement entered into by his predecessor in title in 1865 by
the letters of November 2, 1871, and
course adopted by the respondent,
such

a

July

position since

July

RUSTUMJI

N ANABHOY
Brnamn

JiJ1BaoY.

17, 1872, or by the

and that he had not been in

17, 1872, as to acquire by lapse of

time a right to the access of light and air claimed.
They held
that as this appellant had not repudiated the agreement of
May 11, 1865, distinctly and openly, that it was still in
existence,

and that he could not claim to have acquired a right
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by prescription.

Haldane,

Q.C., and Branson, for the appellant, contended
the
that
appellant had made out a good title by prescription to
the light and air which he claimed.
They referred to Indian
Easements Act, 1882,

s. 15

;

Shelfer v. City of London Electric

Lighting C0. (1), where all the cases on the subject of an
injunction in aid of legal rights are cited and reviewed; and
see

Bewley v. Atkinson.

(2)

The sole question here is whether

the rights of the parties were affected by the correspondence.

It

was contended

that the letters of

1865

and 1868 were not

binding on the appellant as a purchaser without notice, no
attempt having been made to shew that the terms of these
letters had been communicated

unregistered

to the appellant

not binding until it is
Even if theletters
accepted there was no actual agreement.
of 1865 and 1868 were binding or had any effect in preventing
before his purchase

the appellant

;

that

as a promise is

from acquiring

a prescriptive

right to

access of

light and air thrdugh the windows in question, that effect was
put an end to by the letters of 1871 and 1872.

Farwell, Q.C., Swinfen Eadg,
respondent,

contended

out the prescription as

tion of his suit.
1

Q.O'.,

and

.

Ingpen, for the

that the appellant had failed to make.
to light and air which was the founda-.

Access of light and air to his building had

(1).[1895]1Ch.310.

.

.

(2) (1s19)13 Ch.D.283.

1

J
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[L.

R.

J. C.

not been peaceably enjoyed therewith aS an easement without
1899
interruption for twenty years within the meaning of the Act of
1882, s. 15.
It was enjoyed in pursuance of an agreement in
Suumn
Nawaz Juno writing contained in the
letters of 1865, 1868, and July 28,

Y
v

Rusrunm
NANABHOY

BYRAMJI

J manor.

right to the access of light and air to the appellant’s windows

July

22,

of

~

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

In

SIR RICHARD COUCH.
Jamsetji
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was granted subject to

in the letters, on the fulﬁlment

which it was to cease.
Haldane, Q.C., replied.
1899

It

as an easement.

the condition expressed

\’¢\;

of the same section.

On the true construction of the letters it was clear that no
had been granted

"

I.

1883, within the meaning of Explanation

1868 the trustees

Jijibhoy conveyed

to

the

appellant

of Rustumji
house

a

and

premises in Hornby Row, Bombay, consisting of a ground-ﬂoor
and four upper stories,

in the south and west walls whereof

there are a number of windows.
house there stood until 1893 a

Upon the south side of this
house belonging to the respond

ent which was separated from the appellant’s house by a narrow
space and extended in height to a point below the level of the

On May 6, 1893, the re
third-story windows.
solicitors
letter
informed
the appellant that his
by
spondent’s
windows were opened and suffered to exist under a special
appellant’s

arrangement

made between their predecessors in title, and that

such arrangement

was conﬁrmed

by an instrument in writing dated

July

28, 1883;

that

to build a house upon his premises

client intended
possibly higher
requisite

and ratiﬁed by the appellant

than

the

appellant’s

existing

as

their

up to or

house,

the

notice to close up his windows and remove the pro

in due course. In reply to this letter
the appellant’s solicitors wrote, on July 17,‘ 1893, that their
client was not aware of the alleged arrangements or of the

jections would

be served

writing of July 28, 1883, and that the windows existing in
the south wall of his house and opening on the premises of the
respondent were ancient, and that full light and air had been
enjoyed by the occupiers

obstruction

or

of the appellant’s house without any

interruption

for

a

number

of

years..

The

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL.

189

foundations for his intended
house, the appellant, after some further correspondence between
the solicitors, on October 13, 1894, ﬁled a plaint in the High

On the same day, on an afﬁdavit verifying the plaint
and saying that the respondent was rapidly proceeding with
the erection of his new house, a rule nisi for an interim
house.

injunction was granted by the Court.
The,suit came on for hearing on March 14, 1895, when
the learned judge who heard it held that the arrangements
evidenced

by letters

of May 11, 1865, and March
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were temporary arrangements
respondent
1872,

July

17,

decree for

injunction
Both parties appealed, the now
on the ground that the now appellant had not
the

and

made

a

damages with costs.

respondent
acquired

and came to an end when the

wrote the letters of November 2, 1871, and

and dissolved

Rs.4500

17, 1868,

an easement as claimed,

and the appellant

the

on

ground that the learned judge should have granted an injunc
tion and not have awarded damages only. The Appeal Court
was of opinion that the letter of May 11, 1865, was a contract
or agreement by which the appellant’s predecessor in title is
air through the
windows on the south sideof his house, in return for which he
allowed

to

enjoy

the

access

of light

and

will not raise any objection to those windows
when the respondent should rebuild and raise
And being also of opinion that so long as that

promises that he
being blocked

his house.

promise remained in force the appellant

could acquire no ease

ment in respect of those windows and that it had not been put
an end to, the Appeal Court reversed the decree of the Lower
Court and dismissed the suit.

Their Lordships have come to the same conclusion.
letter of May 11, 1865, is from Rustumji

J amsetji Jijibhoy

Jijibai, the grandfather of the respondent,
whose will he acquired his house, and is as follows :—
Byramji
.

“

The
to

under

Upon the house of Bhai Pestanji Merwanji Tabak adjoining

1

C.

1899

‘M!
Sm.-ran
Nawaz une

J

Court at Bombay praying that it might be declared that he is
entitledto free and uninterrupted access of light and air to and
for the windows on the south and west sides of his house save
so far as the same was obstructed by the respondent’s
old

J..

having commenced

v.

Bvsrrmr
Namsnor
BYRAMJI
manor.

J

respondent

INDIAN APPEALS.
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Nawaz

J one

‘I7.
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your (house) in Hornby Row purchased from the heirs of Rus
have purchased from Bhai
tumji Mancherji Bengali, which
Saheb Kharsedji Furdinji,
have now raised a fourth storey
As to
and have placed windows on the south side thereof.

I

I

Rusrumn

those windows at the time when you shall build the neigh

BreanJ!

shall not raise any objec
bouring house higher (than mine)
tion in respect of the above-mentioned windows on the south
side which may be shut up, and should
raise any the whole is

Narusnor

J manor.

I

I

This is the sole request.”

to be considered null and void.

J

On May 17, 1865, Byramji
ijibhoy wrote to Rustomji
ijibhoy as follows :—
amsetji
“ have received from you, sir, the note dated May 11, 1865,
in respect of Bhai Pestanji Tabak’s house. And as regards

I

J

what you have communicated in writing about the additional
building which you, sir, have erected thereon, there is a slight
difference therein.
And on your coming to Bombay or on my
shall give
coming to Poona when you, sir, will be at Poona

I

And if you should deem it
an explanation in respect thereof.
meet do you be good enough to make some alterations in what
do not
has now been written and amend the same because

I

think it advisable to raise any dispute whatever with a gentle
man like you.
have therefore by writing this given you a

I

little trouble.

This is the sole representation.”

In this letter

the writer appears to be willing to accept the

leaving
he

it,

promise in the previous letter, but to wish for some alterations,
however,

deemed meet.

Jamshedji Jijibhoy to do as
not appear that there was any

to Rustomji

It

does

(a

4,

1867, when Byramji
further correspondence until September
Jijibhoy wrote to Haji Ismail Haji Hubib as “ agent to the
”
title of the appellant) as follows :—
emadar of Hyderabad
“
Learning that you have purchased for the Jemadar ithe

J

I

7

in Hornby Row from the trustees of the estate of
take this opportunity of
Mr. Rustumji Jamsetji Jijibhoy,
drawing your attention to the correspondence that has passed

house No.

Mr. R.

and projected conframes

J

between myself and

.

Jijibhoy respecting the windows

opening

on the north of my property,

J

Hornby Row, wherein the said Mr. R. . Jijibhoy has
agreed to throw no obstacle or hindrances of any kind when
No.

6,
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ever

I

required

191

the said windows and their projections to be

up that Writing (? being) insuﬁE'1cientI asked him in
letter
dated May 17, 1865, to send me a more particularised
my
paper to the above effect, but owing to different circumstances
and the late difﬁculties of that gentleman’s affairs the matter
blocked

rests still incomplete.

“ But’,

I

or writing binding the proprietor, his heirs, executors, admi
nistrators and assigns to block up the said windows and the
or my heirs, executors,
projected conframes at any time

I

administrators and assigns shall demand and require the same
to be done, without hindrance or delay on your part. In the
absence of such an agreement or writing to the above effect
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forthcoming

from you within

time,

a reasonable

I

shall

be

to have these windows blocked up and the conframes

compelled

I

have not the slightest intention
Although
should like to have the business done
of adopting this course,
in a regular and straightforward manner, preventing thereby
at once.

removed

I

.
.
any unpleasantness hereafter.”
.
Then followed two letters from the respondent’s solicitors
about preparing an agreement in accordance with the latter
part of the letter of September 4, and on February 28, 1868,
the solicitors for Haji Esmail wrote them that he had no power

to execute any such agreement, but he would, if they wished
it, give the respondent a Gujerati note, in the form the respond
ent had obtained from Rustumji Jamsetji Jijibhoy, until the
return

of

respondent

the

J emadar

Uwad,

when the arrangement

wished would probably be carried out.

written and sent by Haji Esmail.

It

was

is as follows :—

As to your one house bearing No.

Row, which has been purchased

the

Accordingly,

a Gujerati letter, dated March 17, 1868, to the respondent
“

1899
\4'v\-'

Souran
Nawaz UNG

J

‘I7.

Rusrumn
NANABHOY

BYRAMJI

you are now the agent for the present proprietor of
shall thank you to pass me a fresh agreement

as

the said house,

J. C.

in Hornby
from Parsee Dadabhai Rus
6, situate

tumji Nowroji Bengali, on the east side thereof, there is
Jamadar Awad bin Umar’s house, which said house the said
party had purchased from Set Rustumji Jamshedji Jijibhai.
And the windows and the kan frame (weather board) of the
said house open" towards your side.

You have

U

a

right to shut

Jmnuor.
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Nawaz

‘II.

J

Rnsrtnm
Nazusnor

B YRAMJI
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[L. R.

And
up the said windows and kan frame (weather board).
whenever you may build your house,
am not to raise any

I

No other

objection whatever to your shutting up the same.”
agreement was executed.

The Indian Easements Act, 1882,.s.

that, “ where

15, enacts

the access and use of light or air to and for any building have
been

peaceably

therewith

enjoyed

an easement

as

without

interruption, and for twenty years the right to such access and
“
use shall be absolute ”; and Explanation I. says,
nothing is
an enjoyment within the meaning of this section when it has
been had in pursuance

of

with the owner or

an agreement

occupier of the property over which the right is claimed, and

it

that such right has not been
It was contended for the appellant
granted as an easement.”
that the matter here rested in negotiations, and there was no
Their Lordships do not agree to this: they think
agreement.
the fair inference from the letter of. May 17, 1865, is that the
accepted the promise in the letter of

letter of September

J

R.

.

4,

to the option of

Jijibhoy.

This

is

but wished for some alterations in the form of

May 11, 1865,

it,

respondent

which he left

conﬁrmed

by the

1867, in which he refers to the corre

R.

is

.

J
J

ijibhoy had agreed to throw no
kind
obstacle or hindrances of any
whenever he required the
not accurate, as the
windows to be blocked up. (This
promise only related to the respondent building his house
spondence, and says that

a

is

it

higher, but
probably what was meant.) Then he says that
in his letter of May 17, 1865, he asked for more particularised

This shews he considered that he
to be in

had accepted the promise in substance, but wanted

it

paper to the above effect.

He then asked for an agreement or writing
binding the appellant himself to block up the windows. This
May

agreed to

different action from what

11,

mentioned

in the letter

If this had been
but having the same result.
have
been
contended
that
was to be sub
might
it

of

be

form.

is

would

a

different

it

a

pursuance of which the appellant

is

it

stituted for the other agreement; but
was not agreed to.
The Appeal Court has found that there was an agreement in
allowed to enjoy the access

of light and air through the windows on the south side" of his

I
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in return for which he promises that he will not raise

any objection to those windows being blocked when the respond
ent should rebuild and raise his house, and the judges say they
were informed that the learned judge

judgment treated the letter of May
the parties.
see

11 as an agreement between

for the other agreement, waived the performance of the promise
in the letter of May 11, 1865, or intended to abandon that
proposed agreement.

It

other
that there

as there was related to the

appears to their Lordships

which prevented the
enjoyment by the appellant of the access of light and air
through the windows under s. 15 of the Easements Act, giving
was an agreement
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a right

to

between

an easement,

the parties

will humbly advise Her
High Court in the appeal to
The appellant will pay the

and they

Majesty to afﬁrm the decree of the

it, and to dismiss this appeal.

1899

\/VQ'
Sur/ran
‘U.

Their Lordships are of this opinion, and they

Such negotiation

C.

at the trial in his oral Nawaz

no reason for holding that the respondent, when he asked

agreement.

J.

costs of it.

Solicitors for appellant : Payne cé Lattey.
Solicitors for respondent: Turner, Son ¢ﬁ Foley.

J une

Rusrumn

Namsnor
Brnamr

Jmanor.
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June 30;

July

22.

.
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.

.

PLAINTIFF;

.

DEFENDANT.

AND

SHEO NARAIN SINGH

.

.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF THE
OF OUDH.

JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER

Oudh Talo0kdari—Succession—Declamlion

.

Where an Oudh talookdar in answer
officers of Government

declared the

.

.

of Heir

to the

by Holder.

usual inquiries
her heir :—

by the

plaintiffs father

Held, that such declaration is merely testamentary, and does not operate
to transfer the estate and to vest in the nominated heir any present title
thereto.

of the above Court (June 30, 1893)
decree of the District Judge of Rai Bareli (Sept. 29,
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APPEAL from
afﬁrming

a

a decree

‘

1890).

The suit was brought by the appellant to recover the talook
of Graura as the heir of the last holder, the Thakurain Achal
Kunwar, from her devisee, the respondent, who was the actual
holder.

He asserted that the will under which the respondent

claimed

was

a

forgery, and

based his own title

on

three

grounds: ﬁrst, as being son of Sheopal

Singh, adopted son of
under
Bhopal Singh,
permission given by him to his widow
Achal Kunwar; secondly, as being direct heir to the last holder
by a family custom that the estate should descend
male line by way of primogeniture;

in the direct

and, thirdly, on the ground

said Thakurain
that by a document of April
Achal Kunwar had constituted herself, and had remained in
possession till her death, as a trustee for Sheopal.
The appellant’s alleged title as heir either by adoption or
21, 1862, the

custom

was negatived

by concurrent decisions

of the Indian

The sole remaining question was whether the docu
ment of April 21, 1862, set out in their Lordships’ judgment,
Achal Kunwar had bound herself by a trust in favour, in the
Courts.

event which had happened, of the appellant.
* Present: Loan VtlArson, Loan Hosuoosn, Sm RICHARD
Enwann Far.

Coucn, and SIB
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C. W. Arathoon (Upjohn, Q.C., with him), for the appellant,
contended

that the effect of the two documents

of April

and 21, 1862, was to create a vested proprietary interest

20

in the

Gaura estate in Sheopal Singh. Whether or not they constituted Sheopal Singh the adopted son of Achal Kunwar, having
regard to the provisions of Act I. of 1869, which dispense with
its ceremonies, Achal, at least, by her declarations was shewn

J.

C.

1899

BALEIDDAR
51:?“

_.

SHEgI§;]:Am

herself a trustee on his behalf.
If they did
not create an immediate indefeasible absolute estate in Sheopal
Singh, at least their combined effect was to ensure to him
to have constituted

by covenant

an estate

of inheritance subject to Achal’s life

interest.
Cohen, Q.C., Mayne, and De Gruyther, for the respondent,
were not heard.

.
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The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

Loan

The property in dispute is the talook of
Gaura, to which the Courts in Oudh have held the respondent
to be entitled. The last holder was a lady named Achal
Kunwar, widow of Bhopal Singh who died in December, 1858.
HOBHOUSE.

She was recognised by the Government, and her title was
established by sunnud granted in July, 1862. The talook was
in Lists

entered

not in

List

placed

III.

I.

and

II.

as devolving

on a single heir, and

She died in November, 1887.

The Collector
in possession as being either heir or
upon which the present suit was brought. It lies,

the respondent

devisee;

upon the plaintiff, now appellant, to shew that he
has the better title.
therefore,

He has attempted to do that in more than one way. He
alleges that Achal Kunwar adopted his father Sheopal Singh ;
and from a document which will be examined presently it may
that she did at one time contemplate such an
adoption; but no sufﬁcient evidence was brought by the plain
tiff to shew that it was effected, and both Courts have held
that it was not. He further claimed to be the heir-at-law of
Achal Kunwar, tracing his title through her husband Bhopal
be conjectured

by lineal primogeniture; but as the talook was entered in
List II. and not in List III. the single heir is, in the absence

1899

July??
-—
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of any family custom to the contrary, to
rules of the

Bannrnnnan remote
Smoa
‘U.

Suuo Nanam

Sims.

.._

[L. R.
be ascertained

by the

Hindu common law; and the appellant is more

in blood than the respondent.

The only serious

ques

tion raised at the bar relates to the meaning of a document
marked as Exhibit A 2, which the appellant contends to have
been a gift of the estate to his father Sheopal.

Before the issue of the sunnud, inquiries such as other cases
have made familiar to us were made by executive ofﬁcers to
ascertain the views of the thakurain concerning the succession

After some uncertainties and vacillations, which
the ofﬁcers evidently attributed to intrigues in her household,
but which are not now material to detail, the thakurain’s
views were ﬁnally stated in a petition dated April 20, 1862,
to her estate.

marked
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(

A

It

13.

runs

“Your petitioner

as

follows :—

.

by service on her of

was much honoured

your order, dated March 26, 1862, inquiring as to the heir
Having been thus informed of the
apparent to the estate.
order, your petitioner begs to submit that since the petitioner
She
is issueless, she appoints Sheopal Singh to be her heir.
shall be the proprietor during her lifetime, and shall (herself)
manage the estate affairs, and after her death, Sheopal Singh
shall become the proprietor (malik) of the estate.
during her lifetime she declares Sheopal Singh to
and this application having been clearly worded
by way of a deed

of inheritance

“

"

Exhibit A2 is
porting to be
of Sheopal.

a

(Sd.)

a document

is submitted

in order that it may

sanad, and be of use when required.
'

Therefore
be her heir,

Achal Kunwar,
“
dated

be a

'

Talukdar of Graura."

April 21, 1862, and pur

letter from the thakurain to Kamta, the father

“ From Thakurain Achal Kunwar, to Sarish Sri Maharaj
“ Koer Kamta Parshad.
“ May
you live long!
(Thakurain Achal Kunwar) offer my blessings to you,

“I

I

request you to give
and pray for the welfare of both sides.
Sheopal Singh (may he live long!) to me, please give him to

VOL.
me,
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to me, and carry out my orders

I

till

I live;
I make

during my lifetime will be the proprietor (thakur).
Sheopal Singh my heir and proprietor of this estate, land, debts,
invoke the Government, brotherhood,
and wealth, after me.

I

all good men, and spiritual guide.

These shall punish me, if

I

act otherwise than in the manner described.

I

make Sheopal

Singh (may he live long!) proprietor and landlord (thakur) of
this Raj, the Gaura (estate) after me.
The witnesses hereof
are

Parshad,

Binda

Kanungo;

3rd

Kanungo; 2nd witness, Majlis Rae,
Thakur Bakhsh Singh of Sotha.

witness,

Dated Baisakh Badi 7th, 1269 Fasli, 1919 Sambat.

“

(Sd.)

Thakurain Achal Kunwar.

“ The samrd executed by me is correct.
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“

(Seal of Thakurain
“ Achal
Kunwar ).”

It

was put in by the plaintiff and admitted in evidence by
the District Judge.
The Court of the Judicial Commissioner
thought it not proved. Without discussing that point, the
argument has proceeded here on the footing that the document
is genuine.

What then is its eﬂect? It would not sufﬁce for the plaintilf
to shew that it is a testamentary instrument, because Sheopal
died in 1867 and it could not take effect in his favour.
The
plaintiff therefore contends that it operated to transfer the

estate, and that by it the thakurain’s absolute
estate

an

for life with

remainder to

interest

Sheopal,

became

or became

burdened with a trust having the same effect.

This is not one of the cases in which

a

sunnud has been

obtained in consequence of some promise by the grantee. For
all that appears the Government were quite indifferent as
between Sheopal and other members of the family.
The
thakurain’s petition (A 13) was not founded on any valuable
consideration moving to her. In answer to an inquiry who
was heir-apparent to the estate, she says she appoints Sheopal
to be her heir. Though she speaks of her petition as a sunnud
and

a

deed of inheritance, it is highly improbable

in her mind any idea
Von.

XXVI.

so novel

that she had

to her people as the idea of
P

J. C.
1899

‘fV\l
BALBHADDAR
Susan
U.

Snno NARAIN
SINGH.

i
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turning her inheritance into an estate for life with remainder
Doubtless her idea was that she was
to a collateral relative.
simply pointing out who should take through her by inherit‘.
ance; and if she had then died her nominee would have been
quietly installed.
reference

These ofﬁcial inquiries as to successors

had

to the critical state of the country, and it was not

their object to derogate from the hereditary transferable right
which had been promised to the talookdars, and which was
expressed in the sunnud soon afterwards granted to this lady. .
It seems to their Lordships that, apart from the idea of
adoption which never bore fruit, the letter
effect with the declaration

A

2

of the day before.

is to the

In

same

effect

the

thakurain informs Kamta of her inclinations towards his son
a very natural thing for her to do, when, after some incon
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sistent expressions

of view and some family controversy, she

had ﬁnally made known her intentions to the Government.

But there was no contract with Kamta and no consideration
The Ofﬁciating Judicial Commissioner
moving from him.
.
expresses himself thus :—
‘
“
make Sheopal Singh the owner (or ‘the
When it is said,
owner and heir’) of this estate after my death,’ the only reason

I

is that the writer
heir
in succession to
was appointing Sheopal
To ﬁnd in this plain language any intention on the
herself.
writer’s part to declare herself a mere trustee for her lifetime
of the estate on behalf of Sheopal Singh, would be impossible
able interpretation to be put on the words

Singh to

be

without putting on the words used an interpretation which
would not only be unnatural and forced but would certainly
never have suggested itself to Mussammat Achal Kunwar.
There can be no doubt that if it had been suggested1to any one

in Mussammat Achal Kunwar’s position that such an inter
pretation could be put on the document, she would have
repudiated it without hesitation. The necessity of dealing very
cautiously with documents executed by ladies in this country,
and the danger of ascribing to their language
any other
meaning
them,

is

undisputed

than that which
obvious

enough.

they

themselves

would attach

Now, in this instance,

to

we have

evidence of Mussammat Achal Kunwar’s wishes

on

VOL.
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this point only some twenty-four hours before this document is
said to have been executed

and that too in a document

;

which

in the hands of public ofﬁcials as a ﬁnal declaration
of her wishes with regard to Sheopal Singh.”
she placed

These

remarks

express

also the view taken

judges below; and as their Lordships concur
hold that the appeal

is groundless

by the other

in them they must

J. C.
1899

*Iv§!
BALBHADDAR
Snzeu
17.
SHEO

Numnr

SINGH.

and should be dismissed.

They will humbly advise Her Majesty in accordance with this
opinion, and the appellant must pay the costs of this appeal.

OTHERS

.

.

.

.

AND}

TAMBEKAR

GANESH

.

Founda/ta'on—Decree

ﬁrst for

Accounts

LAINTIFFS.

and afterwards

for

a Scheme.

reversing

decree

decree of the

of

the

High Court (May

District

(Nov. 28, 1882).
The suit was brought under

Judge

3,

from

a

it

a

a

a.

Where
decree directed accounts and
scheme for the future manage
ment of religious foundation, giving due consideration to the established
practice of the institution and to the position of persons connected
"
with
:—
Held, that.the decree was right, and that the accounts must ﬁrst be
taken before the scheme could be settled.

APPEAL

1887)

of Ahmedabad

of the Civil Procedure
Code against the appellants, who are the shevaks or hereditary
ministering priests of the temple of Sri Ranchod-Raji, in the
district of Dakore, by the respondents, of whom the ﬁrst
claimed to be the hereditary patron’ and manager of the
Present: Loni) Mmnasursn, LORD Honuousm, and Sm RICHARD

Couer-1.

2

*

s. 539

P

.

.

J

1899

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT BOMBAY.
Praetrloe——Relig£ou.s

C.‘

\avsl

.

AND

MANOHAB.

DEFENDANTS;

AND OTHERS

P

GHOTALAL LAKHMIRAM

a
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Solicitors for appellant: T. L. Wilson at C0.
Solicitors for respondent: Watkins
Lempriére.

April

28.
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temple,
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temple.

Cno'rAr..u.
LAKHMIRAM
v.

Mmonan
Ganssn
Taunmxan.

and the others

to be

residents

[L.
and

R.

of the

trustees

The main questions in dispute were as to the right of
the sevaks to deal with the offerings made to the idol by his
worshippers, and as to their liability to furnish accounts to the
plaintiffs, either in their asserted ofﬁcial capacity, or as members
of the community interested in the management

of the temple.
~The original Court dismissed the suit, holding that no right of
action had been established.
The High Court reversed this
decision in a judgment reported at length in Ind. L. R. 12
Bomb. 247, and directed an account to be taken and a scheme
to be prepared for the future management of the temple, and
for the disposal of the surplus revenues, if any.
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Mayne and Donald, for the appellants, contended that
decree, if justiﬁable at all, should have been accompanied

the
by

distinct ﬁndings as to the immemorial custom of the temple
and its worship.
ardine, Q.C., and Frere, for the respondents, were not heard.

J

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
The suit in which this appeal has
been brought was a suit for the administration of a trust for
religious purposes in connection with the temple of Sri Ranchod
LoRD

MACNAGHTEN.

Raji, in the district of Dakore.
The plaintiffs claimed to have a sufﬁcient interest to support
the suit. The defendants originally disputed the plaintiffs’
title to sue, and denied that there was any trust. They alleged
that they were “ owners of the God, and of all his property."
The judge of ﬁrst instance dismissed the .suit on technical
grounds, but on appeal to the High Court a decree was made
directing that a scheme should be settled for the administration
of the trust.
and

An account was to

of the receipts

latter account

being

and

be taken

disbursements

carried

back

to

“of

the property,

of the temple,
the

year

such

1872, and

beginning with such property as can be ascertained to have
Then the learned judge was directed
been then in existence.”
to

“draw up

temple

a scheme

for the future management

of the

and its funds, giving due consideration to the estab
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and to the position of the

shevaks, and of other persons connected with

it.”

Q.

1899

From that decree the appeal has been brought.

In their

aye
Cnomnan

printed case the same claim was made by the appellants which
They submitted
was set up by them as defendants in the suit.

LAKHMIRAM

that the suit ought to be dismissed with costs.

Tausnxnn.

Mr. Mayne, who opened the case very fairly, was compelled
that he could not
to admit in the course of the discussion
He
admitted
that
there was a
maintain that position.
He
religious foundation, and that there must be a scheme.
desired, however, that certain

questions

should be determined

It
entering upon the consideration of the scheme.
appears to their Lordships that the decree is perfectly right,
and that the ﬁrst thing to be done is to take an account of the
before

trust property.
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J.

account.

Much must depend upon the result of that

Until the

trust

funds are ascertained

it

seems

that any scheme can be settled.
The decree does not prejudge anything. It directs that due
consideration is to be given to the established practice of the
impossible

institution and to the position of the shevaks. It appears to
their Lordships that the appellants cannot ask for any direction
more

in their favour.

that the appeal
must be dismissed, and they will humbly advise Her Majesty
to that effect ; the appellants must pay the costs of the appeal.
The result is that their Lordships

think

Solicitor for appellants : Arthur Cheese.
Solicitors for respondents : Rcmken Ford, Ford

cf Chester.

‘U.

MANOHAR
G ANE sn
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I
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.

.

[11. 1:.

S.

R. M. RAMEN CHETTY AND OrHEnS

.

DEFENDANTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF THE RECORDER OF RANGOON.
Parmership— Winding-up—Partners’

Assigneea—Accounts.

Where the plaintiﬂ"s partners in a trading adventure assigned their
interest therein without his assent :-——
Held, that, there being no novation of contract, the plaintiﬁ was entitled
under a winding-up decree to an account against his original partners and
their assignees.

Recorder (Nov. 26, 1896), who
dismissed a suit for an account of a partnership transaction,
and for payment of the balance due to the appellant, on the
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APPEAL from

a decree of the

‘

ground that the suit was premature.
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships, from
which it will be seen that the partnership transaction was one

in 1892 by the plaintiff and the original defendants
jointly to third parties; that in 1893 the original defendants
of loan

assigned their interest in the loan to the added defendants

;

that

in 1895 an award to which the plaintiff and original defendants
were parties

directed

that all sums realized from the debtors

should be divided between plaintiﬁfs and original defendants in
equal moieties; that in 1895 a decree was obtained against the
debtors for the recovery of the account

thereby ascertained to

be due.

In

1896 the

sued the original defendants

plaintiff

account, winding-up, and a receiver.

that they had assigned their interest

The defendants

for

an

pleaded

whom the
responsible in their stead, who
to others,

plaintiff had agreed to accept as
should be made defendants and themselves exonerated.
assignees were,

however,

made

co-defendants,

and

These
objected

that the suit was premature and ought to be dismissed.
* Present: Loan Wyrson,

Enwarw Fey.

Loim HOBHOUSE, SIR Rrornum Coucu, and Sm
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The Recorder dismissed the suit as premature.
His reasons
that
no
suit
for
an
account
and
for
payment
were—(1.)
could be brought until the decree of 1895 had been fully
.

and

ﬁnally

executed,"

because"

(2.).

the plaintiff had not paid

over sums and costs which he was

award.
“ The execution

directed

'

to pay by the

of the decree may be a very lengthy and a

very expensive business, and, so far from all the money being
realized, it is quite possible that nothing may be realized.
a

it,

Apparently Cuddily Murady has assigned over his property in
his country, or a portion of
to
third person.
Other litiga
tion may yet crop up, and, until the litigations come to an end,

I

do not see how the defendants can be called upon to pay over

anything to the plaintiff.

and so far from the plaintiff actually

it

gettinganything

more,

may be they would have to pay

may be that he would have to con

defendants
sale of the

a

is

I

it

tribute something towards those suits.
cannot say how
not entitled to
will be; at.all events, the plaintiff
decree
directing the third and fourth defendants or any of the
to pay over the half share of the proceeds of the
cargo

boats

If

to him.

the estate, had been fully satisﬁed,

the

decree, as against

and the defendants

were

a

sum of money which ought
wrongly retaining in their hands
to go to the plaintiff, he could, of course, go against them;
think they are now entitled to say, ‘We have further
but
expenses to meet, and we do not know what they will come to

:

I

is

we are entitled to keep the assets realized in our hands in order
another ground
to meet these expenses.’ Furthermore, there
not entitled to the decree he
think the plaintiff
asks—that is, that the plaintiff comes into court to ask for an
decree against these defendants, and he has
account, and for
not himself obeyed the directions of the punchayet; some of
is

on which

a

I

a

;

the cargo boats were in his hands, and he was directed to pay
over certain portions of the earnings, and he was also directed
to pay over half share of the costs but neither of these direc
decree from this
tions has he obeyed, so that he
asking for
is
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large sums of money,

It

Court on the ground that the defendants have not paid over
money to him which they ought to have done, while he .himself
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is actually in the same position—viz., he has not done what he

1899

ought to have.”

.
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Onmrrr.

a

Mayne, for the appellant, contended that he was entitled to
decree winding up the transaction and directing an account.

The evidence did not prove that the appellant had assented to
the transfer of the interest of his original partners to added
defendants in the sense of agreeing to discharge them from all
liability,

and

defendants

of accepting

in their stead.

responsibility of the added
The right to relief was clear, and
the

there was no ground upon which the suit could be dismissed
premature.

as

The appellant was not bound to wait and suspend

the enforcing of his rights until the partners had executed their
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decree in full or at all against

the original debtors.

He was

entitled to an account at once of all that had been received by
each partner, and all that might hereafter be received.
Any
sums which might be due from himself are matters to be taken
into consideration under the accounts to be directed.
Fox, for the respondents, the original defendants, contended
that the evidence shewed that his clients had transferred their
share of the loan to the added defendants, and that their interest

in the loan and their liability to account had ceased.

The

appellant was not merely informed of such transfer, but the
evidence shewed that he accepted the added defendants or the
ﬁrm for whom they acted as the persons responsible to him.
There was no evidence that these respondents have received
any part of the moneys repaid on account of the loan.

What

ever was received from the debtors was recovered by the added
defendants, and not by these respondents; and, in the events

which happened, the respondents have ceased to be liable in
Besides, the suit was premature
any way to the appellants.
for the reasons stated by the learned Recorder.
The other respondents, the added defendants, did not appear.
Mayne was not heard in reply.
1899

?'Y%

July

13.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
The appellant, Domaty Nursiah, and the
S. R. M. Ramen Chetty and S. N. A. So0bra

LORD WATSON.
respondents,
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monien Chetty, who carried on the business of bankers and
in Rangoon under the ﬁrm name or mark
money-lenders
S. R. M., their agent in Rangoon being the respondent V. E.

A. T. Vyraven Chetty, on January 28, 1892, jointly advanced
the sum

Cuddily Murady (who has since
deceased) and one Domaty Moothaloo. Of that sum Rs.15,000,
or one-half, was contributed by the appellant, and the other
half by the ﬁrm of the said two respondents, who were his co
adventurers.
In order to cover the advance, the borrowers, of
of

Rs.30,000

same date, granted

to

to the said respondents,

with the consent

of the appellant, their promissory note for Rs.30,000, payable
on demand, with interest.
In security for the due repayment
of principal and interest Cuddily Murady transferred six cargo
boats with their licences to the respondents’ ﬁrm, and four
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cargo

boats

with their licences

to

T. R. M. Seethumbram

In
Chetty, with the knowledge and consent of the appellant.
further security Cuddily Murady deposited with the appellant,
on the joint account of himself and his co-creditors, the title
deeds of his half share of a house and land in XXXVIIIth
Street, Rangoon, known
Lot 16 in Block F 1.

as

the southern half

of 3rd Class,

Cuddily Murady died intestate in the month of February,
Thereafter, in the month of November, 1892, Cuddily
1892.
Ramasawmi applied for and obtained from the Court of the
Recorder of Rangoon letters

of

administration to his estate

and effects.

In

the end of the year 1892 the

respondent

V. E. A. T.

Vyraven Chetty ceased to act for the ﬁrm in Rangoon, of
which the appellant’s co-creditors, Ramen Chetty and Soobra
monien Chetty, were the partners.
In 1893 Ramen Chetty
and Soobramonien Chetty assigned their interest in the loan
made by them and the appellant to Cuddily Murady and
Domaty Moothaloo to the said Vyraven Chetty, and the other
respondent in this appeal,
August
assignors

K. P. A. T. Adappah Chetty. Upon

Adappah Chetty, writing to the
on behalf of himself and the other assignee, after

10,

1893, the

said

remarking that they had bought up “your share of yours
and Domaty Nursiah’s partnership transaction with Cuddily
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Murady," undertook the following obligation : “in case we did
not pay the said Nursiah’s half, and he should ﬁle a suit against
you, we ourselves are bound to pay the costs therein according
to original decision.”

It

appears from a decision or award, dated

by four persons who acted

January 22,

1895,

that they had been
applied to by Vyraven Chetty on December 13, 1894, who sub
mitted to them certain accounts, documents, and statements
connected with the advance made to Cuddily Murady in
as

arbiters,

“
Vyraven Chetty made the application under
power of attorney from S. R. M. and Korangi Domaty Nursiah
of Rangoon”; and it is obvious from the tenor of their deci

January, 1892.

that it was their duty to
settle questions arising between Nursiah and the Rangoon ﬁrm,
of which the respondents, Ramen Chetty and Soobramonien
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sion

that the arbiters

understood

.
Chetty, were the members.
. The
award lays down the principle that Domaty Nursiah
and the ﬁrm having each advanced one-half of the loan, must

(1.) take

a

half each of the sum and interest, which may

be

realized either through the Court or by means of compromise,
and (2.) each bear one-half of the expenses incurred on account
of litigation, and any other manner of expenses that may
occur in that behalf.

which

was

derived

It

apportions

the income

and interest

“through Nursiah’s means”

from the

Arracan Company for the use of boats, and also the income
”
“
through the means of Vyraven Chetty
and interest arising
from the use of other boats worked by Mohr Brors. The
award, which has not yet been implemented, directs that the
principal and interest which may yet be realized shall in like
manner be equally divided.
In 1895 Vyraven Chetty brought an action in the Court of
the Recorder of Rangoon, in the name of the ﬁrm, which was
creditor in the promissory note, against Cuddily Ramaswami,
as the representative of Cuddily Murady, in which accounts
were taken and decree passed for the sum of Rs.24,663 4a.,
after giving the defendant credit for the sum of Rs.13,424

4a.,

being the net proceeds of the sale of the cargo boats held in
security.

"
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The decree obtained against Cuddily Bamaswami has not
been executed.
The house and land in Rangoon, of which the
title-deeds were delivered in security by Cuddily Murady, have
not yet been realized.
The appellant brought the present action in June, 1896, in
which he called as defendants the respondents Ramen Chetty
His
and Soobramonien Chetty, his . original co-creditors.
plaint concluded, inter alia, for a declaration that the loan of
Rs.30,000 to Cuddily Murady and Domaty Moothaloo was a

joint venture, and that the plaintiﬁ‘ and defendants advanced
the money in equal shares ; that accounts should be taken and
the venture wound up under the direction of the Court; and
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that, in the event of the defendants failing to execute the
decree which they had obtained against Cuddily Ramaswami
and to realize the mortgaged premises in Rangoon, a receiver
should

"

be appointed.

The defendants,

Ramen Chetty and Soobramonien Chetty,
in their written statement averred that they had assigned their
interest in the venture to the respondents, Vyraven Chetty and
Adappah Chetty, and that the appellant had agreed to accept
the said assignees as responsible in their stead.
They accord
ingly pleaded that the action, as against them, ought to be
dismissed, and that Vyraven Chetty and Adappah Chetty ought
to be made parties to the suit. On July 8, 1896, they peti
tioned the Court : “ That, in order to enable the Court effectually

upon and settle all the questions
involved in this suit, it is necessary that (1.) V. E. A. T.
Vyraven Chetty and (2.) K. P. A. T. Adappah Chetty should
The learned Recorder
be joined as defendants in the suit.”
and completely

to adjudicate

issued an order to the eﬁect craved.

The respondents, Vyraven Chetty and Adappah Chetty, who
have not appeared in this appeal, were accordingly joined as
defendants,

and

they

lodged

a

separate

written

statement.

They admitted that the interest of Ramen Chetty and Soobra
monien Chetty had been duly assigned to them, and they
averred that the appellant, being aware of the circumstance,
‘f entered

into an .agreement with Vyraven Chetty, the third

defendant above named, whereby he agreed to refer the accounts
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in connection with the said loan and his deposit account to the
arbitrament of certain persons therein named, and such persons
“ that the account
duly made their award.” They also averred
sought for in this suit cannot be taken

until the sale of the

property and the ﬁnal execution of the said decree,
and that there were no matters in dispute in relation to any

mortgaged
accounts

the parties at the time of the institution of

between

this suit.”

They pleaded that the suit as against them should
be dismissed with costs.
The joinder of Vyraven Chetty and Adappah Chetty, unfor
tunately, had not the effect predicted by the original defendants
of enabling the Court to adjudicate upon and settle all the
The main object of the defend
ants appears to have been, not to aid in the settlement of these
questions, but to delay a settlement by procuring the dismissal
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questions involved in the suit.

of the appellant’s
evidence,

The learned Recorder, after hearing
that the suit be dismissed, and that the

action.

decreed

plaintiff do pay the defendants’ costs as taxed.
Their Lordships do not think it necessary to make any obser
vation upon the decree of the learned Recorder save this—that
the facts relied on in his judgment are, in their opinion, sufﬁ
cient to shew that the plaintiff is entitled to have the adventure
judicially wound up, and that the action ought therefore

to

have been allowed to proceed.

Their Lordships
respondents

desire to express

their opinion that the

have failed to establish that the appellant, although

he may have become aware of the assignment
by

Ramen Chetty and

respondents,

Soobramonien

ever consented

Adappah Chetty

as responsible

to accept

of their interest

Chetty to the other
Vyraven

Chetty and

to him in lieu of their assignors.

Assumingthe statements of either set of defendants, bearing
upon

the plea of novation, to be relevant,

they are not sup

The appellant, Domaty Nursiah, swears
that at the date of the award he was not aware that the original
defendants had assigned over their share in the loan of B.s.30,000
ported

by the proof.

“
to Vyraven and Adappah, and that he never dealt with them
in the matter.” In his cross-examination for the respondents,
no reference

is made to the time when, or the manner in
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which, he consented to the novation. The respondent Vyraven
Chetty, the only witness examined for the defendants, on being
shewn a letter to the Rangoon ﬁrm setting forth the terms of
their arrangement to assign their debt to him and Adappah
told
Chetty, but making no reference to appellant, states,
"
The words said
plaintiff all about it. He said ‘All right.’

“I

to have been used by the appellant on that occasion imply that
he had no intention of disturbing an assignment to which he
had no right to object; but they cannot be construed as signi
fying that he accepted the assignees, and passed from his
claims against the assignors.
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Their Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty to reverse
the judgment appealed from ; and, the appellant having by his
counsel at the bar agreed to account for all moneys received by
him under the joint adventure of January 28, 1892, to direct
as follows:

(1.)

that an account

received by the defendants

be taken

of all the moneys

under the said transaction, and of

all dealings and transactions of the plaintiff and the defendants
in respect of the said adventure, and that in taking the said
accounts the decision or award of January 2, 1895, is to be
treated as binding on the parties
and fourth defendants

;

(2.) to declare

that the third

are liable jointly and severally with the

ﬁrst and second defendants to pay to the plaintiff all sums
found payable to the plaintiff to the extent of the moneys
received under the said adventure by the third and fourth
defendants;

that there

be liberty

to

plaintiff and
defendants respectively to apply for the payment into court of
any moneys received by the defendants and the plaintiff respec
tively, and also for directions as to the conduct of the suit
brought against the representatives of Cuddily Murady and
Domaty Moothaloo, and as to the execution of the decree made
(3.)

the

in the said suit, and also as to the realization of the house and
land in Rangoon of which the title-deeds were pledged in
security by Cuddily Murady ; (4.) that the costs of process
hitherto incurred by the plaintiff in the Court below, as the
same shall be taxed, shall be jointly and severally payable to
the plaintiff by the defendants, and that future costs shall be
reserved for disposal by the Court below.
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Solicitors for appellant : Bramall, White 4' Sanders.
Solicitors for ﬁrst two respondents : Hopgoods at Dawson.
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Limitation—E];ectment—Ad1nission by

PZa1'ntt:ﬂ"—Sh1Zfting

Qf Onus Probandi.

Where under a plea of limitation the plaintiff admitted

the defendant’s

possession for seven years next before suit, and the documentary evidence

of possession during the whole statutory period was exactly similar in kind
to that which accompanied the seven years
Held, (1.) that the onus was thereby shifted upon the plaintiﬂ" to shew
that possession began during the statutable period; (2.) that on the
evidence the defendant had amply sustained the onus originally upon him
to prove a twelve years’ possession.

:-

APPEAL from

a decree of

the

reversing a decree of the Subordinate

High Court (Oct.

4,

1895)

Judge of Madura (March
‘

7,

1894).

The suit was brought in 1892 by the predecessor of the
respondents to recover landed property to which, as she alleged,
her claim as heiress arose on the death of her mother in 1884.
The appeal turned upon evidence of possession, which it was
Inci
decided absolutely sustained the plea of limitation.
dentally the question arose as to the effect of the plaintiffs
admission of defendant’s possession during the period (1884
1892) upon the onus probandi, whether, having regard to the
nature of the evidence given,

it shifted the onus

from the

defendant to the plaintiff, and east upon the latter the burden
'

" Present: Loan Wmrsou, Loan Honnousn, Sm RICHARD

Enwnm Fer.

.

Cocoa, and Sm
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Mayne, for the appellant.
The respondents did not appear.
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The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
SIR EDwARD FRY.

1899

This is an action brought to recover an

estate which was formerly in the possession of one Innasimuthu

Udayan (a man of the same name as the appellant), who died
many years ago. He had two sons—of these one was Jacob,
distinguished as Jacob I. This Jacob had a son, Jacob II.,
who appears to have died in the sixties, and is said by the
appellant to have adopted him and to have left a will in his
The other son of the original Innasimuthu was Rayer,
He appears
who about 1820 was transported for some crime.
to have died some time in the sixties, but whether before or
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favour.

after Jacob

II.

is not shewn.

He left

a

widow, Avammal, who

Savuri Ammal, the late plaintiff in this
action now represented by the respondents, was the daughter
of Avammal, and claimed in some way (though in what way is

died in the year 1885.

not clear) through her mother.

In

the course of these pro

it seems to have been admitted that the plaintiff had
title to maintain the action if she could get over the case
made under the Statute of Limitations by the defendant, who
ceedings
a

is the present appellant.

fact, namely, Has
the appellant shewn possession of the estate in question during
twelve years before November 2, 1892, the date when this
action was commenced? The plaintiff herself in her plaint
states that the appellant, after the death of Avammal in 1885,
The question for decision is

a question of

took possession of the property in question, and the appellant
The appellant’s own statement
is sued as being in possession.
is that he has been

in possession from

1865

or 1870.

It

is not

necessary to consider whether the mere fact of possession for
seven years before suit throws on the plaintiff the burthen of

shewing when that possession began; for in the present case
the admitted fact of possession is accompanied by a series of

July

20.
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possessor of an estate, and bearing the appellant’s
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R.

by the

name as the

possessor of the estate, and that series of documents

does not

with the year 1885, but from dates covering the
in
controversy; and it appears to their Lordships that
period
this case might be decided on the short ground that the docu
mentary evidence of possession, exactly similar in character to
commence

that which accompanies the admitted possession, goes back far
behind the twelve years in question, that this throws on the
plaintiff the burthen of rebutting the inference arising from the
fact of possession accompanied by these documents, and that
this burthen has not, in their Lordships’ estimate of the
conﬂicting evidence, been sustained by the plaintiff.
without a more detailed discussion of the evidence, especially
as this case has been heard ex parte.
The estate in question
ﬁve villages :—
1.

includedholdings

in the following

Aniki.
Yeranikottai.

°’.°‘$-“.°-".l°
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Their Lordships, however, are unwilling to decide the matter

Panjamari.
Nettendal, otherwise Sadir Nettendal.
Manakkudi or Chabram Manukudi.

Thiruppakottai, otherwise Tiruppakottai.
According to the plaintiff, her mother, Avammal, was in
possession of the estate on her death in 1885; the appellant’s
.

case is that the estate descended from the original Innasimuthu

Udayan to Jacob I., then to Jacob II., and that on his death it
fell into the possession of his adopted or quasi-adopted child,
the appellant, that it was managed by the appellant’s father
during his minority, and that then somewhere, from 1865 to
1870, he entered into possession,

and

has

so remained

ever

since.

The ﬁrst class of documents which are produced by the vakil
of the plaintiff consist of number-chits shewing the cultivation
and collection of money in the four villages of Aniki, Yerani
kottai, Panjamari, and Nettendal; they all bear the name of
Innasimuthu Udayan as the possessor, and they extend in a

INDIAN APPEALS.
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broken series froin the year 1845 to the year 1870, and then
these documents

they cease;

conﬁrm the statement

made by

J.

C.

1899

some witnesses that no mutation of names had taken place on INNQIUHU

the death of the original proprietor; but what is more noteWorthy is the date at which the series of documents ceases,

If

that he got into
possession in or about that date, the cesser of this stream of
documents is perfectly natural ;
on the other hand, the story
namely,

the appellant

be correct,

if,

1870.

of the plaintiff were true, that the appellant only got into pos
session on the death of Avammal in 1885, the absence of any
document later than the year 1870 in the possession
is

inexplicable.
plaintiff
The following sets of documents

of the

relating to the estate are

produced by the appellant.
a

a

Panjamari given to the collectors, and extending in
series from 1877 to 1889; these are given in many

English civilian ofﬁcers acting

as assistant

collectors

broken

cases

to

in the

Madura district; they purport to be signed in most cases by
the appellant, in some cases by an elder brother, in one case by
a

in two cases

brother, in two cases by his wife, and

younger

by Michael Udayan, his father, all on behalf

Now

of Innasimuthu

may well be that the name of Innasimuthu
Udayan appearing in the heading of these papers may have
been continued without change from the original proprietor;
but their Lordships hesitate to believe that the signatures to
Udayan.

it

which they have referred would have been accepted by the
civilian ofﬁcers unless
living Innasimuthu Udayan had been
land
in respect of which the obligation was
of
the
in possession
a

accepted,
as

and the persons whom the appellant

his relatives

has described

had been known to the ofﬁcials

to be such

The practice in such cases
described by Attavanai
Pillay, the curnam of Aniki, which shews that muchilikas are
accepted only from the pattadar, or some person supposed to
relatives.

is

be able to act for him.

tive of the Ramnad Zemindari under
VoL. XXVI.

which the villages are
Q

custody, as

These documents come from the right
they were ﬁled in the District Court by representa
a
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a

First, there are muchilikas, or undertakings to pay share of
money rent in respect of Aniki, Yeranikottai, and
produce and
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held,

and they

[L.

appear to their Lordships

R.

to be evidence of

much weight.
The next series of documents consists of pottahs granted by
the Deputy Collector, or other person from time to time repre
senting the Ramnad Zemindari in respect of the ﬁve villages of

Aniki, Yeranikottai, Panjamari, Nettendal, and Manakkudi.
These are all, with one exception to be hereafter mentioned,
granted to Innasimuthu Udayan as the proprietor; they extend,

though in

a broken series as regards

as regards

Yeranikottai from

mari from

1877

to 1889;

1877

Aniki, from

Panja
Nettendal from 1878 to

to 1891;

as regards

187 7 to 1891;

as regards

from 1879 to 1888. In the
Nettendal series, however, there is a pottah granted to Rayar
Udayan, and this seems to correspond with the fact that one
and as regards Manakkudi

of the holdings in this village which the plaintiff sought to
recover from the appellant is described as in the name of Rayar
But the circumstances relative to this
Udayan as pattadar.
holding are not before us.
In 1877 some difﬁculties arose between the Collector and the
appellant in respect of the grant of pottahs in the villages of
Panjamari

and

Aniki, and from the documents before their

as being

the person entitled to receive

it,

Lordships it appears that in March, 1877, the appellant suc
ceeded as pattadar of Panjamari in obtaining a judgment for a
new pottah against the Assistant Collector ; and in the following
June a pottah in respect of Aniki was offered to the appellant
and was refused by

him on an objection as to its form.
Another class of documents consists of formal receipts given
to the appellant on behalf of the Ramnad estate for rents in
respect of the villages.

:

These documents are, like all the others,
in
not continuous, but they extend over the following periods
to
Aniki
from
1886
to
in
of
relation
1890
Yeranikottai
respect
;

from 1880 to 1890; in respect of Panjamari from 1878 to 1892;
and in respect of Nettendal from 1879 to 1892. In all cases,
therefore, except with regard to Aniki, they cover the disputed
period, namely, from 1880 to 1885.

None of the documents
sixth village,

Tiruppakottai.

hitherto referred

to relate

to the

This village belongs to

Mutt

a
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institution in which it is not usual to exchange pottahs and
1899
muchilikas. But the accountant under the hakdar has pr0duced accounts from the Mutt of the hakdar which refer to INNKIIUTW
This may be the U”:“"
various plots as in the name of Innasimuthu.
name of the original proprietor, but the entries
consistent with the appellant’s

are at least

--

UP;1§&I*:;1:H“

case.

The evidence of the native village ofﬁcers standing alone may
probably be‘ of little weight, but as concurring with the series
of documents

to which their Lordships

have referred

they do

They therefore take notice of the
fact that the curnams of Aniki and Nettendal and the accountant
for Tiruppakottai support the appellant’s contention as to his
not regard it as negligible.

possession of lands.
One other document is produced
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usufructuary mortgage
on

April

of lands

by the appellant,

i

namely, a

in Nettendal executed by him

13, 1880.

this body of documentary evidence the plaintiff
produced only evidence to which their Lordships attach little
Against

weight.
On this review of the evidence on both sides their Lordships
are of opinion that the burthen of proving possession for twelve
years before November 2, 1892, which originally rested on the
appellant, has been amply sustained by him, and they concur

in the view of the Subordinate Judge that the muchilikas
especially

are very cogent evidence

appellant for a stretch

of the possession

of time covering

the period

by the

in dispute;

and although they do not relate to all the six villages, yet, as
according to both sides the six villages were held together, they

Their Lordships
much weight the evidence that the
appellant came sometimes and assisted Avammal in the cultiva
tion of the land; but even if this were the case, their Lordships
support the appellant’s
are

not able to accept

title to all the lands.

as of

think that it does not explain or account for the existing body
of documentary

evidence.

Their Lordships will, therefore, humbly advise Her Majesty
to reverse the judgment under appeal, to dismiss the respond
ents’ appeal to the High Court with costs, and thereby to
restore the judgment of the Subordinate Judge of Madura, with
Q 2
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INNQZUTHU

direction that all sums of money, including costs which may
have been paid under the judgment of the High Court at
Madras, be repaid, and with a further direction that, if possession

U”Q.Y‘“

of the lands in controversy has been delivered to the respondents,

1899

--

UP*If&"‘—*N'1:““"

a

be restored

possession

to the appellant,

and mesne proﬁts be

The respondents

paid by the respondents to the appellant.
must pay the costs of this appeal.
Solicitor for appellant: R. T. Tasker.

J-C-*
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DUDH NATH ROY

AND OrHEns
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on APPEAL FROM THE men cOusr IN BENGAL.
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Ejectment—Pottah-—C'onstruction—Terms of holding over after Expiration of
Pottah—Limitatt'on—Act X V. of 1877, art. 91-—Adverse possession.
The grantee of a village made in lieu of maintenance surrendered it to
the grantor, having previously executed a permanent pottah in‘ respect
thereof to the defendant :—
Held, (1.) that this pottah was void and not voidable merely against the
grantor, and could not be conﬁrmed by the mere receipt by him, after the
said surrender, of the stipulated rent;
(2.) that the defendant having been allowed by the grantor to remain
in ‘possession as a mokurruri tenant for his life, and not as tenant at will,
could not be ejected during his lifetime;
(3.) that a suit for ejectment brought after his death was not barred
under art. 91 of Act XV. of 1877, on the ground that the grantor might
have brought a declaratory suit in his lifetime under s. 39 of the Speciﬁc
Relief Act;
(4.) that

for life does not render his possession adverse within
of Act XV. of 1877 by giving notice to his landlord that he
claims to hold on a perpetual or hereditary tenure.
a tenant

the meaning

APPEAL from
reversing

a

a decree of the

decree of the

High Court (July 12,

Subordinate Judge

1897)

of Shahabad

(Dec. 31, 1894).
*

Present: Loan WATSON, Loan
Couon, and SIR EDWARD FRY.

Hosnousn,

Sm RICHARD

LORD .DAvmr,
.
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The suit was brought in 1893 to recover possession of a
The plaintiff’s ancestors parted with
village named Dumra.
its possession in 1836. In that year a grant was made of it to

Lal

Barmeswar Singh for life; In 1849 the grantee executed
a permanent pottah (pottah dawami) of it to Ram Golam Raut.
In 1855 the grantee surrendered his village to the plaintiffs
who allowed Ram Grolam to remain in possession,
paying rent as stipulated in his pottah. The question in the
suit was whether the plaintiffs were entitled to eject the

ancestor,

who claimed title under Ram Golam.
The Subordinate Judge held that they were. In his opinion
the grant in 1836 was for life; at the death of the grantee

respondent,
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the grantor was entitled to resume, but treated Ram Golam
tenant for his life.

as

The High Court agreed that the grant in 1836 was for life;
but with reference to the pottah of 1849, took note of an
admission by plaintiffs counsel, “that his client accepted rent
from Ram Golam, and that the terms of the lease under which
Ram Golam took were binding on his client.” They then con
strued the pottah dawami of 1849 as a perpetual pottah, and
dismissed the suit.

.

Mayne and Branson, for the appellants, contended that the
High Court was wrong .in holding that the pottah of 1849 was
intended or operated to confer upon Ram Golam any interest
than was possessed by Barmeswar Singh under the
maintenance grant of 1836, which was obviously for life only.
greater

The Maharajah no doubt had, after the surrender of the grant
and subsequent death of Barmeswar, accepted rent from Ram

The effect of his doing so was a pure question of law,
in reference to which the admission of counsel, supposing it to
have been made, was irrelevant. If it was made, it went far
Golam.

beyond what the law would infer under the circumstances

of

That acceptance
It would
did not imply an adoption of the terms of the lease.
prove an acceptance of Ram Golam as a tenant; but as to the
terms of the tenancy, they must be proved by evidence, whether
the case from the mere acceptance of rent.

it was at will, from year to year, for

a

term of years, for life,

J
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or in perpetuity.

There was no evidence to shew that the
Maharajah assented to Ram Golam’s holding the village on a
permanent and irrevocable tenure, or even that he understood
the pottah as purporting to create a tenure of that kind.

No

doubt, as between Barmeswar and Ram Golam, the latter was

NATE to hold as permanent a lease as the former could grant to him:
RoY.
see on the question of the construction and effect of the pottah,

Dum.1

Lal

Sing Deo v. Maharajah Dheraj Gurrood (1) ; Toolsh
Parshad Singh v. Rajah Ram Narain Singh (2) ; Raja Modhu
Singh v. Rooks. (3) As to the effect of the alleged admission
Ammd

of counsel as affecting the client’s legal rights, see Mathews v.
Munster (4) ; The Tasmania. (5)
C. W. Arathoon, for the respondent Dudh Nath Roy, con
tended that the

High Court rightly held that the pottah of
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1849 created in Ram Golam a permanent

and heritable right.

The words in the pottah were distinctly to that effect, and
were not controlled by any other words to be found either in
the recitals or elsewhere.
Whatever the title of Barmeswar to
create such an interest, the pottah purported to create it, and

Ram Golam was after his death accepted as tenant by the
The evidence in the record, as
Maharajah on those terms.
well

as the admission

that effect.
v. Madho

of counsel in the Court below, were to

Reference was made to Tekait Ram Chunder Singh

Kumari

(6) ;

Maidin Saiba v. Nagaba

(7)

;

Petambar

Baboo v. Nilmony Singh. (8)
Then, upon the question of limitation, this suit was in reality
a declaratory suit, only turned into an ejectment suit on the
death of Ram Golam, who was originally a defendant.

Such a
suit is barred by art. 91 of the Limitation Act (XV. of 1877).
A suit of that character might have been brought under s. 39
of the Speciﬁc Relief Act at any time after the death of the
grantor of the pottah. Then Ram Golam had consistently
asserted his permanent and hereditary title under the pottah.
Ind. Ap. Ca.

(4) (1887) 20 Q. B. D. 141, 143.
(5) (1890)15 App. Cas. 223.
12
L.
R.
Ind.
205.
Ap.
(2) (1885)
(6) (1885) L. R. 12 Ind. Ap. 188.
24
L.
R.
Ind.Ap.164.
(1) (1882) Ind. L. R. 7 Bomb. 96.
(3) (1897)
Ind.
R.
3 Cale. 193.
L.
(8) (1878)
(1) (1850)

82.

5 Moore’s
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J

He had asserted it in litigation in such

a way as constituted
notice to the Maharajah of a claim to hold adverse possession.
That took place in 1879, more than twelve years before action

brought,

and

cast

on

the

Maharajah the duty of at once
.
asserting his title to the contrary.
Counsel for the appellant were‘not called on to reply.

. O.

1899
'
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‘U.

Dunn

Nun

ROY.

1899.

July

22.

The judgment of their Lordships was

de

livered by
LORD DAVEY.

This is an appeal from

a

judgment of the
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High Court of Calcutta reversing the previous decree of
the Subordinate Judge of Zillah Shahabad.
The suit was
instituted on April 7, 1893, by the late Maharajah of Dumraon
for the purpose of asserting his title to Mouzah Dumra. As
originally framed, the plaint sought only a declaration of the
rights of the Maharajah after the death of one Ram Golam
Raut, who was the ﬁrst defendant in the suit.
On the death
of Ram Golam in August, 1893, the plaint was amended, and
The Maharajah died
a prayer for possession was added.
pending the suit, and his representatives were substituted in
his place as plaintiffs. The Subordinate Judge made a decree
in their favour, but the High Court reversed that decree and
The only appellant in the High
Court was Dudh Nath Roy, the representative of a purchaser
from Ram Grolam, and he is the only respondent who appears
in this appeal. The question in this appeal turns in the ﬁrst
dismissed the suit with costs.

instance on the construction of a deed dated November 13,
ai Perkash granted the
1836, by which a former Maharajah
village in question with others to his nephew, Lal Barmeswar

J

In the view which their Lordships take of the case,
Buksh.
the construction of the other instrument .referred to, being a
pottah dated February 25, 1849, by Barmeswar in favour of
Ram Golam, is unimportant. It was contended on behalf of
the surviving plaintiff and present appellant that the ﬁrst deed
created only an interest for life in Barmeswar.
of an admission

In

consequence

said to have been made by counsel, the learned

High Court did not ﬁnd it necessary to express
on
the construction of the ﬁrst deed, or as they
any opinion
judges in the
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dismissed the suit on other grounds on the defence of limitation,
and indeed they decided the case entirely on the construction

of the pottah. Their Lordships, for reasons which will pre
sently appear, cannot agree with this mode of dealing with
the case.

Their Lordships will not discuss at length the terms of

the

grant to Barmeswar, which was expressly made “in lieu of
maintenance.” It was, therefore, prima facie resumable on
the death of the grantor in accordance with the law laid down
in the

cases

cited by the Subordinate Judge.

It

contains

no

words purporting to grant a perpetual interest, and as Barmeswar
died childless it is unnecessary to say whether his family would
have taken the beneﬁt of

it if not resumed.

On January

27,

1857, Barmeswar executed an ikrarnama, by which he declared
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that,

as large arrears

of Government revenue payable by him

under the terms of the grant had fallen due to the then
Maharajah Maheswar, and as after his death the property
according to the custom would revert to the estate of the Raj,
and as a money allowance
been granted,

sufﬁcient

he surrendered

for his maintenance had

all the mehals which had

given to the declarant in lieu of maintenance

been

to Maheswar, who

was then the Maharajah in possession of the Raj.
died shortly afterwards without issue.

Barmeswar

The pottah, however, in favour of Ram Golam is dated
February 25, 1849, and therefore several years before this
surrender.
It is described as a “permanent pottah in favour
Golam Raut.”
It states that “mouzah Dumra,
pergunnah Danwar, tuppa Bisi, has been granted under per
manent lease at a ﬁxed annual rental of Go.’s Rs.200, from the
of Ram

beginning of 1256 F., together with malwajhat, sair wajhat,
and all habubat by Lal Saheb, the proprietor thereof”; and,
after divers provisions for due cultivation and management
such as are usually inserted in instruments of this character,

it concludes in the following words: “For this reason

these

few words are put down in writing by way of pottah dawami
that they may be of use when required.”
Barmeswar could not, of course, transfer to Ram Golam a
Ram
larger interest in the mouzah than he himself had.

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVI.]

Golom’s tenure, therefore, came to an end at latest on
Barmeswar’s death; but he was left in possession by the
Maharajah Maheswar, paying the same rent of Rs.200 as ﬁxed
The Maharajah Maheswar abdicated in 1868,
by the pottah.
died
in
and
1871.
He was succeeded by his son, the late
Maharajah Sir Pershad Singh.

On his accession Sir Pershad

Singh might have resumed the mouzah or have made afresh
grant, either on the terms of the pottah or otherwise, or have
allowed Ram Golam to remain in possession, paying a rent.

But

pottah was void as against him, and not voidable
only, the mere receipt of rent by him, though of the same
amount as that ﬁxed by the pottah, would not have the effect
as the

of conﬁrming the pottah in its entirety.
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The High Court
seem to have understood counsel to have admitted that receipt
of rent by the Maharajah operated as a conﬁrmation of the
pottah, and the only question, therefore, which remained was
the construction of the pottah. In the opinion of their Lord
ships this admission, if correctly understood, was erroneous in
point of law, and does not preclude the counsel for the appel
lant on this appeal from claiming his client’s legal rights.
What happened was that Ram Golam was allowed to remain
in possession

at his former rent.

The

Maharajah, indeed,
subsequently contended that the rent should be Rs.201, but
that probably proceeded from a mistake made by his officers,
and, in the opinion of their Lordships, nothing turns upon it.
If matters rested there their Lordships think there could be no
which the pottah pur
ported to grant, Ram Golam was in fact a mere tenant at will
of the Maharajah, and could not set up the pottah against him,
except for the purpose of shewing the amount of his rent.
The parties, however, are in conﬂict as to the circumstances
doubt

that whatever

was the interest

under which Ram Golam was allowed to remain in possession,
and as to the legal effect of certain subsequent proceedings
upon which the respondent founds his plea of limitation.
Four witnesses, whose credit was not directly impeached,
deposed to oral applications by Ram Golam to the ofﬁcers, ﬁrst,
Maharajah Maheswar and, subsequently, of the late
Maharajah that he might be allowed to hold the ticca granted
of the
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to him by Barmeswar for his lifetime, and that the successive
Maharajahs consented to do so, but no writing was passed.
In the year 1879 Ram Golam commenced a suit against a
tenant of the mouzah for arrears of rent, and in his claim he
alleged that he held Dumra in perpetual

istemrari mokurruri.

Nun Thereupon the Maharajah presented a petition of objection, in
which he stated that the plaintiff had no mokurruri istemrari
pottah, but, on the contrary, the mouzah was held by him

Rer.

grant to him subject to the condition of service,
terminable at the pleasure of the proprietor, for his mainten
ance without any title, and the ﬁxed rent was taken as a
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under

a

matter of grace, and as customary he (Ram Golam) was
"’
“
described by the word
malguzar ; and the petitioner prayed
The Maharajah was ordered to be
to be made a defendant.
made a defendant as prayed; but there is no evidence of any
On May 29, 1885, the
further proceedings in that suit.
Maharajah commenced a suit against Ram Golam for recovery
of arrears of rent. In his plaint he alleged that Mouzah Dumra
had been for a very long time continuously held in lease by the
defendant for service on an annual rental, besides road and
public work

cesses.

In

the course of the suit the

plaintiffs

pleader stated that the ticca was, by verbal contract, held from

Barmeswar by the defendant, and subsequently, after consult
ing his client, that it appeared that a terminable lease was
granted (not stating by whom) to the defendant on the condi
tion that this lease would continue as long as the defendant
remained

in the service—when he ceased to

be servant

lease would cease to exist, and there was no special time.

the

The

(Ram Golam) in his written statement denied that
he ever took any ticca from the then plaintiff, and that
Barmeswar, under a registered perpetual mokurruri istemrari
defendant

with the defendant in
respect of the said mouzah on an annual rental of Rs.200, and
that he was in possession by virtue of the same perpetual
pottah. The Subordinate Judge held (quite correctly) that it
was not necessary to decide in that case whether the defendant
pottah, made

a permanent

settlement

was the mokurruridar or ticcadar of the
question

was left open.

mouzah, and that

But he decided that the defendant

INDIAN APPEALS.
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held at the rent of Rs.200 ﬁxed by the pottah, and passed a

for the plaintiff on that basis. In his plaint in the
present suit the Maharajah alleged that on the death of
Barmeswar all his maintenance properties reverted to the Raj,
decree

Golam was a very faithful servant of
Barmeswar the jai nushin did not think ﬁt to resume the
property, and he allowed the mokurruri to remain in the
and

that

as

Ram

possession of Ram Golam during his lifetime.

The Subordinate Judge has held that the evidence of the
four witnesses mentioned above is unreliable, i.e. (as their
Lordships understand him) taken by itself. For he found that,
from the evidence,

the

circumstances,

and

conduct

of the
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parties, Ram Golam was allowed to enjoy the village as a
mokurruri tenant for his life, and not as a tenant at will.
Their Lordships agree in this ﬁnding. Both in his petition to
be allowed to intervene in the suit of 1879 and in his own suit

in 1885 the Maharajah alleged that Ram Golam was holding
under some form of verbal grant or lease and licence, though
his pleader in 1880 stated the tenure to be held at his pleasure,
and—1885—that

there was no special term.

On the other

hand, it is obvious from the proceedings in the previous suits
that the Maharajah was dissatisﬁed with Ram Golam as a
tenant

;

recovery

and

it is inexplicable why he should not have sued for

of possession of the mouzah, as he might have done

on any construction of the pottah of 1849,

instead

of suing

only for arrears of rent, unless it was known that Ram Golam
had been allowed to hold the mouzah for his life. If this be
so, no suit could have been brought for recovery of possession

until Ram Golam’s death.
Their Lordships will now consider the plea of limitation. It
is put by the respondents’ counsel in two ways. First, it is
said that the Maharajah Maheswar and afterwards Sir Pershad

Singh might, on the appellant’s own shewing, have sued for a
declaration of his right to possession on Ram Golam’s death
under s. 39 of the Speciﬁc Relief Act at any time after
Barmeswar’s death, and that this suit as originally framed was
in fact one of that character; and, further, that such a suit
was barred by art. 91 of the schedule to the Limitation Act.
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According to their Lordships’ view, the pottah (whatever
its construction) had become
spent instrument, and had no
grant of the property. As has been
longer any vitality as
so.

pointed out, this suit was tried, not on the original
plaint, but on the amended plaint, which asks for possession.
was argued that the plaint in the action of 1879
Secondly,
was notice to the Maharajah that Ram Golam asserted
perpetual istemrari mokunuri title to the mouzah; and from
already

a

it

1-.

answer to this argument to say that, though
such an action might have been brought, the Maharajah was
and there was no necessity for him to do
not bound to bring
is sufficient

a

1899

It

it,

. C.

R.

a

J

[L.

the time when the Maharajah admitted notice of that assertion
of right by ﬁling his petition of objection, Ram Golam’s posses
any suit

Their Lordships are not prepared
for recovery of possession.
to acquiesce in this reasoning as applicable to the circumstances
of this

All that

case.

the plaint of 1879 gave the Maharajah

notice of was that Ram Golam claimed to be holding on an
istemrari mokurruri tenure, and not under any title derived
is

from the Maharajah himself. But, as pointed out by
Subordinate Judge, an istemrari mokurruri tenure

the
not

plaint
1879 was not therefore
notice to the Maharajah that he
claimed to hold as
tenure of that character.
Their Lord
broader
ships, however, think that the argument fails on
hereditary

tenure,

and

the

of

perpetual

a

a

a

a

necessarily

holding on

person holding for his life that he claimed
a

notice by

a

a

ground. They have already expressed their opinion that Ram
Golam was at that time entitled to hold the mouzah for his
life, and that no suit for possession could then have been
mere
brought against him. And they do not think that
perpetual

or hereditary tenure

to

would make

be

his

possession adverse within the meaning of the Limitation Act
so as to bar
suit for possession on the expiration of the life

Even

therefore, the plaint of 1879 did convey the

notice which the respondent

think

their Lordships

Their
would support the defence of limitation.
Lordships, taking this view, are not called upon to decide what
interest the pottah, according to its true construction, purported

it

do not

attributes to

it,

tenancy.

if,

a
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sion became adverse, and time began to run against
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The learned judges in the High Court, differing
from the Subordinate Judge, have held that it purported to
to confer.

give the grantee a perpetual hereditary interest, and they base
their decision on the use of the word “ dawami.” Whether
the use of this word necessarily imports a perpetual hereditary
interest, or whether, notwithstanding the use of the word
“ dawami,” it
may be held that upon the considerations of the
object and provisions of the pottah as well as the surrounding
circumstances the intention to grant

a perpetual

lease does not

sufficiently appear, is a question of some difﬁculty, and remains
unaffected, if it ever arises again, by any decision of the Board.
Their Lordships will, therefore, humbly advise Her Majesty
that the decree of the High Court be reversed, and instead
thereof the appeal to that Court should be dismissed with
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costs.

The respondent Dudh Nath Roy will pay the costs of

this appeal.
Solicitors for appellant : Burton, Yeates <ﬁ Hart.
Solicitors for respondent Dudh Nath Roy : Dallimore
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J

.

C.‘

BIJAI

DIWAN RAN

BAHADUR SINGH

1899

\fY\l
June 21;

July

8.

[L.

R.

.

PLAINTIFF;

.

DEFENDANT.

AND

INDARPAL SINGH.

.

.

.

.

.

J UDICIAL

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF THE
OF OUDH.
Hindu Law—Property

in

Possession Q/'

Hindu

as

COMMISSIONER

Widow—Presumpt1.'on—Sm't

Probandi.

by Reversionary He1'r—Onus

Where a plaintiff sues

.

next reversionary

heir to a Hindu husband

after the death of his widow, it lies upon him to shew that the property in

suit had vested in the husband.

There is no presumption

effect resulting from the husband’s

estate at his death being

considerable

and the widow’s title

of law to that
shewn to be

not being shewn to have

otherwise
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accrued.

APPEAL from
afﬁrming

a

Court (Dec. 15, 1891)
decree of the District Judge of Rai Bareli (Jan. 2,
a decree of the above

1890).

The suit was brought by the appellant

to establish his claim

to succeed to certain property at the death of the ﬁrst defendant,

Thakurain

Ajit Kunwar,

against the appellant
second defendant

and

to establish

the invalidity

as

of a document whereby she declared the

to be her heir and representative

in respect

thereof.

The questions in the suit were mostly of fact, and were
But
disposed of by concurrent ﬁndings by the Courts below.
it was contended that, in regard to some of the property in suit,
there was no evidence whether it was

Ajit Kunwar’s stridhan

or whether she had derived it from her husband, and that
there was a presumption of law that, if a Hindu husband dies
possessed of considerable

estate, property in possession

of his

widow is his unless the contrary is shewn.
Cohen, Q.C., and Mayne, in support of this contention, cited
the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, s. 114
*
Present: Loan WATSON, Loan
Coucn, and Sm EDWARD FRY.

;

HonnoUsn,

Bindoo Bashinee Dabee
LORD

DAVEY,

v.

Sm RICHARD
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Pearee Mohun Bose (1)

;

Ghunder

Nath Moitro

227
v.

Kristo Komul

Nobin Chunder Chowdhry v. Dokhobala Dasi. (3)
Grackanthorpe, Q.C., (J. W. Arathoon, and De Gruyther, for
the respondent, were not heard.
Singh

(2)

;

J.

C.

1899

‘fY§'
DIWAN RAN

BIJAI

Bananun
Smen
v.

1899.

July

8.

The judgment of their Lordships

was

de

livered by
The plaintiff and appellant, Diwan Ran
Singh, is the head of the elder branch of a family descended
from Sanbar Singh. The original ﬁrst defendant, Ajit Kunwar,
was the widow of Randhir Singh, the head of the younger

Sm EDWARD FRY.
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branch of the same family. The present respondent, Indarpal
Singh, claims under a will or other document executed by the
The original plaint in the suit now under
late Ajit Kunwar.
that Ajit Kunwar was entitled only
in
classes
for life
three
of property mentioned in Scheds. A,
B, and C to the plaint, and that the document under which
appeal sought a declaration

Indarpal Singh claims was inoperative as against the plaintiff.
The ﬁrst class of property to which the suit related consisted
of certain talookdari estates in respect of which a sanad was
granted to Ajit Kunwar: and it was contended for the appel
lant in the Courts below that by virtue of certain documents
Ajit Kunwar had, subject to a life interest to herself, constituted
herself

trustee

for the appellant

of this property.

District Judge and the Judicial Commissioner’s

But the

Court unani

mously held all these documents to be forgeries, and counsel
for the appellant with great propriety declined to argue against
these concurrent ﬁndings.
The second class of property consisted of certain
non-talook-A
dari lands mentioned in Sched. B to the plaint, and the third

in Sched. C consisted of certain
Ajit Kunwar at the time that the
The plaintiff claimed the land in Sched. B in
suit was brought.
First, he said in his plaint that it was
more than one way.
class of property mentioned

movables which belonged to

“immovable property which had been purchased from time to
(1) (1866)

6

Suth. W. R. 312.

'

(2) (1871) 15 Suth. W. R. 357.
(3) (1ss4) Ind. L. R. 10 Calc. ass.

INDARPAL
Smea.
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J

. C.

1899

\fY§l
DIWAN RAN

BIJAI

Basaoon
Smou
‘U.

Innasrn.
Smen.

time out of the funds

[L. R.

derived from the ancestral estate,” i.e.,

and that it was

“ considered

part and parcel
thereof” (paragraph 10). In this point of view it is evident
that this non-talookdari property will follow the fate of the
talookdari in respect of which the appellant’s claim has failed.
the talookdari,

as a

But the plaintiff also claimed it on the ground that the property
belonged to Randhir Singh in his lifetime, and that the plaintiff
There is some
was the next reversioner to Randhir Singh.

whether this property was originally
acquired by Randhir Singh or his wife Ajit Kunwar, but counsel
for the appellant, admitting that both the Courts below were

conﬂict of evidence

as to

adverse to the plaintiffs contention on the evidence, elected to
treat the case as

if there were no evidence one way or the other,

and to base their client’s claim on the following proposition of

They alleged that when a widow is found in possession
of property of the acquisition of which no account is given, and
it is shewn that her husband died possessed of considerable
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law.

then there is a presumption of law that the property
found in the widow’s possession was originally that of her
No authority was cited at the bar which supports
husband.
this proposition, and their Lordships are not prepared to adopt

property,

it or to lay down anything inconsistent with the general rule
that he who claims property through some other person must
But
shew theiproperty to have been vested in that person.
even

if the proposition contended for were valid, it does not

apply to the present case, for there is no evidence that Randhir
Singh, the husband of Ajit Kunwar, died possessed of consider
able or any property,

and the inference to be drawn from some

of the facts in evidence tends in the contrary direction.

plaintiffs

claim to the real estate mentioned

The

in Sched. B,

therefore, falls to the ground.

The third class of property mentioned
of movables, some of them
person,

and, there being

were originally acquired

clothes

in Sched. C consists

and ornaments

no evidence to shew whether these
by

Ajit Kunwar or her husband, the

plaintiffs claim to them was supported

only on the

proposition of law with which their Lordships
dealt.

of a lady’s

have

same

already
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every particular, therefore, the appellant’s

fails, and

case

their Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty to
'
appeal with costs.

the

C.

1899

D..}1;-I,'.71>..,.
IJAI

C6‘

Solicitors for appellant : T. L. Wilson
Co.
Solicitors for respondent: Young, Jackson, Beard
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King.

INDZHL
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OrHuns
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PLAINTIFFS;
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'

AND
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HASAN JAFAR
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.

.

MUHAMMAD ASKARI

1899

DEFENDANT.

leg‘!ay261.827;
.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF THE JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER
of

Law

Oudh—Oon.ﬁscati0n—Regrant subject to a Trust.

a

a

\Vhere the respondent’s predecessor obtained from the Government
regrant of Oudh conﬁscated estates, on his assurance to them that he would
admit his former co-sharers, the appellants, to fourth share thereof :—
Helcl, that this created an absolute trust in their favour, and that the
Courts below were wrong in importing conditions which, though discussed
by the settlement authorities, formed no part of the settlement ﬁnally

Lucknow (May

afﬁrming

a

1895)

decree of the

1,

(Oct.

7,

APPEAL from

a

directed.

Judicial Commissioner of Oudh

decree of the

District

Judge of

1893).

the

Mutiny and with whom

a

The suit was brought to establish that, under the circum
stances stated in their Lordships’ judgment, one Hakim Karam
Ali, who was recognised as talookdar of Goothia by the British
settlement was

Governmenifﬁter
made, hadun ertaken to hold the talook in trust for himself
and his cousins, who are represented by the present appellants.

Both Courts decided that there was at the date of suit no
a

subsistifig trust.
The “District Judge held that Karam Ali accepted
con
ditional trust on Sadik Husain’s behalf .when the three years’
summary settlement was made with him, but that Sadik
Present: LORD Honnonsn, Loan MACNAGHTEN, ‘and SIR RICHARD COUCH.
Von. XXVI.
R

*
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J.

C.

1899

\'v\'
Hasan

J AFAR
v.

MUHAMMAD

Asxanr.

[L.

R.

Husain had not proved that he fulﬁlled or obtained a waiver
of the conditions on the fulﬁlment of which his admission to
the enjoyment

of a proprietary share in the estate depended.

The view which prevailed with the Judicial Commissioner's
Court was that the settlement authorities at the time of settle
ment virtually said to Karam Ali as follows: “We settle the
whole estate with you; but you must not understand that because
we do so your co-sharers have forfeited all claim to the restitution
of their former rights. If they explain their conduct later on

I

think that this
their former rights will be restored to them.
was the only condition upon which the settlement of the entire
property was made with Karam Ali, and the only condition
cannot agree with the learned
which he accepted; and
District Judge that it may be said that Karam Ali accepted a
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I

conditional trust on behalf of the plaintiff on the conditions
referred to by the learned District Judge when the settlement was
On the contrary,
think that at the time of
made with him.

I

Karam

Ali

himself no trust of
any kind, and accepted from the settlement authorities no trust
of any kind, in favour of the plaintiff.”

the settlement

imposed

upon

Cohen, Q.C., and .C. W. Arathoon, for the appellants, con
tended that the true effect of what took place at the time of
the settlement of this estate with Karam

Ali was to regrant

the

same to him, and at the same time to create an absolute trust
in favour of the appellants as respects one-fourth thereof.
They relied upon evidence as to Karam Ali’s consent that the

rights of the other sharers should
admission
settlement

be reserved,

his subsequent

and conduct, and on the fact that at the time of
the names of the other

co-sharers,

including

the

appellants’ predecessor, were entered in the khewat or register

of shares in which the names of co-parceners are always inserted.
The Courts below misapprehended the real effect of what took
All the cases on the subject of what constitutes a trust
place.
on the part of a grantee of conﬁscated estate are cited in
Thakurain Ramanund Koer v. Thakurain Raghunath Koer (1);
and see especially Mussmnat Thukrain Sookraj v. The Govern
(1) (1881) L. R.

9

Ind. Ap.. 41.
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(1); Balm Ram Singh v. The Deputy Commissioner

Bara Banki.

of

(2)

Mayne and Ross, for the respondent, contended that there
had been concurrent ﬁndings of fact by the Courts below, that
there had been no absolute recognition by Karam Ali of any
proprietary

or beneﬁcial

interest

in the estate being vested in

the appellants’ predecessor, and that Karam
to take the estate subject

Commissioner

to any absolute

J

. C.

1899
‘v-vs:

HASAN

Jaraa
'27.

Llenamman

Asxam.

Ali did not intend
The Judicial

trust.

was right in holding that, as between Karam

Ali

and the Government, the settlement of 1858—9 was absolute to

The Government intended to give him the exclusive
The sole question is whether he made any admission

himself.
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tenure.

which, as between himself and the appellants, would create a
trust in their favour.
He admitted the relationship of their
of the Mutiny
predecessor, but, as under the circumstances
his disappearance implied rebellion, he asked for the estate for
The Government, on the other hand, reserved to
itself the right to do something for the absentee shareholders if
himself.

when they came forward. In order to take advantage
of that reservation the absentees had to come forward before
ﬁnal settlement, and this they did not do, and in consequence

and

Karam

Ali took

the whole estate absolutely.

Cohen, Q.C., replied.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
LORD MACNAGHTEN.

This appeal relates to

1899

claim by the
appellants to one-fourth share of an Oudh estate, which com
prises the talooka of Goothia, with certain villages in Zaidpur
in the district of Daryabad, and is now apparently known as
a

talooka Goothia Zaidpur.

The appellants are the representatives of one Sadik Husain,
the original plaintiff, who died after the suit had been disposed
of in the Court of First Instance.
The respondent derives title under the will of the only child
Ali. Karam Ali died in 1879.

and sole heiress of one Karam

His daughter

died

in 1887

;

on her death

the dispute

arose

which led to the present litigation.
(1) (1s71

Ind. Ap. ct. 112.

14 Moore’s

2)

1s89

L. R.

17 Ind. A P .54.

R

1

2

u-»
ﬂlay 18.
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1899

\Iw\I
Hasan

JAFAR
v.

MUHAMMAD

Asxam.

It

is

common

ground

that, on

the

[L. R.

reoccupation

of the

province of Oudh after the Mutiny, the three-year summary
settlement of the estate was made with Karam Ali alone, and
that the talookdari sanad was afterwards granted to him as
The case on behalf

sole owner.

although Karam

Ali thus

of the appellants

is that,

acquired the legal ownership of the

estate, he became, in the events which happened

entire

was at the time of his death, trustee

as to

and

one-fourth of

the

estate for Sadik Husain.

It

that in September, 1858, when the three-year
summary settlement was in progress, Karam Ali applied to
have the settlement of the estate made with him. He stated
appears
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that the estate was ancestral family property in which he was
a co-sharer.
The ﬁrst summary settlement on the annexation
of the province had been made, he said, with his co-sharers
Ali Mehdi and Sadik Husain, but they had absconded, fearing
that they would be called upon to pay what they had collected
in excess during the Mutiny.
Search had been made, but no
clue or trace of them had been found as yet.
He offered to
.
pay what was due to Government in respect of the whole
estate.

At the same time, he declared that if his co-sharers

reappeared and paid up what he might have paid to Govern
ment they should get their shares.
settlement

In

these circumstances

ofﬁcer entered the name of Karam

Ali

the

alone as mal

guzar, and sent the papers up to the head ofﬁce in Lucknow
for conﬁrmation.
They came, in the ﬁrst instance, before
Major Barrow, the Special Commissioner of Revenue. His
note so far as material was in these words: “Correct, but I
would have

a door

open to admit the other sharers

if

they

explain their conduct by-and-bye.” The papers then went to
the ofﬁce of the Chief Commissioner, Sir Robert Montgomery.
His observation on Major Barrow’s note, written against it in
the margin, was this: “The man agrees to this, R. Mont
gomery, Chief Commissioner, Oudh.”

The papers were then
returned to the settlement ofﬁcer, who accordingly retained the
name of Karam Ali as sole mal-guzar, recording in the column
of the summary settlement statement headed “ Abstract of the
Case” an abstract in English of Karam Ali’s statement, which

INDIAN APPEALS.

VOL. XXVI.]
so

far

as is

material is

two ”—-that
remaining half .
those

talooka.

as

.

“

I

.

I

want the

When the sharers

I

settlement

come back,

of

the whole

if they pay up what

will willingly give up their share.”
Sadik Husain seems to have come back in April, 1859.

they owe me,

It

is

that he returned openly on the invitation or by
theiwritten permission of the Government. The record con
tains a letter from the Commissioner at Lucknow to Daroga

Wazid Ali, dated April
“

18, 1859,

I

which

so

far

as

material is in

:
am in receipt of your letter relating to
the return of Sadik Ali ”—that is. Sadik Husain—“and your
write to you that
request to permit him to settle himself; so
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I

under the terms of Queen’s Amnesty Proclamation he can settle
down, and you are permitted to help him in doing so.” There
is also in the record a parwana of the same date addressed to
Sadik Husain by the Deputy Commissioner, assuring him that,
if he had committed no offence punishable under the Queen’s
Amnesty Proclamation, he would not be called upon to account
for himself because he had not presented himself within the

This parwana proceeds to say: “You
without
the least anxiety, and shew your
may present yourself
loyalty and attachment to the British Government.”
period

speciﬁed

in it.

Following the summary settlement, the sanad was granted
to Karam Ali in 1862, and his name was entered in Lists I.
and II. referred to in the Oudh Estates Act (Act I. of 1869).

The question whether Karam Ali became a trustee of one
fourth of the estate for Sadik Husain upon his return depends,
as it seems to their Lordships, upon the terms on which the
Government made over the estate to Karam Ali.
conﬁscation of the province under

Owing to the

Lord Canning’s proclamation

the property was at the absolute disposal of the Government.

Whatever Karam Ali took under the summary settlement and
the sanad which followed it he took as a gift from the Govern
ment.

It

making

the gift to impose upon the recipient of their bounty

was, of course, competent for the Government when

any terms they pleased not inconsistent with the law.

If

C.

Ml
1899

J

HASAN
AFAR
‘U.

Monamun

beyond dispute

the following terms

J.

am entitled to half and

Ali Mehdi and Sadik Husain—“ to the

is,
.

follows:

233

the

intention of the Government is clear, it cannot make the least

ASKARI.
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1899

5V5
HASAN
AFAR

J

v.

Musammm
Assam.

[L. R.

difference whether the terms were imposed by the Government
of its own motion, or suggested by the grantee and assented to
by the Government.

Karam

Ali did

not found his claim to the

favour of the Government on the misconduct of those who had
been his co-sharers.
In his view they were co-sharers still, but
they had gone away or disappeared.

He was on the spot,

a

loyal man, and ready to pay to the Government every farthing
of its dues. He asked to have the whole estate settled with
him, undertaking that if his co-sharers reappeared—that is, of
course, if they came back openly—he would give them their
shares. When the papers went before Major Barrow, he seems
to have thought that some special arrangement

ought to

made with a view to the restoration of the co-sharers

if

be

they

His note is very brief, but it is tolerably plain.
He differed from Major Barrow. In his view no special pro
Commissioner.

vision was necessary.
the co-sharers

The applicant had undertaken to readmit
if they reappeared. The Chief Commissioner

thought that enough.
he calls

it,

On that undertaking or agreement,

as

might be made, as the settlement
ofﬁcer proposed, with Karam Ali alone.
And in the result the
matter was carried out on that footing.
Their Lordships have dwelt at some length on this part of
the case, because
appears to them that both the Courts below
the settlement

it

the effect of what took place when the settle

misapprehended

ment papers of 1858 came before the authorities at

Lucknow.

it

Both Courts seem to have thought that certain conditions were
was incumbent on
prescribed by Major Barrow, and that
Sadik Husain to shew compliance with those conditions. The
fact,

however,

seems to have been that the Chief Commis

Major Barrow’s suggestions, and authorized
the settlement with Karam Ali in relianceqon his assurances
sioner put aside

and representations.

If

.

Karam Ali became
trustee for Sadik Husain on his
return, the fact that the sanad was granted to Karam Ali alone
a

would not deprive Sadik Husain of his rights. It
not neces
sary to refer to authority for the purpose of establishing the
is
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should succeed in explaining their conduct to the satisfaction
of the Government.
But that was not the view of the Chief
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proposition that the grantee under a sanad of this description
takes subject to trusts which have been validly created.
It does not appear that Karam Ali, or his daughter and
heiress who succeeded him, ever disputed Sadik Husain’s right
to share in the estate.
made by Karam

It

is satisfactory to ﬁnd a statement

Ali himself,

after the sanad was granted

to

him, to the effect that he was not sole and absolute owner of
In 1862 the Government called on the
the whole estate.
talookdars of Oudh to .make a return of their history and
In May of that year Karam Ali ﬁlled up the form
services.
which had been sent to him, and stated distinctly that he
“ co-partners ”
Whether the word translated
had co-partners.
ought to have been translated subordinate co-partners or not,
the statement so far as it goes is consistent with Sadik Husain’s

everybody else.

The rest of the case may be disposed of very brieﬂy.

Sadik

it

Husain alleged that he was admitted to share in the manage
But
In that contention he failed.
ment of the estate.
appears that from his return until the death of Karam Ali’s

large and liberal allowance from the
daughter he received
family estate. It was not contended by the counsel on behalf
of the respondent that the fact that he received less than one
fourth was conclusive against his present claim or operated to
a

bar the suit.

On the whole their Lordships are of opinion that the appel
lants have made out their case as to one-fourth of the estate.
They will, therefore, humbly advise Her Majesty that the
The decree of the District Judge,
appeal should be allowed.
and the decree of the Judicial Commissioner and Additional
Judicial Commissioner, must be set aside with costs in the
court of the

Judicial Commissioner, and the costs paid under

either of those decrees repaid; and

it
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‘of

claim, and at any rate it shews that Karam Ali did not even
then consider himself to be absolute owner to the exclusion

in the events which happened Karam

should

Ali

be declared

that

became and was, as to

one-fourth of the estates comprised in the sanad granted to
him, trustee for Sadik Husain, and that the appellants, as
representatives of Sadik Husain, are now entitled to recover

J.
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1899

‘agsl
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v.
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one-fourth of those estates.

Their Lordships think that

rt"

C0.

PLAINTIFFS

.

.

at

Nevill.

Ann

AND OrHEns

.

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT
Alluvial Lands— Title

DEFENDANTS.

.

GOLABCHAND SAHU

——

IN BENGAL.
of

P'reseripti0n—Em'dence

Possession.

Where the plaintiffs claimed the lands in suit, being an alluvial deposit
which had emerged on the recession of the Ganges, not as part of their
title gained under the Limitation Acts by
old lands, but by virtue of
'
twelve years’ continuous possession :—
Held, on the evidence, that after the plaintiffs took possession the lands
were again submerged, and that on their reappearance the Government took
possession thereof, that the defendants obtained from the Government
possession of part, and that the plaintiffs have failed to prove any actual
possession of the remainder.
a.

APPEAL from
dismissing

decree of the

High Court (March

the appellants’ suit, thereby reversing

Subordinate Judge of Patna (June 28,
extent decreed the appellants’

The appellants sued in
alleging

an

respondents
boundaries

ouster
pleaded

by

1893)

30, 1896),

decree of the

which to

great

suit.

in question,
1890—91.
The

1892 to recover the lands

the

respondents

in

that the lands were situated

within the

of their estate of Ganghara, that the appellants

never had possession, and that their claim,

if
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AND OrHEns

by

‘M19251’

6'7’

UDITNARAIN SINGH

a

fff

each

The respondent will pay the costs of the appeal.
Solicitors for appellants : Barrow, Rogers
Solicitors for respondent: T. L. Wilson

J-0-'

R.

party ought to bear their own costs in the Court of First
Instance, as those costs were largely increased by certain
unfounded claims on the part of the plaintiff.

a

C.

a

J.

[L.

any, was barred.

The Subordinate Judge held that the appellants’ title to the
lands and their possession thereof continued to the end of 1879
*

Present: Loan Warson,

EDWARD FRY.

LORD HOBHOUSE, SIB RICHARD

COUCH, and Sm
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without interruption, that the evidence failed to shew that they
were dispossessed before 1888, but, assuming an ouster in 1881
as alleged by the respondents, they had in 1881 been in posses
sion for ﬁfteen years ending within twelve years of their suit.
The High Court also considered that the question turned
But they held that in 1874—75
upon evidence of possession.
there had been an ouster of the appellants by diluvion, caused
by the return of the river towards its former channel, that in
1881 the Government put the respondents

in possession, and

that

possession by the

that time

since

there

had been no

appellants.
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Branson, for the appellants, contended that they had been
shewn to have been in possession of the disputed lands from
the time they ﬁrst emerged from the bed of the river in
December, 1869, until they were diluviated by the return of the
river in 1874—5.
Consequently the Court ought to have held
that such possession continued until actual dispossession was
proved to have taken place, which was not till the year 1881.
They were wrong in law in regarding diluvion as an ouster.

Upon the evidence the High Court ought to have held that the
appellants had shewn a continuous possession of the lands in
suit for twelve years before they were ousted in 1881, which was
sufﬁcient in law to confer upon them a good title by adverse
possession : see s. 28 of Act XV. of 1877, and see Radha Gobind

Roy v. Inglis (1); Rains v. Burton
Gobindchunder

Roy (3);

(2)

;

Rajcoomar Roy v.

Lee v. Johnstone.

(4)

Until the

decision in 1870 in Lopez v. Mudden Thakoor (5) it was the
accepted law in Bengal, established by a long current of decisions,

that if

river, being the boundary between two estates, began
to diluviate the land on one bank and to reform it gradually
against the other bank, the river still remained the boundary of
the estate making the accretion, and all the accreted land,
a

though it could
(1) (1880)

3

be shewn to have reformed

Suth. W. R. P. C. Dec.

L. R.

19 Ind. Ap. 140,

146.

809.

(2)

(3) (1892)

on the site of the

(1880)

14 Ch. D. 537.

(5) (1878)

13 Moore’s

(4) (1869).L. R.
lnd. Ap. Ca. 467.

1

H. L. 426, 433.

J

. C.

1899
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diluviated estate, was held to form part of the estate to which
it was annexed by gradual accretion.
The ﬁrst diluvion and reformation in this case took place
before 1866, long before the decision in Lopez’s Case (1), and
accordingly the appellants’ claim was not disputed, namely,
as the river receded to follow the river, and take possession as
of right to the land as it gradually emerged.

The land

so

formed was deemed by the law, accepted at the time, to be an
accretion to their estate, and therefore to belong to them.

Nor

was this principle to be defeated by shewing that as the river
receded further and further the land which actually emerged
was

situated

within

of the riparian

the original boundaries

owner on the opposite side of the bank.
The possession so
acquired was retained by them until the river returned and

in their
possession while submerged, and when it re-emerged in 1881
the appellants had a complete title by prescription. Then came
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diluviated the land in

the

1874—5.

The land remained

ouster which was the cause of action

which could not have taken place before

1881

in this suit,
;

and

so that this suit

in 1892 was in time. He also referred to Rao Karan Singh v.
Raja Bakar Ali Khan (2), s. 29 of Act IX. of 1871, and s. 28
of Act XV. of 1877, and to arts. 142 and 144 of Act XV. of
1877. See also Rajrup Koer v. Abul Hossein (3) ; Kally Churn
Sahoo v. Secretary of State for India (4) ; Mano Mohun Ghose
v. Mothura Mohunilloy.

(5)

C. W. Arathoon, for the respondents,

contended

that there

was no evidence that the appellants had ever had possession of

in suit within twelve years of the ﬁling of the plaint.
Of the greater portion thereof it was shewn, and there were

the lands

concurrent ﬁndings to that effect, that the Government had
taken possession ever since they emerged from under water in
As regards the small portion to which the concurrent
ﬁndings did not relate, and in reference to which it is contended
that the Government did not take possession, it was very
1879.

difﬁcult to suppose that the appellants could have taken physical
(1) 13 Moore’s Ind. Ap. Ca. 467.
(2) (1882) L. R. 9Ind. Ap. 99. .
(3) (1880) L. R. 1 Ind. Ap. 240;
S.c. Ind. L. R. 6 Cale. 394, 402.

(4) (1881) Ind. L. R.

6 Calc.

725,

1 G310.

225,

734.

(5) (1881) Ind L. R.
231.
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At all events there is no evidence, or
Nor was a

no sufﬁcient evidence, to shew that they did so.

twelve years’ continuous possession by the appellants shewn
ever to have existed.
Branson replied.
1899.

July

21.

The judgment of their Lordships

was de

Sin EDwARD FRY.

The plaintiffs and present appellants are
maliks of the village"of Chhitnawan, and the defendants and
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present respondents are maliks of the village of Ganghara.
In 1843 the two villages were separated by the river Ganges,
Ganghara lying on the northern, and Chhitnawan on the
southern, shore of the river.
The lands in question were formerly made over to the maliks
of Ganghara, and the plaintiffs do not claim them as part of
their old lands; but the propositions on which they rely are
these: ﬁrst, that for a period of twelve years they were in
possession of the land and thereby acquired title

;

and, secondly,

that they brought this action within twelve years of their dis
The burthen of proving both
possession by the defendants.
these propositions rests on the plaintiffs.
of

1859 the Ganges receded northwards, and all that remained

it in its ancient site was

known
Ganges

as the

Dhab

;

or stagnant pool
and between that and the new bed of the

to the north there

a dead stream

was

formed

a diara

or mass of

alluvial deposit which seems to have emerged from the face of
This diara included the lands

the waters about the year 1860.

now in controversy.

When the land emerged it was taken

possession of by the maliks of Magarpal, a village to the north

The maliks of Chhitnawan thereupon
sued those of Magarpal for possession of the land in controversy,
apparently founding their claim on the custom of dhar-dhura,

west of Chhitnawan.

i.e., a supposed right of a riparian owner to follow the receding
bank of the river and to claim all land between the old and new
shore.

In this claim

ful, and on

June

C.

\€f\'
UDXTNARAIN
Smen
v.

GOLABCHAND
SAHU.

livered by

In

J

1899

the maliks of Chhitnawan were success

15, 1869, the

High Court afﬁrmed

a decree

of

the inferior Court whereby they were held entitled to recover
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land; and on September 26, 1869, possession was
duly delivered to the plaintiffs’ predecessors in title, not only of
the decreed lands, but of other land which had during the
597 bighas of

pendency of the litigation been added to them by the further

The lands then
river’s course.
delivered to the maliks of Chhitnawan include the lands now in
controversy; and the plaintiffs start with their possession on
September 26, 1869, as the terminus from which they seek to

Goaasonann retreat
Sans.

northward

of the

make out their title by possession.

In or
this

about 1874 the course of the river again moved, and

time

question

;

southwards, and

again

submerged

the

lands in

but they appeared above the waters in or about 1879,
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and at this point arises the most material issue of fact.

The plaintiffs allege that their possession before the sub
mergence of the lands continued during that submergence, that
when the land reappeared they continued to possess it down
to 1889, when they were forcibly dispossessed by the defendants,
and that they, the plaintiffs, brought the present action

in June,

that they had in the year
1892; from whence
1881, i.e., twelve years from 1869, acquired a title by possession,
and that they brought their action within less than twelve years
from their dispossession in 1889.
they conclude

The defendants, on the other hand, allege that on the emer
gence of the land in 1879 Government took possession of it;
that on September 23, 1879, a suit was brought by the maliks of
Ganghara against the Government claiming these lands as part
of their village; that a compromise was come to and embodied
in a decree of March 25, 1881 ; and that in pursuance of that
decree the defendants were on January 15, 1881, put into pos
session of the larger and northern part of the lands now in

question; and that

as to the

southern portion of the lands it

remained the subject of actual and sometimes

of physical con

troversy between the two villages, and that the plaintiffs have

not shewn any possession of it upon which they can rely.
These views are substantially accepted by the High Court who
in reversal of the decree of the Subordinate Judge dismissed
the suit.

Their Lordships on

a consideration

of the evidence before

"

241

their Lordships think that the well-known practice of
in
the Government to take possession of land reappearing
river beds makes the evidence of the defendants as to what
took place in 1879 far more probable than the suggestion of the
case:

plaintiffs that they entered into actual possession of the land
when it reappeared, and they believe that in fact the Govern
ment did enter into possession in 1879; furthermore, their
Lordships conclude that in 1881, and probably before Septem
ber 26 of that year, the whole of the controverted land to the
north of the green line on the Amim’s map made in this action
and marked

D was delivered into the possession of the maliks
and they are further of opinion that, as to the

of Ganghara;
land

in question to the south of the green line, the evidence
The report of the Special Deputy Col
1888, shews in what an ambiguous position

they claimed so to be.
lector of

July

25,

this southern portion of the land continued to be down to the
year 1888.

In coming

to the conclusions above stated, their Lordships

have treated the maps

G and H

as evidence

in the case.

Both

in the

Courts below; and though
objected to in the Court of First Instance it does not appear
that they were objected to in the High Court, and in the
these

were

maps

used

their acceptance in evidence is not mentioned

appellants’

case

as a reason

for the appeal.

If

the objection to the admission

of these maps had been successfully

urged

in India, other evi

might have been forthcoming to give the required
information; and their Lordships cannot now give effect to
dence

these objections.

Their Lordships, for the reasons above stated, are of opinion
that the appellants have failed to prove a continuous possession
for twelve years to give them title, and they will therefore
humbly advise Her Majesty to conﬁrm the judgment of the
High Court and to dismiss. this appeal. The appellants will
pay the costs.

Solicitors for appellants: T. Wilson at Co.
Solicitors for respondents : Dallimore
Son.
cf‘
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shews not so much that the plaintiffs were in possession as that

.

them are of opinion that the plaintiffs have not sustained their

J
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.
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C.‘

1899

June

17.

RAJENDRO NATI-I MUKERJI,

A

R.

VAKIL.

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT ALLAHABAD.

\Iv\'
April 27;

re

[L.

Order striking a Vakil

of

Rolls—Convietion of Forgery—Practice—Eﬁ’ect
of C0nvicti0n—Appeal.

the

Held, that a conviction of forgery followed by sentence is sufﬁcient
without further inquiry" to justify an order of Court removing the
He is not
appellant from the roll of vakils and cancelling his certiﬁcate.
entitled to go behind the conviction for the purpose of shewing that he
had committed no offence at law. An appeal to Her Majesty will not be
allowed, as it would be indirectly an appeal from a conviction.
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APPEAL from an order of the High Court (Jan. 4, 1896).
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.

It

High Court that the appellant,
his
conviction
of forgery, was entitled to shew,
notwithstanding
and could shew on the evidence, that he was not in fact guilty
of the offence of which he had been convicted.
The High Court,
was contended before the

dissenting

in that respect from

Charan’s Case

(1), refused

a

Full Bench ruling in Durga

to allow the appellant

to question

the propriety in law or in fact of his conviction, but held that
he was not precluded from shewing

if he could that his conduct

in the matter did not render him unﬁt to
contention,

be a

In that

vakil.

however, the Court found that he had failed.

B.ranson, for the appellant,

that the propriety of
the conviction could be examined, and if examined it would
appear that the evidence given did not prove any act or practice
which justiﬁed the order appealed from.
He cited Durya
Charan’s Case
1899

‘I5/\'

June

17.

(1),

In

contended

re Weare (2), and

In

re

Dillet.

(3)

The reasons for their Lordships’ report were delivered by
SIR RICHARD CoUCH.
of the

High

Court

of

This is an appeal against an order
Judicature

at Allahabad

* Present: Loan Honnousa, Loan MACNAGHTEN,

made

and SIR RICHARD CoUcn.

(2) [1893]
(1) (1885) Ind. L. R. 7 Allah. 290.
(3) (1887) 12 App. Cas. 459.

2 Q.

B. 439.

on
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January
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it was ordered that the appellant’s
name should be struck off the roll of vakils entitled to practise
before the said Court and his certiﬁcate should be cancelled.
On August 9, 1895, the appellant was found guilty by the
Judge of Allahabad, concurring with the assessors
under s. 471 of the Indian Penal Code, of fraudulently using as
genuine a document which he knew to be forged, and sentenced
Sessions

to be rigorously imprisoned for three years.
the

High Court,

was afﬁrmed

He appealed to

by which, on November 21, 1895, the conviction

and the sentence altered to two years’ rigorous

imprisonment. On November 27, 1895, the High Court ordered
notice to be given to the appellant to shew cause why he should
not be removed from the roll of vakils and his certiﬁcate be
cancelled in consequence
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convicted.

On January

of the offence of which he had been
3, 1896, the case came before the

Chief

Justice and ﬁve judges of the High Court, and it was held that
the propriety in law or in fact of the conviction could not be

but the counsel for the appellant was not precluded
from shewing if he could that the conduct of his client in the

questioned,

matter was not such as to render him an unﬁt person to be
retained on the roll of the vakils of the Court.
On the next
day the same judges in their judgment, after stating the circum
stances connected with the offence, said that the appellant had
attempted to deceive the Court by representing
forged indorsement

within

time,

by means of a

on a copy of a decree that an appeal was

when he knew, or must have known, that it

was time-barred; that this offence was not committed by an

ignorant man or by a new practitioner unaccustomed to the
examination of documents, nor in the hurry of the moment and
without due consideration, and made the order now appealed
The printed case in this appeal for the appellant
against.
consists of a statement

of the facts previous

to the using by

him of the forged document, the evidence of witnesses examined
at the trial, and the judgment of the High Court on November 21,
1895.

J.jC.

4, 1896, whereby

The reasons given for the appeal are that the High Court
in law in not allowing the propriety of the con

was wrong

viction to be questioned, that the conviction was not justiﬁed
either in law or in fact, that the appellant did not fraudulently

1899

'

\lY\'
RAJENDRO
N ATH

Muxniur,

In

re.
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J . O.
1899
@v‘$

Raar:nnso

Nurn

Mcxsim,

In

re.

or dishonestly

[L. R.

use the copy of the decree, that no reasonable

from the roll of
vakils, and the evidence given on his trial did not prove any
act or practice on his part justifying the order for it. It is
cause had been shewn

to justify his removal

plain that the object of the present appeal is to have the judg
ment of the Sessions Judge and of the High Court on the appeal
reviewed and reversed in substance if not in form. This ought
not to be allowed.

In

effect the

would indirectly

appellant

if he had petitioned

it,

have an appeal against the conviction when,

if

the leave would certainly have
for leave to appeal against
refused:
Macrea.
Exparte
been
(1) Mr. Branson, who appeared
this review of the conviction
for the appellant, admitted that
was not allowed there were no extenuating
he could rely upon against

re

a

solicitor had been convicted by two
party to the continued use of pre

brothel and sentenced to

ﬁne of 20l. substituted.

the Incorporated

a

An application was made

by

a

and

a

term of imprisonment,
which sentence was on appeal to the quarter sessions set aside

mises as

Law Society to strike his name off the roll,

of

which was ordered by the Divisional Court, and he appealed
from that order to the Court of Appeal. The Court looked at
the evidence given at the trial to see what was the nature
had

a

it

discretion, and would not as
matter of course strike him off the roll because he had been
This
convicted.
very different case from the present one.
The judgment of Lord Mansﬁeld in In re Brounsall (3), quoted

the offence, holding that

a

is

a

attorney

off the roll, he having been convicted

of stealing

a

is

Lord Esher in his judgment, more appropriate to the pre
sent case. That was an application to the Court to strike an

by

guinea, for which offence he was sentenced to.be branded in
the hand and to be conﬁned in the House of Correction for nine

Lord Mansﬁeld said: “ This application
not in the
nature of second trial or
new punishment. But the ques
”
tion
whether after the conduct of this man
(i.e., in stealing
a

a

is

months.

where,

or how)

.

(1) (1893) L. R. 20 Ind. Ap. 90.
(2) [1893]
(3) (1778) Cowp. s29.

2

the guinea—it does not say when,

“it

Q. B. 439.

is

is
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case

justices of Bristol of being

He referred to In

the order.

a

In that

Weare. (2)

circumstances that

XXVL]

VOL.

INDIAN APPEALS.

proper that he should continue a member of

245
a

profession which

should stand free .from all suspicion . . . . and it is on this
principle that he is an unﬁt person to practise as an attorney.
It is not by way of punishment, but the Court in such cases
their discretion whether

exercise

a

man

whom

they

have

formerly admitted is a proper person to be continued on the
roll or not. Having been convicted of felony we think the
Lord
is not a ﬁt person to be an attorney.”
defendant
“
There it seems to me is
Esher in Weare’s Case (1) adds:
the whole law on the matter laid down as distinctly as can be

in

way the propriety of which nobody as it appears to
me can doubt.”
The case in 61 Law Times, 842, also referred
to by Mr. Branson, is only an authority that the Court has a dis
cretion. The case in 7 Allah. 290 was under s. 12 of Act XVIII.
and

a
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of 1879, which gives power to the

High Court to suspend or

dismiss any pleader holding a certiﬁcate who is convicted of
any criminal offence implying a defect of character which unﬁts
him to be a pleader.
It does not appear in the report whether
the Court considered that the conviction of the pleader of
cheating was wrong, or that in the exercise of its discretion he
It was a case where the
should not be suspended or dismissed.
nature of the offence might reasonably be inquired into.
Their
Lordships do not agree with the Chief Justice where he says
that the pleader’s counsel was entitled to go behind the convic
tion in order to shew that he had committed no offence at law.

In the present case the conviction of forgery followed by

a

of two years’ rigorous imprisonment is sufficient
without further inquiry to justify the Court in removing the
appellant from the roll of vakils and cancelling his certiﬁcate.
Their Lordships will, therefore, humbly advise Her Majesty to
sentence

affirm the

High Court's order and to dismiss the appeal.

Solicitors for appellant: Barrow, Rogers it Nevill.
(1) [1893]
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June 23;
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R ESPONDENTS'

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT MADRAS.
Hindu Law—Adoption—]nheritance——Prior

Heritable Right of Adoptive
M0ther— Co- Wives of Adopter.

i

Where a Hindu has selected due of his wives to adopta boy in conjunc
tion with him, the other wives are postponed to the one selected in the
order of inheritance to the boy.
Kasheeshuree Delria v. Greeschunder Lahoree, (1864) Suth. W. R. 71,

.

'
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approved.

"

APPEAL from a decree of the High Court (April 10, 1895)
affirming a decree of the District udge. of Tinnevelly (Nov. 25,

J

1893).
.

.of

,

1

The suit was brought by the Collector as agent to the Court
Wards, and as such in possession of the estate of Uthumalai,

on behalf of the late minor zemindar, the adopted son of the

previous zemindar, to compel two ladies, each of whom claimed
.sole possession as widow of the minor’s adoptive father, to
The estate was admit
establish their rights by interpleader.
On July 12, 1891, Irudalaya 'Marudappa,
,tedly impartible.
then zemindar of Uthumalai, adopted Navaneetha Krishna
Marudappa. Irudalaya died on August 12, 1891. The Court
of Wards took possession for the minor, and he died on
..November 16, 1891. On June 13, 1892, the Collector brought
his suit against Menakshi Sundra, the ﬁrst defendant, and
against Annapurni Nachiar, the second defendant, asking for a
declarationias

to which of the two was entitled to possession.

The rest of the proceedings were carried on between the two
ladies.

Numerous issues of fact were raised on which there were
*

Present: Loan

Couen.

WA'1‘SON,

Loan Hosnousr, Loan DAVmY, and Sm Rrcsnn

VOL.XXVL]
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concurrent ﬁndings.

The" point of law decided on appeal was

.

.247

whether the Courts were right in holding in favour of the ﬁrst
defendant that, as the zemindar adopted his son in conjunction

with her, she alone was his adoptive mother, and as such had a
preferential right to succeed on his death to his estate.
The judgment of the High Court, which was afﬁrmed by
their Lordships, is reported in Ind.

Mayne, for the appellant,

L. R. .18

Madr. 277.

the second defendant,

that this decision was wrong.

contended

According to the authorities the

who had joined in
‘defendant
was also a mother of the deceased. The ﬁrst

appellant, as co-wife to the ﬁrst
the adoption,

defendant did not by virtue of sharing in the act of adoption

adopter.

By virtue of her seniority in that respect, which was

established by concurrent ﬁndings, she was entitled to succeed
in priority to the younger wife. The appellant’s husband had
no power under Hindu law to supersede the rights of the senior
wife by selecting the junior wife to be the ﬁctitious mother at

The rule of law was that by the adoption all the

the adoption.

wives of the adopter became mothers

of the adopted boy, and

it was immaterial which of them was selected to join in the
Adop

ceremony and specially consent

"to

tion is the act of the husband

alone, whether he associates all

the act of adoption.

his wives or only one of them with himself in the transaction
see

Kali Komul

the ceremonial,

:

Mozoomdar v. Uma Shunkur Moitra. (1) For
see Sacred Books of the East, vol. xiv. p. 75

(Vasishtha and Baudhayana), Dattaka Mimamsa, s. I. v. 23,
s. VI. v. 46, s. III. v. 7 ; Manu, IX. s. 183.
It is all performed
by the adoptive father: see Mohashoy Shosinath Ghose v.

;

Ind. Ap. 229.
(3) (1881) L. R.
(4) (1846)4Moore’s Ind.Ap. Ca.
S

2

.

1.

R. 10 Ind. Ap. I38.
Ind. Ap. 250,

L. R.

8

1..

1

<1) (1883)

(2) (1880)

3

;

8,

1

2

(3)

Srimati Krishna Soondari (2); Pudma Coomari Debi v. Court
See, also,
Col. Dig. c. iv. s.
Col.
para. 273
Of Wards.
Macn. H. L. Prel. Remarks, p. x. Run
Dig. pp. 250, 253;
yama v. Atchama (4), as to the value of Sir W. Macnaghten’s

bi
Ur
KI
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acquire any right which could nullify the superior rights of
inheritance vested in the appellant as the ﬁrst wife of the
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The adoption once made, the boy necessarily occupies
see 2 Macn. H. L. p. 62;
Macn. Cons. of H. L. p. 171, Appendix, pp. 10, 11;

opinion.

the same position to all the wives:

Sir F.

Debia v. Greeschunder Lahoree (1); Teencowrie
Chatterjee v. Dinonath Banerjee (2) ; West and Buhler (3rd ed.),

Kasheeshuree

pp. 1181, 1182.

Jardrlne, Q.G., and Branson, for the respondent Menakshi,
the ﬁrst defendant, contended that, on the authorities cited on

High Court was right in holding that
Hindu could authorize any one of his wives

the other side, the

Hindu law

a

by the
to the

exclusion of the others to adppt a son after his death; and that,
in like manner, it was open to him in the adoption of a son to
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himself during his lifetime to associate exclusively any one of
his wives with him in such adoption.
Whenever he does so
such conduct amounts to an explicit declaration that the wife
was the only adoptive

so associated

mother of the child.

adoptive mother she thereby becomes, upon the death

As

of the

adopted child while still an infant and unmarried, his heir to

the

There is nothing in Hindu law which
Hindu from favouring one wife either before or after

exclusion of the co-wives.
prevents a

his death in the manner contended for.

J

All

the authorities,

with the single exception of agannatha, are in favour of one
The case in 1864 (Suth.
wife being made adoptive mother.
W. R.), p. 71, is exactly in point. See, also, Gopalchunder
'

Sarkar’s Law Lectures, pp. 215, 227.
Mayne replied.
1899
\'W§!

July

22.

.

.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

This suit is in form instituted by the
Loan HosuoUsE.
Court of Wards; in substance it is one between the two
widows of Irudalaya, late owner of the impartible estate of
Athumalai, who have interpleaded one another.
They were
but
it
has
been
found
married
on
the
same
that the
"both
day;
appellant is the senior wife of the two. On July 12, 1891,
Irudalaya

adopted

1891, he died
(1.)

(1864)

;

a

boy called Navaneetha;

on August

12,

and on November 16, 1891, the boy died, being

Suth. W. R. 11.

(2) (1ses)a Suth.

w.

R.-19.
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then about two years old.
possession of the estate as
is to ascertain

249

The Court of Wards was then in
his guardian, and their only interest

his heir.

The appellant’s claim is rested on the fact that she was the
wife; the respondent, Menakshi’s, on the fact, which

senior

has been found by both Courts, that the boy was adopted by

Irudalaya in conjunction with her, and not in conjunction with
the appellant.
The District Judge held that the respondent
was entitled to the estate as adoptive mother and nearest heir
of the last holder, Navaneetha, and his judgment was afﬁrmed
That opinion is challenged in the present
by the High Court.

There has been a great deal of dispute in the Courts
below upon matters of fact, but none are in dispute now. The
disputed question of law is thus stated by the District Judge :

appeal.
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“Whether, when

a man having more than one wife, adopts a
in conjunction with one of them only, the other wives
acquire the same legal status with respect to the adopted son

son

as

the wife who joins her husband

in making the adoption

?

”

There is only one reported decision directly involving the
It is to be found at p. 71 of the sup
proposition in question.
year 1864.

of the Calcutta Weekly Reporter for the
The plaintiff Kasheeshuree was the ﬁrst wife of

Kali Kant.

His second wife was called Mohinee.

plementary

volume

Kali Kant

adopted a boy in conjunction with Mohinee and without the

of the plaintiif.
After the deaths of Kali
of Mohinee and of the boy, the question arose
whether the heir of the boy was the plaintiff, or the defendant,
who was Kali Kant’s nephew and nearest collateral.
It was

concurrence

Kant

and

argued for the plaintiff that both wives were equally adoptive
mothers,

and both entitled to inherit in preference

to a col

JJ

The Court (consisting of Bayley and Louis Jackson
.)
stated their opinion that this position was not. borne out by
Hindu law and precedent; and, after subjecting the cited
authorities
to examination, they decided in favour of the

lateral.

defendant.

So that, according

to those experienced

judges,

when a man has selected one of his wives to adopt a boy in

conjunction with him, other wives who do not participate in
the act are so completely excluded from inheritance to the boy

J.

O.

1899

Zﬁf
Amuruam
N acams
‘l).

Fonnas.
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that

a

them.

[L. R.

collateral member of the family shall be preferred to
That the other wives should be postponed to the one

who joined in making the adoption is a less sweeping conclu
sion, but clearly involved in the wider one reached by the
Bengal High Court.

Mr. Mayne has contended for the appellant that this Bengal
decision is not warranted by law. He referred to sacred texts
of Rishis, Manu and Baudhayana, for some fundamental prin
ciples of adoption,

and to shew that the good effects produced

by the son of one wife enure to the beneﬁt
the same man.

of other wives of

But these texts are very far from showing

wife who receives in adoption, and another who does
not, stand on an equal footing as regards inheritance to the
If applied to inheritance in the way contended
adopted boy.
for by the appellant, such texts would prove too much: they
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that

a

would be equally good to prove that a natural mother and her
co-wife stand on an equal footing, which is clearly not the case.
There is no advantage to be got from more minute criticism of
these texts, nor indeed of the texts cited from the later books,

Dattaka Chandrika and Dattaka Mimamsa, which are addressed
to the question whether a wife’s assent is necessary to an
adoption, and not to this question of inheritance.

J

A passage is quoted from Colebrooke’s translation of agan
natha (Digest, vol. iii. pp. 252—253), in which the author con
siders the difﬁculty (seeming difficulty he calls it) occurring in
oblations of funeral cakes to a maternal grandfather, either

when the offerer has none from having been adopted by an
unmarried man, or when he has more than one from having
been adopted by a man with more than one wife. Both the
plan suggested for meeting it are very
abstruse, and, so far as their Lordships can see, of a very
formal nature; but the whole discussion clearly has reference
to the religious aspect of the situation.
The authority most relied on for the appellant is a passage
difﬁculty and

the

in the preliminary remarks of Sir William Macnaghten in his
work on Hindu law. It is rather curious that he approaches
the question by way of illustrating his opinion that the Hindu
law is generallysimple and free from difﬁculty.

.

He

supposes

VOL.
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a case.

A

251

man diesichildless, leaving three widows.

He gives.

The adopted son dies with
To whom will
out issue, leaving the three widows surviving.
the property go—to the widow adopting, or equally to the three ?
The law, he says, is silent. He then supposes an advocate of
permission to one to adopt a son.

the adopting widow to admit that,

1899

.’v~

ANNAPURNI .

N AOHIAR
v.

Forums.

if the husband had adopted,

he could not have selected one of his wives as adopting

mother

.

and excluded the others from all maternal relation, but to con

that in the case stated the non-adopting widows were
He continues : “ The reason is plausible, but;
only stepmothers.
tend

such is not the law.

individual.

The three widows are one and the same

The adopter

has

the .privilege

of

selecting

the
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boy; but, adoption once made, he necessarily holds the same‘
relation to all of them.”" This passage certainly gives the.
appellant a right to argue, not only that the admission which
Sir William puts into the mouth of the adopting widow’s sup-s"
posed advocate was deemed by him to be good law, but that
he goes further, and applies

to the subject of inheritance

the

doctrine of Manu—that all wives have male issue when one has?
it.
This passage in Sir William Macnaghten’s preface is"
apparently the only authority in favour of the appellant. . Iti.
must be taken with the respect due to his great reputation, but
also with the drawback that he was avowedly giving his.»
He.
opinion on a hypothetical. case of the ﬁrst impression.
has no precise authority; the law, he says, is silent; he does<
not shew by what process he arrived at his conclusion; and
that which seemed to him so clear that it illustrated the
perspicuity of the Hindu law has met with doubt and denial
from others.

In

fact,

Sir W. Macnaghten himself goes on (pp.

,

12, 13 of

his preface) to make statements very difficult to reconcile with
those which have just been quoted.

in which

He is speaking of

a case

man leaving three widows has appointed one to.
“
make adoption:
here merely allude to the rights and privi
leges accruing to the single widow from the simple fact of her
a

I

having made the adoption, independently of any intention.
expressed or implied by the deceased. thatsuch widow alon'e=
should be considered as the mother of the adopted child- Ifihe.

J0“ C. '

-
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declared this explicitly the case would be different
some unequivocal

have no concern

with the adoption.

fact of his having commissioned
the boy cannot

or

if

such

gathered to have been his intention from
indication of his will that his other wives

may be reasonably
should

;

be considered

But the simple

any one of the three to select

as sufﬁcient

to deprive

the two

others of their maternal rights, or to debar them from taking
the shares to which they would have succeeded had no adoption

If

taken place.”
as the

both these passages

result that

a man

may

are. sound

law, we have

by a posthumous act give

a

preference to one wife which he cannot do when living.

Sir F. Macnaghten, in p.

of his treatise, speaks of the
adoption of a boy to a man who left three widows, with direc
tions for joint adoption about which they could not agree.
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The Court selected

171

was which
“ The law is clear and

and then the question

a boy,

widow had the right to receive him.
was undisputed.
The boy could not be received by the three
widows jointly. He must be received by one of them—and
would then

be considered

as the son of the

father and of the

widow by whom he had been received—about this there was
not, because there could not be, any dispute.”
In the Appendix of the same work, p. x., occur the answers
of

a

Pandit examined

by the Court in the same case.

occur the following:

“

Among

Only one (widow) can
the
three
adopt;
(widows) may agree upon the child to be
“ The child
adopted, but only one of the widows can adopt.”
The widow adopting him, if
becomes the child of all three.
those answers

he should die under age, she

will be called the mother and the

others the stepmothers."

The actual decision, which was in favour of the senior wile,
throws no further light on the question now before the Board.

But here are opinions given on an actual case under judicial
decision, and they are to the effect that the adopting widow

would become the mother of the boy in a sense in which her
co-wives would not be mothers—in effect, that she would be in
the place of a natural mother, which would lead to the con
clusion that she was the boy’s heir. Those opinions related to
a case in which, so far as any action of their husband was con

INDIAN APPEALS.
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cerned, the widows stood on an equality, and became unequal
only by the ceremony of adoption after his death.

More recent text-books,
1864,

Biihler, 3rd

1899

referring to the Bengal decision

have been cited to their Lordships,
ed. pp. 1181, 1182, and

of

such as West and

Golap Chandra on Adoption,

Tagore Law Lectures for 1888, p. 153, and they were referred
to by the learned judges in the Courts below.
They do not
shew that any dissatisfaction with that decision has been felt by
Indian lawyers, but, on the contrary, state the law in accordance
with it.

It

seems to their Lordships

that the decisions in the Bengal

in this case accord with principles well recognised as
applicable to other points of Hindu law. Reference has been
made to the text of Manu (Book IX., Sloka 183), in which he
case and
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declares that

if of several wives one brings forth

a male

child,

all shall by means of that child be mothers of male issue.

In

Sloka he declares that if among several brothers
of the whole blood one have a son born, they are all made
fathers of a male child by means of that son.
We must
the preceding

suppose that all take the spiritual beneﬁts of male issue; but
the law is clear that for the purposes of inheritance the natural

Again, it seems
not to be doubted that a man may authorize a single one of
several wives to adopt after his death, or that she would on
mothers and fathers respectively are preferred.

adoption stand
do

If

in the place of the natural mother.

that, it would

be very capricious

he can

to deny him the power of

wife to join with him in his lifetime in
adopting a boy with the same effect on her relations with that
boy. It is true that some rules of Hindu law, resting perhaps
selecting

a

single

quite
arbitrary; but when this Board is asked to aﬂirm a rule of that
nature, they require some cogent authority for it. It certainly
is a reasonable law that the head of a family should be able
on religious tenets

or ancient

to take action likely to prevent
relative to adoption

customs,

appear

disputes

between his widows

and the consequences of it.

J. ‘C.

to

be

To unite one

wife with himself in adopting is one way; and it is satisfactory
to ﬁnd that besides the one direct judicial decision there is so
much reason and opinion in its favour and so little against it.
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They hold that the High Court of Bengal in 1864 and the
Madras Courts in this case have decided rightly, and they
will humbly advise Her Majesty to dismiss this appeal. The
appellant must pay the costs.

.

.

Forums.

Solicitor for appellant: R. T. Tasker.
Solicitors for second respondent: Lawford, Waterhouse
'

Lawford.
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ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF THE
OF OUDH.

.

PLAINTIFF.

.

JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER

Law of Evidence—Admissibility—Entries
not made
—Talookdar’s Book of Acc0unt—Aet I.

at the time

of Transaction

1872, s. 34.

transactions

take place.

'

'

“Books of account regularly kept in the course of business” are not
limited according to the true construction of s. 34 of the Indian Evidence
Act to books entered up from day to day or from hour to hour as
Bezonji v. New Dhurumsly S. and W. 00., (1880)'Ind; L.
Bomb. 576, overruled.
Where the karindas of
talookdar’s estate used to submit, monthly
accounts at the head office which were abstracted and entered in the
a

4

R

Munchershaw

'

it

roshanbaki under the date of entry,
might be many days after the
actual transactions, but nevertheless in their proper order and on the
authority of the ofﬁcer who transacted the business :—
Held, that these entries were properly admissible, though the time of.
making them might affect their value.

decree of the above

6,"

a

reversing

a

Court (July 31, 1895)
decree of the District Judge of Lucknow (Sept.

APPEAL from

which had dismissed the respondent’s suit with costs.
The facts are stated in the judgment of their Lordships.
The main issue was one of fact, whether the amount due in

Present: Loan Wnson,
Conch, and Sm EDWARD Far.

Loan

Honuousn, Loan
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"

4,

bond for Rs.7000 and interest, dated September
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"

‘

respect of

a

1892)
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1880, had been paid or not.
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Incidentally the question

whether certain books of account kept in

a talookdar’s

arose

J.(3.

oiﬁce

1899

according to the usual course of business therein, but contain-

ing entries not made at the date of the transactions recorded,
were admissible in evidence under the Indian Evidence Act,
1872,

S. 34.

The ruling of the Judicial Commissioners

as to the

admissi-

bility of the roshanbaki, the exact character of which they
described in the terms quoted in their Lordships’ judgment, is
as

fo1lows:—
“ The

that the roshanbaki is not regularly kept in
the course of"business, and therefore the entries in it are not
relevant, is based upon s. 34, Indian Evidence Act, and the
objection

case of Munchershaw Bezonji v. New Dhurumsly

S. and W.
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Co. (1), it being urged that the roshanbaki was just such

book of account

held by West

as was

J

.

in that

case

a

to be one

not regularly kept in the course of business.
On the other
that,
it
so
as
a
book
hand
was argued
of account was kept
long
regularly, the system on which it was kept was of no import
ance, and it could not be said that, because it was the practice
to enter certain transactions when they came to the knowledge
of the head ofﬁce under the date of entry, the roshanbaki was
not regularly kept in the course of business, it not being possible
Reference was made to
to make the entries in any other way.
Reg. v. Hanumanta. (2)

i

“ It appears to me that the
contention for the appellant must
accepted.

be

In

the case

decided by West

J

.

that learned

judge deﬁnes a book of account regularly kept in the course of
business within the meaning of s. 34, Indian Evidence Act, to
be only a book of account which is entered up from day to day
or hour to hour as the transactions take place.

Now, it seems

clear that the roshanbaki is not such a book.
Entries
have been made daily in the book, but in many instances
were not made as the transactions entered took place.

may

they
On the

contrary, many transactions are entered which took place many
The relevancy of a book of
days before they were entered.
account
'

under

(1) Ind‘. L. R.

s. 34 does
4 Bomb.

576.

not depend merely on the fact that
(2) Ind. L. R.

1

Ilomb.

610‘.

9;?“
C°g“f“Ei‘:fE“
B1::'KI
MITNSHI RAM
P:Rs_HAD'
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J.

C.

1899
\av\.¢

DEPUTY
Commissioner.

or Bana
Baum
v.

entries

are made in

The book must
The case cited for

be

the
regularly kept in the course of business.
respondents is not in point. It was decided in that case that
entries in a book of account, if regularly kept in the course of

business, are admissible whether or not they have been made

Muusm Rau by, or at the

P ABBHAD.

it from day to day.

[L. R.

dictation of,

a person

who had

a personal

know

The objection taken is
not that entries in the roshanbaki were not made by, or at the
dictation of, a person having a personal knowledge of the truth
of the facts stated, but that the book was not regularly kept in

ledge of the truth of the facts stated.

the course of business, i.e., that entries were not made as the

but subsequently.
It is immaterial
that certain transactions could not be entered as they took
Some system should have been adopted under which
place.
every transaction that took place could have been entered in a
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transactions

took

place,

book of account as it took place.

“

In my opinion

the entries in the roshanbaki are not relevant

Indian Evidence Act, that book of account not
being regularly kept in the course of business within the mean
It was not contended that the entries
ing of that section.
under

s. 34,

relied on were admissible

under any other part of the Indian

Evidence Act.”
Cohen, Q.C., and Branson, for the appellant,

contended

that

the evidence proved that the late Rajah of Sarajpur had paid
off in full the amount of the bond in suit. The main reliance
was upon the oral evidence to that effect of Nand Kumar, an
old servant of the estate, corroborated

by a roshanbaki account

proved to have been a genuine account-book

of the estate. and

containing an entry of payment of Rs.9000 to the bondholder,
which Nand Kumar swore was attributable and attributed to
the bond in suit.
The Court had wrongly rejected this book, on the ground
that it was not proved to have been of such a nature as to be
admissible in evidence under s. 34 of the Indian Evidence Act,
inasmuch as the entries made therein were not made from day
to day or hour to hour as the transactions took place, but were
made subsequently

to the transactions.

They contended
Q

that

INDIAN APPEALS.
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J. C.
wrong, and unduly
1899
restricted the meaning of books “regularly kept in the course
1);?"
in
of business.”
The books
this case were regularly kept
to
usual
the
course
of
business adopted in talookdars’ C“§‘:§i'§f“
according
ofﬁces.
They included transactions relating to the estate, but
the ruling in Ind.

concluded

4

Bomb.

576 was

B‘v1"“

at a distance from the ofﬁce, and therefore entered Mu1vsmRnl

at a subsequent

date,

but

on

the

authority

of

some one

P‘_iB_K‘D'

Under such circumstances the
personally cognizant of them.
time of entry might affect its value as evidence, but not its
'
admissibility.
Cowell and Calvin, for the respondent, contended that the judg
ment was right in excluding this entry for the reasons there
stated.
The roshanbaki was a mere day-book, unsupported by
containing entries not made at the time, but sub
Even if admissible, it was only of value
sequently dictated.
as corroborative evidence, and the entry relied on did not
corroborate.
There was no statement in it as to the account
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a

ledger,

in respect of which the Rs.9000 were paid. It was far in excess
of the amount due at its date on the bond in suit, and there
entry to shew what had become of
There were numerous transactions between the
the balance.
Rajah and his conﬁdential vakil, Kali Pershad, and there was
was

no

corresponding

nothing but conjecture to identify the entry relied on with the
The ﬁrst Court which admitted the entry
bond in suit.
it
as
The entry related
unworthy of much reliance.
regarded
to a payment purporting to have been made by Bhairon Misser,
also a servant of the estate, who was called, did not corroborate

Nand Kumar, but gave

a different version

of the transaction,

and a different date to the payment of the bond in suit.

Branson, replied.
The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
Sm RroHann OoUoH.

The suit which is the subject of this
appeal was brought on August 26, 1887, by Munshi Hanuman
Parshad, manager and superintendent
of the “ Kayestha
Patshala,” Allahabad, against Rani Chabraj Kunwar, widow of
the late Rajah Mahpal Singh, and Rajah Pirthipal Singh, his
son, as minor under the guardianship of his mother the Rani,

1899
‘I~v\l

July
——

s,
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.J.

C.

‘1899

{VT

on a mortgage

bond dated

September

[L. R.
4,

1880, for Rs.7000,

said therein to have been borrowed from Hanuman

funds, and

manager of the patshala, out of the patshala’s
DEPUTY
Coiumissronnn
be repaid with interest to the manager for the
or BARA
BANK!
the patshala.
The sum claimed to be due for
U

MUNSHI RAM
.

Pnsi-mn.

interest was Rs.15,141

Parshad,
to

time being of

principal

and

After the ﬁling of the plaint
the estate of the minor came under the management of the
Court of Wards, and the appellant was made a defendant in
the suit.

between

2a. 10p.

Previously to this suit being brought another suit
the same parties had on

April

13, 1887

,

been brought

similar bond dated January 20, 1881, for Rs.7000, in which
the sum claimed for principal and interest was Rs.13,5/17 14a. 8p.
On January 5, 1889, the respondent, on the death of Hanuman
Parshad before the trial, was made plaintiﬁ" in the suits in his
on

a

place.
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evidence

The suits were tried together, it being agreed that
taken in the suit ﬁrst instituted, which might be

material to the other suit, should

be

evidence

in that suit.

Both were dismissed by the District Judge, his full judgment
being given in the ﬁrst suit.

The defence in each of the suits was that the lender of the
money was not the patshala, but Munshi Kali Parshad, a
deceased vakil, who used to practise
managed

at Lucknow,

the transactions of the patshala at

and who

Lucknow till his

it with considerable property, and that
the money had been repaid to him by the Rajah.
After the
examination of the plaintiff had been ﬁnished, his pleader stated,
death, having endowed

in answer to

by the

a question

District Judge, that if the

defendants proved that the moneys due on the bonds were paid
by the Rajah to Kali Parshad, his client was willing to treat
such payment as made to himself.

that had to

Kali

be decided.

This was the only question

The Rajah died on October

8, 1882,

Parshad died on November 10, 1886.

On April 3,
or
manager
president of the
patshala, sent a letter to the Rani, demanding that the bonds
should be paid, or that some arrangement should be made for
their payment, and saying that he had sent Tara Parshad, the
and

1887,

Hanuman

Parshad,

as

accountant of the patshala, in order that he might bring a
To this letter Muharram Husain, the
reply without delay.

VOL.

.
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karperdaz of the Surajpur (the Rajah’s) estate, replied on behalf
of the Rani on April 7 by a letter in which he said that the

C.

1899

money due on the bonds had been paid to Kali Parshad, that

D;;.,Y

the accounts in the ofﬁce of the estate had been shewn to Tara

C°‘é;"§”A‘gi‘E“

Parshad, and that Kali Parshad was the old vakil of the estate,
and consequently had not been asked to return the bonds or
On April 13, 1887, the suit on the bond of
give receipts.
January

20, 1881, was brought.

suit on the bond of the previous
'

until August, 1887.
The case of the defendants

It

did not appear why the

September 20 was not brought
as regards

the payment of the

January 20, 1881, is that the Rajah received on April 26,
from
the Bank of Bengal at Lucknow Rs.27,010 5a. 312.,
1882,
part of a lakh of rupees borrowed from Mr. Jackson, and that
bond of

out of this sum he paid Kali Parshad Rs.16,406,
cluded the principal and interest due on the bond.
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J.

which in

It

was not

disputed that the Rajah borrowed a lakh of rupees from Mr.
Jackson, and that he received Rs.27,000 and odd from the
Bank of Bengal at Lucknow on April 26, 1882, as part of this
loan, and that Kali Parshad deposited Rs.17,000 in the London
and Delhi Bank on May 1, 1882. The principal witness for
the defendants was Nand Kumar, a servant of the Surajpur
estate, who had been in its service for ﬁfteen or sixteen years.

If

The defendants
his evidence is true this bond was paid.
relied upon entries in a roshanbaki or day-book of the Surajpur
estate, and upon a list of the debts of the Rajah made soon after

This list, which was produced, contained an entry
of Rs.20,000
due to “Hanuman Parshad, the manager of
Patshala”;
but there was no entry in it of either
Kayestha
of the bond debts.
Nand Kumar deposed that he made it out
of the papers of the estate, and that Kali Parshad dictated
the item of Rs.20,000 ; he gave the list to Kali Parshad, and he
ﬁled it in the Tahsildar’s Court; that Kali Parshad read the
list in Nand Kumar’s presence, and made no objection as to
his death.

having been omitted; the Rani
As to the entries in the roshanbaki,

any debt due to the patshala
repaid

the Rs.20,000.

their Lordships accept the statement
the Judicial Commissioner’s Court.

as to

it in the,judgment of

“This

book was kept at

BANKI
iiluivsiIiiRm

P‘_lfi‘D'

260

n~:n1.n<

‘J-.Q

[L.

R.

the ofﬁce of the estate at Hathaunda, and in it the money
received and disbursed

1899

APPEALS.

on behalf

of the estate was entered.

1);?"

Receipts or disbursements of money at any other place but
C°::‘§§i‘§:'“ Hathaunda were entered when the receipt or disbursement was
brought to the knowledge of the office under the date of entry.
B?!‘
For example, the karindas of the estate used to submit

_

gin
'

monthly accounts which were abstracted and entered in the
roshanbaki under the date of entry. Again, if the Rajah visited
Lucknow or any place all the money received or disbursed on
his behalf by his servants was entered on his return to Hat
haunda under the date of entry. That is to say, a servant of
the estate might during a certain period receive or pay money
for his master, and the receipts or payments for that period
would be entered when the servant rendered an account,
and when entered would all appear under the date of entry.”

It

in their
proper order on the authority of the officer whose duty it was
to receive or pay the money.
The District Judge says in his
judgment that this book was kept in the way in which
talookdars’ accounts are kept, and the Judicial Commissioner's
should

Be added

that

these

entries

were

made

Court says that the evidence of Nand Kumar, Sarja Parshad,
Lal Bahadur, a late
moharrir of

it,

a late dewan of the Surajpur estate, and

was quite sufﬁcient to prove that the roshanbaki

it

a

genuine account-book of the estate

;

is

but, on the authority
of
decision of the Bombay High Court in Munchershaw
held that the
Bezonji v. New Dhu.rumsly S. and W. C0. (1),
Indian
Evidence
not
relevant
under
s.
34
of
the
were
entries
a

Act, the book not being regularly kept in the course of business
In the case referred to
within the meaning of that section.
the learned judge held that the words in s. 34, “books of
account regularly kept in the course of business,”

mean books

entered up from day to day, or from hour to hour, as transac
a

tions take place. Their Lordships are unable to approve of
It gives much too limited meaning to s. 34.
this decision.
If were correct, merchants’ and bankers’ books regularly kept
would in many cases be excluded from being used as corrobora
(1; Ind. L. R.

4

it
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perhaps many days after the date of the receipts or payments,
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’
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The time of making the entries may affect the
value of them, but should not, if not made from day to day
or from hour to hour, make them entirely irrelevant.
Nottive evidence.

withstanding the rejection of the entries, the Appeal Court held
on the other evidence in the case that the defendants had
established that the Rajah paid Kali Parshad the amount due
on the bond of
the District

January 20, 1881, agreeing with the ﬁnding of

Judge

as

appeal in the suit on it.

to this bond, and they dismissed

But

as to the bond

the

of September 14,

they held that, the entries not being relevant, the proof
of payment rested entirely on the evidence of Nand Kumar,
and the inference to be drawn from the bond debt not being
1880,

entered

in the list, and this being the only admissible evidence

on the point, the defendants had failed to prove that the Rajah
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paid that bond

to

Kali Parshad.

Their Lordships being of

opinion that the entries were admissible to corroborate Nand
Kumar, they think the payment of this bond to Kali Parshad
was also proved, and they

will humbly advise Her Majesty to

afﬁrm the decision of the District
of the Court of the

Judge, to reverse the decree

Judicial Commissioner, and to order the

it in the suit on the bond of September 14, 1880, to
The respondent will pay the costs of
dismissed with costs.

appeal to
be

this appeal.

Solicitor for appellant: Solicitor, India Oﬂice.
Solicitors for respondent: Ranken Ford, Ford

Von.

XXVI.

at

Chester.

T

J.

G.

1899

1);:-H
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J.C.‘

THE RAJAH or BOBBILI

E?

.

[L. R.

.

.

PLAINTIFF;

.

DEFENDANT.

AND

J"5'Z1§t§3‘

INUGANTI CHINA SITARASAMI GARU

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT AT MADRAS.
1Stamps—Act

I. qf 1879—L0st

Deed Unstamped—Pe'nalty

Provisions

inapplicable.
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The provisions for due payment of a penalty made in Act I. of 1879
for the case of deeds either unstamped or insufficiently stamped do not
apply when the deed so affected has not been produced; and accordingly
secondary evidence of its contents cannot be given.

of the High Court (April 4, 1894)
afﬁrming a decree of the District Judge of Vizagapatam
(Nov. 18, 1892) and dismissing the appellant’s suit with costs.
The point of law decided in this appeal is whether a copy or
draft of a deed of gift by the appellant’s ancestor in 1848 to his
APPEAL from

a decree

brother-in-law, Inuganti Rajagopala Rayanin, was admissible
in evidence, it being shewn that the actual deed had been lost,
.

but had been insufﬁciently stamped. The circumstances under
which the deed was tendered and was material to the appel
lant’s case are stated in .their Lordships’ judgment.
Both
Courts agreed in rejecting the secondary evidence tendered.
The High Court held that the onus of proving that the deed
of gift was unconditional and absolute rested on the appellant ;
but that if it rested on the respondent to shew it was con
ditional, she had sufﬁciently proved it by her documentary
evidence.

Mayne, for the appellant, contended that the draft transfer
of the
was wrongly rejected; and also that, independently
rejected document, the contemporaneous

that the

deed of

documents

established

gift of 1848 was unconditional and absolute.

*
Present: Loan Wyrson, Loan
Cocos, and SIR EDwARD FRY.

H0m:-roosrs,

LORD

DAVEY, Sm RICHARD
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There was evidence that the original deed had been in existence
and had been lost.
Upon that the Court should presume it
properly stamped unless, as was the case here, the contrary was
Not having been properly stamped, the question is
shewn.
whether the clauses of Act I. of 1879—namely, ss. 34 to 39,
which provide for the correction of the error by payment of the
penalty provided—apply to cases where the deed is lost and has
The cases relating to the subject are
not been produced.

J.

C.

1899

\a¢\|

Rama or
BOBBILI
v.

Iunoanrr
C1-mu
S1'maasamr
Gaeu.

Rippiner,v. Wright (1), which is adverse to the appellant;
Co. v. Haviside (2); London and County
Bank v. Ratcliﬂe. (3) An oral statement or anything spelt out
But if the trans
of a collection of letters cannot be stamped.

Marine Investment

action was contained in a speciﬁc document, the terms of which

written down from memory, that writing
See Smith v. Henley (4), where a document

can be accurately
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can be stamped.
was fraudulently

stamped

by the opposite

party.

Prior to

the date of the unstamped deed of gift, the stamp law
in Madras Regulations XIII. of 1816 and II. of
contained
was
The legal instrument representing the original one
1825.
1848,

becomes that which should be stamped, and denotes the rights
of the parties.

It

is

a question

of revenue law, and Stamp

Acts are only intended to affect the rights of parties and the
admissibility of evidence with a view to the protection of the
revenue.
Cohen,
respondent,

Q.C.,

Branson,

and

Brown,

Kenworthy

for the

were not heard.

1

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
LORD WATSON.

In

1899

\'v~'

the year 1848 the then Rajah of Bobbili,

Sri Rajah Sveta Chalapati Ranga Rao Bahadur Garu, who was
owner of the estate of Chidikada Jagannadhapuram, situated
within the zamindari of Magdole, made a grant of it to his
cousin, Sri Inuganti Rajagopala Rayanin Garu, the husband of
his sister Sri Gopayyammi Garu. The estate was registered in
the name of the donee, who died upon

April 4, 1856, survived

by his widow Gopayyammi, and by their daughter
(1) (1819) 2 B. a A. 478.
(2) (1872) L. R. 5 H. L. 624, 630.

(3) (1881)

6

(4) (1844)

1

Lakshmi

App. C215. 122, 730.
Pb. 391.

T

2

July

13.
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WYQ

Rum

or
Bossru
‘U.

Inusanrr
Cama
Srrzmasamr

Gnu.

[L. B.

Chellayyammi Garu, who was at that time

a

minor, eight

years

'

of age.

Upon the death of Sri Inuganti Rajagopala Rayanin Garu
the estate was, with the consent of his widow Gopayyammi,
retransferred into the name of the original donor, upon the
footing that the interest conferred upon Inuganti by the grant
The original donor, Sri Rajah
Sveta Chalapati Ranga Rao Bahadur Garu, on February 19,
1862, made a second grant of the estate, in terms absolute and
unqualiﬁed, to Sri Inuganti Sitaramasvami Garu, the son of
of 1848 was for his lifetime.

one of his sisters, who was registered as owner and continued
to possess the estate until his death, without leaving issue, in
September,

1873.

His widow, the original respondent,

Sri
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Inuganti Bhavayyammi Garu, thereupon entered into and con
tinued to enjoy possession of the estate under the management
of the Court of Wards.

She died during the dependence

of

this appeal, and her representative, Inuganti China Sitarasami
Garu has been substituted as respondent.
The donor died, after making his second grant of the estate
of Chidikada, in the year 1862, and was succeeded in the Raj
of Bobbili by his son Sri Rajah Sitaramakrishna Rayandappa
Ranga Rao Bahadur Garu, who was married to Lakshmi
Chellayyammi Garu, the daughter of Rajagopala, the ﬁrst

Her husband,

Rajah, died without issue on
May 18, 1868, but authorized his widow Lakshmi to adopt
In virtue of that authority his widow adopted the
a son.
donee.

the

in February, 1871.

appellant

In

majority, and he has since been

1881

the appellant

attained

in full possession of the

estate

and Raj of Bobbili.

The present suit was brought by the appellant in order to
recover possession from the original respondent of the estate of
Chidika Jagannadhapuram in December, 1890, his main ground
of action being that, by the terms of the ﬁrst grant of 1848, Sri
Inuganti Rajagopala Rayanin Garu became absolute owner of
the estate, and that his interest was not restricted to his
lifetime. The appellant maintained that, by Hindu law, on
the

death

entitled

of

to a

Rajagopala, his widow Gopayyammi became
life estate, that on her decease their daughter

VOL. XXVL]

Lakshmi
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became entitled to enjoy the estate in question during

her life, and that her right of succession had now devolved
upon the appellant under an arrangement with Lakshmi.

In

the

course of the proof taken in the present

suit the

appellant proposed to establish, by means of secondary evi
dence, the terms of the grant of 1848, which he alleged to have
The
been executed in the shape of a formal deed of gift.
respondent denied that such a deed ever was executed, and
averred that the gift consisted in transferring the estate to the
donee’s name in the register, upon the footing that the estate
was to revert to the donor in the event of the donee leaving no
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heir male of his body.

What took place at the trial appears from an order passed
by the District Judge of Vizagapatam, which is thus quoted in
the ﬁnal judgment delivered by him: “ The plaintiff offered
in evidence what purported to be an unauthenticated copy,
said to be the original draft, of a deed of gift of the plaint land,
dated

5th

April 1848, and executed by the plaintift"

grandfather in favour of the plaintiffs

maternal

s

paternal

grandfather.

The defendants object to the admission of this document on
the ground that it is the copy of a document which was
The copy bears on its face an entry to
insufficiently stamped.
the effect that the document of which it is a copy bore a stamp
The defendants’ Exhibits I. and II. (admitted by the
of Rs.8.
plaintiff) shew that in 1835 the plaint land was sold for
Rs.40,000.

The document

say is a copy of a document

produced,

which the defendants

insufﬁciently stamped,

does

not

It contains
contain any mention of the value of the property.
an entry to the effect that the peshcush, or revenue payable to
If this could be shewn to be
Government, was Rs.4800.
the
the
stamp of Rs.8 would, under
the value of
property,
Regulation

XIII.

nection, of which

of 1816, be sufﬁcient.

I

But there is no con

am aware, between the revenue payable to

Government and the value of the property, except that the
former may, to some extent, be an indication of the latter.
The lower is the revenue, the higher is the market value of

a

given piece of property.”

The

learned

judge

accordingly

refused

to

receive

the

J

. C.

1899

WY\!

Rum

or
Bosmu
'9.
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Cuma
Srranasam
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CHINA

Srrmusam

Gnu.

document
proved.

[L. R.

tendered as secondary evidence or to allow it to

be

He referred to two decisions of the High Court

of

Madras (1) as establishing the rule that secondary
could not be admitted (even on payment of a penalty) of the
contents of the original deed of gift of April 5, 1848. The
appellant having thus failed to support his claim by com
evidence

evidence, the District

petent

Judge, on November 18,

1892,

dismissed his suit with costs.

The present appellant appealed from that decision to the
High Court of Madras, on the ground that the District Judge
had erred in refusing to receive the draft tendered as secondary
evidence of the contents

April

4,. 1894,

of the original deed of 1848.

Sir T. Mattusami Aiyar

J

.

The learned
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costs.

Judges

J

and Best

the decree of the Court below and dismissed

.

On

afﬁrmed

the appeal with

High Court agreed

of the

in

holding “that the copy should not be admitted on payment of
a penalty, for the provision of the Stamp Act regarding penalty
(s. 39 of

be

Act I. of

indorsed

on

1879) prescribes

the

document,

that .such payment
and

shall

that

presupposes

the

document is forthcoming.”

Upon the hearing of this appeal, counsel for the appellant
admitted that he was not .in a position to dispute .that the
original deed of gift, dated in 1848, had not been sufﬁciently
stamped,
1816

;

in terms of the Madras Regulation No.

XIII.

of

and that he would be unable to maintain his claim for

the estate of Chidikada unless he were permitted
copy of

the deed which he had tendered,

to prove the

and to use it

as

secondary evidence either on due payment

of a penalty into
Court, or upon its indorsement by the Collector. His right to
have that remedy allowed him was rested upon the provisions
of the Stamp Act No. I. of 1879.
Accordingly, the only question arising for decision in this
appeal is—Whether

the Courts below were right

in holding

that the provisions made by the Act of 1879, for the case of
deeds

either

unstamped

or insufﬁciently

st.amped,

have no

application when the original deed, which ought to have been
stamped or was insufﬁciently stamped, has not.been produced?
(1) (1869)

4

Madr. H. C. 312; (1884) Ind. L. R.

7

Madr. 440.
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That is
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which must depend upon the terms of the

statute itself.

Their

Lordships

.

are satisﬁed,

by

an examination

clauses, that the construction of the Act of 1879

of its

adopted by

upon production of the original writ that the Collector has the
power given him, or the duty imposed upon him, of assessing
and charging the penalty—a duty which he must in that case
perform by writing an indorsement upon the writ submitted to
him, which then, and not till then,'becomes probative in law.

it is made the duty of “ every person having, by law
or consent of parties, authority "to "recover evidence,” to im
pound any document coming before him in the course of his
functions which appears to-him to be chargeable with duty and
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s. 33

Sect. 34 provides that no
not to have been duly stamped.
instrument which has not been duly stamped shall be received
in evidence or acted upon by the persons described in the pre
ceding section, except (1.) on payment of the duty chargeable
or of the amount required to make up such duty, together with
and (2.) in any proceeding in a criminal court other
than a proceeding under chapter 40 or chapter 41 of the Code
a penalty,

of Criminal Procedure or chapter 18 of the Presidency Magis

When the original has been admitted in evidence
by a person having authority under the preceding section, upon
payment of duty and penalty, it is made the duty of such
person to send to the Collector an authenticated copy of the
instrument, together with a certiﬁcate in writing, stating the
trates Act.

amount of the duty and penalty levied in respect thereof, and
also to send such amount
case

send

In

to the Collector.

In

every other

the person impounding the instrument is required

it in original to the Collector.”

'

“ to

'

the opinion of their Lordships the effect of granting the

remedy which the appellant maintains he is entitled to would
be to add to the Act of 1879

provision which it does not
contain and which the Legislature of India, if the matter had
a

. C.

1899

the Court below is correct.
These clauses throughout deal
with and exclusively refer to the admission as evidence of
original documents which, at the time of their execution, were
not stamped at all or were insufﬁciently stamped. It is only

By

J

\IY'\l
RAJAH or
Bosnru
v.

Inuearwrr
CHINA
SITARASAMI

Gasu.
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[L. B.

-1.C.

been brought under their notice, might possibly

1899

to enact.

R5130,

B°”"“
U

INHMNTI
Gama

have declined

Their Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty to affirm
the judgment appealed from.

The appellant

must pay to the

respondent his costs of this appeal.

SITARABAMI
‘_}_f‘:‘_"

J‘0‘"

Solicitors for appellant
Solicitor for respondent

LOKNATH

.

.

.

:

Surr, Gribble ct Oliver.
: Solicitor, India Office.

.

.

Bio
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DEFENDANT;

.

.

.

.

PLAINTIFF.

AND

BISSESSARNATH

.

.

.

.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF THE

JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER

(CENTRAL PROVINCES).
of eleven Villages with Junior Member—Agreement—
C'onstruction—Liability for enhanced Jama dnd Oesses.

Tal0okda'r—Settlement

Where it appeared on the true construction of an award between the
plaintiff and defendant in 1864, afterwards embodied in a decree, in a
wajib-ul-arz, and in the plaintiffs srmnuds that the plaintiff was entitled
to a talook and the defendant to eleven villages within its ambit :—
Held, in a suit praying that the plaintiff ought not to pay an enhanced
jama of the said villages, and that the defendant was entitled only to a
ﬁxed sum thereout by way of maintenance, that the Courts below were
wrong in treating the case as an ordinary family dispute as to the amount
The award was the common root
of maintenance of a junior member.
of title, and by its true construction the plaintiff was liable for the jama
of the villages as enhanced from time to time, and the defendant for the
local rate and cesses leviable in respect thereof; and the Court has no
jurisdiction to disturb a permanent arrangement on the ground that it
was originally based on a claim for maintenance.

APPEAL from

Judicial Commissioner (Feb. 20,
decree of the Judicial Assistant to the

a decree of the

1896), modify‘ing

a

Commissioner (Nov. 21, 1893), which had reversed
the Civil Judge of Bilaspur (Nov. 7, 1892).

'

Present: Loni) WA'rsoN,
Cocos, and Sm EDWARD Far.

Loan

Hosnousm,

a decree of

Loan DAVEY, Sm RrcnAnn

INDIAN APPEALS.
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J

The question in dispute in this case was as to the extent of
the appellant’s interest in eleven villages in suit which were all
situated within the respondent's

talook

of Tarenga.

1899

\fV§'
LOKNATH

Both the

v.

rents and the Government revenue of the talook had before suit
been

enhanced,

considerably

and

whether, by virtue of an arrangement
appellant and the respondent’s

the

question

decided

BrsssssAn

nun.

was

made in 1864 between the

father, he was entitled to hold

paying the whole jama of
the talook, including that of the villages; or whether he was
merely entitled to a maintenance allowance thereout limited to
the eleven villages,

the net income

the respondent

of the eleven villages

at the

time of the

arrangement.

The decision

turned

upon

the

true construction of this

agreement, which is set out in their Lordships’ judgment.
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The relief sought by the respondent’s plaint was mainly

a

that the appellant’s right in the villages was limited
and a decree for Rs.16,798, made

declaration

to the aforesaid maintenance,
up of various

which the respondent had paid on the
appellant’s account and of proﬁts received by the appellant
The appellant contended
beyond what he was entitled to.
cesses

that his right to the villages
award of 1864, conﬁrmed

was conclusively settled by the

at the settlement of 1867.

The Civil Judge held the arrangement
temporary
cesses

one, and dismissed

were concerned.

arrangement

to be necessarily

the suit except

a

so far as the

The Judicial Assistant held that the

was at an end, and directed

a new issue as to

for the appellant, and as to the
conditions on which he should be allowed to retain the villages.
He in the result dismissed the suit with costs.
what is

a suitable maintenance

The Judicial Commissioner in second appeal held that all the
appellant could fairly expect was the net increase in the proﬁt
of the eleven villages, and that he ought to bear whatever
increased burdens have been laid upon the estate in respect of
those villages by the recent settlement.

He drew attention to

the injustice of an arrangement whereby the appellant

‘F

obtains,

not the ordinary proﬁt represented by the increase of income
minus the increased Government revenue, but the gross proﬁt,
and at the same time the plaintiff pays the increased revenue,

. C.

.
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J

[L. RI

not out of the increased income, but simply out of his
pocket.”

. C.

1899

J3!

Loxnxm
1]

BIssEssAR
NATH.

C. W. Amthoon, for the appellant,

own

that the re
spondent had failed in all three Courts to establish his case that
the appellant was merely entitled to a maintenance allowance
contended

to be paid out of the net proﬁts of the villages.
of the award, which was the common

By the

terms

root of title, the eleven

villages were settled with the appellant on the express condition
that the respondent was to pay the Government revenue in
The talook was granted to the respondent
respect thereof.
coupled with
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a reservation of the right claimed by the appellant
in the eleven villages on the terms as speciﬁed. That agree
ment has been recognised and acted upon for a long course of
years, and it was of a permanent character.

Cohen, Q.O'., and Mayne, for the respondent,

contended

that

the status of the appellant in regard to the eleven villages was
not that of an absolute proprietor, but of a person who held
them as representing a maintenance to which he was entitled.
That view is adopted in the judgments in the Courts below.

The arrangements

of 1864 and

1867 were temporary

in their

nature and could be reviewed when, owing to a change of cir
cumstances like those of a great increase in rental value of the

in the amount

of jama
assessed, they became inequitable or ceased to carry out their
original intention. They referred to Maharajah Grees Chund
Roy v. Smnbhoo Chund Roy (1) ; Ram Kullee Koer v. Court of
Wards. (2) Agreements for maintenance have been held to be

lands

and a corresponding

increase

in their nature temporary and changeable.
Counsel for appellant was not heard in reply.
1899

vv~

July

8.

'

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by

Loai) HQBHOUSE. The parties to this appeal are members
of a joint Hindu family, and the dispute relates to the enjoy
The plaintiff below, now
family property.
respondent, is the head of the family and the proprietor of the
Talook Tarenga. The defendant, now appellant, belongs to a
ment

of

(1) (1835)

the

5

Suth. W. R. P. 0. ss.

(2) (1872) 18 Suth. W. R. 474.

INDIAN APPEALS.
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He claims enjoyment of eleven villages forming
His right to the net proﬁts of the villages
part of the talook.
junior line.

has been maintained by the decree appealed from, but subject
to payments of Government jama which he contends that the

talookdar ought to bear.
It is not shewn at what date this portion of the Central
Provinces became British territory, nor when regular courts
were established with jurisdiction for revenue or for civil pur
poses.

Counsel have informed their Lordships that the earliest

laws they have found in these matters are those passed for civil
suits in 1865 and for revenue in 1881; whereas some of the
judicial proceedings under consideration are prior to 1865. But
it is clear that the ofﬁcers placed in charge of the country taken
over from the Mahrattas exercised authority to settle disputes
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in some legal mode
doubtless

which throughout this litigation have,
rightly, been taken as valid and as governing the

The controversy has been and is as
rights of the disputants.
to the construction and effect of the ofﬁcial proceedings.
In the year 1862 Badrinath, the father of the plaintiff, was
owner of the talook,

and

the

defendant

Loknath,

his ﬁrst

Judgment was given by Major
Dennys, the Deputy Commissioner of Raipur, on September 16,
cousin, claimed a moiety of it.
1862.

He treated the estate

as subject to the

Hindu common

law, each branch being equally interested in its proﬁts and
liable for its debts. 'He decreed that Badrinath should pay to
Loknath half proﬁts from the usufruct, adding, “ at the time
of the regular settlement it will be competent for the plaintiff
to sue for a division of the estate.”

It

appears that this decree

was upheld on appeal by the Commissioner, whose decree, dated
October 16, 1862, is not in the record.

Loknath sought execution of his decree in the Court of an
Assistant Commissioner,

Bakhtawar Singh, and in the course of

the parties

effected a compromise

through
That compromise was reduced to
writing, signed by the parties and by the arbitrators on
October 29, 1864, and on the same day embodied in a decree of
those proceedings

the medium of arbitrators.

the Court.
is called a
0".

There are three versions of it in the record.
One
is
not
One is an ofﬁcial
copy~—0f what
explained.

J.

C.

1899

\4Y\J
LOKNATH
1:.
BISBEBBAR
NATH.
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C.

1899
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in recitals in the decree. Their
the
ﬁrst
with
Court (the Civil Judge of Bila
Lordships agree
spur) in holding that the real foundation of the defendant’s
rights is this decree. It adds nothing to its recital of the award
translation.

One is contained

beyond stating the approval
the award
parties

ﬁled

be ﬁled

of the judge and ordering

by the arbitrators and consented

with the record.

“that

to by the

The parties should act up

to it."

It

does not appear that any of the three versions differ from

the others

in any matter now under dispute.

differences are numerous,

But the verbal

and as the decree, owing to mutila

tions and some imperfection in transcription, requires supple
ment from the award, their Lordships take the document,
which appears to be a translation of the award actually ﬁled
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with the record.
H

Compromise

It

is as follows

arrived

:—

at between

Badrinath

and

Loknath

on arbitration in the year 1864.

“ We are Badrinath

Tahuddar,

defendant,

and

Loknath,

plaintiff, residents of Tarenga District, Bilaspur.
“ Whereas there existed a dispute between us on account of
partition of villages in the Tahuddari of Tarenga Talluka and a
decree being

Venkat Bao,

passed,

J awahir

execution

proceedings

were

instituted.

Singh Babu, Ghasi Sao, and Viswanath
Sakharam were appointed by us as arbitrators to settle the
private dispute. The arbitrators gave us advice, made accounts
of debts and villages to our satisfaction, and effected partition,
having settled the matter thus: The villages Amakoni and
Tikari, rental Rs.174, Godhi, Datrengi, Madhuban, Lamti, and
Datrenga, rental Rs.275, Achanakpur, rental Rs.7, Kesla with
hamlet of Kuar Diwan, rental Rs.8, Buchipar, rental B.s.30,
and Turma, rental Rs.12, in all eleven villages, rental Rs.506.8

out of the whole Tahud Ilaka are awarded to the plaintiff
The
The plaintiff is to possess and enjoy them.
Loknath.
these
The
defendant has no power over
villages.
plaintiff is
just as he
But the defendant is to pay out of his own pocket
pleases.
The
the Government revenue in respect of these villages.
at liberty to possess, occupy,

and

manage

them

plaintiff has no concern with the payment of the revenue, and

VOL. XXVL]
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The defendant shall have power over
The plaintiff shall have

the rest of the villages in the Tahud.

Each is to hold possession of his share.
The defendant shall be responsible for the old and the present
debts.
He may pay it or not. As regards house furniture

no power over them.

each is to have what he has at present.

But the defendant is

to divide equally (with the plaintiff) the buﬁaloes in his posses
sion.
The defendant is to pay the plaintiff Rs/194 on account
of proﬁts for theiyears

and 1273 (Fuslee).
Thereafter
from the year 1274 (Fuslee) the defendant and his heirs shall
The
have no claim except to his villages and vice versa.
1272
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plaintiff and the defendant are to enjoy waters, forests, lands,
The defendant
ponds, &c., lying in their respective shares.
shall be responsible to pay (revenue) to Government. Plaintiff
shall have no concern.
On settlement ‘being ﬁnally effected
shall be responsible for payment of the revenue
assessed. We the parties accept this decision of the arbitrators.
We shall act up to the conditions above laid down.”
the defendant

Shortly afterwards Loknath became dissatisﬁed and appealed
to Mr. Chisholm, the Deputy Commissioner, who gave judg
ment on December
ceeding

15,

1864.

He describes Loknath’s pro

as an appeal to set aside the agreement, and to have

fresh inquiry into the share of proﬁts to which he is equitably
entitled. His decision is :—
“
see no reason for cancelling the agreement mutually
entered into by the parties, because at present no indisputable
a

I

data exist on which a more satisfactory

It

ﬁnding could be based.

may be true that special facts have been concealed by
defendant, and that the real rental of villages has not in all
cases been stated; but if a fresh inquiry was ordered, similar
pleas might be brought forward.

The best arrangement seems
to me to uphold the agreement and to allow the parties the
option at the regular settlement to claim a fresh adjudication
based on the full information obtained from the detailed
settlement proceedings.”
Accordingly he dismissed the appeal.

The terms of the settlement came to be decided by the same

J.

C.

1899

\Iv§'

Loxzurn
‘U
Brsssss.AR

NATH.
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vvw
LOKNATI-I
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NATH.

[L. R.

Mr. Chisholm who was then settlement

Loknath

ofﬁcer.

half share of the talook.
Badrinath
offered to allow to Loknath for the period of the new settle
ment the sum of Rs.1196 for maintenance in lieu of the eleven
his claim to

renewed

a

Mr. Chisholm’s decision was given on October 31, 1867.
There are two versions of it in the record; their Lordships
villages.

follow the ofﬁcial translation. After giving an opinion that a
talookdari estate is not divisible according to the ordinary rule
of heirship, he refers to the litigation of 1862 and 1864 up to
He says the villages then came
the date of the compromise.
“
mukasa,” a word which, according to Wilson’s
to Loknath as
imports a holding either rent free, or by the State
He continues :%
of its own State property.
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glossary,

“ After the ﬁling of this agreement the execution
proceedings
1864.
But
after
October,
the decision
closed on the 29th
Loknath objected, and being dissatisﬁed with the agreement,
The appeal was dismissed by
that Court on 15th December, 1864, and the parties held
possession up to date under the terms of the agreement.”
appealed to the Commissioner.

He

how Loknath has proﬁted by the
increased value of the land, while Badrinath has borne the
goes

on

to shew

He concludes thus :—
“ In reality by virtue of and after the agreement he has not
Yet he claims a
been a loser but a gainer to a great extent,
Until the previous agreement is cancelled this
half share.
claim of Loknath is in my opinion altogether groundless.
increased jama.

what he gets according to his agreement is quite
Besides that
am not in favour
his maintenance.
for
enough
As regards the
of shares being apportioned in a tallukadari.
previous orders of the settlement department about this dispute
Because

I made

I

a

reference to the settlement commissioner

have the matter of proprietorship cleared
thereto a fresh decision was permitted.

It

up,

in order

and

to

in reply

is therefore desirable

to decide the matter in accordance with previous possession
That is to say, all the tallukadari rights should
and custom.
remain with the tallukadar, and arrangements for maintenance
of his brothers, &c., may be made separately.

VOL.
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is therefore ordered that the entire tallukadari right of

talluka Tarenga be awarded to the present holder Badrinath
Tahuddar and clear provisions for the maintenance of brothers,
&c., be laid down in the administration paper of Tarenga.

Loknath will continue to hold the villages

that are in his

possession without payment of revenue.”

This is the decision on the controversy which in 1864
Mr. Chisholm postponed in order to obtain the fuller light of
the settlement inquiry. In 1864 he intimates that Loknath,
who was the party seeking to disturb the compromise, might
succeed if he shewed unfair dealing by the talookdar.
In 1867
he holds that no such case has been shewn.
“What he gets
according to his agreement is quite enough for his maintenance.”
He does not so much as discuss Badrinath’s proposal to sub
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stitute an allowance for the term of settlement
villages.

in lieu of the

He decides, he says, in accordance with possession

and custom—giving the talookdari as

a

whole to the talookdar,

but maintaining Loknath in his possession of the villages.
That is to uphold the compromise as against both parties,
though its effect in three years had been to increase Loknath’s
income and the talookdar’s payment of jama.

Loknath was dissatisﬁed with the decision, and appealed
to the Commissioner, Mr. Balmain, who afﬁrmed it on
February

‘

28, 1868.

During this settlement

inquiry an administration paper or
wajib-ul-ark was compiled for the talook. It is set out at length
in the record.
It bears date May 24, 1867, and (apparently
in anticipation of the settlement
thus :—
If

“

actually concluded)

opens

Special Administration Paper of the village. of Tarenga

I

Tehsil and District Bilaspur.

j

am Badrinath,

son of Manohar

Sao Bania

Tahuddar

Malguzar, resident of Tarenga Tehsil and District Bilaspur.
“
Whereas the new settlement of this village under Act IX.
of 1833 for twenty years commencing with the lst July, 1867,
and ending with
to Sambat,

June, 1887, corresponding

1943, on a uniform revenue

with Sambat, 1924,

of Rs.200 per annum

J

. C.

1899

\IY\'
Loxuurn
‘U.
BIBBESBAR

nun.
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has been effected with me before the settlement

I

oﬂicer of the

hereby agree to act up to the following
Bilaspur district,
conditions until expiry of the period of settlement and further

revision.”
Then

Chapter

comes

Zamindari.”
a village,

It

contains

I.,
a

and then continues

“Acquisition

headed

of

the

blank form for the description of
:—

“ This
village has long since been in our family. Now at
the present settlement inquiry in respect of rights to this
village having been made, the proprietorship of the village of
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Tarenga along with the rest of the talluka was conferred upon
me by order dated 31st October, 1867, and the villages of
Tikari,
Turma, Buchipar, Achanakpur, Kesla,
Amakoni,
Datrenga, Datrengi, Madhuban, Lamti and Godhi were given
in lieu of malikana to the claimant Loknath free of revenue
which was made payable by me. He shall hold possession
thereof

so

long

My real
and Kedarnath shall get Rs.250 each in

brothers Baijnath

With these exceptions

cash.

in my family.

as the village remains

concern with the talluka.

I

shall have any
am myself the owner of the whole
nobody

else

talluka.”

It

has been contended

at the bar

quoted is all subject to the opening

that the passage just
statement by Badrinath,

and is open to alteration at future settlements.

That construc

tion is inapplicable to a statement
zemindari and of the title of the talookdar, which nobody,
least of all Badrinath, would contend to be alterable on future
of the acquisition of the

settlements; and it is equally inapplicable to ﬁxed interests of
Nor can the expression “as long as the
sub-proprietors.
”
“
be cut down to mean
village remains in my family
during
the

term

of settlement.”

Nor has the term “-malikana”

anything to do with maintenance.
some

kind; and if the villages

contends,

by way of compromise

It

indicates

ownership of
were assigned, as Loknath
of his larger claim of joint

ownership, which at the date of the wajib-ul-arz had been
afﬁrmed by one set of ofﬁcers and had not been rejected by

Mr. Chisholm except as being barred by the compromise

itself,

Von XXVI.]
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the expression used “in lieu of malikana” is well enough
The reference to future
adapted to express that arrangement.
settlements is accounted for by the fact that the principal part
of the document refers to details of value and management
whose nature is alterable with time.

In

in succeeding

months,

formal
sunnuds were issued by the Chief Commissioner, Sir Richard
Temple, and countersigned by Mr. Chisholm as settlement
ofﬁcer, for the purpose of vesting in Badrinath the formal and
December,

1867, and
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The follow
legal title to the villages belonging to the talook.
ing is the sunnud relating to the village of Datrenga, one of
the eleven :
“
113 District.
“ Under the
authority of Government, and by virtue of this
sunnud, proprietary rights and ownership in mouzah Dat.renga

Talluka Tarenga of the .Bilaspur district are vested in Budree
nath, son of Manohar Sao Banee, and his heirs and assigns,
according to the boundaries deﬁned at the regular settlement,
subject to the payment of such land revenue and other cesses
may from time to time b'e assessed according to the terms of
settlement and to the conditions speciﬁed in the administration

as

paper and other settlement records.
“

(Signed)

R. Temple.”

In

this way the statement of Loknath’s rights in the wajib=
ul-arz became part of the title by which the plaintiff in the
suit holds his talook.
So matters continued

during the settlement of 1869—1889.
The only material dispute related to local cesses, as to which it
was held in Badrinath’s favour that they should be defrayed
by Loknath.

On the occasion of the new settlement of 1889 it was found
that the value of the land, and consequently the demand of the
Government for jama, had risen very largely.
Using round
numbers, the annual net proﬁts of the talook had increased
from Rs.5700 to Rs.22,000; the proﬁts of Loknath’s villages
from Rs.1900

Rs.5700;

from Rs.930 to
Rs.3800.
The talookdar contended in effect that he ought not
to pay more jama than the amount charged in 1869, and that
Von. XXVI.
U
to

and

the

jama

J.C.

i
1899

LQQTH
BIss:;“R.
NATH
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J. C.

Loknath

1899
\IWQl

beyond

Loxrura
v.
BI.5SESSAR
NATH.

was

entitled

maintenance

a

to nothing
calculated

[L. R.

from the eleven villages
at the rate of 1869, and

stated by the talookdar to be Rs.1581.
After some differences
of opinion among the revenue ofﬁcers the case was referred to
the Governor-General in Council, who pointed out that the
question was one of strict law, depending on the agreement of

Thereupon the talookdar instituted this suit, praying
relief according to his view as just stated.
1864.

Though

the

Civil

October,

decree of

Judge

held,

above stated,

as

1864, embodying

that the
is the

the compromise,

basis of Loknath’s rights, he went on to hold nevertheless that

it was swept away by Mr. Chisholm’s decision of October,
1867, and that thenceforward Loknath had no right whatever
except the ordinary right of a junior member of a joint family

which might be enhanced or diminished from
That, he thought, was a point for the Govern
time to time.
ment to decide. He gave the plaintiff a decree for a declara
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to maintenance,

tion that the defendant’s possession is in lieu of maintenance,
and for the sum of Rs.1707 1a. 6p., the amount of cesses for
three years before suit.

The rest of the claim he dismissed.

From this decree both

parties

appealed

to

the

Judicial

Assistant to the Commissioner,

who considered that the sole
He ﬁrst
question was the proper amount of maintenance.
allowed the plaintiff to amend his plaint by asking a declara
tion, “ what amount of maintenance the defendant is entitled
to, and

on what conditions he should

villages.” Then he remanded
Judge for the trial of those questions.
eleven

continue to hold his
the suit to

the

Civil

At the hearing, after remand, he expressed his opinion that
“ Loknath should continue to hold his
villages on the same
terms as those on which he held them during the twenty years’
settlement.”
receiving

His principal reason was that Loknath was not

so large a

proportion of the proﬁts

the settlement of 1869 came into operation.

suit with costs.
The talookdar

then appealed to the

as he had when

He dismissed the

Judicial Commissioner,

who considered that Loknath was getting an undue share, and
declared him to be entitled to the net increase of the proﬁts of

INDIAN APPEALS.
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but subject to pay the increased jama.
His decree is dated February 20, 1896. A cross appeal by
the

eleven villages,

Loknath was dismissed.

All

these judgments,

widely differing in result, proceed on

principle that the dispute between the parties is of the
ordinary kind which occurs when the head of a family and a
junior member cannot agree on the proper amount of main

Their Lordships

asked

the

respondent’s

counsel

whether there is any authority to shew that the Courts have
jurisdiction to disturb compromises or settled arrangements of
a permanent

based

on

character on the ground that they were originally

No such authority was

claims for maintenance.
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produced, and the principle adopted by the learned judges below
has no warrant in law unless it can be shewn that Loknath’s
interest in the villages was of the variable character which
To attribute
belongs to an ordinary allowance for maintenance.
that character to it is, their Lordships think, to misread the

history of the case.
It would, indeed, be difﬁcult so to view it if we had nothing
before us but the decisions of Mr. Chisholm.
In December,
1864, he decided what has been called an appeal, which, hoW—
ever, was not an appeal, but an attempt by Loknath to set
aside a compromise.

Mr. Chisholm saw no reason for setting

it aside, because there was no evidence, such as he hinted
might be forthcoming at the settlement inquiry, shewing con
cealment of facts by the talookdar.
dispute to the more convenient

his order of October,

In

effect he postponed the

season of the settlement.

In

during the settlement proceedings,
he lays down that Loknath can have no claim until the
agreement is cancelled, and for that there is no case because
he has got enough.

'
1899

L(‘,;;.,H

the

tenance.

J.C.

1867,

Besides that, he dissents from the opinion

that the talookdari is partible.
It is,
indeed, very probable that Loknath got a good bargain by
of his predecessors

a compromise
during the prevalence of an ofﬁcial
opinion that the estate was partible, though he himself was
dissatisﬁed with getting only eleven villages, while the talook
dar got the bulk of the estate, which was potentially, and soon

effecting

became actually, of much greater value.

But, anyhow, the

Brssgésm
NATH

-—
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J
'

. .C.

bargain

1899
\I'v\¢'

parties.

nun.

maintained against

the

dissatisfaction

of both

But whatever doubts might occur on Mr. Chisholm’s judg

Loxrurn
1).
BISSESSAR

was

[L. R.

they are only part of the history, and must be read

ments,

with what preceded and what followed.
They were preceded
by a decree for half proﬁts; an attempt to execute it; fresh
disputes; a compromise which says that Loknath shall have
eleven villages to possess, occupy, and manage them just as he
pleases, and that each is to hold possession of his own share

;

for the public burdens, for the
debts of the estate, furniture, buffaloes—apparently
all matters
and which makes arrangements

that could

such an arrangement
character

;

and

is very difﬁcult to suppose that

was ever thought to be of a temporary

it is left in force by Mr. Chisholm.

actions which accompany
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It

thought of.

be

even more emphatic

The trans

and follow the judgment of 1867 are

For the wajib-ul-arz

and precise.

was

settled at that time, and was followed by the sunnuds of 1867
and 1868, which incorporate
talookdar

to

it and make it impossible for the
of the talook without

shew title to the villages

also shewing Loknath’s interest in eleven of them.

Their Lordships

that the plaintiff is not
regards the cesses, for the repay

are of opinion

entitled to any relief except as

ment of which he sued. The proper course will be to discharge
all the decrees below except that of the Civil Judge of Bilaspur
far as it gives to the plaintiff the amount of cesses sued for.
Instead thereof it should be declared that the talook is vested
so

in the plaintiff, subject to the right of the defendant
possession
Chap.

I.

between

of the

eleven villages

of the wajib-ul-arz

on

the

terms

to hold
speciﬁed in

of May 24, 1867; and that, as

the plaintiff and the defendant, the plaintiff is liable

for the Government jama, and the defendant
rates and cesses

levied

on such villages

for the local

or on the talook in

As the defendant has disputed payment of
respect of them.
the cesses at least up to the Court of the Judicial Assistant, he
should pay the due proportion of costs in the two ﬁrst Courts.

His appeal to the Judicial Commissioner must have been mis
conceived, seeing that the suit against him had been dismissed,
and his appeal was rightly dismissed with costs.

With these
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should pay the costs of all the pro
Their Lordships will humbly
ceedings in all the Courts.
advise Her Majesty to pass a decree in accordance with the
On this appeal the respondent wholly fails,
foregoing opinion.
exceptions

the respondent

and he must pay the costs of it.

J.

C.

1899

\J\¢$
LOKNATH
1:.
B1ss1:ssAR
NATH.

Solicitors for appellant: T. L. Wilson at C0.
Solicitors for respondent : Watkins d Lernpriere.

MOHESH CHANDRA DHAL

.

.

.

.

PLAINTIFF;
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Em parte

OrHsns

AND

.

.

.

Dsrsunsurs.

MOHESH CHANDRA DHAL.

ON APPEAL FROM THE HIGH COURT
Practice--Appeal

admitted

by Special

Leave— Order

IN BENGAL.

for

Stay of Proceedinys.

The High Court having refused for want of jurisdiction to direct that
the manager of the estate in suit should remain in possession pending an
appeal which had not been certiﬁed by themselves, but granted by special
leave from Her Majesty :-—
Their Lordships declined to interfere, but advised the grant of an order
staying proceedings, the petitioner being answerable in damages, and any
aggrieved respondent

having leave to move for discharge of the order.

THIS was an ex parte petition praying for a reversal of an
order by the High Court (Nov. 3, 1898), and for a direction to
the High Court to deal with the application made to it on the
merits.

The petitioner stated that on October 4, 1888, his grand
father had brought his suit in the Court of the Sub-Judge of
Chybasa against the respondents to recover the Dhalbara estate
as next heir of Rajah Ramchandra Dhal, deceased; that on
December

28,

1891, the

Sub-Judge, and on August 21, 1896,

in appeal the High Court, dismissed the suit on the ground
that the ﬁrst respondent was the preferential heir; that the

'

Present: LORD Honuousn, LORD

l\IAcnAon'1'1\:N,

. C.*

1899
\4s*\I

AND

SATRUGHAN DEAL

J

and Sm l‘.IouA1u>

Coucu.

May 6;

July

8.
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J

. C.

1899

\fv\!
Monssn
CHANDRA

Dan.
U

Sumwonau
DHAL.
Mounsn
Cmmnaa
DHAL,
Ea: pan‘/0.

High Court refused leave to appeal, but that on July 18,
1898, special leave was granted to appeal to Her Majesty in
Council. He further stated that after receipt of the Order in
Council granting special leave he made an application to the
High Court alleging that the estate was and had been since
the death of Rajah Ramchandra Dhal in the possession of the
the Encumbered Estates Act, that the debts

under

manager

had been paid off, that there was a balance of Rs.30,000

in

the hands of the manager, that the estate yielded an income

of no means;

that the ﬁrst respondent was a man
and that he had prayed that the Court would,

under

of the Civil Procedure Code,

of Rs.50,000
s. 608

a year, and

should remain in possession

manager

order

that the

of the estate until the

ﬁnal decision of the suit by Her Majesty in Council, or until
the ﬁrst respondent should give security for the due fulﬁlment
of any Order in Council which might be made.
it,

The High Court refused the application on the ground that
since the case was not one
they had no jurisdiction to grant
provided for by s. 608.

Mayne contended that this order was unsound in law, or that
must be open to Her Majesty in Council to grant
sound

it

'

if

the relief which the Legislature intended should be given to an
appellant

Rajah

on

a

proper case

being made out.

He referred to

Perladh Sein v. Baboo Bhoodoo

;

of

;

Singh (1); Maharam}
Inder Kumari v. Maharani Jaipal Kumari (2)
Rahimbhoy
Habibhoy v. Turner (3) Administrator-General
Bengal v.
Pram (Jhand Mullick. (4) The appeal was admitted under c. 45
of the Code:

see s.

616; and

adequately protected by

8.

High Court had juris
the

estate would be

mere stay of proceedings.

The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by
LORD HOBHOUSE.
tection

The object of this application
the pro
of property pending an appeal.
The petitioner

is

July

and

is

1899

5&4

so the

Otherwise the appellant
a

diction.

(1) (1864)10 Moore’s Ind. Ap. 0...
vs.
(2) (1886) L. R..14 Ind. Ap.
1.
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[L. R.

(3) (1890) L. R. 18 Ind. Ap. 6.
(4) (1895) L. R. 22 lnd. Ap. 203.
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suing to establish

his title to land

as

283

heir of one Ramchandra

His suit has been dismissed by the Subordinate Judge

Dhal.

that Satrughan Dhal, a respondent, is the pre
ferential heir, and. that decree has been afﬁrmed by the High
on the ground

Court.

Special

leave to appeal

High Court was granted on July

against

the decree of

the

18, 1898.

is in the manager’s hands.

states that Satrughan Dhal is a man of no means.
to the

He further
He applied

High Court to order that the manager should remain
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in possession, which they refused on the broad ground that
the Code gives them no jurisdiction over the subject-matter
pending an appeal not certiﬁed by themselves.
The petition .asks the Queen in Council to reverse the order
of the

High Court, or to direct the High Court to deal with

the case, or to give other relief.

Their Lordships cannot direct the High Court to act where
they have no jurisdiction, and they are not prepared to differ

from the High Court on the question whether
jurisdiction without hearing full argument
They are at present disposed to agree that
not exist; and though it may be very
doe

or no they have
on the point.
the jurisdiction
anomalous

that

should be left without the possibility of interim pro

property

tection, pending an appeal granted by special leave, the case is
one of great rarity, and not unlikely to have escaped the notice
of the framers of the Code.

It

is clearly quite impracticable,

nor

does

the petition ask

that the Queen in Council should directly interfere to continue
the manager, or to appoint a receiver.
Interference has been
effected here in cases where the Courts below had jurisdiction
over the subject-matter,
effective

;

and an intimation to them would be

or where, the appellant

. C.

1899

‘IV§!
Monmsa
CHANDRA

Dun.
‘U.

Sarnuonan
Dnan.

The appellant now states that the estate of Ramchandra has
been in the possession of a manager under the Encumbered
Estates Act, and that the debts have been cleared off, and that
a balance of Rs.30,000

J

being in possession, a stay

of proceedings would keep the position of things intact. At the
bar Mr. Mayne asked for a stay of proceedings in this case;
and their Lordships are disposed to accede to his suggestion,
because it is highly inconvenient that there should not be any

Monssn
C1-umnsA

DHAL,
Ea: parts.

—
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J

. C.

1899

\Iv§!

Monssn
Csaumu
DHAL
‘U.
SATRUGHAN

DHAL.
Monnsn
CHANDRA
DHAL,
Ea: parts.

interim protection at all pending such an appeal as this, and
because, while such a stay of proceedings can hardly be pro
ductive

of injury to absent parties, the petitioner’s counsel is

sanguine that it may afford the requisite protection.

Their Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty to grant an
order staying proceedings; but the petitioner must be answer
able in damages, and any aggrieved respondent must have
leave to move for discharge of the order.
.
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Solicitors for petitioner: T.

L.

Wilson a Co.

END OF VOLUME

.

1
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ACCOUNTS:

See PARTNERSHIP.

AGREEMEN'I.‘—continued.

AS AGENT AND NOT AS
ACCOUNTABILITY
HINDU JOINT FAMILY MANAGER:
See Aosnminnr.

RAJAH Snrnncnnnna
family
management.
RAMABHADRA 1:. RAJAH Snrnucnnam VIRA
- 167
BHADRA SURYANARAYANA

ACCRETION, LAW OF—Law of Gradual

AGREEMENT

Ac/‘re

tirm—Practice-—( .'lrI1'm by Sub.aqueous ()wuership
cannot be ﬁrst made in Appmh]
In Madras as
well as in Bengal the rule, though unwritten in
tlIe former Presidency, is established that gradual
accretion enures to the land which attracts it.
Where the plaintiffs ca.e was that the l nka in
suit was formed by gradual accretions to her
previously existing dry land in mid-stream, and
there were concurrent ﬁndings against her :—
Held, that she could not in appeal raise the
question, to which neither evidtnce nor issues
were directed, of a sub-aqueous ownership of the
whole bed of the river between the banks
owned by her, and claim on that ground every
SR1
BALSU
formation of soil on that bed.
RananaxsnaMma
v. COLLECTOR
or GODAAVERI
.
—
—
107
DISTRICT
ACT I. OF 1872, s. 84: See

Luv or

ACT XV.

Art.

91 :
See 'EJEC'I‘MENr‘, ss.
141, 144.

10, 28, A.nTs.

120,

HINDU WILL.

ADMISSIIBILITY‘:

See LAW

or EVIDENCE.

ADMISSION BY PLAINTIFF:
ADOPTION:

See HINDI:

LAW.

See LIMITATION.
1, 4.

ADOPTION OF ONLY SON VALID:
LAW.

See HINDU

1.

ADVERSE POSSESSION:

: See TALOOKDAR.
See

wII"I..

ALIENATION BY HINDU WIDOW—Mortgage—

Vnpaid Interext due on the Husband's Mortgagea]
Where a Hindu widow being pardanashin, and
deriving from her husband’s will no greater
power of alienation than she possessed under
Hindu law as manager of her infant son’s estate,
executed a mortgage to secure the balance of
unpaid interest in respect of three mortgages
executed by her husband in his lifetime ;—Held,
there being no evidence of legal necessity or of
inquiry by the mortgagee, that the mortgage
was invalid as being beyond the widow’s power
of alienation even if the transaction had been
to her.
TIKA RAM '1).
properly
explained
DhPU’I‘Y-COMMISSIONER
or BARA BANKI. 97

ALLUVIAL LANDS— Title by Preecrz'ption—Ev1I
dense
where the plaintiff-I
rf Po.ssess1'on.]

Evrnnncn.

ACT I. OF 1879 : See Srazurs.
OF 1877,

ALIENATION:

See EJECTMENr.

— Accountability as
AGREEMENT—C0nRtructi0n
Agent and not as Hindujoint Family Mana.qer.]
Where three Hindu brothers agreed that their
shares of the joint estate,
the separated

excluding‘
share which was of a fourth
brot er,.should be
kept joint, that the eldest should manage the
same. and that after twelve years a division
should be eﬁ'eeted. after settling proﬁt and loss
up to that date, but that any one brother might
obtain division during that term by giving up
his share of the proﬁts :—Held, that the true
effect of this agreement was not to leave the
family '-tatus untouched, bpt to render the eldest
account ble for rt oéipts and expenditure on the
footing of ordinary agency, and not of joint
hm. Arr. 10n. XXVI.

claimed the lands in suit, being an alluvial
deposit which had emerged on the recession ot'
the Hang» s, not as part of their old lands, but bv
virtue of a title gained under the Limitation
Acts by twelve years’ continuous possession :—
Held, on the evidence, that after the plaintiﬂs
took possession the lands were again submerged,
and that on their reappearance the Government
took possession
thereof, that the defendants
obtained from the Government possession of part,
and that the nlaintiﬂ's have failed to prove any
actual possession of the remainder. UUITNARAIN
—
Snvon v. Gonascuaun Sanu
236

APPEAL:

Sea ORDER Srnmme Vaxn.
ROLLS.

orr

APPEAL ADMITIED BY SPECIAL LEAVE
PRACTICE.

THE
: See

3.

BUILDING BY TENANTS ON LAND DEMIISED
See: Lmsnnonn AND TENAnr.

CIVIL PROCEDURE

:

CODE, s. 13-Res Judrcala
—Decree of Dismissal of former Suit. Issues being
Where a former suit between tho
undecid.ui.]
some parties in the some Oouit and for the same
relief resulted in a decree of dismissal, the judg
a
ment leaving it open to the

plaiutilftoéiring‘

IN DEX.

286

CIVIL PROCEDURE

CODE, S. 18-—eo'ntz'm1ed.
fresh suit and leaving “untouched and undecided
all matters” affectingthe rights of the parties :—
Held, that such a decree did not constitute res
judicata. either under the general law or under
s. 13 of Act. XIV. of 1882, not being a ﬁnal
decision of the suit.
Pmsorau GIR v. N ARBADA
.
- 175
_
_
Gm

CONCURRENT FINDINGS: See PRACTICE.
CONFISCATION: See LAW or Ounn.
CONSENT DECREE:
See Errncr or Unname
TERED

Acnasmnurs.

CONSTRUCTION:

See

EJECTMENT.
TALOOKDAR.
W1 LL.
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CONTRACT: See Vnunon AND Purrcrusmn.
CONTRACT TO BUY SHARES OF ADIRECTOB—
False Balance-sheets—E'vidence as to I1Iduceme1|t.]
where there was a concurrent ﬁnding of fact
that a balance-sheet issued by a bank was false
to the knowledge of the respondent, a director,
but that the respondent had never made any oral
misrepresentations to the appellant, who bought
from him bank shares both before and after the
issue of the balance-sheet
and consequent
declaration of dividend :—Held, with regard to
the later purchases, about which alone any
serious controversy could arise, that as the
appellant failed to shew that they were induced
by the false balance-sheet, the respondent was
not liable to him in damages. MACAULIFFE v.
—
- 6
Wrnson

CONVICTION OF FORGERY: See Onnnn STRIK
ING A VAKIL orr run RoLI.s.
See HINDU LAW.

OF HEIR
Ounn TAr.ooxnAnI.

DECLARATION

BY HOLDER:

4.

See

DECLABATORY

SUIT: See SEPARATE REGISTRA
Sun-Asssssnrnr.
DEGREE FIRST FOB. ACCOUNTS AND AFTER
WARDS FOB, A SCHEME: See PRAC
rrorv AND

TICE-

2.

DEGREE OF DISMISSAL OF FORMER SUIT,
ISSUES BEING UNDECIDED : See Crvn.
Psoosnunr:

DIIABAM:

Conn, s. 13.

See HINDU

WILL.

1.

EFFECT

OF ADOPTION: See HINDU WILL.
2.
EFFECT OF UNBEGISTERED AGREEMENTS
To a suit claim
Consent Decree—Res Judieata.]
ing lands by inheritance the defence was (l.)
that the lands were included in two unregistered

agreements by which a former suit between the
parties had been compromised, and under
which they had divided the entire subject of
agreement in equal moieties, and had entered
into possession thereof; and (2.) that a consent
decree in the said suit had been founded there
on :—Held, that owing to non-registration
the
agreements, except so far as they were incor
same

Von.

XXVI.

EFFECT OF UNREGISTERED

AGREEMENTS-—
continued.
porated in the consent decree founded thereon,
were ineffectual in law to create title in the
defendant to the lands in suit :—Held, further,
that as the lands now in suit were excluded from
the former suit, and the consent decree did not
in terms relate to them, the present suit was not
barred as res judicata.
PRANAL ANNEE v.
—
- 10‘.
Laxsnm Aurora

EJECTMENT

: See LIMITATION.

LANDLORD AND Tnuzmr.

EJECTHENT — Pottah—C0nsfruetion—Ter1ns of
holding over after expiration of Pottah—Limita

Aessnnsnr.

C0-WIVES OF ADOPTER:

[Inn A PP.

lion Act XV. of 1877, art. 91—Adve1-ee Possession]
The grantee of a village made in lieu of main
tenance surrendered it to the grantor, having
executed a permanent
pottah in
previously
respect thereof to the defendant :—Held, (1.) that
this pottah was void and not voidable merely
against the grantor, and could not be conﬁrmed
by the mere receipt by him, after the said sur
render, of the stipulated rent; (2.) that the
defendant having been allowed by the grantor to
as a mokurruri tenant for
remain in possession
his life, and not as tenant at will, could not be
ejected during his lifetime; (3.) that asuit for
ejectment brought after his death was not barred
under art. 91 of Act XV. of 1877, on the ground
that the grantor might have brought a declara
tory suit in his lifetime under s. 39 of the
Speciﬁc Relief Act; (4.) that a tenant for life
does not render his possession adverse within the
meaning of Act XV. of 1877 by giving notice to
his landlord that he claims to hold on aperpetual
or hereditary tenure.
MAHARANI Bum Pznsnan
- 216
Konur 1:. Dunn NATH Ror —

ENTRIES

NOT
MADE
TRANSACTION:

AT

THE TIME

See EVIDENCE.

OF

3.

EVIDENCE—Admissilrility—Report of a Pun
in a Collector’s Oﬂiea] Held,
chayet—Ree0'rd
that a punchayet’s report made in 1819 and pre
served in the Collector’s office, which after a
minute local inquiry into the history of a family
stated its pedigree including the adoption of S.,
was strong evidence, and as between the parties
to this suit whose ancestors signed it conclusive
notwith
evidence in favour of the adoption;
standing that the fact of adoption was not shewn
to have been the point in dispute before the
punchayet, and that the report, which was still
decipherable, had been plainly tampered with.
AJABBING 1:. NANABHAU VALAD DHANSING
Rania

-—

2.
Alleged Iam-farzi Transaction —Gij'f.]
Upon an issue whether property admittedly
purchased and paid for by the plaintiff in the
name of the defendant was an ism-farzi purchase
for the beneﬁt of the plaintiﬁ' or a gift to the
defendant :—Ileld, that evidence of the defen
dant’s possession
for nine and a half years
wirhout being called on by the plaintiff to
account for the rents, and of the defendant’s
performance of valuable services sufficient to
establish a claim on the plaintiffs generosity, W88
decisive in favour of n. ‘gift. Pannrr RAM NARAIN
- 33
—
v. MAu1.vI MUHAMDIAD
HAD!

I
1
l.l

INDEX.

XXVI]

Inn. Arr. Von.

HINDU

EVIDENOE—continued.

--—

not made at
Admissibilii.y—Entrz'es
Books of
the Time of Tm'nsaction—Talookdar’s
“Books of
Account, Act I. of 1872, s. 3%]
”
account regularly kept in the course of business
are not limited according to the true construction
of s. 34 of the Indian Evidence Act to books
entered up from day to day or from hour to hour
as transactions take place.—Munchershaw Bezonji
7. New Dhururnsly S. and W. Co., (1880) Ind.
the
L. R. 4 Bomb. 576, overruled.—Where
karindas of a talookdar’s estate used to submit
monthly accounts at the head office which were
abstracted and entered in the roshanbaki under
the date of entry, it might be many days after
the actual transactions, but nevertheless in their
proper order and on the authority of the oﬂicer
who transacted the business :—Held, that these
entries were ‘properly admissible, though the
time of making them might affect their value.
Dsrurr COMMISSIONER or BaaA BANKI 1). Munsur
- 254
Rm PARSHAD
3.

i
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—— AS

T0 INDUGEHENT:
See CONTRACT
BUY Snanss or A Dmsoroa.

OF POSSESSION

: See

T0

ALLUVIAL LANDS.

FALSE BALANCE-SHEETS:

See CONTRACT

anr Srmnas or A Drsncroa.

2.
GIFT: See Evmanon.
GIFT VOID FOR VAGUENES8:

WILL.

See

T0

Hmnu

1.

GRANT T0 HINDU WIDOW BY HEB HUSBAND
Probandi as to Duration of
—Preaumption—Onus
Where a Hindu widow under grant
Grant]
from her husband had enjoyed the revenues of a
village for many years :—Held, that there was no
presumption of law either that the grant was by
way of maintenance or as stridhan, and that in
the absence of all evidence as to the terms of the
grant the widow had not established an absolute
title.
SRI BRAJA KISORA Dsvu Gaau v. SR1
- 66
KUNDANA Dsvr PATTA Manannvr G-ARU

HINDU LAW—Adoption—Only Son-Adoption
of only Son Valid] Held, that the adoption of
an only son having taken place in fact is not
null and void under the Hindu law :—Held. also,
in an appeal from Madras, that such adoption
is not so improper that a widow has no power to
effect it with the assent of the Sapindas in the
absence of express authority from her husband.
SR1 B.u.rsu GURULINGASWAMI v. SR1 Banusu
Ramanansnmanna.
Ranrra Morrun v. HARDAI
B131
2.

-

-

-

287

-

-

-

113

Ad0ption—Invalidity of Adoption of

Mother’; Siste/r’s Szm.]
Held, that the adoption
by a Hindu of the twice-born classes of a mother’s
sister's son is wholly void.
The precepts of
Hindu authorities condemning it have been
decided to be not monitory only but positive pro
hibitions for such a lengtn of time as to make it
incompetent to a Court of Justice to treat the
BHAGWAN Smen
question now as an open one.
- 153
v.BHAGWANS1I\'Gr-I

LAW—c0ntinued.

Property in Possession of Hindu Widow
—Presum tion Suit by Rei-ersionary Heir—Onua
Probandi.
Where a plaintiﬂ‘ sues as next re
versionary heir to a Hindu husband after the
death of his widow, it lies upon him to shew that
the property in suit had vested in the husband.
There is no presumption of law to that effect
resulting from the husband's estate at his death
being shewn to be considerable and the widow's
title not being shewn to have otherwise accrued.
DIWAN RAN BIJAI Bauanun SINGH 1:. Innas
—
- 226
PAL SINGH
4.
Adoption— Inheritance — Prior Heri
table Ri ht of Adoptive Mother — O0-wives
of
Adopterj’ Where a Hindu has selected one of
his wives to adopt a. boy in conjunction with him,
the other wives are postponed to the one selected
in the order of inheritance to the boy. Kashee
shuree Debia v. Grecschunder Lahoree, (1864)
Suth. W. R. 71, approved. ANNAPURNI NAGHIAR
1:. bosons AND Msruxsnr SUNDRA Naonmn 246

i-

HINDU WILL—Dharam—Gift
Void for Vague
ness—I/imitation—Act
XV. of 1877, ss. 10, 28,

Held, that a devise to
arts. 120, 141, 144.]
dharam is void. The objects which can be con
sidered to be meant by that word are too vague
and r1I)Ov1t&lr1 for the administration of them to
be under any control.
M01-ice v. Bishop of
Durham, (1805) 10 Ves. 539, approved.
Where
a testator died in 1869 leaving two widows, one
of whom died in 1871 and the other in 1888, and
devised the whole residue of his estate to trustees
for dharam, and shortly after the death of the
survivor the heir.at-law sued to declare the
devise to dharam void and for administration :—
Held, that arts. 120 and 141 of Act XV. of
1877, Sched. 2, applied, and that the suit was
not barred as to any portion of the testator’s
Art. 144,
estate, whether movable or immovable.
which makes the period of limitation run from
the date when the possession of the defendant is
adverse to the plaintiff, does not apply where
the suit is otherwise
specially provided for
His
Sect. 28 does not apply to the plaintiff.
right was not derived from the widows, and did
not accrue till the death of the survivor of them.
Runcnosnas VANDRAWANDAS v. PARVATIBHAI.

i

71

Construction—Persona
Desig1u1ta—
Zemindary—Alienation—1L:ﬂ'ect
Impartible
of
Adoption] In Hindu adoption there is no im
plied contract with the natural father, that in
consideration of the gift of his son, the adopter
will not make a will. A gift by a will to a
persona designate is not vitiated by a description
of him as aurnsa son, even if shewn to be false.
Fanindra Deb Railmt v. Rajeswar Das, (1885)
L. R. 12 Ind. Ap. 72, distinguished.
An im
partible zemindary is not inalienable by will or
otherwise by virtue only of its impartibility, and
in the absence of proof of some special family
custom or tenure attaching to the zemindari and
Rani Sartaj Kuari v. Rani
having that effect.
Deoraj Kuari. (1887) L. R. 15 Ind. Ap. 51, fol
lowed, and held to be applicable to the zemin
daries in the Presidency of Madras. Beresford v.
Rarnasulba, (1889) Ind. L. R. 13 Mad. 197,
Sm KAJA Rao VE\IiA'r‘.\
Scars
approved.
2.

INDEX.
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LAW

—

INDIAN EASEMENTS

-

ACT,

-

-

1

objection to their being blocked when the defend
ant should rebuild and raise his house :—Held,
that as this provi i. n was accepted by the
defendant, the plaintiff could not acquire an
easement in respect of those Wlirduus under s. 15
of the Iirdian Easements Act, I882:-—Helil,
further, that there was none the less an accept
ance. of the said promise because the defendant,
had expressed a wish for some alterations in the
form of it which he left to the plaintiff s option,
and had engaged
in fruitless negotiations
Sui/rAN
NAwAz JUNG AND
respecting them.
Rusruiun NANABnoY BYRAMJI JIJIBHOY - 184

INIIERITANCE:

See HiNDU LAW.

LIABILITY

FOR

BENT:

REVENUE AcT, 1876.

Ounu

See

See VEN

defendant’s possession for seven years next before
suit. and the documentary evidence of possession
during the whole statutory period was exactly
similar in kind to that which accompanied the
seven years :-—Held, (1) that the Oirus was thereby
shifted upon the plaintiff to shew that possession
began during the statutable period; (2) that on
the evidence the defendant had amply sustained
the onus originally upon him to prove a twelve
UDAYAN
INNASIMUTHU
years‘ possession.
- 210
UPAKARATHUDAYAN AND Ornsns
EJECTMENT.
See
HINDU LAW.
LOST DEED UNSTAMPED

MADRAS ACT

See STAMPS.

OF 1876: See SEPARATE REGIS
TRATION AND SUB-ASSESSMENT.

XXV.

MADRAS REGULATION
See SEPARATE
ASSESSMENT.

OF

ONLY SON:

See HINDU LAW.

INVALIDITY

ONUS

OF

MOTHEBJS

SON : See HrNDU LAW.

ISM-FARZI TRANSACTION:

8:

AND SUB

See EVIDENCE.

2.

AS
T0
PROBANDI
GRANT: See GRANT

III.

or 1865.

DURATION
TO HINDU

OF

Winow

BY HER HcssAND.

ORDER STRIKING A VAKIL OFF THE ROLLS
— Conviction
Forgery—Practice— Iﬂjfect

of

ADOPTION

1802,

Rr:o1sTRA'r1oN

ONUS PROBANDI:
3.
See HINDU LAW.
INDIAN CARRIERS ACT

ON RENT: See OUDH LAND REVENUE
ACT, 1876
OF

LAND

LILIITATION—E:jecfment—Admission by Plain
where under
tiﬁ”—Shi_/"ting of Onus Probandi.]
a plea of limiiaiion the plaintiff admitted the

INTEREST

SISTERS

INDIAN

4.

ON PURCHAE MONEY:
Doa AND PURCHASER.

INTEREST

NEGLIGENCE:
See
(III. or I865).

of

Oudh ('A‘Irﬁ.~0ut€d esiai.-s, on his assurance to
thein that he would ailinit his forrner co-.~aharers.
the appellants, to ii. fourth share tliei.cot":-—HeIr1,

it

is

to

is

PRACTICE.

PROCEEDINGS:

OF

See

OUDII LAND REVENUE ACT.

1876,

s. 128

Share-—
C'0nstrai.tion—Triin.jfer
1)efoi1.lter‘N
Liability for R:/nI—Interest on 1i’enf.] WlieI6
defaiilier has been
transfer of the Share of
effected under s. 121 of the Oudh Land Revenue
Act. 1876. held, that s. 123, which provides that the
joint liabilit\ of the co-sharers shall not b6
affected ti.eieby,does not mean that the defaulter

5

LAW OF OUDH—Conﬁscat1'on—Re.qrant subject to
a Trust]
Where the respoiident’s predecessor
obmined from the Governrirent a regriut of

ORDER FOR STAY

of

Held, tiiat lessors are not
esiopped in equity from bringing ejectment by
reason of their tenants linviiig erected permanent
structures irpon the land leased in the knowledge
of and without
iirtr-rference by ihe lei.-sors.
Ramsden v. Dyson, (1865) L. R. 1 H. L. 129.
followed. .Special leave to appeal having been
granted on terms that the appelliint should he
liable to pay the respondents‘ costs in any event
if so dire(.ted, costs were nevertheless directed
to be psi.l by the respondents. LALA BENI RAM
1:. KUNDAN LALL
68
to Appeul—Co:~'ti<.]

Held, that a convii.tion of
Convict1'on—Appeal.]
sutlicii nt w.thu11li
forgery followed hy sentence
fiirtlier inquiry to justify an oriler of Couri re
moving the appellant from the roll of valiils and
He
not entitled
cancelling his certiﬁcate.
go behiird the conviction for the purpose of shew
ing that he had committed no offence at lniv. All
appeal to Her l\la.jesty will not he allowed, as
would be iirdirectly an appeal from a con\'icti0B
242
In 're RAJENDRO N ATH Muxsrm, A VAKiL

a

LANDLORD AND '.l‘ENANT—E.')'eeiment—Build
iiig by ’lenanfs on Land l)emised—Special Leave

3.
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s. 15—Ri'.qlrt
to Easement-—Wi'ndows opened under Agreement
Where a plaintiti"s
with Adjoining Prop.rietor.]
windows had been opeire-I.and suffered to exist
ui.der. a promise made by him not to raise any
1882.

FOR

CARRIERS AcT

1.

-

LIABILITY

1.7.

INDIAN CARRIERS ACT (III. OE 1865). ss. 6, 8, 9
.—Lia.bility for Negligence -—- Onus Pi-obandi.]
Where jute properly put on board one of the
appellants’ vessels took ﬁre and was consumed :—
Held. that under the Indian Carriers Act the
appellants would have been exempt from liability
if they had proved (the onus being on them) that
there was no negligence on their part, but that on
the evi(once they had failed to exonerate them
selves.
ltivrzn STEAM .NAvioATioN COviPANY v.

B.

WILL.

See HrNDU
.

2.

1.

IMPARTIBLE ZEMINDARY:

OF 0UDK—c0nlinued.
that this created an absolute trust in their favour,
and that the Courts below were wrong in im
porting conditions which, though discussed by
the settlement authorities, formed no part of the
HAsAN JAFAB 1:.
settlement ﬁnally directed.
—
—
- 229
MUHAMMAD ASKARI -

:

MAniPATr
RAMA KRISHNA RAo BAHADUR ‘U.
Courvr or WARDS AND
' VENKATA KUMARI MAKI
'- 83
PAT1 SURYA RAo

I.

HINDU WILL-continued.

OHOUTMULL

XXVI.

[IND. APP. VOL.

hm. APP. VOL.

INDEX.

XXVI.]

OUDH LAND REVENUE ACT, 1876, s. 123—
continued.
can be rendered liable for rent to the talookdar
as before the transfer, for by the transfer he has
Rent Act, 1886,
ceased to be a shareholder.—The
s. 1-11, which provides for interest on rents due
from tenants, does not apply to sub-proprietors.
Munmmnn Murmur Am KHAN v. MuuAmuAn
41
YASIN KHAN

— Declaration
OUDK TALOOKDARI—Succession
an
talookdar
Where
Oudh
Heir
by
Holden]
of
in answer to the usual inquiries by the oﬁicers of
Government declared the p1aintiff’s father her
heir :—-Held, that such declaration is merely tes
tamentary, and does not operate to transfer the
estate and to vest in the nominated heir any pre
sent title thereto.
BALBHADDAR Smon v. Snno
- 194
NARAIN Smou

‘289

PRAOTICE—continue1l.
taken before the scheme could be settled.
CHO
TALAL LAKHMIIRAM v. MANOHAR GANESH TAM
—
BEKAR
199

i—

3.
Stay of Proceedings, Order for—Appeal
admitted by
The High Court
Leave.]
for want of jurisdiction to direct
having refusebzpeoial
that the manager of the estate in suit should
remain in possession pending an appeal which
had not been certiﬁed by themselves, but granted
by special leave from Her Majesty :-—Their
Lordships declined to interfere, but advised the
grant of an order staying proceedings, the peti
tioner being answerable in damages, and any
aggrieved respondent having leave to move for
discharge of the order. Monssu CHANDRA DnAr.
- 281
1 v. SATRUGHAN DnAr.
See Acomrrron, LA\v or.
ORDER Srsrxrno VAKIL orr run
ROLns.

As
PRESUMPTION :
Winding-up — Partners’
See GRAnr TO Hmnu Wmow BY HER
Where the plaintiﬁ"s part
eignees—Accounts.]
HUSBAND.
ners in a trading adventure assigned their interest
HINDU LAW.
3.
therein without his assent :—Held, that, there
being no novation of contract, the plaintiﬂ‘ was PRIOR I-IERITABLE
RIGHT OF ADOPTIVE
entitled under a winding-up decree to an account
MOTHER: See Hmou LAW. 4.
I
against his original partners and their assignees.
DOMATY N ussun v. S. R. M. RAMEN Cnnrrr 202 PROOF OF CUSTOM: See PRACTICE.
IN POSSESSION
PROPERTY
2.
Suit by Representative of Deceased
OF
HINDU
A Court cannot order that
WIDOW: See Hmnu LAW. 3.
Partner—Accounts.]
partnership moneys recovered from debtors of
the ﬁrm should be paid over by the receiver
to one partner to the exclusion of the others, RECORD IN A 0OLLEOTOR’S OFFICE: See EVI
DENCE.
1.
without taking the accounts of the partnership.
—Where the representative of a deceased partner REGRANT SUBJECT T0 A TRUST: See LAW or
claimed such payment on the ground that the
Oron.
deceased was the capitalist of the ﬁrm and
REPORT OF A PUNCHAYET : See EvinEN(u-,:. 1.
the survivors its debtors :—HeId, that before
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PARTNERSHIP —

i

relief could be granted an account must be taken
of what W4B due to the deceased at her death,
and an inquiry made as to what moneys belong
ing to her were left in the business, and, if any,
then an account of the business as carried on
MITHARAM v.
BHUGWANDAS
by the survivors.
- 32
—
RIVETT-CARNAC

PERSONA DESIGNATA:
POTTAH:

See

Hmnu WILL.

2.

See EJECTMENT.

POWERS OF COLLECTOR:

See SEPARATE REGIS
TRATION AND Sun-Assnssmsnr.

.— Concurrent
Findings — Proof of
Whore there were concurrent ﬁndings
Custom]
of fact that a custom was established to the effect
that the defendant was entitled to succeed to an
impartible estate in preference to his half-brother,
the plaintiff, by reason of his mother having been
married prior to the plaintiﬂ"s mother :—Held,
that as there was no error in law those ﬁndings
SUNDARALINGASAWMI KAMAYA
were conclusive.
—
55
N AIK v. RAMAsAwzur KAMAYA NAIK

PRACTICE

i-

2.
Religious Foundation—Decree ﬁrst for
Where
Accounts and afterwards for a Schema]
a decree directed accounts and a scheme for the
future management of a religious foundation,
giving due consideration to the established prac
tice of the institution and to the position of per
sons connected with it :—Held, that the decree
was right, and that the accounts must ﬁrst be
Iso. Aer. Von. XXVI.

RELIGIOUS FOUNDATION : See PRACTICE. 2.
RES JUDICATA:
See Gina Pnocnnuns Conn, s. 13.
Errscr or Urvnnorsrnnan Annun
mnnrs.

RIGHT

EASEMENT:
Aer, 1882, s. 15.

TO

See INDIAN

EAsriunNTs

SEPARATE REGISTRATION AND SUB-ASSESS
KENT—-Powers of Collector—Madras Regulation
XXV. of 1802, s. 8—Madras Act I. of 1876
Order of Government Ultra Vires—Declaratorg
/Suit—Speca:ﬁc
Relief Act, s. 42.] The Collector,
with the subsequent sanction of the Board of
Revenue, ordered, on notice to the proprietor and
lessees of a zemindary, that separate registration
and sub.assessment of the appellant’s village
situate therein be made under Regulation XXV.
of 1802, s 8, and Act I. of 1876.
Thereafter the
Government, on the application of one of the
lessees, without notice either to the appellant or
the Collector, ordered the latter to cancel the
a suit by the appellant praying
registrati0n.—In
for a declaration that this order was ultra vires
and illegal :-—Held, that (1.) the Collector’s order
could only be questioned in a Civil Court, and
that separate registration, as distinct from the
amount of sub-assessment, wasa matter of private
right with which the Government had no power

Y

INDEX.

290

SEPARATE REGISTRATION AND SUB-ASSESS
. MENT-continued.
to interl'ere.—(2.) The suit, whether or not within
the purview of the Speciﬁc Relief Act, s. 42, was
It in effect sought relief in
not .demurrable.
terms of the cancelled 01-dcr.—(3.) The zemindar
and lessees were not necessary pnrtit.s.—Where,
under the grant of a village by the zemindar, the
grantee was to pay a ﬁxed annual peishcush, but
the deed provided that after separate registration
the grantor should pay the amount of peishcush
ﬁxed by the Collector :—Held, that the grantee
after separate registration was only liable for
burdens properly incident to a separate holding,
and should discharge them by direct payment to
FISCHER 1:. Srcnnranr or STATE
the O0ll‘Ol§Ol'.
FOR INDIA IN Conncin.
16
FISCHER 1). Onn -

SHIFTING OFDNUS PBOBANDI:

See

LIMITA

TION.

SPECIAL LEAVE T0 APPEAL: See LANDLORD
AND Tananr.
SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT: See SEPARATE REGIS
TRATION

mo

SUB-ASSESSMENT.
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STAMPS, ACT I. of 1879—L0st Deed Unstamped
—Penalty—Pr0'visions
The pro
Inapplicabla]
visions for due payment of a penalty made in
Act I. of 1879 for the case of deeds either un

[Inn

Am’. Von;

XXVI

TALOOKDAR—continued.
..
that the defendant was entitled only to a ﬁxed
sum thereout by way of maintenance, that the
Courts below were wrong in treating the case as
an ordinary family dispute as to the amount of
maintenance of a junior member. The award
was the common root of title, and by its true con
struction the plaintiﬂ‘ was liable for the jama of
the villages as enhanced from time to time, and
the defendant for the local rates and cesses
leviable in respect thereof ; and the Court has no
jurisdiction to disturb a. permanent arrangement
on the ground that it was originally based on a
claim for maintenance.
Loxnurn v. BISSESSAR
- 268
NATH -

TALO0KDAR’S BOOKS OF ACCOUNT:
DENCE.

TENDER:

See

See

EVI

3.

Vsnnon

AND PURCHASER.

TERMS OF HOLDING OVER AFTER EXPIRA
TION OF POTTAH: See EJECTMEnr.

TITLE

BY

PRESCRIPTION:

See

ALLUVIAL

Lanns.

SHARE:
TRANSFER OF DEFAULTER‘S
Onnn LAND Rnvanun Acrr, 1876.

See

ULTRA VIBES : See SEPARATE REGISTRATION AND
stamped or insuﬂiciently stamped do not apply
Sun-Asssssnnrrr.
when the deed so affected has not been produced :
and accordingly secondary evidence of its contents
cannot be given.
THE RAJAH or BOBBILI 1).
- 262 VENDOR AND PUBCHASER—C'ontraet—Inlerest
Innoarvrr CHINA SITARASAMI Gann
where a part of
on Purchase-money-Tender]
SUCCESSION:
See Onnn TALOOKDARI.
the purchase-money was retained by the pur
SUIT BY REPRESENTATIVE OF DECEASED chaser not as a deposit on behalf of the vendor,
PARTNER: See Panrnnnsnrr. 2.
but as security that the property sold should be
SUIT BY REVERSIONARY
HEIR: See HINDU freed from existing incumbrances and a good
title given to the purchaser :—Held, that the pur
Law. 3.
chaser was not bound to pay or tender the amount
retained until the vendor was prepared to pay
the balance necessary to clear the incurnbrances,
TALOOKDAR—Settlement
of Eleven Villages with
and that no interest was chargeable on the
Junior Member — Agreement — Construction
s
Liability of enhanced Jama and Cessea]
where amount until after notice of the vendor’ readiness
it appeared on the true construction of an award so to do. Mnnrmnan Srnmo KHAN v. MUHAMMAD
—
- 45
NASIR-UL-LAH-KHAN
between the plaintiﬁ‘ and defendant in 1864,
afterwards embodied in a decree, in a \rrijib-ul
arz, and in the plaintiﬂ’s snnnuds that the
WINDING-UP: See PARTNERSHIP.
plaintiﬁ‘ was entitled to a talook and the defen
dant to eleven villages within its ambit :——He-ld, WINDOWS
OPENED UNDER AGREEMENT
in a suit praying that the plaintiﬁ' ought not to
WITH ADJOINING PROPRIETOR : S66
pay an enhanced jama of the said villages, and
INDIAN Easnnnnrs ACT, 1882, s. 15.
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